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  Section 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 

 

1.1. General Context 
 

Mongolia is a landlocked country, spreading across 1.6 million square kilometers of the 

Central Asian plateau. More than 80% of its land area is pasture or desert, of varying 

usefulness; less than 1% of all land is arable and only 9% is forested (2012, National 

Statistical Office of Mongolia). Administratively, the country is divided into 21 Aimags 

(provinces) that make up 4 distinct geographic Regions, in addition to 9 Districts of the 

Capital City, Ulaanbaatar. Aimags are divided into Soums (sub-provinces) which are further 

divided into Bags (an administrative unit under a sub-province); Districts of the Capital are 

comprised of Khoroos (sub-districts). Outside its densely populated capital city (262 persons 

per square kilometers), the vast lands of Mongolia are sparsely populated, where the 

population density does not exceed 0.98 persons per square kilometers. 

Mongolia is an independent and sovereign parliamentary Republic, with a unitary State 

structure and a unicameral parliamentary system. Its new Constitution adopts a market 

economy that promotes and safeguards private participation and proprietorship (Article 5 of 

the amended 1992 Constitution). The political system that has been established since 

adopting the parliamentary democracy features a competitive political party system that has 

maintained peaceful and regular transfers of power over several successive parliamentary 

and presidential elections during the past two and a half decades. 

The total population reached the 3 million mark in January 2015. Of this total population, 

46% live in the capital and 34% live in the rural areas elsewhere. With a labor force 

participation rate of 63.5%, the national workforce reached 1.06 million employed persons, 

corresponding to 92% of the economically active population; yielding a gross unemployment 

rate of 8% at the national level. Nearly 290 thousand (27%) of this workforce were herders. 

By the beginning of 2014, the number of unemployed reached 33.2 thousand. 

The economy of Mongolia has traditionally been based on herding and agriculture. Main 

Agriculture products include wheat, barley, vegetables, forage crops, sheep, goats, cattle, 

camels, and horses. 35% of the national workforce is still employed in agriculture, 27% in 

herding and 8% in crops (2012, National Statistical Office of Mongolia). 

Today, the economy of Mongolia is being modified at the threshold of a major transformation 

driven by the exploitation of its vast mineral resources. The country holds extensive reserves 

of copper, gold, oil and coal, while many other minerals are also in abundance. Exports of 

these commodities are the primary source of revenue for Mongolia, and are expected to 

drive economic growth over the next decades. The government is putting in place systems to 

manage this export-led growth, protect its environment and natural assets and ensure 

equitable sharing of benefits among citizens. 

Unlike agriculture, the industrial sector that includes mining does not employ a large 

segment of the national workforce. Yet its gross output is much larger than the gross output 

of the herding and agricultural sector that employs a much larger segment of the national 

workforce. This is partly because the rapidly growing mining sector relies to a significant 

degree on foreign workers, since the national workforce in Mongolia is reportedly not yet 
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adequately skilled to meet the needs and expectations of the mining industry and its foreign 

investors. 

The service sector continues to employ more than half of the national workforce and 

generate more than half of the national economic output. Remittances from Mongolians 

living abroad are also a significant source of revenue for the country (282.6 million USD in 

2012, National Statistical Office of Mongolia). Evidently, the most prominent comparative 

advantage of Mongolia is in commodities and mining services. 

In recent years, Mongolia has become one of the fastest growing market economies in the 

world, largely driven by foreign direct investment in a number of massive mining projects. It 

already graduated to a lower-middle-income rank as its Gross National Income (GNI) 

continued to increase (3,830 USD per capita in 2015).  Mongolia is gradually becoming a 

more modern and vibrant economy, with notable economic growth driven by the mining 

sector. By 2012, the share of mining in GDP has reached 21.4%, more than twice the ratio of 

a decade ago.  By 2012, the Mongolia GDP grew at 12.5% and the mining grew at 2.5%, 

whereas by 2014 GDP grew at 8.1% and the mining sector grew at about 5%. 

Table 1.1 

Economic Indicators of Mongolia, 2011 - 2015 

 
Source: http://www.focus-economics.com/countries/mongolia 

Mongolia is entering the second phase of its MDG-based Comprehensive National 

Development Strategy 2008-2022, which will now focus on making a transition to a 

knowledge-based economy. This will require a reasonably-balanced economic development 

program, including sustainable livestock development, herding and agriculture. It will also 

require seeking and adhering to measures that would enable it to effectively avoid falling into 

the resource curse trap, which is often behind the bad economic performance of resource 

rich countries. Development of the mining sector needs to accompany efforts for economic 

diversification and job creation, as well as social protection of the needy to ensure 

inclusiveness of growth. Significant investment is needed in business development and 

infrastructure, supporting job creation leading to better living standards.  

Mongolia has an overall Human Development Index (HDI) value for 2014 is 0.727—in the 

medium human development category— 90 out of 188 countries and territories.  Between 

1980 and 2014, Mongolia‘s HDI value increased from 0.524 to 0.727, an increase of 38.7 

percent or an average annual increase of about 0.97 percent. The rank is shared with China 

and Fiji.   Table 1.2 reviews Mongolia‘s progress in each of the HDI indicators.  Between 

1980 and 2014, Mongolia‘s life expectancy at birth increased by 12.5 years, mean years of 

schooling increased by 3.5 years and expected years of schooling increased by 4.3 years. 

Mongolia‘s GNI per capita increased by about 228.6 percent between 1980 and 2014. 

Substantial progress has also been made in regard to several Millennium Development 

Goals (MDGs) at the national level, though significant regional disparities prevail. Poverty 
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has been on a downward trend over the past decade. It decreased from 38.7% in 2010 to 

27.4% in 2012 (23.2% in urban area and 35.5% in rural area), according to the National 

Statistical Office of Mongolia.  Further, according to ADB, population living below the 

national poverty line in Mongolia (2014) is 21.6%, declined from condition in 2012.  

Notwithstanding a reduction in the overall poverty, more than one out of five Mongolians still 

struggle to live on less than US$1.25 per day, and the country ranked 90 out of 188 

countries and territories in the 2014 Human Development Index of the United Nations 

Development Programme (UNDP). 

Table 1.2 
Growth of Economic Indicators of Mongolia 

 
Source: Human Development Report 2015, UNDP 

Out of 140 countries covered by the World Global Competitiveness Report, 2015–2016, 

Mongolia ranks 104th in the overall Global Competitiveness Index (GCI). It ranks better in 

Higher education and training (62nd), Technological readiness (67th), Innovation (97th) than in 

business sophistication (113th).  The report cites the inadequately educated workforce as a 

problematic factor for doing business in Mongolia.  As reported by UNDP, by 2015 the labor 

force with tertiary education in Mongolia is 26.8%. 

 

1.2. Education Context in Mongolia 
 
Up to 1990, education sector of Mongolia has been developed by a Soviet Model that is 

characterized by everybody has entitled for primary and secondary education free of charge 

and preparation of the specialists with higher education has been planned.  The education in 

Mongolia was the main achievement during socialist era between 1921 and 1990. During 

this period, Mongolia achieved the high literacy rate as well as the high enrollment rate.   

 

Sudden collapse of the socialist planned economy negatively affected the education system.  

The collapse of the socialist system in the early 1990s resulted in chaotic political, social and 

economic conditions of the former Soviet block countries including Mongolia. As a 

consequence of the macro-economic crisis, the educational systems deteriorated in post-

socialist countries. The drop-out rate of students increased, particularly in rural areas. There 

were shortage of essential educational supplies and textbooks. School buildings deteriorated 

because of low maintenance. Teachers were leaving schools because of lack of salary 
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payments for several months. (ADB, 2004; EC, 2007; Silova, 2007; Suprunova, 2007 as 

cited by Batsukh, T, 2011).   

 

The Government was committed to proceed the wide-ranging reform agenda to address the 

economic and social problems facing the country since 1990s. The reform agenda included 

the lowering the government expenditures through a comprehensive public administration 

reform program and reduction of civil service employment; restructuring and reducing 

subsidies to State owned enterprises; accelerating the privatization process; decentralization 

of local governments. 

 

Government policy since 1992 has supported the concept of greater financial autonomy and 

decentralization of local governments. The government reform measures towards liberal 

democracy and market economy influenced greatly the education reform process.  An 

education policy was one of the major priorities of the Government‘s in the beginning of the 

reform process.  The Education Laws of 1991 and 1995 defined the administrative structures 

and responsibilities. The main features include decentralization of administrative and 

financial authority to local governments, and increased autonomy to higher education and 

authorization of private education. Since the Education Law of 1995, Ministry of Science and 

Education redefined its role from being implementing agency to a policy analysis, monitoring, 

and regulating authority. Government policy toward higher education financing was to 

progressively reduce the subsidies to higher education through increased cost sharing 

(Batsukh, T, 2011). 

 

Batsukh, T (2011) in her dissertation titling ―Mongolian Higher Education Reform During The 

Transition to a Democratic and Market-Based Society 1990-2010‖ explained that the 

Mongolia‘s educational reforms is being implemented into 4 phases as briefly described 

below: 

a) Phase One (1991-1994) was implemented as the formulation of the educational reform 

agenda. This included the creation of a legal basis for educational reform in the form of 

Mongolian People‘s Republic Education Law, subsequently followed by the Sector 

Review 1993 and the 1994 Master Plan which formed the basis for direction of 

educational reform in basic and general education in the mid-1990s.  

b) Phase Two (1995-1999) was to stabilize the educational reform process and develop 

and adopt educational programs. The Law on Higher Education was adopted in 1995. 

The most important national programs for the structure of education in Mongolia included 

the National Program for Preschool Education, National Program for Non-formal 

Education, National Program for Technical Education and Vocational Training, and 

National Program for Mongolian Script.  

c) Phase Three (2000-2005) was based on a review of plans for development in education 

and human resources in early 1999 and further intensification of the education sector 

reform process in the new millennium (Batrinchin et al. 2002).  

d) Phase Four (2006-2015) proposed the new agenda for the further intensification and 

enforcement of the education sector reform process. 

 

In 2008, the Government of Mongolia launched the National Development Strategy until 

2020 and identified higher education reform as a priority for the country‘s long-term 

competitiveness. The government‘s Education Sector Master Plan (2009–2015) is the 

primary planning and policy framework for Mongolia‘s education sector.    
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The new 12-year education structure was introduced into schools in September 2008 with 

the aim of bringing Mongolia closer to international standards and norms. Tertiary education 

is offered in three general types of institutions: (i) universities with full 4-year degree and 

postgraduate programs, (ii) colleges with 4-year degree programs only, and (iii) technical 

and vocational schools with 2-year training programs. The structure of Mongolia's formal 

education system is shown in Figure 1.1. 

 

Figure 1.1 

Structure of Mongolia's formal education system 

 
Source: Government of Mongolia, Ministry of Education, Culture, and Science. 2010. Education Sector Master Plan of Mongolia 

(2009–2015) as cited in Higher Education Reform Project (RRP PRC 43007), ADB 

 

Higher Education Institution in Mongolia.  The new 2002 amendments in the Higher 

Education Law classified higher education institutions (HEIs) as universities, institutes and 

colleges. Colleges award higher education diplomas (three years of higher education) and 

Bachelor‘s degrees (four years of higher education), Institutions may also provide Master‘s 

degrees (one and a half to two years), and Universities preserve the prerogative to offer all 

degrees including doctoral (three to five years).   During 2000-2010, the total number of HEI 

was increase until 185 in 2003 which then continuously decline.  Up to 2010, the total 

number of HEI is 146, consisting of 42 public HEIs, 99 Private HEIs and 5 branches of 

foreign HEIs (see Figure 1.2).  

 

In 2013-2014, there were 100 higher education institutions, 16 public and 79 private, while 5 

were branches of foreign universities.  Private institutions are however mostly small in size, 

housing less than 1,000 students and focusing primarily on undergraduate teaching.   

The population to university ratio is interesting: Mongolia‘s population is approximately 400 

times lower than China‘s, but the number of universities is only 17 times less. Despite having 

a great number of universities, the National University of Mongolia (NUM) ranked 2,577th in a 

world university ranking by Times Higher Education World Universities Ranking in 2012, the 

highest ranking in the history of NUM (Myagmardorj Buyanjargal (2016) as cited in 

http://theubpost.mn/2016/09/19/universities-and-education-in-mongolia/). 

The declining number of HEI in Mongolia since 2005 could be caused by the reduction of 

domestic demand for higher education.  This correlate with the situation of population growth 

and interest of in higher education as explained in the following sub-section. 

http://theubpost.mn/2016/09/19/universities-and-education-in-mongolia/
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Figure 1.2 Number of Higher Education Institutions 

 
 

Enrollment of Higher Education.  An increase in the number of students enrolling in higher 

education institutions in Mongolia is very impressive, at least up to 2008.   The number of 

students studying in HEIs was 164,773 in 2009-2010 academic year, which is almost 2 times 

higher than students attending in 2000-2001 and 5 times higher compared with 1990-1991 

academic years.  According to ADB (2010. TA to Mongolia: Reforming Higher Education for 

a Knowledge Society) the gross enrollment ratio for higher education increasing from 27% 

(in 2000) to 47% (in 2007).  In 2007, 17.3% of the labor force benefited from higher 

education.   

 

Myagmardorj Buyanjargal 

(2016) noted, since 2012, 

the number of students 

attending higher education 

institutions has been 

decreasing. It is not 

because fewer students are 

graduating from high school, 

but because of the 

population. A generation 

ago, in the Soviet satellite 

state of Mongolia, families 

tended to have five to 10 

children. Today, according 

to the population statistics 

from the National Statistical 

Office, families with two to 

three children are common, 

five or more children is extremely rare, while families with ten children are nearly nonexistent 

 

 

Source:  

• 2000-2009: Bat-Erdene et.,al 2010, p.39 

• 2013-2014: Inception Report 

Figure 1.3 
The Growth of Students Enrollment in Higher Education 

Institutions 

 
Source: (1) Bat-Erdene et.,al 2010, p.40; (2) MOSEC, 2002; (3) Inception Report 
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(http://theubpost.mn/2016/09/19/universities-and-education-in-mongolia/).   Another problem 

we see with universities is that most, if not all, parents choose their children‘s career paths.  

Most students have no idea which career path they should choose when graduating from 

high school.  This inaction results in graduates listening more closely to their parents, who 

have few ideas about professions other than their own. This creates a problem within 

society, where there is no diversity among professions and graduates end up unemployed.  

To further escalate this issue, there is no official event to introduce prospective students to 

their institutions and available courses, or just a simple promotion of available majors.  As 

reported in the Inception Report, in academic year 2014/2015 the sector is hosting around 

178,295 students of which 19,065 master and 3,391 Ph.D students. 

 

1.3. Project Background and Objectives 
 

Background.  Rapid economic expansion has led to increased demand and supply for higher 

education (HE) in Mongolia. The Government of Mongolia has emphasized the value of 

higher education as a principal investment for the country‘s long-term economic 

competitiveness. The government's vision is of an effective higher education system that can 

help accelerate sustainable economic development, improve people's livelihoods, ensure 

social equality, and reduce poverty. However, the system is currently constrained by low 

quality and relevance, weak governance and management, inadequate financing, and 

limited opportunities in the higher education subsector, particularly for the poor and those in 

rural areas. According the NCEA, 83 accredited HEIs are in operation, but only around 40% 

of graduates are employed in work related to their studies. 

Discussions on higher education policy reforms have been ongoing for years. With a strong 

commitment to higher education reforms, concrete initiatives are now being implemented by 

the government. As the higher education sector comprehensive reform is being initiated the 

current sector development and proposed options should adapt to the best international 

practices. 

The Government of Mongolia requested the Asian Development Bank (ADB) for financing of 

the Higher Education Reform Project to (i) improve the quality and relevance of higher 

education programs; (ii) strengthen governance, management and financing of higher 

education institutions (HEIs) and the entire subsector; and (iii) promote equitable access to 

higher education. The loan project 2766-MON: Higher Education Reform Project (HERP) to 

be implemented in 2012-2016 has become effective on 10 January 2012. This is the first 

higher education reform project through which the Ministry of Education, Culture and 

Science (MECSS) aims to institute its higher education reform agenda taking into account 

the whole sectorial and institutional issues. The project impact is an increased number of 

Mongolia's globally competitive higher education graduates responsive to labor market 

demands. The project outcome is an improved, well-managed, and equitable higher 

education system. Project interventions include institutional capacity building, human 

resource development, provision of learning and research facilities, equipment and 

materials, consultant services, minor civil works, support for public–private partnerships 

(PPP), and improvement of the higher education policy environment. 

An international consulting firm PT. Trans Intra Asia has been recruited for 18 months to 

provide a team of consultants that consists of in total 10 international and 10 national 

consultants, to work in 10 areas of specialization. The international consultants will lead and 

carry-out the activities in their respective areas of expertise in collaboration with the national 

http://theubpost.mn/2016/09/19/universities-and-education-in-mongolia/
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consultants and the Project Implementation Unit (PIU) under the guidance of the government 

counterpart officials. The national consultants will advise the international consultants on the 

local situation including the effect of implementation of HE reform initiatives, to enable them 

to adjust and apply their analysis and recommendations to local conditions. 

 

Purpose.  Postsecondary education is considered a catalyst for the development of today‘s 

and tomorrow‘s society. While educating the students to become full fledge participants in 

the society, it has also the capacity to meet the requirements and the expectations of the 

employers in providing competent people to sustain the socio-economic situation of the 

country and to improve the quality of life of its citizens. 

Through this project, this consultancy assisted the MECSS in strengthening the 

postsecondary system of Mongolia while assisting a selected number of institutions in order 

that these HEI. Among others, the project is expectedly improve the quality and relevance of 

higher education programs through the following actions: (ii) strengthen governance, 

management and financing of higher education institutions (HEIs) and the entire subsector; 

and (iii) promote equitable access to higher education. Increased number of Mongolia‘s 

globally competitive higher education graduates responsive to labor market demand. The 

project primarily involved capacity building of the entire subsector to improve its 

performance. The main output and the impact of this project is expected;y result in an 

improved, well –managed, and equitable higher education system. 

 

Scope of Work of the Consulting Services.  The scope of the work is limited to the relevant 

stated description of responsibilities and tasks of the 20 consultants. The scope of work can 

be categorized into three main areas: 

1. Development of policies, frameworks, mechanisms and guidelines 

2. Institutional Capacity building 

3. Training, mentoring workshops 

The project focuses on four institutions that were selected as pilots for the various strategies 

and interventions that have been planned for the duration of the project. Two of these 

institutions are public, while two are private. These institutions are to be selected by the 

Ministry of Education, Science and Culture. Four priority programs were also determined due 

to their significant impact on the socio-economic fabric of the country, namely agriculture, 

information technology, engineering and natural science. 

 

It is a sixteen (16) month project based on three months in the field for each international 

consultant while the national team have provided assistance and support both during the 

field presence and while the international consultant is home based. 
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  Section 2 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONSULTING SERVICES 

 

 

2.1. General Approach 
  

One of the basic premises of this project is to engage stakeholders in a strategic 

exercise to vision the HE system of the future in order to increase the competitiveness of 

institutions and their students. In the world of the future, Mongolians need to prepare 

themselves to face globalization and to be able to compete with other HEIs of the 

country, the region and the world. 

In order to do so, the system needs important revitalization where societal and labor 

market needs are central to the mission and programs of HEIs. The present project is 

based on a comprehensive approach in which all dimensions of an HEI are seen as 

inter-related and where major changes and improvements are sought. 

HEIs are a microcosm of the society in which they operate where all parts contribute to 

the whole system. Be it faculty development, finance, teaching, research and 

partnerships with industry, all these functions of institutions must be taken into 

consideration in order to move forward. National and international standards of 

attainment including accreditation, which will be sought by HEIs as part of this project, 

contribute to the credibility and reputation of these institutions. From the analysis and 

situational assessment, we found that HEIs need to address the system globally in order 

to move forward with the reform agenda. 

Among other things, HEIs need an important amount of autonomy and independence in 

governance and organizational structure to move ahead. This does not preclude them 

being accountable and socially responsible to the population they are serving and to the 

government which contributes to their financing. 

The financing formula and systems need to be effective and efficient, and offer a quality 

learning environment and resources for the system to operate. Faculty development 

remains a central priority of the present project since human capital represents the most 

important resource of the system. Having a system that is flexible in upgrading its 

programs and learning strategies on a continuous basis represents another foundation 

for success. Developing sustainable partnerships with business, industry and 

organizations contributes to increasing the credibility of these institutions and represents 

an important source of revenue. Research, both fundamental and applied, exemplifies 

the importance of new knowledge and new processes that will enhance the quality of 

teaching in these HEIs and the quality of life of citizens by contributing to innovation and 

creativity. All these factors are integrated in the work and efforts of the team of 

consultants in order to attain the results set by the goals and objectives of HERP. 

Community expectations in HE have been rising and changing. The stakeholders who 

have been given the mandate to govern and manage HEIs should devote their efforts 

and energy to develop a quality-based and outcomes-oriented HE system. In this regard, 

there is a need for a socially responsible HE system in the country. 
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There is a need for restructuring universities to increase their social and economic 

effectiveness and efficiency, integrate teaching, research and practical work that are 

relevant and improve the learning environment. How technology should be used to 

maximize the learning and teaching environment constitutes another important facet of 

this project. This consultancy will examine the role of the State in HE development, 

ensuring that it has the capacity to develop and implement a policy and legal 

environment and accountability measures. The State must also be committed to 

investing in its people through the HE system. 

Accessibility and democratization are also essential elements that contribute to success 

of the system. Building national capacity in human resources remains a condition for 

success. Developing strategies related to this agenda is a key dimension of this 

mandate. Translating these strategies into action plans are requirements of TOR of the 

consulting team. 

Better alignment of all its functions, re-engineering the processes and procedures and 

introducing precise indicators & benchmarks for quality control and assurance will enable 

the HE system of Mongolia to reach higher heights. 

Universities are institutions of higher learning that constitute foundation blocks for any 

society. Mongolia has decided to invest in a major reform in order to get a higher return 

on its investment in human capital. A competitive HE system, while having provisions for 

cooperation between institutions is an intended outcome of the present project. 

2.2. Methodology  
  

The methodology was formulated based on the project objectives, particularly on quality 

assurance and accreditation system, by considering scope of works, constraints, 

limitation and field conditions/limitation. 

The success of this work depends fundamentally on the active participation of 

stakeholders in formulating proposed improvement on quality assurance and 

accreditation. 

In addition, PIU-HREP also plays key role in administrating the project, and is expected 

to provide consistent support during project implementation. 

 

In order to address the objectives, the consultants used a range of methodologies and 

approaches since this is the designing and planning phase of the assignment: 

 Stakeholder consultation, including MECSS officials, Presidents/Chancellors of 

numerous HEIs, staff members of NCEA, Mongolian Academy of Sciences, industry 

representatives as well as other stakeholders with interests in tertiary education; 

 Concept drafting through undertaking a review of international and Mongolian 

literature, including government policy papers, regulatory frameworks of higher 

education, Ministry decrees and previous reports produced by donors and other 

stakeholders; and 

 Consensus and commitment building, rapid assessment, individual interviews and 

FGDs through visiting HEIs; 

 Analyzing a range of Mongolian datasets, including MECSS statistics and National 

Statistics Office (NSO) statistical yearbook. 
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2.3. Organization and Team Management Approach 
 

This is a complex project involving a large team made up of 20 professionals. To that 

end, we have put in place a clear structure that helps to organize the work and control 

communication. The graphic shown in Figure 2.1 highlights the team management 

structure. 

 

In essence,the large team is divided into three clusters made of up of task teams.  Each 

task team involves both international and national consultants. The graphic and the 

divisions it contains are self-explanatory. This approach to team organization and 

management will enhance inter-team communi-cation and collaboration and will ensure 

that products are responsive not only to specific TORs but also to the overall objectives 

of the project. 

This is critical because all 

clusters are inter-related. This 

structure allows task teams to 

consider the various 

dependencies of their work 

on the work of others. For 

example, how will financial 

management impact research 

policy? How will national 

qualifications impact 

international partnerships? 

This structure will allow the 

task teams to address such 

questions. 

Each consultant was given 

TOR that specified the 

objectives and outputs of 

their mandate. Tasks 

assigned to international 

consultants and their national 

counterparts relate to their 

areas of expertise. Many 

tasks in one area require 

collaboration and cooperation with another area; for example, curriculum, teaching and 

learning and faculty development, governance and finance, university partnerships and 

research.  

The consultancy assignment design managed by Trans Intra Asia (TIA) includes TA 

efforts of 10 international and 10 national consultants in 10 specialized areas according 

to the TOR.  The consultants have closely collaborated and coordinated not only with 

each other but also with different Mongolian stakeholders such as MECSS, ADB, HERP 

PIU, HEIs, and MNCEA at the national policy level. At the institutional level, it requires 

the consultation and interaction with university administrators, deans, faculty and 

external partners such as employers and donors. The project office was established at 

the UFE, Mongolia where consultants worked daily and key meetings were held.  The 

Figure 2.1 

Team Management Approach 

 
Source: FINAL INCEPTION REPORT, Revised based on ADB and MECSS 
comments, February 27, 2015 - Mongolia: Higher Education Reform Project, ADB 
Project, No. 43007-023, Project Code: HERP MON Loan No. 2766, Consulting 
Services for Higher Education Reform, page 9. 
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composition of consulting team consisted of the following specialists worked 

collaboratively for preforming the activities during the project period:  

 

Table 2.1 

Composition and Name of the Consultant Team 

No Position Name of Consultant Remark 

1 
University Governance Spec. 
(Int'l)/Team Leader (TL) 

Jean Bernard Robichaud,  
Resigned due to 
family reason 

Replaced by S. Peter 
Horn 

Start working by 16 
June 2015 

2 
University Governance 
Specialists (Nat'l)/Deputy Team 
Leader (DTL)   

Javzan Sukhbaayar,  
 

3 
Program Accreditation Spec. in 
Eng. & Tech.  (Int'l) 

Biemo W. Soemardi,  
 

4 
Program Accreditation Spec. in 
Eng. & Tech. (Nat'l)  

Naranchimeg 
Chimedravdan,  

 

5 
Program Accreditation Spec. in 
Agriculture (Int'l)  

Muhamad Achmad Chozin,  
 

6 
Program Accreditation Spec in 
Agriculture (Nat'l)  

Galragchaa Nyamsurenen,  
Resigned due to 
personal reason 

Replaced by: Tumurbaatar 
Nadmidtser 

Start working by 9 
Feb 2015 

7 
Program Accreditation Spec. in 
Natural Science (Int'l) 

Anggraini Barlian,  
 

8 
Program Accreditation Spec. in 
Natural Science (Nat‘l) 

Udaanjargal Chuluubaatar,  
Resigned due to 
personal reason  

Replaced by: Amartaivan 
Tsenddavaa 

Start working by 19 
January 2016 

9 
Financial Management and 
Accounting Spec. (Int'l)  

Janine L. Clarke,  
MECSS instructed 
to replace 

Replaced by: Corazon A. 
Posadas 

Start working by 19 
October 2015 

10 
Financial Management and   
Accounting Spec. (Nat'l)  

Munkhbayar Byambadash,  
 

11 
Qualification and Credit System 
Specialists   (Int'l)  

TBN - 

Replaced by: Sudirman 
Yahya 

Start working by 11 
February 2015 

12 
Qualification and Credit System 
Specialists (Nat'l)  

Geleg Tsagaach,  
 

13 
Research Policy and Strategy 
Specialists (Int'l)  

Chan Basarudin,  
 

14 
Research Policy and Strategy 
Specialists (Nat'l)  

Suvdmaa Tuul,  
Resigned due to 
personal reason 

Replaced by: A. 
Galtbayar 

Start working by 2 
June 2015 

15 Curriculum, Teaching & Learning Jean-Guy Vienneau,   
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No Position Name of Consultant Remark 

Review Spec. (Int'l)  

16 
Curriculum, Teaching & Learning 
Review Spec. (Nat'l)  

Dolgormaa Jamiyan,  
Resigned due to 
personal reason 

Replace by: A. Amarzaya 
Start working by 15 
October 2015 

17 
Faculty Development Specialists 
(Int'l)  

John Dewar Wilson,  
Resigned due to 
personal reason 

Replace by: Ted Q Sun 
Start working by 6 
Nov 2015 

18 
Faculty Development Specialists 
(Nat'l)  

Oyuntsatsral Zorigt,  
Resigned due to 
personal reason 

Replace by: D. 
Khishigbuyan 

 

Start working by 1 
May 2015 

Replace by: Ts. 
Luvsandorj 

Start working by 18 
Jan 2016 

19 
University Partnership Specialists 
(Int'l)  

Ghassan Soufan,  
Resigned due to 
personal reason 

20 
University Partnership Specialists 
(Nat'l) 

Tuvshinzaya Sanduljav 
Resigned due to 
personal reason 

Replace by: Ch. Enkhbold 
Start working by 2 
June 2015  

 

2.4. Activity Implementation of the Consulting Services 
  

The consulting services is implemented based on contract of the Higher Education 

Reform Project, Loan No. 2766-MON, Contract No. 12/03, made between The Ministry 

of Education, Culture and Science of Mongolia and Trans Intra Asia (PT), Indonesia in 

association with The AEC Group Pty Ltd., (AEC), Australia and The Institute of Finance 

and Economics (IFE), now the name has been changed to University of Finance and 

Economics (UFE) Mongolia, Dated: 7, January, 2015‖.   

 

During this phase, the Consultancy team conducted intensive consultations and 

discussions with wide range of stakeholders in higher education in Mongolia.  Aarious 

reports, legal and regulatory frameworks and documents were consulted and analyzed 

along with organizing sectoral and institutional level reviews to validate the perceptions.   

The group of consultant team conducted situational analysis, getting findings and 

developed specific methodology and work plan for the next implementation of consulting 

services.  The situational analysis has enabled the consultants to get a better 

appreciation of the challenges and expectations of the HEIs and the Ministry regarding 

its Reform agenda.   

The international consultants in collaboration with their national partners prepared an 

inception report in their own respective area of expertise and a preliminary plan of action 

for their collaboration based on inception phase study findings.  Findings presented in 
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each inception report were consolidated into the Final IR of the International Consulting 

Services for ―Higher Education Reform‖ which is available in English and Mongolian. 

The Inception Workshop with the aim to launch the consultancy services under HERP 

was organized on 16 February, 2015 jointly with MECSS and PIU where consultants 

were asked to prepare and present a report outlining a situational analysis and 

preliminary findings in regard to their areas, key findings to date and a preliminary work 

plan inviting representatives from MECSS and HEIs. This launch contributed to a clear 

and unambiguous understanding of the project, its goal and objectives for multiple 

partners.   

 

Selection Criteria.  The list of criteria for the selection of the HEIs that would serve to 

pilot the various initiatives in the components and activities of the project has been 

drafted based on consultations and discussions among consultants. The list of criteria 

was submitted for MECSS‘s review and subsequent approval by the Minister.  

 

Project Administration Arrangements.  One of 

the challenges of this project is the involvement 

and collaboration of multiple stakeholders as 

presented in the Figure 2.2.  TIA consulting 

services team worked jointly which was 

comprised of TL, DTL, 20 consultants and the 

project administrative staff.   MECSS and 

HERP as clients to TIA are to daily receive, 

review, comment and approve every output 

produced under the assignment. MNCEA and 

HEIs are the main partners collaborating 

closely to implement the project activities. 

Consultations and review meetings with these 

agencies have been held regularly.  

  

Besides, the full-time project administrative staff members have been hired to assist in 

administrative and logistical services for the project in filing of documents, translation of 

documents, arranging visa and immigration issues for international consultants, and 

contacting TIA, MECSS, PIU, and HEIs for making appointments and so on. The 

Minutes of Team Meetings which were held every Tuesday have been taken and kept in 

project files.  

In order to provide effective project management, UFE provided two project rooms in its 

―C‖ office building since January.  The conferences and workshops were held at UFE‘s 

halls and ger hall. The project office was furnished with needed furniture (computers, 

printers, a copier), equipment and computers and open for all the consultants to work 

enabling more effective and expanded project management support.   

 

In terms of outstanding issues, the project needed to hire TA in charge of summarizing 

the project outputs and producing all planned project reports such as project 

implementation progress reports and interim report etc. 

 

Team Working.  Upcoming and urgent issues were raised and discussed at Team 

meetings.  Team work approach enables the consultants cooperate, communicate 

Figure 2.2 
Stakeholders for Consulting 

Services for HE Reform 
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collaboratively since many areas of their work requires close interaction and integration 

because this consulting services involves different specializations which requires 

professionally knowledgeable specialists in more than one areas of consulting themes 

although for their main tasks, consultants work independently. 

 

 

March-April, 2015  

Main activities and achievement.  During this period, the Consultancy team made 

revision of the English version of the inception report (IR), completed it by 05 March and 

sent the IR to MECSS via PMU by TIA. The translation work of the IR into Mongolian 

was completed by 15 March and sent it for MECSS‖s review. Discussion around English 

and Mongolian versions of IR was held on 10 April with MECSS and PIU.  Having 

received comments from MECSS on 20 April, the IR was finalized by 30 April 2015 

incorporating MECSS and ADB comments. 

HEIs were invited to propose candidate study programs that can be included into the list 

of programs to be prepared for international and national level program accreditation 

under International Consulting Services for ―Higher Education Reform‖.   Accordingly, 

NUM, MULS and MUST submitted the official letter of interest to the MECSS by 01 

March sending the list of some of their study programs.  Appendix 2 of the Minister‘s 

Order No. A/147, MECSS, April 28 had approved the list of 26 study programs to be 

prepared for the accreditation in international and national level under International 

Consulting Services for ―Higher Education Reform‖.  

The team took part in the Consultative workshop organized by UFE inviting private 

institutions at UFE‘s ger hall with the aim to attract the interests of private institutions 

towards improved governance reforming initiatives where 22 participants including 3 

representatives from MECSS and 2 staff from PIU took part.  As a follow-up, private 

institutions were invited to express their interest in being selected as a pilot institution to 

collaborate under this consulting services. Several private institutions such as 

Otgontenger University, Ider Institute and Khangai Institute expressed their interest 

in writing and their requests were forwarded officially to the Department of Strategic 

Policy and Planning at MECSS by 31 March.  The Appendix 1 of the Minister‘s Order No. 

A/147, MECSS, April 28 assigned 4 HEIs that will be the pilot institutions under 

International Consulting Services for ―Higher Education Reform‖. The approved 

institutions are NUM, MNUMS, Otgontenger University and Ider Institute.  

Consolidated Training Plan (CTP) was prepared with inputs of each consultant who 

prepared the list of suggested training to be conducted at universities. DTL then 

consolidated the list into the CTP and sent to MECSS via PIU on 15 April which was 

approved by ADB. 

The consultants working on University Governance area proposed improved university 

governance models specifically, an NGO, not-for-profit model for private HEIs and the 

model of a Public status and shared governance for public HEIs.  The proposal was 

presented and received supports from the National Higher Education Policy Committee 

under the Minister and the Prime Minister level on 14 April 2015. 

The national consultant working on R&D prepared the recommendations and guidelines 

on announcement of ―Competitive Research Grants‖ and submitted it to MECSS via 

PIU for Ministry‘s approval.  The national consultant working on University Governance 
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prepared the draft Guidelines on announcement of Competitive Selection of Project 

Initiatives to Support Higher Education Reform. It was approved by Minister‘s Order No. 

A/150, 29 April.   

At the conference ―Higher Education Reform Issues‖ organized by UFE, the consultants 

were invited and presented reports in the areas of governance, finance and quality 

assurance at the session on ―Higher education governance, finance and quality 

assurance‖. 

All the consultants reviewed related policy documents, regulations, research reports 

through desk study focusing on university level internal policies and rules. In-depth 

interviews and focus group discussion with faculty members were conducted by all the 

consultants.  

International consultants and their national partners prepared a detailed work plan.  

National consultants spend much of their time on translation of documents and policies 

to help international counterparts.  One international consultant undertook the 2nd 

mission to Mongolia during which he met and interviewed faculty and administrators of 

pilot HEIs and staff of programs for accreditation collaborating with the national partner.  

The team working on NQF and Credit System organized meeting with EU STVET project 

to find out the current status of NQF development. This team initiated the following 

activities at HEIS: (i) In-depth interviews with vice presidents of academic affairs or 

heads of academic affairs for some public and private HEIs; (ii) Helped the NUM 

curriculum committee in revising their existing internal regulations. 

Project Administration Arrangements.  During this period – as he Team Leader‘s 

absence – the Deputy Team Leader (DTL) managed the project and provided guidance 

and coordination within the team and among the related stakeholders. The consulting 

team met every Tuesday at the project office (Room No. 1201 at UFE‘s ―C‖ Office 

building) for Weekly Team Meeting.  During the period, 8 team meetings were held to 

present about the weekly accomplished tasks and discuss about the next week‘s work 

schedules. The meetings were led by DTL and attended by all the national consultants 

and the international consultant who was on the 2nd mission in UB.   The DTL also 

organized bi-weekly meetings with MECSS and PIU to report the activities undertaken 

and discuss the urgent issues needing immediate actions by parties, met with Head of 

DSPP at MECSS, the ADB Resident Representative Social Sector Specialist and Staff 

from HERP requesting them to take immediate feedback and comments on the draft 

Inception Report by MECSS. 

Consultants were asked by MECSS and PIU to present their findings at various 

conferences for sharing ideas and work undertaken.  The consulting team was often 

requested to meet related groups of people. For example, on 15 April, the team met at 

UFE with the ADB Consultant who was working on Mid-term review of HERP.  

Changes in Staffing and Work Schedule.   The following changes had been made into 

the staffing schedule during this period: (i) The Team Leader terminated the contract due 

to personal or family reasons from 15 April; (ii)  One (1) national consultant working on 

R&D has been resigned due to her new job at HERP PIU; (iii) National consultants 

(specialists in faculty development and university partnership) had been resigned from 

the assignment due to their main work schedule, difficulty to meet English language 

requirements in performing research and literature review for defining international best 

practices and thus, interacting with their international partners; (iv) Revisions were made 
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into the Staffing Schedule of national consultants with the aim to align with scheduled 

mission of international counterparts. The revised version of the Staffing Schedule 

reflects moving of dates to work by national consultants making sure national 

consultants had the same work schedules while their international partners are working 

in Mongolia because the previous version of the plan had some inconsistent dates. 

May-June, 2015  

Main activities and achievement.  The first and foremost task for this period was to work 

closely with 4 institutions and facilitating Stakeholder Consultations. With this period, the 

Planning and Designing Phase of the project has been completed successfully reaching 

its planned targets.  

During the period, the consulting activities were carried out in selected pilot universities 

through organizing series of consultative meetings with university administrators and 

Task forces or WGs. The first step was to approach 4 HEIs to introduce and engage 

them into preparation of the Joint Work Plan. The approaches such as mutual 

understanding, consultation and negotiation were involved in order to attract the 

attention of the leaders and faculty of these institutions into the pilot exercise. The 

administrators and faculty were quite supportive and eager to prepare and pilot the 

planned activities under International Consulting Services for ―Higher Education Reform‖.  

The consultative process with universities to design the joint Work Plan under 

International Consulting Services for ―Higher Education Reform‖ took place in three 

stages (see Figure 2.3). At the introductory stage (beginning of May), the team 

organized meetings at 4 institutions to present the goal and  

objectives of the 

assignment for the key 

administration. As a follow-

up, 4 institutions formed 

Task Forces or Working 

Groups assigning their key 

point persons to be in 

charge. Each institution‘s 

WGs were formed by their 

Rector‘s official decisions 

as follows: (i) Otgontenger 

University on 19 May 2015, 

(ii) Ider Institute on 14 May 

2015, (iii) Rector‘s 

Resolution No A/144 NUM 

on 20 May 2015, and (iv) 

MNUHS No A/58 on 11 May 2015.  

At the second stage (Middle of May), the team organized the second meeting where 

university leaders (Rectors and Vice Rectors) were invited to present their institutional 

specific needs and expectations. Based on their suggested plan of actions, consultants 

were assigned to consult and work with Working Groups in finalizing the details of joint 

plan of action.  

Figure 2.3 
Steps in Designing Joint Work Plan to Align 

Institutional Specific Needs with ToR Tasks 
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At the third stage of this consultative process (beginning of June), the university 

administrators or Chairs of WGs at each institution incorporated the outputs of WGs and 

presented the final version of their university level Work Plans at the Stakeholder 

Consultative Workshop.  

Working Groups.  The administration of the 4 pilot institutions appointed and assigned 

their own WG chairs and compositions. The following table presents information related 

to WGs at the institutions. 

Table 2.1. 
List of Chairs and Member of WGs at HEIs 

Institutions  Chair of WGs  WG members  

NUM  O. Munkhbat, Vice director of Academic Affair 34 

MNUMS N. Sumberzul, Provost of Academic Affair 11 

Ider Institute  D. Zorigt, President   6 

Otgontenger University  N. Enkhzaya, Rector   6 
 

No WG‟s Member Position of WGs‟ Member 

NUM 

Working group-1 for Governance, Finance and Partnership 

1 R.Bat-Erdene President, Head of the Working group 

2 B.Ochirkhuyag Secretary of Governing Board 

3 B.Bold-Erdene Secretary of Academic Council 

4 D.Munkhtur Chair of community board 

5 D.Nyamaa Deputy director  

6 B.Boldgiv Deputy director of Foreign Affair 

7 B.Battsengel Director of department  

8 B.Otgontugs Dean of branch school 

9 B.Bayartogtokh Dean of branch school 

10 N.Batnasan Dean of branch school 

11 N.Baatarbileg Dean of branch school 

12 S.Battulga Dean of branch school 

13 J.Erdenebulgan Dean of branch school 

Working group-2 For curriculum, faculty development and credit systems 

14 O.Munkhbat Vice director of Academic Affair and Head of the working group-2 

15 Ch.Undram Head of Academic Affair  

16 B.Davaasuren School of Science 

17 Ts.Amartaivan School of Science 

18 A.Amarzaya School of Science 

19 D.Rentsenmyadag School of Science 

20 O.Otgonnaran School of Science 

21 N.Soninkhishig School of Science 

22 B.Bat School of Science 

23 L.Jargal School of Science 

24 N.Tsogbadrakh School of Science 

25 Ya. Adyasuren School of Science 

26 G.Gantulga School of Science 

27 G.Yumchmaa School of Science 

28 B.Batjargal School of Science 

29 P.Oyunchimeg School of Science 
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No WG‟s Member Position of WGs‟ Member 

30 P.Myagmartseren School of Science 

31 L.Ariuntsetseg School of Science 

32 Sh.Sodbileg School of Linguistic  

33 D.Bolormaa School of Linguistic  

34 B.Dagzmaa School of Science 

MNUMS 

1 N. Sumberzul 
Provost of Academic Affair and Head of Working group and head of sub working 
group 2 

2 N.Erdenekhuu 
Director of Academic Policy and Planning Department and Secretary of the working 
group 

Working group 1 for Governance, Finance and Partnership 

3 B.Амаrsaikhan 
Vice director of Research and Development policy and Head of the sub working 
group  

4 L.Sodnomtsogt Deputy Director  

5 L.Munkhtulga Head of Science and Technology Center 

6 E.Sodnomjamts Head of Financing Department 

7 O.Chimidsuren Director of School of Public Health 

Working group 2 for curriculum, faculty development, credit system and program accreditation 

8 S.Munkhbayarlakh Director of School of Medical Science  

9 D.Amarsaikhan Head of Research Development 

10 S.Naranchimeg Faculty 

11 B.Ariunsanaa Faculty 

OTGONTENGER UNIVERSITY 

1 N. Enkhzaya  Rector  

 L.Myagmankhuu Director of Academic Affair and Head of working group 

2 L.Udval Dean of School of Economic and Business Management 

3 D.Erdenechimeg Head of Research Development Center 

4 B.Odgerel Dean of English language Faculty 

5 G.Gantumur Teacher of International Law Faculty 

6 A.Buyanjargal Head of Internal control and evaluation department 

IDER INSTITUE 

1 V.Munkhbayar Dean of the Business Management Department and Head of working group 

2 N.Munkhsuvd Accountant 

3 D.Bolormaa Tutor of Business Management Faculty 

4 A.Namsrai Tutor of Social Science Faculty 

5 G.Enkhtuul Tutor of English Language Faculty 

6 Enkhtuya Officer of Academic Affair 

Programs to be accredited from Mongolian University of Life Sciences 

1 R.Chantsaldulam Chief of Undergraduate curriculum 

2 G.Enkhbayar Dean, School of Engineering and Technology 

3 O.Baatartsogt Dean, School of Animal Science and Biotechnology  

4 J.Uranchimeg Vice Director for Academic Affair, School of  Animal Science and Biotechnology 

5 B.Amarsanaa Vice director for Academic Affair, School of Agro ecology   

6 Yu.Khorloo Head of division, School of Agro ecology 

7 B.Odgerel Faculty, School of Agro ecology 

8 D.Byambatsogt Vice director for Academic Affair, School of Engineering and Technology 

9 U.Ganbat Head of division, School of Engineering and Technology 

10 B.Nyamgerel Head of division, School of Engineering and Technology 

11 D.Baatarkhuu Head of division, School of Engineering and Technology 

12 D.Chuluunbat Head of division, School of Engineering and Technology 
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No WG‟s Member Position of WGs‟ Member 

13 T.Ganbold Head of division, School of Engineering and Technology 

14 B.Erdenetuya Head of division, School of Engineering and Technology 

15 L.Delgermaa Head of division, School of Engineering and Technology 

16 Z.Undarmaa Head of division, School of Engineering and Technology 

17 B.Dulamsuren Head of division, School of Engineering and Technology 

18 D.Batchimeg Head of division, School of Engineering and Technology 

19 А.Otgonjargal Head of division, School of Animal Science and Biotechnology 

20 М.Narangerel Head of division, School of Animal Science and Biotechnology 

21 B.Enkhjargal Faculty,  School of Animal Science and Biotechnology 

22 B.Itgel Faculty,  School of Animal Science and Biotechnology 

23 D.Byambaa Faculty,  School of Animal Science and Biotechnology 

24 Yo.Dorjbat Faculty, School of Animal Science and Biotechnology 

25 O.Nyamsuren Director, School of Agro Ecology 

26 B.Amarsanaa Vice director for Academic Affair, School of Agro ecology 

27 О.Munkhjargal Faculty, School of Agro Ecology 

28 L.Davaa Faculty, School of Agro Ecology 

29 T.Tsolmon Faculty, School of Agro Ecology 

30 Т.Оyunchimeg Faculty, School of Agro Ecology 

31 М.Khishigjargal Faculty, School of Agro Ecology 

32 D.Delgerjargal Faculty, School of Agro Ecology 

 

Stakeholder Consultation Workshop.  The Stakeholder Consultation Workshop has been 

organized on 05 June 2015 at the 4th floor of IEF ‗C‘ building with the aim to discuss 

and seek recommendations of all related parties on preparation of work plan for HEIs 

and work plan for Accreditation of study programs. Four (4) HEIs as pilot institutions for 

the consulting assignment presented university level work plan. International consultants 

leading 3 accreditation teams gave presentations on Schedule and Work Plan for 

Accreditation in the areas of Engineering and Technology, Agriculture, and Natural 

Sciences. The workshop was attended by the following invitees: (i) 5 representatives 

from MECSS, including the Director of DSPP,  (ii) 3 representatives from ADB HERP 

PIU, (iii) 3 representatives from MNCEA, including the Vice Head and officer, (iv) 

University Rectors and Vice Rectors, (v) 5 international consultants from  TIA, (vi) 10 

national consultants from TIA, (vii) Around 60 people, including university faculty and 

researchers, and (viii) Working groups of  NUM, MNUHS, NULS, Ider Institute and 

Otgontenger University.  

Other activities.   Other activities implemented in this period were: (i) Development and 

the translation of the survey questionnaire and interview protocol on the current situation 

of Quality Assurance in HEIs in Mongolia; and (ii)  Consultants working on accreditation 

conducted trainings at the MNUMS and NUM on HE quality assurance covering basic 

guidelines and concepts on HE QA and its structure and mechanism to conduct 

processes regarding HE QA issues 

Project Administration Arrangements.   During the Team Leader‘s absence, DTL 

managed the project and led the meeting in every Tuesday at the project office (Room 

No 1201 at UFE‘s ―C‖ Office building), and organized bi-weekly meetings with MECSS 

and PIU to report the activities undertaken and discuss the urgent issues needing 

immediate actions by parties.   The issues related to consultants‘ cooperation and team 

work and efficient use of international consultants had been emphasized during the 
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work.  During this period the Consultants were also requested to present their findings at 

various conferences.  Although the universities were quite supportive to collaborate, due 

to their mission abroad and busy work schedules there had been some delays in 

consultative process to design and discuss around the join action plan.  

Changes in Staffing and Work Schedule.  During this period, three (3) national 

consultants (Specialists in R&D, Faculty Development and University Partnership) had 

been selected by MECSS and ADB replacing the vacant positions and joined the team. 

2.4.3 Progress of Consulting Services in the Further Consecutive Quarterly 

Period   

 
Implementation Progress.  It has been agreed that since July 2015 forward the 

Consultancy team produce quarterly report describing the progress of task 

implementation and its output completion by tasks area comprising (i) University 

Governance and Strategic Planning, (ii) Program Accreditation in Agriculture, (ii) 

Program Accreditation in Engineering and Technology, (iii) Program Accreditation in 

Natural Science; (iv) Financial Management and Accounting; (v) National Qualification 

and Credit System; (vi) Research Policy and Strategy; (vii) Curriculum, Teaching and 

Learning; (viii) Faculty Development; and (ix)  University Partnership.  Table 2.2 shows 

the progress summary of activities by area, whereas Table 2.3 provides detail version of 

the progress achievement of activity and output.   

   

Table 2.2 

Summary of Implementation Progress by Area in end month 

No  Area  
Sept 
2015 

Dec 
2015 

Mar 
2016 

June 
2016 

1  University Governance and Strategic Planning 25% 44% 73% 100% 

2  Program Accreditation in Agriculture  44% 53% 67% 100% 

3  Program Accreditation in Engineering and Technology  26% 60% 69% 100% 

4  Program Accreditation in Natural Science  31% 58% 70% 100% 

5  Financial Management and Accounting  10% 23% 43% 100% 

6  National Qualification and Credit System  21% 38% 69% 100% 

7  Research Policy and Strategy  29% 56% 92% 100% 

8  Curriculum, Teaching and Learning  19% 40% 66% 100% 

9  Faculty Development  38% 45% 60% 100% 

10  University Partnership  24% 36% 58% 100% 

 Progress Activities   27% 45% 67% 100% 
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Table 2.3 
Progress Achievement of Activity Implementation and Output of Consultancy Services which refer to the ToR 

No  Assignments (TORs)   Outputs  

Completion Progress in End of 
Month (%) 

Remarks 
Sept „15 Dec‟ 15 Mar „16 

June 
„16 

 University Governance and Strategic Planning Consultancy Team  25% 44% 73%  100%   

1  Propose model for improving governance of the selected HEIs  Model proposal  40% 60% 80% 100%   

2  Provide guidance on effective strategic planning for Mongolian HEIs  New methodology  40% 60% 85% 100%   

3  Pilot management tools to strengthen performance of Mongolian HEIs  Management tools  20% 40% 80% 100%   

4  Establish university level merit- based scholarships  Scholarship offers  20% 40% 70% 100%   

5  Propose a ranking system for Mongolian HEIs  Proposal  30% 50% 75% 100%   

6  Develop a Strategic Action Plan on the future development of rural HEIs  
A Strategic Action 
Plan  

30% 40% 75% 100%  
 

7 
 Define the list of training topics for short-term foreign study tours for 
university trustees & administrators  

Training topics and 
locations  

10% 30% 79% 100%  
 

8  Finalize the model and submit its recommendations for the government  
Revised governance 
model  

10% 30% 40% 100%  
 

 Program Accreditation in Agriculture Consultancy Team  44% 53% 67% 100%   

1 
 Develop and submit a work plan for int‘l and nat‘l accreditation by five 
priority agricultural programs  

A work plan  100% 100% 100% 100%  
 

2 
 Propose internal QA (IQA)  structures based on learning outcome-based 
approach and NQF  

Proposal on IQA 
structures  

40% 50% 60% 100%  
 

3  Develop recommendations improving institutional effectiveness  
Suggestions per 
program  

60% 80% 80% 100%  
 

4  Define program level quality assurance criteria  
Quality assurance 
criteria  

60% 80% 80% 100%  
 

5 
 Create a common framework for HEIs to develop their internal curriculum 
review, control and development  

A common framework  35% 50% 80% 100%  
 

6 
 Provide guidelines on establishment of QA mechanisms for curriculum dev. 
incl. internal QA structure.  

Guidelines  60% 80% 80% 100%  
 

7 
 Produce recommendations to improve research capacity in agric.  through 
center of excellences in a selected HEI  

Guidelines  40% 40% 80% 100%  
 

8  Design professional development training programs for faculty.  
Faculty Dev.  
Program  

0% 0% 20% 100%  
 

9  Develop strategies for production of quality textbooks  Approved Strategies  0% 0% 20% 100%   
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No  Assignments (TORs)   Outputs  

Completion Progress in End of 
Month (%) 

Remarks 
Sept „15 Dec‟ 15 Mar „16 

June 
„16 

 Program Accreditation in Engineering and Technology Consultancy Team  26% 60%  69% 100%   

1 
 Develop a work plan for international and national accreditation for five 
priority programs  

A work plan  100% 100% 100% 100%  
 

2 
 Propose internal QA structures based on learning outcome-based approach 
and NQF  

Proposal on IQA 
structures  

30% 50% 75% 100%  
 

3  Develop recommendations for each program to meet the eligible criteria  Guidelines  50% 90% 90% 100%   

4  Propose the relevant agencies to establish cooperative links  Identify agencies  0% 90% 90% 100%   

5  Prepare criteria and procedure to achieve international accreditation  
Criteria and 
procedure  

20% 75% 80% 100%  
 

6  Define program level quality assurance criteria  
Quality assurance 
criteria  

30% 50% 75% 100%  
 

7  Create framework for internal curriculum review, control and dev.  A common framework  10% 60% 75% 100%   

8 
 Provide guidelines for QA mechanisms for curriculum dev. including internal 
QA structure  

Guidelines  30% 60% 75% 100%  
 

9 
 Recommendations to improve research capacity in Eng. Tech. through 
centers of excellence in a selected HEI  

Guidelines  10% 30% 30% 100%  
 

10  Design professional faculty development training programs  FD Trainings  10% 30% 30% 100%   

11  Develop strategies for production of quality textbooks  Strategies  0% 25% 35% 100%   

 Program Accreditation in Natural Science Consultancy Team  31% 58%  70% 100%   

1 
 Develop a work plan for international and national accreditation by five 
priority natural science programs  

A work plan  100% 100% 100% 100%  
 

2 
 Propose internal QA structures based on learning outcome-based approach 
and NQF  

Guidelines  40% 50% 70% 100%  
 

3  Develop recommendations for each program to meet the eligible criteria  Suggestions  50% 60% 90% 100%   

4  Propose the relevant agencies to establish cooperative links  Agencies Identified  50% 100% 100% 100%   

5 
 Prepare criteria to achieve international accreditation for natural science 
programs  

Criteria and 
procedures  

30% 70% 80% 100%  
 

6  Define program level quality assurance criteria  
Quality assurance 
criteria  

40% 50% 70% 100%  
 

7 
 Create framework to develop internal curriculum review, control and 
development  

A common framework  10% 60% 70% 100%  
 

8  Provide guidelines for development including internal QA structure  Guidelines  20% 60% 90% 100%   
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No  Assignments (TORs)   Outputs  

Completion Progress in End of 
Month (%) 

Remarks 
Sept „15 Dec‟ 15 Mar „16 

June 
„16 

9 
 Recommendations to improve research capacity in natural science through 
center of excellences in a selected HEI  

Guidelines  0% 30% 40% 100%  
 

10  Design professional Faculty development training programs  FD trainings  0% 30% 30% 100%   

11  Develop strategies for production of quality textbooks  Strategies  0% 25% 25% 100%   

 Financial Management and Accounting Consultancy Team  10% 23% 43%  100%   

1  Pilot a transparent and accountable financial mgt. accounting system  
Manual & 
Implementation 
Assessment Report  

50% 70% 85% 100%  
 

2 
 Suggest results-based monitoring indicators for financial management and 
accounting standards  

Guidelines  20% 35% 55% 100%  
 

3  Coordinate financial resource mobilization  Guidelines  0% 10% 40% 100%   

4 
 Assist to sustain university financial resources for private for-profit and 
private non-for profit HEIs  

Guidelines for dev. 
financial resources  

20% 30% 40% 100%  
 

5  Support internal control and information sharing system  
Guideline on Internal 
Audit, MIS 

40% 60% 80% 100%  
 

6  Identify the current issues related to funding of HEIs located in rural areas  Issues identified  0% 15% 15% 100%   

7  Design training on all aspects of financial management  Training Curriculum  10% 20% 50% 100%   

8  Organize trainings on multiple funding sources and financial accountability  3 workshops  15% 25% 25% 100%   

9  Identify ways to generate non-state budget funding  
Appropriate ways 
identified  

0% 25% 50% 100%  
 

10 
 Propose practical recommendations to improve institutional budget 
planning,  

Guidelines  0% 10% 50% 100%  
 

11  Identify M&E indicators of financial performance  M&E indicators  0% 10% 50% 100%   

12  Propose policy on research assistantships and scholarship opportunities  Policies  0% 10% 10% 100%   

13  Proposals on creating university aid and scholarship  Action plan  0% 10% 50% 100%   

14 
 Propose policies to transform the State Training Fund into Higher Education 
Development Fund  

Policies and 
Guidelines  

0% 10% 40% 100%  
 

15  Prepare reports on lessons  learned  Reports  0% 0% 0% 100%   

 National Qualification and Credit System Consultancy Team  21% 38% 69%     

1  Propose a National Qualification Framework  

Proposal on NQF  40% 60% 80% 100%  

 

2 
 Detailed description of establishing NQF in Mongolia considering all the 
resources needed  
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No  Assignments (TORs)   Outputs  

Completion Progress in End of 
Month (%) 

Remarks 
Sept „15 Dec‟ 15 Mar „16 

June 
„16 

3  Proposal on standard credit-based system for higher education  
Guidelines  40% 65% 80% 100%  

 

4  Design a comprehensive credit system in HEIs within the overall NQF   

5  Prepare plan for implementing the comprehensive credit system in HEIs  A plan  0% 10% 50% 100%   

6  Proposal to incorporate the credit earning system within the MIS  Proposal  20% 40% 75% 100%   

7 
 Proposals on validation of credits and credit transfer between international 
and national HEIs  

Proposal  15% 30% 70% 100%  
 

8  Proposals to restructure the require-ments on BA degree granting system  Guidelines  30% 45% 75% 100%   

9 
 Analyze the existing general educ. requirements (liberal arts) 
recommendation on the existing practices  

Guidelines  20% 35% 60% 100%  
 

10  Proposal to improve the current system of administering exams  Guidelines  15% 30% 75% 100%   

11  Develop minimum requirements for core curriculum standards  Proposal  10% 25% 60% 100%   

 Research Policy and Strategy Consultancy Team  29% 56% 92%  100%   

1  Establish centers of excellence in R&D based  Guidelines  30% 60% 70% 100%   

2  Proposals to revise curriculum on academic research  Proposals  5% 50% 90% 100%   

3  Formulation of criteria for administering competitive research  Criteria  70% 90% 100% 100%   

4  Strengthen policies and principles related to graduate level study and R&D  
Workshops and 
trainings  

30% 60% 100% 100%  
 

5  Organize workshop on graduate school development  Workshop  40% 50% 100% 100%   

6  Organize workshops on planning and administration of research initiatives,  Workshops  10% 
60% 100% 100%  

 

7  Organize workshops on PPP involvement in R&D;  Workshops  40%  

8  Organize workshop among candidates of competitive  research grants  Workshops  50% 100% 100% 100%   

9 
 Define demand areas in research in HEIs and formulate policies and 
strategies  

List of areas & 
Policies  

20% 35% 85% 100%  

 

10  Propose draft strategies for further upgrading of the academic units  Draft strategies   

11  Prepare requirements and criteria to evaluate the quality of research  Criteria   

12  Changes to policies to make research labs accessible to researchers  Proposals  10% 20% 85% 100%   

13  Review the existing classification of academic post-graduate degrees  
Proposals for  
Revisions  

N/A N/A N/A 100%  
 

14 
 Guidelines to improve the capacity of editorial boards of scientific 
publications  

Guidelines  10% 30% 85% 100%  
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No  Assignments (TORs)   Outputs  

Completion Progress in End of 
Month (%) 

Remarks 
Sept „15 Dec‟ 15 Mar „16 

June 
„16 

 Curriculum, Teaching and Learning Consultancy Team  19% 40% 66%  100%  

1  Common framework for HEIs for internal curriculum review  A common framework  30% 60% 80% 100%   

2  Guidelines on QA mechanisms for curriculum development  Guidelines  10% 20% 80% 100%   

3 
 Guidance to improve performance through Teaching and Learning Centers 
or Units  

Guidance  35% 80% 80% 100%  
 

4  Improve curriculum planning and professional development  Guidelines  30% 40% 60% 100%   

5  Design a quality course framework and train curriculum designers  Framework  10% 20% 50% 100%   

6 
 Produce recommendations on student- centered teaching and learning 
methods  

Proposals  30% 80% 80% 100%  
 

7  Guidelines on Blooms taxonomy of learning domains in teaching  Guidelines  25% 35% 60% 100%   

8 
 Design professional dev. (CPD) program on curriculum design, teaching, 
learning and assessment  

CPD Program  0% 0% 50% 100%  
 

9  Develop framework for teaching and learning technology reform  Framework  10% 50% 75% 100%   

10  Guidance to promote modern teaching and learning technology  Guidelines  0% 20% 80% 100%   

11  Guidance for teaching in hybridized learning environments  Guidance  20% 50% 80% 100%   

12  Guidance to establish Teaching and Learning Units  Guidance  40% 80% 90% 100%   

13 
 Guidance to train or facilitate training of staff in the use of curriculum 
materials  

Guidance  20% 30% 50% 100%  
 

14  Proposals on new and/or revised curriculum integration processes  Proposals  30% 50% 75% 100%   

15  Guidance to facilitate the review and selection of textbooks  Guidance  0% 0% 20% 100%   

16 
 Guidelines to use analysis on student and program related data to evaluate 
program effectiveness  

Guideline  15% 25% 50% 100%  
 

 Faculty Development Consultancy Team  38% 45% 60%  100%   

1  Pilot implementation of university level faculty development  
Faculty development 
plan  

40% 50% 50% 100%  
 

2  Pilot the model at universities and train faculty members as  TOTs  Model  40% 50% 80% 100%   

3 
 Proposals to create campus-based Faculty Professional  Development 
centers  

Action plan  40% 50% 80% 100%  
 

4 
 Produce a human resource development manual for HEI‘s  based on the 
implementation  

Manuals  30% 30% 30% 100%  
 

 University Partnership Consultancy Team  24% 36% 58%  100%   
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No  Assignments (TORs)   Outputs  

Completion Progress in End of 
Month (%) 

Remarks 
Sept „15 Dec‟ 15 Mar „16 

June 
„16 

1  Guidelines on administering competitive grants sponsoring joint research  Guidelines  N/A N/A N/A 100%   

2 
 Assist in developing 20 industry training programs and 60 joint research 
studies  

Training Programs & 
Studies  

15% 45% 100% 100%  
 

3  Guidance on student internship management  Guidelines  30% 40% 50% 100%   

4 
 Propose optimal partnership with the Academy of Sciences of Mongolia and 
other research institutions  

Mechanism  20% 20% 30% 100%  
 

5  Develop alumni associations  Proposals  30% 40% 50% 100%   

Source: Progress Reports
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Administration Matters and Staffing.  Quarterly activities on administrative aspects and staffing 

matters is described below.    

 

During the Q-3, 2015 (July – September).   

The consultancy team prepare Interim Report.  The English version of the Interim Report was 

translated into Mongolian during the months of July and August and was submitted to PIU on August 

5, 2015.  The Consulting Team held its first time meeting for the quarter on September 1, 2015, after 

the summer break.  Subsequent meetings were held every Monday at 3:00 pm.   

 

Dr. Sukhbaatar the Deputy Team Leader was also the representative of the Secondary Consultancy 

Contractor (UFE). In September he travelled to Indonesia for meetings with the Primary Consultancy 

Contractor (TIA). Several issues were discuss aimed at improving the efficiency and effectiveness of 

the project administration, management and contract implementation and variation. 

 

During the Q-4, 2015 (October – December) 

The Consulting Team continued with their weekly meetings, each Monday at 3:00 p.m., during the 

quarter. In addition, PIU organized bi- weekly meetings with the Consultancy Team and MECSS at 

MECSS‘ office.  During these meetings each Consultancy Team presented a summary of the 

activities they carried out during the previous two weeks, in a format similar to format of the weekly 

team meetings. MECSS and PIU would them provide feedback to the Consultancy Team on their 

reported activities. A special meeting was held November 14, 2015 with MECSS, ADB and PIU and 

the Consulting Team; again for the purpose of providing an ongoing progress report in each area of 

consulting services and receiving feedback. As a result of this meeting, MECSS made a series of 

recommendation to the Consultancy Services with regards to their work which have been 

incorporated into the work schedules of the consultancy team members. 

A meeting was also held with the Mission Team of ADB, PIU and the Consultancy Team as part of 

ADB‘s Mission Review.  Ms. Itgel from ADB outlined that as part of their Mission Review process they 

met with the Pilot HEIs, the host HEIs of selected programs for accreditation and the rural HEIs. She 

then provided feedback to the Consultancy Team on the in the comments received for the 

beneficiaries of the Consultancy – the HEIs - on the work of the consultancy services. These 

comments were generally positive but she did outline some weak areas which needed to be 

addressed by the Team. These comments were very much appreciated by the Consultancy Team and 

have been incorporated into their work schedules. For example, the HEIs felt it would be beneficial for 

the institutions‘ Working Groups to meet periodically with the entire Consultancy Team as opposed to 

just individual members of the working groups meeting with individual members of the Consultancy 

Team. As a result, meetings between the Pilot HEIs working groups and the entire Consultancy Team 

took place during the quarter. 

Also, she outlined that the rural HEIs would like to have greater participation in the activities of the 

Consultancy Services. As a result, the Deputy Team Leader (Dr. Sukhbaatar) and the National 

Consultant for Financial Management and Accounting (Mr. Munkhbayar) made a trip to Dornod 

Institute during the quarter and it is now policy that representatives from the rural HEIs will be invited 

to all workshops held by the Consultancy  Team.  The Team Leader and Deputy Team Leader had 

also scheduled a trip the visit the rural HEIs in the first quarter of 2016. 

The Team Leader and Deputy Team Leader met with the ADB Country Director for Mongolia, Mr. 

Robert Schoellhammar and his staff Mr. Anders Pettersson, and Ms. Itgel Lonjid. During this meeting 

Mr. Schoellhammar outlined ADB‘s strong concerns on the slow progress of the project. The Team 

Leaders relayed to Mr. Schoellhammar that this issue had been previously identified and that a 

number of improvements have been made to the administration of the project to address this concern. 

Specifically: 
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 In addition to the weekly team meetings, meetings are now scheduled every two weeks with the 

entire consultancy team and PIU and MECSS so that the individual consultants can outline 

directly what activities they have completed during the previous two weeks. 

 To supplement these bi-weekly meetings, the consultants‘ progress is also documented in a bi-

weekly report prepared by the project administration which is submitted to PIU. 

 In agreement with MECSS, the process for hiring replacement consultants to fill team vacancies 

has been shorten to 5 days. There were 4 vacancies on the consulting  time at the end of last 

quarter11 – 3 International Consultants (Financial Management and Accounting, Faculty 

Development, University Partnerships) and 1 National Consultant (Curriculum, Teaching and 

Learning). With the exception of the International Consultant for University Partnerships, these 

vacancies have been filled. 3 of the new Consultants started work this quarter and the 

International Consultant for Faculty Development will start work next quarter – although he has 

already been in contact with his local counterpart. MECSS has decided not to fill the vacant 

position for the International Consultant for University Partnerships. 

 The reporting structure for the project has also been modified. Primary progress reports will be 

completed by the Team Leader after the completion of each quarter. These reports will replace 

the Mid-term Report and the Final Report. Attached as appendices to these Quarterly reports will 

be progress reports from each of the Consulting teams where they highlight the % completion rate 

for each of the items on the Work-Plans12 for the pilot HEIs and on their TOR. 

It appears that these efforts have been successful. An analysis of the update work-plans for the Pilot 

HEIs and the TOR for each of the consultancy areas indicate that the o overall completion progress 

for quarter 4 has been greater than the per quarter progress for each of the 3 previous quarter. 

Mr. Schoellhammar also suggested that it could be beneficial for the Consultancy Team to undertake 

efforts to increase the public awareness of the Higher Education Reform Project and the Consultancy 

Services. As a result, in addition to the article appearing in Forbes Magazine, Mongolia; the Team 

Leader, accompanied with Dr. Zorigt Dashjaa, President of Ider Institute, gave a 45 minute live 

interview on TV9.   During this interview the   Team Leader outlined the various aspect of the Higher 

Education Reform Project and the Consultancy services, stressing the anticipated benefits to 

Mongolia citizens; and Dr. Zorigt commented on the benefits being enjoyed by Ider Institute. In 

addition, the administrative team is working very closely with the Public Affairs Officer at UFE to 

ensure media coverage of all Consultancy workshops. Subsequently, several workshops have 

received media coverage and several consultants have given brief media interviews, including TV 

interviews, after their workshops. 

The Team Leader also attended a meeting conducted by MNCEA with universities where selected 

programs are being prepared for national accreditation. The purpose of the meeting was to provide 

information on the updated criteria to be followed by the intuitions when applying for funding to cover 

the costs involved in preparing their programs for accreditation. UFE provided the venue for the 

meeting and all faculty and task force members were invited to attend. 

During the Q-1, 2016 (January – March) 

From February 8 to March 8 both the Team Leader and Deputy Team Leader were out of the country. 

Dr. Munkhbayar, the National Consultant for Financial Management and Accounting was appointed 

temporary team leader.  Dr. Munkhbayar represented the Consultancy Team at meeting on February 

15, 2016 with PIU and MECSS and the Consultancy Team and presented the first draft of the Quarter 

4 report. Hard copies of the final draft in both English and Mongolian was delivered to PIU on Feb. 17, 

2016.  

The Consulting Team continued with their weekly meetings, each Monday at 3:00 p.m., during the 

quarter and attended as required the bi-weekly meetings organized by PIU at the MECSS office. 

During the bi-weekly team meetings with MECSS and PIU, each Consultancy Team presented a 

summary of the activities they carried out during the previous two weeks in a format similar to what 
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was followed at the weekly Consultancy Team meetings and adjustments were made to the future 

activities of the consultancy team members as required. 

To ensure the successful completion of the project within the contractual timeframes, adjustments 

have been made to the scheduled completion dates for the expected deliverables from the 

Consultancy Team. These adjustments have been reflected in the Staffing Schedule, the 

Consolidated Workshop and Training Plan and the timing of the expected outputs (deliverables) for 

each of the Consulting Teams. The target date for submission of all deliverables is May 15th with the 

final workshop for the Consultancy Project to be given on June 10th. MECSS advised it will form a 

working group of local HEI professionals and international experts to receive and assess the 

acceptability of the Consultancy Team outputs. MECSS also advised it anticipates TIA will also initiate 

its own internal quality assessment process and review all Consultancy Team deliverables before 

submission to MECSS. While the majority of adjustments to meet these advanced deadlines can be 

managed within the current contractual obligations between MECSS and TIA, there were some items 

which would require a variation to the current contract. A contract variation proposal was prepared by 

TIA.  

The Team Leader and Deputy Team Leader attended a meeting of the MECSS Steering Committee 

for the Higher Education Reform Project on March 31, 2016 and presented a progress report on the 

work being conducted by the Consultancy Services.   

As outlined in the Quarter 4 Report;  

 Ms. Ariuntungalag Byambajav (Translator) resigned and was replaced by Ms. Bayarchimeg 

Alzakhgui; Ms. Jargalsaikhan,  

 B. (Accountant) resigned and was replaced by Ms. Nomin-Erdene, O.;  

 Ms. D. Hishigbuyan (National Consultant for Faculty Development) resigned and was replaced by 

Mr. Luvsandorj Tsogdov;  

 Ms. Udaanjargal Chuluubaatar (National Consultant for Program Accreditation in Natural 

Sciences) resigned and was replaced by Ms. Amartaivan Tsenddavaa.  

The above new administrative staff and Consultancy Team members started work this quarter period. 

Except for the International Consultant for University Partnerships, the full complement of nine 

International Consultants were onsite in UB during the 1th quarter of 2016. Logistical arrangements 

for their stay were completed successfully. In this period, the International Consultant‘s position for 

University Partnerships was vacant and, at the request of MECSS, remained vacant for the term of 

the consultancy.   

During Completion Period (April – June, 2016) 

There are several meetings in this period, e.g. regular internal meeting, attended bi-weekly meeting 

with Minitry/PIU, meeting with TIA representatives, the Team Leaders attended and gave presentation 

of the consulting services at Steering committee meeting, meeting with MECSS (PIU) on May 18, 

2016 to present the Q1, 2016 report. 

The Consultancy team consolidated drafts of the planned 2 day workshop on Curriculum, Teaching 

and Learning Review and two workshops on NQF, Credit system; sent it to PIU and Ministry for 

approval. The team has successfully organized workshop on NQF, Credit system which was 

conducted on 30 and 31 of March, 2016.   

Dr. Ted Sun, international consultant in Faculty development and Mrs. Corazon Posadas, 

international consultant in Accounting and Financial Management had arrived and worked in 

Mongolia.   Workshop agenda on faculty development were sent to PIU for approval and it was 

approved by MECSS promptly. The team worked on preparations for 2-day Accounting workshop and 

2-day faculty development workshops. Team has made preparation for four workshops and sent out 

invitations for all four workshops.  This further was followed by assisting and organizing 2-day 
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Accounting workshop on April 28 and 29, 2016 and 2-day faculty development workshops on May 4 

and 5, 2016. 

In May 2016, the team has also made preparation for two day workshops on Faculty development 

and Governance and sent out invitations for all workshops. Team assisted and organized workshops 

with consultants, Luvsandorj, Ted Sun, Sukhbaatar. 

During June 2016, the Consultancy team prepare a proposal for final workshop, and submitted it to 

PIU, and to be approved by MECSS.  The team assisted and organized final workshop on June 10, 

2016 in which all international consultants were present during final workshop. 

In the remaining period prior to project completion, the team worked on submission of workshop 

statistics and other workshop related materials and sent these materials to PIU.  The team finalized all 

materials and documents related to project, and worked with consultants regarding deliverables and 

prepared deliverables for working group meeting.  All national consultants submitted and presented 

their deliverables to working group on June 29 and 30; July 4 and 5.   The Team Leader who fully 

supported by TIA staff prepared Final Report by utilizing all reports and deliverables. 

2.5. Implementation Progress of Consulting Services in Pilot HEIs 
 

As previously discussed, four (4) HEIs have been assigned to be Pilot HEIs, i.e. NUM, MNUMS, 

Otgontenger University and Ider Institute, based on Minister‘s Order No. A/147, MECSS, April 28 

assigned.  According to respective HEI needs, they were assisted by the consultancy team 

implemented the component of (i) University Governance and Strategic Planning, (ii) Program 

Accreditation in Agriculture, (ii) Program Accreditation in Engineering and Technology, (iii) Program 

Accreditation in Natural Science; (iv) Financial Management and Accounting; (v) National Qualification 

and Credit System; (vi) Research Policy and Strategy; (vii) Curriculum, Teaching and Learning; (viii) 

Faculty Development; and (ix)  University Partnership, according the their specific needs.   

Implementation of the component took participatory approach.  To do so, as also previously reported, 

the 4 institutions formed Task Forces or Working Groups assigning their key point persons to be in 

charge.  Therefore the WGs were used as vehicle to implement the project component.  Summary 

progress of project implementation in Pilot HEIs is shown in the Table 2.4 below, whereas the more 

detail version is provided in Table 2.5 up to Table 2.8.  

Table 2.4. 
Summary of Per Quarter Progress for the Pilot HEIs 

Pilot Institution 
Completion Progress (% - cumulative) in end of month 

Sept „15 Dec „15 Mar „16 June „16 

Ider Institute 25% 40% 66% 100% 

MNUMS 20% 35% 68% 100% 

NUM 23% 42% 65% 100% 

Otgontender University 26% 42% 74% 100% 

 
Table 2.5 

Progress of Action Plan of the Consulting Services for Higher Education Reform for Ider Institute in 
2015-2016 Academic Year 

No Area 
Activities to be 
Implemented 

Timeline Output 
Performance 

Criteria 

Completion Progress (%) 

Last 
Status 

Sept 
„15 

Dec 
„15 

Mar 
„16 

June 
„16 

1 

G
O

V
E

R
N

A
N

C
E

 

1. Revise regulations of 
the governing 
boards. 

Oct-15 The status of 
the institute and 
the regulations 
revised. 

Approved 
revised 
regulations. 

Completed 40% 55% 80% 100% 

2. Form independent Jun-16 Improved Institutions Completed 20% 50% 80% 100% 
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No Area 
Activities to be 
Implemented 

Timeline Output 
Performance 

Criteria 

Completion Progress (%) 

Last 
Status 

Sept 
„15 

Dec 
„15 

Mar 
„16 

June 
„16 

institutions within 
institute (the institute 
will have house of 
consultants) 

Transparency 
in operations, 
support from 
stakeholders. 

established 
and required 
regulations 
formulated 

3. Conduct multiple 
actions to improve 
capacity of 
Governing boards. 

Jun-16 Improved 
efficiency and 
effectiveness of 
the Governing 
boards 

Improved 
Participation of 
governing 
boards 

Completed 10% 25% 60% 100% 

2 

F
IN

A
N

C
IA

L
 M

G
M

T
 &

 A
C

C
T

G
. 

1. Improve accounting 
information system 

Jun-16 Improved cost 
management 
and data 
efficiency. 

Financial data 
and statements 
used for 
making 
decisions. 

Completed 50% 60% 80% 100% 

2. Identify ways & 
opportunities to 
diversify financing 
resources 

Dec. 
2015 

Start-up 
company (tour 
operator) 
established 

By Quarter 1. 
2016, online 
transaction is 
expected. 

Completed 15% 20% 40% 100% 

3. Improve assessment 
system on budget 
planning and 
financial performance 

By June 
2016 

Assessment 
indicators, 
improved 
methods to 
prepare budget. 

Developed 
indica-tors to 
be used at the 
decision 
making level. 

Completed 10% 15% 50% 100% 

4. Renew policy on 
financial aid for 
students by institute 
itself 

Oct-15 Additional 
resources, 
increase in 
merit based 
scholarships. 

Number 
students who 
received 
scholarship 

Completed 0% 10% 35% 100% 

5. Conduct training for 
strengthening the 
financial capacity 

June 
2015- 
June 
2016 

Training on 
accounting 
policy and 
budgeting. 

Improved Staff 
Efficiency. 

Completed 15% 25% 40% 100% 

3 

P
A

R
T

N
E

R
S

H
IP

 

1. Internships at local 
biggest companies. 

2015 - 
2016 

Students have 
opportunity to 
get internships. 

Students will 
start internship. 

Completed 50% 60% 70% 100% 

2. Research for 
identifying firm‘s 
economic capacity. 

2015 - 
2016 

Info on 
economic 
capacity 
gathered. 

Research 
report will be 
completed. 

Completed 0% 0% N/A 100% 

3. ―Mongolian linguistic 
and cultural-specific 
research‖, collabora-
tion with Mongolian 
Traditional Academy 

2015 - 
2016 

About 2 to 3 
researches 
presented at 
research 
conferences. 

3 to 3 research 
works will be 
done and will 
attend 
research 
conferences. 

Completed 50% 60% 70% 100% 

4. Stabilize operation of 
alumni association. 

2015 - 
2016 

The first project 
implementation. 

Alumni 
operation 
manual 
completed. 

Completed 50% 60% 60% 100% 

5. Will enhance student 
employment center‘s 
operation. 

2016 
January 
to May 

Numbers 
graduate & 
senior students 
with internship 
attendance & 
em-ployment 
recorded. 

Consultation 
on ―Career 
advisor‖ 
master degree 
course. 

Completed 90% 90% 95% 100% 
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No Area 
Activities to be 
Implemented 

Timeline Output 
Performance 

Criteria 

Completion Progress (%) 

Last 
Status 

Sept 
„15 

Dec 
„15 

Mar 
„16 

June 
„16 

4 

C
U

R
R

IC
U

L
U

M
, 

T
E

A
C

H
IN

G
 A

N
D

 

L
E

A
R

N
IN

G
 

1. Propose 
international best 
practices on 
curriculum dev., 
teaching and 
learning and 
assessment in liberal 
arts courses 

Sept. 
2015 

Credit and 
semester of 
liberal arts in 
Bachelor 
program to be 
settled 

Liberal art 
courses 
approved by 
MECSS will be 
included 

Completed 60% 70% 90% 100% 

2. Provide a guideline 
for implementing 
curriculum internal 
review & establishing 
QA mechanism 

From 
Sept. to 
October 
2015 

Mechanism of 
curriculum 
internal review 
to be 
established 

A guideline to 
strengthen 
curriculum 
internal review 
to be approved 

Completed 20% 40% 60% 100% 

3. Provide guidance to 
promote modern 
teaching and 
learning technology. 

Apr-16 Upgrade 
teaching 
methodology. 

Usage of 
ADIX, MOOC, 
OER in the 
instruction 

Completed 0% 20% 40% 100% 

5 

C
R

E
D

IT
 S

Y
S

T
E

M
 

1. Renew 
undergraduate 
regulations in 
accordance with the 
credit system 

2015 - 
2016 

Comprehensive 
credit system 
model 
introduced. 

Involvement of 
Faculty and 
Administrators 

Completed 50% 73% 88% 100% 

2. Strengthen MIS in 
undergraduate 
process 

2015 - 
2016 

Awareness of 
MIS System 
Benefits. 

Type and 
amount of data 
entered into 
the system 

Completed 50% 65% 70% 100% 

3. Revise Select 
undergraduate 
programs and 
curriculums  - NQF 

II 
semester 
of 2015-
2016 

Undergraduate 
programs more 
flexible in 
accordance 
with the NQF. 

Credit hour in 
renewed 
curricula vs. 
total credit 
hours. 

Completed 20% 35% 60% 100% 

4. Develop work plan 
for full implementa-
tion of credit system. 

II 
semester 
of 2015-
2016 

Work plan for 
further activities 

Number of 
activities in 
work plan. 

Completed 10% 15% 40% 100% 

6 

F
A

C
U

L
T

Y
 D

E
V

E
L

O
P

M
E

N
T

 

1. Create faculty 
professional 
development 
system. 

Sept-Oct 
2015 

Faculty 
development 
system created. 

Implemented 
Faculty Dev. 
System 

Completed 40% 70% 90% 100% 

2. Strengthening new 
teacher orientation 
program 

Sept-Oct 
2015 

New faculty 
orientation 
handbook 

Plan will be 
integrated into 
university mgt. 

Completed 0% 50% 90% 100% 

3. Form ad hoc 
committee on 
Faculty development 
issues 

Oct-Dec 
2015 

Faculty will 
have the 
opportunity to 
share 
experiences. 

Faculty will use 
for their own 
planning. 

Completed 100% 100% 100% 100% 

4. Develop new rules 
on bonus pay. 

June-
Sep 
2015 

Improved 
motiva-tion 
among faculty 

Committee 
approved 

Completed 30% 30% 80% 100% 

5. Organize Faculty 
study visits abroad 

Oct-Dec 
2015 

Improved 
faculty 
development 

Approved 
decision 

Completed 0% 0% 0% 100% 
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No Area 
Activities to be 
Implemented 

Timeline Output 
Performance 

Criteria 

Completion Progress (%) 

Last 
Status 

Sept 
„15 

Dec 
„15 

Mar 
„16 

June 
„16 

6. Strengthening the 
current structure of 
faculty selection, 
performance, faculty 
retention, promotion 
and incentives 

Nov-Dec 
2015 

The related 
rules will be 
revised 
accordingly 

Policy Manual Completed 0% 0% 75% 100% 

7 

R
E

S
E

A
R

C
H

 P
O

L
IC

Y
 A

N
D

 S
T

R
A

T
E

G
Y

 

1. Identify priority disci-
plines in research of 
the institute 

 Priority 
disciplines in 
research 
identified 

Policy and 
Planning in 
research 
Manual 

Completed 30% 100% 100% 100% 

2. Conduct joint study 
on corporate 
governance with 
Richmond University 
(USA). 

Jan-16 At least 100 
companies to 
be covered by 
the study. 

Final report 
and Study 
paper shall be 
published. 

Completed 0% 50% 100% 100% 

3. Initiate joint research 
team with other Mo-
ngolian bigger HEIs. 

Jun-16  Strengthen the 
research team 
of the institute. 

Completed 0% 0% 50% 100% 

4. Training and 
consultancy for 
research team. 

May-15 Training to be 
conducted 

Research 
teachers and 
students 
participation 

Completed 100% 100% 100% 100% 

5. Improve research 
team‘s performance. 

Apr-16 Capacity of the 
business 
faculty 
strengthened. 

Research 
capacity 
enhanced. 

Completed 0% 20% 80% 100% 

6. Tourist and Foreign 
Affairs team of the 
Business Manage-
ment Dept. will dev. 
www.mongolianbeat. 
com for promoting 
tourism in Mongolia. 

Apr-16 Performance of 
Tourist and 
Foreign Affairs 
team will be 
improved. 

Website will be 
fully functional 

Completed 0% 20% 80% 100% 

7. Food Technology 
Dept. Safety food 
and innovative 
technolo-gy 
Production of new 
grain crop 

Apr-16 The institute 
will have a 
brand product 
as output. 

New healthy 
product will be 
produced. 
(grain crop) 

Completed 0% 20% 80% 100% 

8. Improve Spelling 
rules and stylistics of 
Mongolian 
language. 

Apr-16 Improved Skills 
of secondary 
school 
students. 

Consistent with 
State Policy. 

Completed 0% 20% 80% 100% 

8 

P
R

O
G

R
A

M
 A

C
C

R
.I
N

 

E
N

G
.T

E
C

H
 

1. National 
accreditation by two 
programs (food 
technology, 
information tech.). 

Mar-16 Programs 
prepared for 
national 
accreditation 

Preparation of 
the 
documentation. 

Completed 0% 10% 10% 100% 

2. Prepare air craft 
engineering program 
for MNCEA 
accreditation. 

Jun-16 Program 
Accredited by 
MNCEA 

Preparation of 
documentation. 

Completed 0% 0% 0% 100% 

AVERAGE 25% 40% 66% 100% 
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Table 2.6 
Progress of Action Plan of the Consulting Services for Higher Education Reform for Mongolian 

National University of Medical Science in 2015-2016 Academic Year 

No Area 
Activities to be 
Implemented 

Timeline Output 
Performance 

Criteria 

Completion Progress (%) 

Last 
Status 

Sept 
„15 

Dec 
„15 

Mar 
„16 

June 
„16 

1 

G
O

V
E

R
N

A
N

C
E

 

1. Flow chart for 
Executive Mgt. 

Dec. 
2015 

Flow chart 
defined by 
ISO 
standards. 

Guideline for 
flow chart. 

Completed 20% 50% 60% 100% 

2. Revise 
regulations in 
consistent with 
public status 
and shared 
governance 
model. 

Mar-16 Revised 
Regulatory 
environment 
provided. 

Renewed rules 
of the Medical 
University. 

Completed 10% 40% 60% 100% 

2 

F
IN

A
N

C
IA

L
 M

G
M

T
 &

 

A
C

C
T

G
. 

1. Improve 
accounting 
information 
system 

Sept. 
2015 

Improved 
accounting 
system 
Implemented. 

Software 
adapted in 
2015-2016 
academic 
year. 

Completed 50% 60% 80% 100% 

2. Increase 
financial 
assistance to 
the students 
funded by the 
university 
itself. 

Mar-16 Merit based 
scholarship 
system 
formed. 

Increased 
amount of 
scholarship 
funding. 

Completed 0% 10% 60% 100% 

3 

P
A

R
T

N
E

R
S

H
IP

 1. Create alumni 
branches. 

Jun-16 The Alumni 
Association 
activated. 

Number of 
alumni 
branches, 

Completed 100% 100% 100% 100% 

2. Create 
research 
friendly 
environment. 

Jun-16 Training, 
research & 
business 
integra-tion 
will upgraded. 

Number of 
projects 
implemented. 

Completed 60% 65% 80% 100% 

4 

C
U

R
R

IC
U

L
U

M
, 
T

E
A

C
H

IN
G

 A
N

D
 L

E
A

R
N

IN
G

 1. Upgrade 
curriculum on 
dev. 
communica-
tion skill and 
positive 
attitude. 

Apr-16 Students‘ 
skills 
improved 

Curriculum 
developed 

Completed 10% 30% 30% 100% 

2. Receive 
assessment 
from students 
on faculty and 
teaching, 
online. 

Apr-16 Improved 
communi-
cation 
between 
faculty & 
students. 

Assessment 
system 
created. 

Completed 0% 25% 50% 100% 

3. Develop 
assessment 
tools to 
evaluate 
student‘s 
attitude. 

Sept. 
2016 

Common 
assessment 
tools 
developed 

Assessment 
Tools 

Completed 0% 20% 40% 100% 
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No Area 
Activities to be 
Implemented 

Timeline Output 
Performance 

Criteria 

Completion Progress (%) 

Last 
Status 

Sept 
„15 

Dec 
„15 

Mar 
„16 

June 
„16 

4. Guideline for 
internal 
curriculum 
review and QA 
mechanism 

Dec. 
2015 

Internal 
curriculum 
review and 
QA 
mechanism. 

Guideline 
published. 

Completed 30% 60% 90% 100% 

5. Establish 
Evaluation 
center under 
the 
Department of 
APC. 

Dec. 
2015 

Quality of 
assessment 
improved. 

Evaluation 
Center is 
established. 

Completed 50% 60% 100% 100% 

6.  Develop and 
implement 
MSC-2020 
tool for 
designing 
course 
content. 

Mar-16 Program of 
medical doctor 
maintained 
and sustained 
continuously. 

Guideline to 
develop 
program 
content 
published. 

Completed 0% 10% 80% 100% 

7. Prepare 
documentation 
on 
professionals‘ 
competence 

Mar-16 Improve 
relevance of 
the  labor 
market needs 
& graduates‘ 
requirements 

Documentation 
in 6 programs 
shall be 
published 

Completed 0% 0% 50% 100% 

8. Provide 
guidance to 
promote 
modern 
teaching and 
learning 
technology. 

May-15 Students have 
friendly 
instruction-nal 
management 
and 
coordination. 

Online course 
guide, 10 % of 
the curriculum 
for BA & MA 
online 

Completed 20% 30% 80% 100% 

9. Provide advice 
on how to 
design 
outcome–
based strategy 
& instruct-
tional 
materials. 

Feb-16 Faculty 
members‘ 
knowledge 
and skills 
strengthened. 

Training and 
workshops 

Completed 30% 60% 80% 100% 

10. Expand 
the activities 
of Editors 
Council; 
prepare a list 
of major 
textbooks. 

Apr-16 Textbooks 
and manuals 
approved. 

A list of major 
textbooks 

Completed 0% 0% 50% 100% 

5 

C
R

E
D

IT
 

S
Y

S
T

E
M

 1. Evaluate 
credit system 
in 
undergraduate 
training. 

2015 - 
2016 

More flexible 
training 
process of 
undergraduate 
education. 

Renewed 
undergraduate 
regulations. 

Completed 30% 35% 80% 100% 
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No Area 
Activities to be 
Implemented 

Timeline Output 
Performance 

Criteria 

Completion Progress (%) 

Last 
Status 

Sept 
„15 

Dec 
„15 

Mar 
„16 

June 
„16 

2. Introduce 
credit system 
in Premedical 
education and 
training 
process. 

2016 - 
2016 

Improved 
quality of 
Premed. / 
General 
education 
program. 

Proposal to 
revise the 
existing 
practices.  

Increased 
number 
elective 
courses.  

Improved 
legacy to have 
students to 
graduate with 
master degree. 

Completed 10% 20% 100% 100% 

3. Guidelines to 
grant an 
educational 
degree on 
accumulated 
credit hours. 

First 
semester 
of 2015-
2016 

Degree 
granting 
system will be 
restructured. 

Completed 20% 25% 30% 100% 

4. Improve the 
external 
evaluation 
system 
exams‘ 
administration. 

First 
semester 
of 2015-
2016 

External 
evaluation 
system will be 
introduced. 

Decomposition 
of overall 
score will 
become 70:30. 

Completed 0% 10% 70% 100% 

5. Introduction of 
credit system 
and to shift 
from Uniface 
to Unimis. 

2016 - 
2016 

Condition to 
introduce 
credit system 
will be 
established. 

Full 
introduction of 
Unimis. 

Completed 0% 10% 70% 100% 

6 

F
A

C
U

L
T

Y
 D

E
V

E
L

O
P

M
E

N
T

 

1. Revise& 
strengthen 
short- & long-
term Faculty 
dev. plan. 

Feb-16 Faculty 
professional 
development 
strategy and 
plan. 

Approved 
Faculty 
Development 
Plan 

Completed 40% 100% 100% 100% 

2. Preparing 
guidelines 
according to 
ranks of 
faculties 

Feb-16 Improved level 
of faculty self- 
planning. 

Guidelines for 
faculty 
designed. 

Completed 30% 50% 80% 100% 

3. Database for 
faculty 
development. 

Oct- Dec 
2015 

Improved 
internal 
capacity to 
support 
faculty. 

Information 
database 
created 

Completed 0% 30% 50% 100% 

4. Training 
programs on 
leadership 
skills and 
faculty dev. 
modes. 

June- 
Sept 
2015 

Improved 
opportunities 
for faculty 

Handbooks Completed 0% 0% 20% 100% 

5. Training 
modules on 
Student 
assessment 
methods 
designed 

Jan-April 
2016 

Improved 
capacity to 
manage 
faculty 
performance 

6+ training 
modules 
developed 

Completed 0% 0% 20% 100% 

AVERAGE 20% 35% 68% 100% 
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Table 2.7 
Progress of Action Plan of the Consulting Services for Higher Education Reform for National 

University of Mongolia (NUM) in 2015-2016 Academic Year 

No Area 
Activities to be 
Implemented 

Timeline Output 
Performance 

Criteria 

Completion Progress (%) 

Last 
Status 

Sept 
„15 

Dec 
„15 

Mar 
„16 

June 
„16 

1 

G
O

V
E

R
N

A
N

C
E

 

1. Upgrade the 
univ. 
governance: 
Regula-tory 
environment, 
Governing 
board, 
academic 
council and 
staff council. 

III and IV 
semester 
2015 

Regulations 
renewed. 

Approved the 
regulations and 
rules 

Completed 30% 50% 70% 100% 

2. Form 
independent 
institutions 
within institute 

III and IV 
semester 
2015 

Regulations 
developed. 

Independent 
institutions are 
established. 

Completed 20% 50% 75% 100% 

3. Prepare 
strategic action 
plan for the 
university 

III and IV 
semester 
2015 

A clear 
strategic 
planning 
process 

Drafted Strategic 
Plan 

Completed 20% 40% 70% 100% 

4. Introducing 
modern 
management 
tools. 

III and IV 
semester 
2016 

Analysis 
shall be 
made. 

Management 
tools introduced 

Completed 20% 30% 75% 100% 

5. Improve 
process select, 
appoint 
managers and 
assess 
performance 

Dec. 
2015 

Capacity of 
strengthened 

Related 
regulations 
approved 

Completed 20% 30% 75% 100% 

6. Propose and 
pilot new rating 
system for the 
university. 

Sep-Oct 
2015 

Rating 
system 
designed 

University 
managers 
informed 

Completed 15% 25% 75% 100% 

7. Improve 
capacity of 
governing 
boards. 

Until 
June 
2016 

Improved 
effectiveness 
of Governing 
boards 

Participation 
improved 

Completed 15% 25% 70% 100% 

2 

F
IN

A
N

C
IA

L
 M

G
M

T
 &

 A
C

C
T

G
. 

1. Upgrade cost 
management 
system 

June 
2015- 
June 
2017 

Improved 
cost 
management 
system 

Data used for 
making decision 

Completed 50% 60% 70% 100% 

2. Identify the 
ways & 
opportunities 
to diversify 
financing 
resources 

June-
Dec 
2015 

Plan 
developed. 

Implementation 
initiated 

Completed 15% 25% 40% 100% 

3. Renew policy 
on financial aid 
for students. 

June-
Dec 
2015 

Clear policy 
on Aid 

Approved order Completed 0% 10% 25% 100% 

4. Building 
capacity on 
financial staff 

June 
2015- 
June 
2016 

Training 
conducted. 

Usage of the 
knowledge and 
skills obtained 

Completed 40% 60% 70% 100% 
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No Area 
Activities to be 
Implemented 

Timeline Output 
Performance 

Criteria 

Completion Progress (%) 

Last 
Status 

Sept 
„15 

Dec 
„15 

Mar 
„16 

June 
„16 

5. Transparency 
and openness 
in reporting 
and 
procurement. 

IV 
semester 
2015 

Guideline 
developed. 

Approval by 
President 

Completed 10% 20% 35% 100% 

3 

P
A

R
T

N
E

R
S

H
IP

 

1. Supporting 
innova-tion and 
entrepre-
neurship 
activities. 

2015 - 
2016 

Capacity 
increased. 

Influential 
system in 
decision making. 

Completed 40% 50% 60% 100% 

2. Will develop 
internship 
guideline. 

2015 - 
2016 

Internship 
guidelines 
drafted. 

Approved Intern-
ship Guidelines 

Completed 40% 40% 100% 100% 

3. Will intensify 
collabo-ration 
between alum-
ni & NUM 
supporters. 

2015 - 
2016 

The alumni 
operation 
intensified. 

Alumni 
Association 
more effective 

Completed 40% 50% 50% 100% 

4 

C
U

R
R

IC
U

L
U

M
, 
T

E
A

C
H

IN
G

 A
N

D
 L

E
A

R
N

IN
G

 

1. Analyze the 
achievements 
of the working 
group. 

Sept. 
2015 

Regulation 
renewed. 

Approval of new 
regulation 

Completed 0% 60% 60% 100% 

2. Provide advice 
on curriculum, 
NQF & credit 
system 

2015 - 
2016 

Monitoring 
and 
evaluation 
mecha-nism 
established. 

Monitoring and 
evaluation done. 

Completed 0% 20% 40% 100% 

3. Develop 
internal 
curriculum 
review for 
curriculum dev. 

Sept. ‗15 
- April, 
‗16 

Mechanism 
for internal 
curriculum 
review 
established 

Guideline for 
internal 
curriculum 
review 
approved. 

Completed 20% 60% 80% 100% 

4. Improving 
perfor-mance 
of Teaching 
and Learning 
Center. 

2015 - 
2016 

Performance 
of the center 
reviewed. 

Appropriate best 
practices 
adapted. 

Completed 35% 60% 80% 100% 

5. Develop 
minimum core 
standards in 
Natural 
Science. 

2015 - 
2016 

Curriculum 
reviewed. 

A core standard 
for a Natural 
Science. 

Completed 30% 30% 70% 100% 

6. Best practices 
in Curriculum 
dev., teaching 
and learning & 
assessment. 

April, 
2016 

Curriculum 
development 
improved 

International 
best practices 
integrated. 

Completed 30% 60% 80% 100% 

7. Guideline for 
curriculum 
review and QA 
mechanism 

April, 
2016 

Mechanism 
of curriculum 
review 
established. 

Approval on the 
guideline for the 
mechanism 

Completed 30% 60% 80% 100% 
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No Area 
Activities to be 
Implemented 

Timeline Output 
Performance 

Criteria 

Completion Progress (%) 

Last 
Status 

Sept 
„15 

Dec 
„15 

Mar 
„16 

June 
„16 

8. Guidance to 
promote 
modern 
teaching and 
learning 
technology 

April, 
2016 

Improved 
teaching and 
learning 
technology 

MOOC, OER 
shall be 
integrated. 

Completed 20% 40% 60% 100% 

5 

C
R

E
D

IT
 S

Y
S

T
E

M
 

1. Revise the 
internal 
regulation for 
curriculum 
committee 

2015 Role and 
duties of 
curriculum 
committees. 

Renewed 
regula-tion of 
curriculum 
committee 

Completed 50% 60% 60% 100% 

2. Establish minor 
& 
interdisciplinary 
undergraduate 
programs. 

2015 - 
2016 

Guidance 
developed. 

Developed minor 
&interdisciplinary 
programs 

Completed 50% 80% 100% 100% 

3. Improve 
system of 
credit transfer - 
NQF 

2015 - 
2016 

System of 
credit 
transfer 
improved. 

New credit 
transfer system. 

Completed 0% 10% 40% 100% 

4. Revise 
undergradua-te 
degree 
granting 
system. 

2015 - 
2016 

Current 
system 
improved. 

Revise the 
degree granting 
system. 

Completed 30% 35% 50% 100% 

6 

F
A

C
U

L
T

Y
 D

E
V

E
L

O
P

M
E

N
T

 

1. Create faculty 
development 
system 

Sept-Oct 
2015 

Strengthened 
faculty dev. 
system 

Plan integrated 
into university. 

Completed 40% 80% 90% 100% 

2. Strengthening 
tenure track 
and new faculty 
orientation. 

Sept-Oct 
2015 

Handbooks Plan will be 
integrated into 
university 

Completed 0% 20% 20% 100% 

3. Integrate 
faculty dev. into 
the Teaching 
and Learning 
Center 

Oct-Dec 
2015 

Design and 
modes of 
activities. 

Approval by 
university. 

Completed 0% 60% 70% 100% 

4. Strengthening 
faculty 
selection, 
performan-ce 
evaluation & 
reten-tion and 
promotion 

Oct-Dec 
2015 

Favorable 
work 
condition for 
faculty 

Approval by 
university. 

Completed 0% 0% 75% 100% 

AVERAGE 23% 42% 65% 100% 
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Table 2.8 
Progress of Action Plan of the Consulting Services for Higher Education Reform for Otgontenger 

University in 2015-2016 Academic Year 

No Area 
Activities to be 
Implemented 

Timeline Output 
Performance 

Criteria 

Completion Progress (%) 

Last 
Status 

Sept 
„15 

Dec 
„15 

Mar 
„16 

June 
„16 

1 

G
O

V
E

R
N

A
N

C
E

 

1. Revise 
university 
governing 
boards. 

Nov. 
2015 

The status of 
the institute 
revised 

New 
Governance 
Model 
Implemented 

Completed 40% 55% 80% 100% 

2. Independent 
institutions 
within the 
university 

2016 - 
2016 

Transparency 
in university 
activities. 

Institutions 
established 

Completed 20% 50% 80% 100% 

3. Review and 
improve 
strategic 
planning 

Oct-15 Improved 
strategic 
planning 
process 

Revised 
strategic plan 

Completed 30% 40% 80% 100% 

4. New rating 
system 

Sep-Oct 
2015 

Rating defined University 
informed of the 
outcome 

Completed 30% 40% 80% 100% 

2 

F
IN

A
N

C
IA

L
 M

G
M

T
 &

 A
C

C
T

G
. 

1. Upgrade 
accounting 
system. 

June-
Dec 
2016 

Policy and 
procedures 
revised. 

Financial data 
used for 
making 
decision 

Completed 50% 60% 70% 100% 

2. Identify 
diversify 
financing 
resources 

June-
Dec 
2015 

1-2 Start-Up 
compa-nies 
established. 

Produce and 
sell the 
products 

Completed 0% 15% 80% 100% 

3. Improved 
financial aid. 

June-
Dec 
2015 

The regulation 
is ready. 

Approval of 
regulation 
implementation 

Completed 0% 10% 40% 100% 

4. Building 
capacity on 
financial staff 

2015 - 
2016 

Trainings 
conducted. 

Usage of the 
know-ledge 
and skills. 

Completed 15% 25% 50% 100% 

3 

P
A

R
T

N
E

R
S

H
IP

 

1. Intensifying 
alumni 
operation. 

2015 - 
2016 

Alumni manual 
will be re- 
written. 

The effective 
and efficient 
rule alumni 
association 

Completed 50% 60% 80% 100% 

2. Will start 
incubator 
center at 
school. 

2015 - 
2016 

Business 
incubator 
center 
structured. 

Business 
incubator 
center 
operational 

Completed 20% 30% 80% 100% 

3. Select 
companies for 
PPP. 

2015 - 
2016 

MoUs signed 
with 10% 

Copy of signed 
MoUs 

Completed 30% 30% 60% 100% 

4. Working with 

UFE on 
ACBSP 
accreditation 

2015 - 
2016 

First version of 
Self-Study 
Report 

How self- 
assess-ment 
report was 
written 

Completed 30% 40% 50% 100% 

4 

C
U

R
R

I

C
U

L
U

M
, 

T
E

A
C

H

IN
G

 

A
N

D
 

L
E

A
R

N

IN
G

 

1. Guidelines for 
curriculum 
review and QA 
mechanism. 

Sept. 
2015 

Regulation 
and 
mechanism 
developed. 

Approval on 
the regulation 
and   
mechanism 

Completed 30% 60% 90% 100% 
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No Area 
Activities to be 
Implemented 

Timeline Output 
Performance 

Criteria 

Completion Progress (%) 

Last 
Status 

Sept 
„15 

Dec 
„15 

Mar 
„16 

June 
„16 

2. Teaching and 
Learning 
center 

2015 - 
2016 

CPD system 
on faculty dev.  

Center 
established 

Completed 30% 60% 90% 100% 

3. Modern 
teaching and 
learning 
technology. 

Apr-16 Improved 
teaching & 
learning tech. 

MOOC, OER 
shall be 
integrated. 

Completed 20% 20% 60% 100% 

4. Online 
assessment 
by students. 

2015 - 
2016 

Assess faculty 
performance 
online 

Usage of the 
software in 
assessment 

Completed 0% 20% 60% 100% 

5. Mentorship for 
students 

2015 - 
2016 

A mentorship 
program has 
been 
established. 

Students will 
have access to 
assistant-ship 
and mentor 
programs. 

Completed 20% 40% 60% 100% 

5 

C
R

E
D

IT
 S

Y
S

T
E

M
 

1. Revise 
undergradua-
te regulations 
in accordance 
with the credit 
system 

2015 - 
2016 

A standard 
credit system 
model will be 
introduced. 

Revised 
regulations for 
undergraduate 
programs. 

Completed 50% 80% 87% 100% 

2. Strengthen 
manage-ment 
information 
system in 
under-
graduate 
training. 

2015 - 
2016 

Improved use 
of 
management 
information 
system. 

Type and 
amount of data 
entered into 
the system 

Completed 50% 70% 75% 100% 

3. Revise 
undergradua-
te accordance 
with the NQF 

2015 - 
2016 

Undergraduate 
pro-grams & 
curriculums 
started revised 

Credit hours in 
revised 
curricula 

Completed 20% 35% 50% 100% 

4. Full 
implementation 
of credit 
system. 

2015 - 
2016 

Work plan for 
further 
activities 

Number of 
activities in 
work plan 

Completed 0% 20% 50% 100% 

6 

F
A

C
U

L
T

Y
 D

E
V

E
L

O
P

M
E

N
T

 

1. Create faculty 
development 
system 

Sept-Oct 
2015 

Faculty dev. 
system 
created 

Plan integrated 
into university 

Completed 40% 60% 90% 100% 

2. Strengthening 
new teacher 
orientation 
program 

Oct- Dec 
2015 

New faculty 
orientation 
handbook 

Faculty will use 
for their own 
planning. 

Completed 40% 50% 90% 100% 

3. Committee on 
Faculty 
development 

Oct- Dec 
2015 

Faculty can 
share 
experiences 

Committee 
approved 

Completed 100% 100% 100% 100% 

4. Faculty 
selection, 
performance 
evaluation, 
retention and 
promotion. 

Oct- Dec 
2015 

The related 
rules revised. 

The revision 
approved. 

Completed 0% 0% 75% 100% 
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No Area 
Activities to be 
Implemented 

Timeline Output 
Performance 

Criteria 

Completion Progress (%) 

Last 
Status 

Sept 
„15 

Dec 
„15 

Mar 
„16 

June 
„16 

7 

R
E

S
E

A
R

C
H

 

1. Build capacity 
on faculty 
research 

2015 - 
2016 

Increased 
number of 
research 
projects 

Number 
implemen-ted 
research proj. 

Completed 40% 70% 100% 100% 

2. Establish 
Intellectual 
Property 
Protection 
Center. 

2015 - 
2016 

The center 
established. 

Activities of the 
center 
prioritized 

Completed 20% 20% 90% 100% 

3. Improve quality 
of the research 
journals 

2015 - 
2016 

Improved 
regulatory 
environment 
established. 

Approved and 
published 
research 
journals. 

Completed 0% 40% 90% 100% 

4. Improve post 
graduate 
programs 

2015 - 
2016 

Curriculum & 
Instructional 
system 
enhanced. 

Revised 
curriculum for 
post graduate 
programs. 

Completed 0% 20% 90% 100% 

AVERAGE 26% 42% 74% 100% 

 

2.6. Progress Implementation of Training and Workshop  
 

There were a number of workshops and in house trainings conducted by the Consultancy 

Team during the assignment as indicated on the Consolidated Workshop and Training 

Plan.  Workshop Reports were submitted to the PIU in accordance with PIU‘s workshop 

report requirements. As mentioned above, 33 of the originally scheduled 34 

workshops/trainings have been delivered by the Consultancy Services as of June 30, 2016; 

serving a total of roughly 1005 participants, including approximately 50 representatives from 

the rural HEIs.  One planned workshop on gender was cancelled. 

Table 2.9 
Updated Implementation Progress of Consolidated Training Plan  

(2015-2016 academic year) 

No Training/Workshop Length  Date  
Total No. 
of Part. 

Updated 
as of 

June 30, 
2016 

One. QA and Program Accreditation  

1 

Workshop 1 on Program 
Accreditation in Agric., Eng. Tech 
and Natural Sciences for MECSS & 
MNCEA 

1 day 
October 9, 

2015 
64 Completed 

2 Workshop 2 for HEIs 1 day 2016.01.25 61 Completed 

3 Workshop 3 for MNCEA 2 days 2016.01.26 62 Completed 

4 

Workshop 4 for MECSS, NCEA, 
MASM, GASI, major Professional 
Unions and accreditation 
reviewers/assessors 

1 day 
Jan-29, 
2016 

60 Completed 

5 In House Training 1 Eng. Tech. 4-5 Jan, Mar, varies Completed 
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No Training/Workshop Length  Date  
Total No. 
of Part. 

Updated 
as of 

June 30, 
2016 

weeks Apr-2016 

6 In House Training 2 Nat. Sci. 
4-5 

weeks 
Jan, 2016 

varies Completed 

7 In House Training 3 Agr. 
4-5 

weeks 
May, 2015 

varies Completed 

Subtotal 187/200  

Two. Research policy and strategy  

8 

Focus Group Discussion-1 
Participants from MECSS, 
Foundations of Science & Tech., 
National Academy of Science, 
NUM, MULS, MUST, MNUMS, 
leading industry, and research 
institutes. 

4 hours 
Jun-10, 
2015 

13 Completed 

9 

Focus Group Discussion-2 
participants from Dean, Director 
of Research, prominent 
researchers), representatives 
from industry 

4 hours June 2015 12 Completed 

10 Training for Editorial Boards of 
Scientific Journal /combined 
workshops no.10&11/ 

4 hours 
Jan-29, 
2016 

41 Completed 
11 

12 

Workshops 5 on Planning and 
Administration of Research 
Initiatives, Research Application 
Issues and PPP.  

1 day 
Jan-27,  
2016 

71 Completed 

13 
Workshop 6 ―Integrating research 
in Graduate Program 

1 day 
Jan-20, 
2016 

34 Completed 

14 
Workshop 7 ―Developing Research 
and Innovative University‖ 

1 day Nov-4, 2015 70 Completed 

15 
Event Program  

1/2 day 
Jun-30, 
2016 

39 Completed 

Subtotal 241/366  

Three. Curriculum, Teaching and Learning Review  

16 
Workshop 8 "Quality Teaching and 
Learning strategies from Best 
Practices"  

2 days 
Mar-9&11, 

2016 
53 Completed 

17 
Workshop 9 "Models for curriculum 
develop-ment, implementation and 
assessment at HEIs" 

1 day 
Oct-22, 
2015 

35 Completed 

18 
Workshop 10 "Curriculum 
Framework and Quality Assurance" 

varies Mar-16 67 Completed 

19 
Workshop 11 "Establishment of 
Teaching and Learning Centers" 

1 day 
Oct-21, 
2015 

18 Completed 

Subtotal   173/215  
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No Training/Workshop Length  Date  
Total No. 
of Part. 

Updated 
as of 

June 30, 
2016 

Four. Financial and Accounting System  

20 
Workshop 12 "Accounting Mgt. аt 
HEIs" 

1 days Jan-8, 2016 24 Completed 

21 
Workshop 13 "Financial 
Management"  

1 days 
Apr-28, 
2016 

30 Completed 

22 
Workshop 14 "Introduction to 
Financial Management Information 
System" 

1 days 
Apr-29, 
2016 

30 Completed 

Subtotal 84/90  

Five. National Qualification and Credit System  

23 
Workshop 15 ―Introduction of NQF 
in Higher Education (HE) in 
Mongolia‖ 

1/2 day 
Jun-30, 
2016 

39 Completed 

24 
Workshop 16 ―Enhancement of 
Credit System implementation & 
development in Mongolia‖ 

1/2 days 
Nov-13, 

2015 
28 Completed 

25 
Workshop 17 ―Restructuring the 
Bachelor degree granting policies, 
requirements & procedures‖ 

1 day 
Mar-30, 

2016 
28 Completed 

26 

Workshop 18 ―Improvement of the 
current system of administering 
graduation exams & semester-end 
exams‖ 

1 day 
Mar-31, 

2016 
31 Completed 

27 

Workshop 19 "Develop minimum 
requirements for core curriculum 
standards in accordance with the 
national credit system & NQF" 

1 day 
Mar-30, 

2016 
Merged 

with no.25 

Completed 
(Included in 
#25 & #26) 

Subtotal 87/175  

Six. Faculty Development  

28 

Workshop 20 "Induction" to review 
current induction system & 
practices, & to plan a pilot program 
to develop the system. 

2 days 
May-4&5, 

2016 
30 Completed 

29 
Workshop 21 "Performance 
Management" 

2 days 
May-11&12, 

2016 
31 Completed 

Subtotal 61/52  

Seven. University Partnership  

30 
Workshop 22 for University 
Administrators 

1 day 
Nov-27, 

2015 
30 Completed 

Subtotal 30  

Eight. University Governance  

31 
Workshop 23 "University 
Governance Model" 

1 day 
Jan-21, 
2016 

60 Completed 

32 Workshop 24 "Strategic Planning " 1 day 
Jan-22, 
2016 

72 Completed 
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No Training/Workshop Length  Date  
Total No. 
of Part. 

Updated 
as of 

June 30, 
2016 

33 
Workshop 25 "Pilot Results-
Lessons Learnt on Rating System" 

1/2 day 
May-10, 

2016 
23 Completed 

Subtotal 155/120  

Grand Total 1005/1288  

 

 

2.7. Gender Issues 
 

To fulfill the requirement of the ADB policy in Gender Action Plan (GAP), the Consulting 

Team has contacted NUM, MNUMS, Ider University, Otgontenger University and MULS for 

the purpose of establishing institutional contacts with regard to gender issues.  This issues 

has been responded by MECSS by establishing a working group for supporting the 

implementation of the PIU‘s Gender Plan.  

 

GAP has also implemented as reflected in the workshop/training attendance.  The 

consultancy team has identified that the gender composition of the workshops attendees.  

Workshops during 2015 were attended by roughly 49% female and 51% male. Included in 

the workshop report completed by Consultancy Teams after each workshop will be details of 

the gender compositions of attendees.  As of June 30, 2016; the 33 workshops/trainings that 

have been delivered by the Consultancy Services. In addition, gender sensitivity is reflected 

in all recommendations submitted to MECSS as a result of this consultancy. 

 

2.8. Consultancy Reports and Deliverables 
 

The consultancy services has submit the following consultancy reports to the PIU/MECSS: 

(i) Inception Report, (ii) Implementation Progress Report 1 and 2, Interim Report (for period 

January – June 2015), (iii) 3rd Quarterly Progress Report (July - September, 2015), (iv) 4th 

Quarterly Progress Report (October – November, 2015); (v) 1st Quarterly Progress Report 

(January – March, 2016), and this Final Report which also incorporating consultancy 

implementation during April – June, 2016. 

 

In addition to the consulting progress report, each consultant has also provided individual 

report, and each consultancy team has provided some deliverables in accordance with 

respective assignment, comprising work plan, working papers, guidelines/manual, Training 

plan document, ToR for specific activity, etc.  

 

2.9. Actual Schedule of Personnel Assignment 
 

Assignment schedule of   the consultancy team during project duration is shown in the 

following Figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4 
Staffing Schedule as of June 30, 2016 
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2.10. Final Workshop 
 
A Final Workshop event has been implemented in MECSS by January 17, 2017.  The final 

workshop was attended by around 70 attendance including management team from TIA (4 

people), 10 national consultants, 1 international consultant and ADB officer, MECSS officers, 

authorized persons from pilot HEI, etc.  Report of the final workshop has been made 

separately from this final report presenting the workshop implementation, presentation 

material, list of attendance, and minute of presentation and discussion. 

 

Figure 2.5 
Photograph of Final Workshop in MECSS Office, 17 January 2017  
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2.11. Performance Assessment of Consulting Services base on Client‟s and 
Beneficiaries Perception 

 

Information of the progress and status implementation and performance reported in this final 

report is based on the information and data included in the progress reports which 

administratively had been submitted to the MECSS project director and ADB – at least up to 

end of March 2016 – whereas information of the last status (April - June 2016) is part of this 

final report.  It is importance to see the performance of the consulting services in terms of the 

work achievement and overall figure based on the client‘s or beneficiaries‘ assessment as a 

feed back to the implementation of future project. 

 

Assessment of the consulting service performance conducted by the MECSS and pilot HEIs 

including their recommendation can be summarized below (refer to letter of MECSS 

No.13/409, January 16, 2017). 

 

 The working group established by the decree A/70 of the 17th of October, 2016 of the 

Ministry of Education, Culture, Science and Culture has reviewed the final report draft and 

consultants‘ deliverables of ―Consulting Services for Higher Education Reform‖ delivered 

by TIA, and made an evaluation of 1-5 scores.  As for evaluation result, content conformity 

was good, test status of some deliverables was insufficient and the previous 

recommendations were reflected fully/partly.  

 Deliverables developed by consultants of University Governance, Research Policy and 

Strategy and Accreditation for 3 Programs were evaluated sufficient and recommended to 

be further disseminated as manual. 

 While the achievement of the implementation of comprehensive activities for pilot 

institutions reported by the Consultant – as per June 2016 - is in 100%, the self-evaluation 

reports by pilot HEIs indicated progress implementation in average is 66.89%; as indicated 

in the following table below. 

Table 2.10 
Progress Implementation Evaluation  

HEIs where 
comprehensive 

activities are 
implemented 

Total planned 
activity 

Implementation 
/self-evaluation 

by HEIs/ 

Implementation 
/evaluation on 
consultants‟ 

report/ 

NUM 31 activities in 6 areas 54 100 

MNUMS 27 activities in 6 areas 91.8 100 

Otgontenger University 30 activities in 7 areas 70.2 100 

Ider Institute 35 activities in 7 areas 51.57 100 

 

This is a good thing that both parties – consultant and beneficiaries – give their evaluation of 

the services performance based on their respective insight, which resulting different figures.  

Big gap in both assessment occur in NUM and Ider Institute, fair gap for Otgotenger 

University, small gap for MNUMS.  It is common in the world at any place that self-evaluation 

by service provider tend to be ―over‖ whereas evaluation by service receiver tend to be 

―under‖, and there has no standard instruments which can measure the ―service performance‖ 

accurately.  We think the differences are not necessary to be discussed in this report, 

however, such evaluation mechanism – by both parties separately – is a good idea and can 

be practiced in the future for other projects, and it‘d better if this practice be implemented 

since the beginning of the project so that any gap and discrepancies can be followed up and 
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be used to take any corrective actions and policies.  The evaluation of the service by pilot 

HEIs is highly valuable for TIA and UFE as local partner to enable continuously improve the 

service performance. 

Through the MECSS‘ letter No.13/409, January 16, 2017, the MECSS requested the TIA for: 

(i) incorporating the translation of ready-made materials on the internet and copying already 

passed rules and regulations; (ii) issuing a guideline on how to further improve governance 

and legal and practical reasons for challenges and barriers that affected the implementation of 

Governance Model in 4 pilot HEIs; and (iii) editing the manuals prepared by Curriculum and 

Faculty Development consultants and make them suitable for publishing. 

We also take lesson from the implementation of the consulting services.  During the final 

workshop in general there are positive perception of the audience regarding the ―Consulting 

Services for Higher Education Reform‖, whereas in particular most of the pilot HEIs and 

MECSS showed their enthusiasm to continue implementing the Higher Education Reform in 

Mongolia.  Below are some positive key statements form the key audience of the final 

workshop: 

 ―The accreditation deliverables is quite good. In the future we will work with different 

university in Mongolia for their achievement of accreditation in Mongolia‖ (Ms. 

Amarjargalan – Project Director of HERP (during Opening Remarks). 

 ―We did a lot of progress, one is deliverables guidelines and deliverables. MECSS had 

been played a leading role in this project and we have provided whole situation and 

condition to implement this project. I cannot say that our effort has been perfect but we 

had tried our best‖ (DR Batjargal PHD - President of University of Finance and 

Economics/UFE, during Opening Remarks). 

 ―Within the framework of this project, Mongolian ministry, MECSS had approved about 30 

decrees in relation of this project. Our consultant had been very busy and we have work in 

many different part of Mongolia Institution to exchange knowledge and exchange 

experience‖ (DR. Javzan Sukhbaatar; National Consultant in University Governance/ 

Deputy Team Leader Presentation). 

 ―In financial management aspect, we had develop accounting management system with 

the help of this project, it is a very proper system for our institute.  As for curriculum and 

teaching and learning activities, we made progress developing online courses, for tourism 

classes and foreign student classes. We plan to enroll student from Korea and inland 

student from online classes.    We have made an agreement with university of Mongolia for 

credit transfer. On behalf of my university express my gratitude for international and 

national consultant for work and cooperation with us and supporting us and we have big 

purpose‖ (D.Zorigt, Ider Institute). 

 ―We have made progress in partnership aspect, we have established a procedure for 

alumni association and mechanism and working with alumni association for the 1st time.  

We have implemented proper structure of teaching and learning system. As for credit 

system, it has been implemented very effectively in our university.  We have created 

faculty development counsel at our university and we are also developing procedure for 

faculty development fund.  We have established research center with the help of teacher, 

a number of scientific article that social research institute is working very active.  We want 

MECSS to support us in the future to implement recommendations in this project‖ 

(J.Batbaatar, MNUMS).  
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 ―With the help of this project we are able to administrative standard where we develop.  

Also we wanted to use the national consultant in development further programs with the 

help of national consultant. I also d like to express deep gratitude for international 

consultant who generously share experience with us. He dedicated all his effort to our 

university and Mongolian University of science and technology has cooperation for very 

long time during this project.  Our university has developed 5 recommendation and 5 

request and develop international accreditation. We are also ready to exchange our 

experience with other university.  We got advice from international consultant about text 

book .we are ready to cooperate with other university and this project‖ (R.Bat-erdene, 

NUM). 

 

 ―I was excited with this project. To reform many law in education in Mongolia and this 

autumn new government has repelled few article which beneficiary for student and 

institution. For the development of this book, DR Sukhbataar had put us a lot. With help 

this project, we had successfully developed our strategic plan.  There are aspects in HERP 

which we are included in our strategic.  Consultant is valuable asset for our university. It is 

a beneficial result for us. They will be valuable asset for us. We should employ them and 

utilized their knowledge to implement in the future‖ (N.Enkhbzaya, Otgontenger university). 

 

 ―You have seen their presentation recently. Also the deliverable is not the thing on the 

paper, the deliverable are to the mind of the people to education sector people.  During the 

implementation of this project we have learn a lot of useful things.  Based on deliverable of 

this Consultancy Service we should work in activity management of Mongolian HEI.    I 

would like tell again that national consultant who gathered here, are the leader of this 

sector now. Your idea and suggestion are valuable for me.  This project is ending but we 

have new beginning to work together.  Also I would like to great full for Indonesia TIA and 

all the international and national consultant‖ (Ms. Amarjargalan – Project Director of 

HERP). 

 ―This is very good opportunity for us to have TIA company and we have learn a lot of great 

things. This project was new to us. Almost everything is new to us. We need to improve. 

Spread the good experience‖ (Ms. Itgel – ADB representative). 

 

2.12. Constraints and Limitations during Project Implementation 
 
The Consulting Services for Higher Education Reform was implemented for 18 months 

duration, since January 2015 – June 2016.  The nature of the consulting services is technical 

assistance implementation, capacity building, transfer of technology, knowledge and 

experiences, and implementing good and best practices to support the HE reform.  The 

success of program activities is not only depend on the consultant but also the HEI and its key 

counterparts working cooperatively with consultant.  Continuous interaction and well 

cooperating between consultant and counterpart is key success factor in implementing any 

technical assistance program.  During this consulting service implementation, it was often 

difficult to obtain matching schedule for consultant-counterpart interaction particularly when 

counterparts having very busy of with routine activities.  Such situation could be not significant 

problems if the assignment of the consultant is continuous.  However, assignment the 

consultant in this project is intermittent.  Therefore, the situation become problems for building 

effective interaction.  
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The responsibility of the consultant is providing advices, suggestions, innovations, transfer of 

knowledge and experiences; whereas execution is under the institutions authorities and 

responsibility.  Big success will be effectively and efficiently obtained if the consultant input is 

proper, realistic, fulfilling the needs, and on-time delivered, whereas the institutions make 

decisions and policies, mobilizing its resources and implement the program properly and 

realistically.  This is difficult to happen for the roll-out program under this project, where 

originally the roll-out of the HEI governance models need to be implemented to selected 

institutions. However, during the consulting services activities the roll-out program has been 

decided to cancel because the MECSS wanted that the roll-out was implemented in all HEIs in 

Mongolia whereas budget for such activities was not sufficient. It might a wise decision from 

MECSS side to avoid jealous from untargeted institutions in the roll-out.  Anyhow, as stated in 

the workshop, the MECSS with supports from national consultant and pilot HEIs have been 

enthusiastic to start continue disseminating the program to other HEI institutions in Mongolia.   
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  Section 3 
IMPLEMENTATION IN THE GOVERNANCE OF HIGHER 
EDUCATION INSTITUTION 

 

 

3.1. Effective Governance in HEIs 
 

Governance in higher education institutions encompasses the framework in which an 

institution pursues its goals and policies in a coherent and coordinated manner. Many 

countries adopt a shared approach to university governance; which is defined as a process for 

distributing authority and power over the institution‘s affairs to multiple constitution groups – 

The Board of Trustees, The Academic Council, Faculty, Staff, and Students. While similar in 

context, in practice, this shared approach takes many different forms internationally:  

• The European Continental model distributes authority between faculty and government 

bureaucracy.  

• The British model distributes authority between faculty and Institutional Boards.  

• The US model distributes authority between multi-constituent university Governing Boards 

and the university president.  This has proven to be one of the most effective systems in 

higher education governance and is being adopted across Asia in such countries as 

Japan and Korea. 

While there is no single system that is intrinsically better than others, there are identifiable 

elements associated with effective governance in higher education institutions that are 

common to all the above models. These include: 

• A supportive regulatory framework,  

• Institutional autonomy,  

• Academic freedom,  

• Strong leadership with strategic vision, and 

• A culture of excellence. 

A World Bank study on higher education institutions found that in addition to effective 

governance; world class universities have excellent teaching staff, research and students; and 

an abundance of resources coming from public budgets, endowments, tuition fees and 

research grants; over which they have a high level of autonomy (see Figure 3.1).   

This high level of financial autonomy enjoyed by world class universities includes their ability 

to decide on the internal allocation of public funds and their ability to diversify income sources.  

In recent years, in an effort to encourage a more entrepreneurial approach to higher education 

governance, governments has introduced a more corporatized business model in higher 

education; reorienting academic curriculum towards business and commercializing research 

programs. This competitive strategy of HEIs, in turn, creates new ways to add value to HE 

academic programs and research. A key issue in these business-oriented models is the extent 

to which university managers are able to modify Government policies and funding 

mechanisms. Thus, partnerships with policy makers, industry and the business community are 

significant components of effective governance in higher education institutions. 
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Figure 1.1  
Dominant Characteristics of World Class Universities 

 

Source: Characteristics of World Class Universities (World Bank – 2009) 

 

3.2. Current Situation in Mongolia HIEs – Governance 
 

Higher education in Mongolia came with the communist revolution in the early 20th century 

and was based on a Soviet model.  Under this model all higher education was provided free of 

charge. Since the early 90s, however, fees have been introduced; though the government 

offers grants and scholarships. Since this early inception, the higher education system in 

Mongolia has seen significant growth. This rapid growth has been fueled by the increased 

demand for higher skills in the labor market and has led to rising education premia. These 

trends, in turn, have stimulated increased household demand for tertiary education. In the 

early 1990s, the liberalization of the economy and the legalization of private higher education 

made it possible to increase the supply of tertiary education. However, this expansion in 

supply has been met with the charging of tuition fees in public universities and the growth of 

private institutions. As a result, public expenditure on higher education has been contained. 

The Mongolian Government has made serious efforts to enhance the quality and efficiency of 

Higher education in order to strengthen the competitiveness of the national Economy. Higher 

education in Mongolia, especially university education is currently undergoing a process of 

reform. In the light of the world-wide trends of higher education development and governance, 

Mongolian HEIs have faced more mixed, competitive pictures. In 2012 the Mongolian 

government approved a policy of reform for HEIs which lead to changes in the legal status of 

higher education Institutions. Mongolian public sector higher education was restructured 

through mergers of HEIs within and across sectors, and private universities and colleges also 

merged into more corporative structures.  
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In addition, rapid changes in the Mongolian domestic economy, as well as the international 

marketplace, have necessitated a diversification of the services offered by Mongolian higher 

education institutions.  HEIs must now serve a multitude of clients with different academic 

needs; in addition to the traditional full time students, i.e. part-time students, short-term 

programs, on-line courses to employers and professionals. Also, research products of HEIs 

are applied to business and technology innovation. Expansion of the higher education 

services means new market segmentation and positioning strategies for Mongolian HEIs. 

 

 Source:  Higher Education: Statistics. 2014, p.1 

Although these policies have met the need for an increased supply of tertiary education, it has 

failed to produce graduates who can improve Mongolia‘s international competitiveness (Figure 

8 below). The emerging problems are a low-cost and low-quality education, a mismatch 

between the demand for and supply of skills, and inequitable opportunities of access between 

the urban and rural areas and between the rich and the poor.  Adapting to these changing 

environmental forces, the requirement for performance control and social responsibility, and 

the management of a diversified human resource faculty and staff, are emerging challenges 

for higher education governance in Mongolia 

The implementation of a System-wide approach to HE management in Mongolia reflects 

internationally recognized criteria and requirements. In order to improve quality of HEIs and 

employability of graduates Government has introduced a strategy of diversified funding giving 

more attention to multiple sources of income as a research grant, business contract, student 

loan. The government has also emphasized the significance of performance - based funding 

and the idea of a negotiated budget for public universities. 

 

Source: Higher Education: Statistics. 2014, p. 6 

 

Figure 3.2  
Classification of Mongolian HEIs 
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Figure 3.3.  

Mongolian HEIs’ Graduates’ Employment Rate 
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Mongolian public tertiary education is administered directly by the Ministry of Education, 

Science and Culture (MECSS) and regulated by the Law on Higher Education and a number 

of other statutes. The Department of Higher Education is in charge of policy formulation and 

the Minister of Education has overall responsibility for tertiary education. Public universities 

are accountable to MECSS. 

The Minister has an advisory council which is composed of individuals selected by the Minister 

himself and provides advice on a broad range of issues covering education, culture and 

science. Advisory council members are often from the higher education subsector. This 

council meets irregularly, at the Minister‘s request, and does not have decision-making 

authority. 

There is no formal council or internal unit mandated for strategic planning for tertiary 

education. The usual practice is to form an ad hoc group, always with funding from outside 

(usually a development partner such as the Asian Development Bank). The ad hoc group is 

composed of Ministry staff and representatives from other ministries and other relevant 

parties. 

The main strategic paper such as the Master Plan for Education is submitted to the cabinet for 

approval or endorsement. Sometimes, development partners are invited to comment or 

endorse jointly. Operational planning is based on longer term strategic plans, and initial 

suggestions and proposals are collected from line departments of the Ministry and 

synthesized by the Department of Finance and Investment which makes a final costing. After 

the Minister‘s endorsement, the plan becomes an obligation to be implemented by officials 

who are indicated to be in charge. 

The presidents or rectors of public universities are appointed by the Minister of Education, 

although the Civil Service Sub-Committee led by the State Secretary of MECSS is responsible 

for selection. Each HEI has a Board of the Directors, with the majority of members being 

government representatives, according to legislation (Education Law and Higher Education 

Law); and the government sets common procedures and regulations in the form of charters 

and bylaws. Institutions are authorized to make some adjustment when they adopt their own 

institutional bylaws reflecting specifics of the institution, giving them some room to maneuver. 

Therefore, the internal institutional power distribution can be controlled by the President. 

Institutional bylaws are subject to approval of the institutional governing board. However, in 

practice, board members tend to approve the President‘s suggestions with no or minor 

changes. Presidents of public institutions sign a contract indicating performance outputs 

annually, so the Minister can set specific conditions and targets that may streamline or limit 

the actions of the president. 

The Mongolian National Council for Education Accreditation (MNCEA) accredits new private 

HEIs, but its coverage remains low. In recent years, program accreditation has also been 

instituted. Numerous programs, especially in the fields of economics and management, 

engineering, have been accredited by special bodies authorized by the National Council and 

MECSS and subject to the National Council‘s formal endorsement. 

Faculty members are appointed by the rectors. If a faculty members commit misconduct, there 

is a moral committee in each public institution to judge them and determine the penalty. In 

general, Labor Codes and other internal procedures of the higher education institutions are 

applied in such cases. However, if faculty members are incompetent or out-of-date in their 

teaching contents, there is no remedy. MECSS does not get involved in the dismissal of 

faculty members from public universities, although in principle this is possible. 
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Mongolian public universities have implemented reform in terms of internal governance 

structures to enhance research in accordance with the concept of commercialization of 

research or the entrepreneurial orientation of higher education institutions. But, only 

technology oriented universities such as the Mongolian university of Science and Technology 

or the Mongolian University of Life Sciences have the opportunity to apply the entrepreneurial 

model of governance. Only recently, In Mongolian public HEIs, the focused has shifted to 

quality and value orientation of academic and research services and to the continuous 

improvement of academic programs and quality assurance processes. 

Under this the current reform posture, the government has established quality standards for 

academic programs, admission policies and criteria. Now faculty are involved in curriculum 

and program management. Universities enjoy more autonomy in teaching and recruiting 

faculty, but financial autonomy is limited. There is an increase awareness that curriculum 

innovation, commodification of credit courses, technology-based instruction and public-private 

partnerships in research with active participation of faculty and students are important for 

reforming the governance in Mongolian HEI. 

 

Since the passage of the 1991 Education Law that established the legal basis for private 

universities and institutions, it has not been difficult to obtain a license to run a private college 

in Mongolia. All that was required was to have adequate facilities, a faculty, a library, and 

financial resources. With the increasing demand for tertiary education in the country and the 

fact that colleges do not pay value-added or profit taxes, investing in private colleges is 

lucrative for many. As a consequence private institutions have grown dramatically in a very 

short time and make up roughly 80% of the total HEIs in Mongolia (Figure 7 above).  Only a 

small minority, however, have any sort of formal accreditation and the quality of education in 

the privately owned institutions is usually perceived as inferior to quality of education provided 

by the public institutions. 

All regulatory and legislative norms apply to all HEIs regardless of their ownership. So, private  

institutions  are  also  required  to  observe  educational  standards  for  designing and 

performing their academic programs, and their internal processes should comply with ―typical‟ 

regulations established by the Ministry.  There is, however, one major difference between 

private and public HEIs. The Presidents of private HEIs are appointed by the owner, or are 

themselves the owner. Their power is not curtailed by any external body. There is no board 

required for private HEIs. 

This expansion of higher education has not contributed to regional development as much as it 

should, as the vast majority of private HEIs are located in Ulaanbaatar. Private HEIs are 

accountable to their owners who appoint the directors and staff. Private HEIs tend to be very 

small, closer to the size of a high school than a university. By contrast, many American and 

Asian universities have over 10,000 students. Many Mongolian private institutions offer only a 

single field of study, such as business. Private HEIs‘ faculty members also have lower 

academic qualifications compared to qualifications of faculty in of public HEIs, suggesting that 

private HEIs are not oriented towards research. They also have many part-time staff, who 

were working full time in public HEIs. Private HEIs‘ limited course offerings reduce the quality 

of education, as students do not receive a general education that would enable them to have 

broad-based knowledge, make connections across different fields, think creatively, develop 

the skills to learn on their own, communicate well with others, and be entrepreneurial in their 

future career. 
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There is also no regular, national information about the graduation rates and employment 

rates of each of the public and private HEIs. Policymakers do not have the evidence to steer 

tertiary education with respect to the strengths and difficulties of each institution. In Mongolian, 

private HEIs there is an explicit recognition of stakeholder interest. But the entrepreneurial 

model of governance is not applied to private institutions because of lack of technological and 

research resources. Centralized decision making in private colleges has reduced the 

efficiency of academic programs which may account for the low level of competitiveness of 

private HEIs. 

3.3. Process and Progress on Activity Component of HEI Governance  
 

In line with the requirements of the TORs for the governance consultants and their 

corresponding responsibilities as TL and DTL, a number of activities have been successfully 

completed since the submission of the Final Inception Report.  Most of these activities have 

also been outlined in the Implementation Progress Report.   A complication which made the 

attainment of these achievements more difficult was the untimely departure of the TL due to 

an illness in the family in early March 2015.  A new TL began work at the end of June 2015.  

In the absence of the TL, the DTL assumed the responsibilities of the TL as well as his own 

responsibilities as DTL.  While burdensome, this did not impede the progress made on the 

completion of the majority of the required activities as outlined in the TORs, but it did, 

however, causes a small delay in preparing the written documentation outlining the success of 

these activities. 

A consolidated work plan was completed for the consulting assignment implementation and a 

participation strategy for major stakeholders was developed.  Along with the consolidated plan 

for the workshops to be held by each of the consulting teams during the continuing term of the 

consultancy; the consolidated work plan for the consultancy was submitted to PIU, MECSS, 

and subsequently forwarded to ADB for approval of the workshop budgets.  

A review was completed of the selection criteria for the pilot HEIs which resulted in revisions 

to the previous ADB criteria.  This combined selection criteria formed the bases for 

recommendations to MECSS and PIU with regards to the selection of the HERP pilot HEIs.  

Governance reform models were developed for the pilot HEIs both public and private, with a 

different model for each.  A presentation of these models was made to the Minister of 

Education, the Higher Education Policy Council, select public and private HEIs and the Prime 

Minister of Mongolia.  Components of these proposed models will be reflected in the upcoming 

amendments to the Higher Education Law.   

The team took part in the Consultative workshop organized at UFE by the DTL.  Mongolian 

private HEIs were invited to attend with the aim of attracting the interests of the private 

institutions towards the improved governance reforming initiatives where 22 participants 

including 3 representatives from MECSS and 2 staff from PIU took part.  As a follow-up, 

private institutions were invited to express their interest in being selected as a pilot institution 

to collaborate under this consulting services. Several private institutions such as Otgontenger 

University, Ider Institute and Khangai Institute expressed their interest in writing and their 

requests were forwarded officially to the Department of Strategic Policy and Planning at 

MECSS by 31 March.  Subsequent to this meeting, the two-private pilot HEIs were selected. 

HEIs were invited to propose candidate study programs that can be included in the list of 

programs to be prepared for international or national level program accreditation under this 

International Consulting Services for ―Higher Education Reform‖. Accordingly, NUM, MULS 

and MUST submitted an official letter of interest to the MECSS on March 1, 2015 which 
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included a listing of some of their study programs.  Further the Appendix 1 of the Minister‘s 

Order No. A/147, MECSS, April 28 assigned 4 HEIs that will be the pilot institutions under 

International Consulting Services for ―Higher Education Reform‖. The approved institutions are 

NUM, MNUMS, Otgontenger University and Ider Institute. 

While the developed workshop plans were made with a focus on the 4 pilot HEIs, provision 

was being made to develop mechanisms to role suggested reforms sector wide.  In particular 

specific consideration was being made to ensure all 26 study programs outlined in the 

Minister‘s Order No. A/147, MECSS, approved on April 28, 2015 were prepared for 

accreditation, either nationally or internationally.  

The consulting activities were carried out in selected pilot universities through organizing 

series of consultative meetings with university administrators and Task forces or WGs. The 

first step was to approach 4 HEIs to introduce and engage them into preparation of the Joint 

Work Plan. The approaches such as mutual understanding, consultation and negotiation were 

involved in order to attract the attention of the leaders and faculty of these institutions into the 

pilot exercise. The administrators and faculty were quite supportive and eager to prepare and 

pilot the planned activities under International Consulting Services for ―Higher Education 

Reform‖.   The consultative process with universities to design the joint Work Plan under 

International Consulting Services for ―Higher Education Reform‖ took place in three stages 

(see Section-2).   

The governance team of the consultant reviewed the legal and regulatory framework for the 

higher education system in Mongolia and followed by reviewing the Bylaws of each of the pilot 

institutions. The Team had also completed their research into international best practices in 

university governance and had reviewed governance models in some European countries, the 

USA, Canada, the United Kingdom, Australia some countries in the MENA region and some 

Asian countries.  Result from the research was used to suggest two university governance 

models for Mongolia HEIs for this consultancy - bicameral ―Shared Governance‖ models – one 

would be applicable for public universities and the other would be applicable for private 

universities.   These two models cover all aspects of HEI governance – Governing Boards, 

Academic Boards, Standing Administrative Committees, Faculty Development, Financial 

Management and Quality Assurance.  Mandates for each component were developed which 

will cover the duties and responsibilities of each entity - election (appointment) of members, 

reporting structure, terms of office, member qualifications, etc. These models were previously 

discussed with each of the Pilot HEIs and would be brought into a workshop, including 

discussing the suggested modifications to the regulatory environment and university bylaws.  

In addition to the pilot HEIs and other HEIs from UB, representatives from rural HEIs also 

attended the workshop. Subsequent meetings and discussions were continuing with the 

Presidents or senior leaders of the Pilot and other HEIs on how to customize these models to 

individual HEIs.    

In parallel with the development of the governance models, the team was formulating a 

complementary strategic planning process designed to solicit input form the numerous 

stakeholder groups within each HEI – faculty, students, alumni, administrative staff, and 

various external parties – in addition to incorporating the results of internal quality assurance 

systems. The Governance Team reviewed strategic planning processes for the top ranked 

institutionally accredited universities.  A ―bottom-up‖ strategic planning model was developed 

based on internationally acceptable best practices in strategic planning in higher education.   

The Governance Team had also developed a set of Strategic Planning Guidelines for HEIs 

based on international best practices. 
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The Governance Team also developed a set of advanced management tools, based on 

international best practices, to help administer and assess the effectiveness of HEIs. 

Research was continuing into international best practices for university ratings. Selection 

criteria for ratings were developed in the Mongolian context, which the draft was subject for 

testing and finalization.   

The National Consultant from the Governance Team and the National Consultant from the 

Financial Management and Accounting Team worked a Dornod Institute from November 19 to 

23, 2015.  The purpose of this trip was to provide updated information to the HEI on the 

development of the governance and strategic planning models in addition to a general outline 

of the consultancy services. The two consultants also reviewed the strategic planning process 

at the institution and facilitated a focus group discussion on governance, strategic planning 

and financial management in HEIs. 

A strategic planning process and supporting documentation, also following this shared 

governance concept, covering all components of Strategic Planning (Institutional Values and 

Vision, Mission Statement Development and Review, GAP Analysis, short term and long term 

Goals and Strategies, etc); and which solicits input from all institutional stakeholders has been 

drafted to be presented in a planned workshop to academic leaders.  

Two workshops were implemented in January 21-22, 2016, namely Workshop on "University 

Governance Model" (Jan-21, 2016) attended by around 60 participants and Workshop on 

"Strategic Planning" (Jan-22, 2016) attended by around 72 participants.  This workshop was 

attended by representatives from rural HEIs as well and the Pilot and other HEIs is UB.   

Meetings were continuing with representatives of the Pilot and other HEIs on how to 

implement this process in each individual HEI.  The consultancy team made participation in 

Rural HEIs conference, and assisted with finalization of strategic action plan for rural HEIs.  

Work was also continuing, in cooperation with other Consulting Teams, on the documentation 

of a strategic action plan for the future development of the Mongolian rural HEIs; in an attempt 

to upgrade them as economic and social development catalysts in their regions.   

In addition to the HEI governance and strategic planning activities outlined above, the 

governance team is also adapting, to the Mongolian context, a number of widely used, 

internationally accepted, HEI management tools – Strategic Planning, Custom Relationship 

Management (CRM - Student Satisfaction), employee engagement, benchmarking, balanced 

scorecard, change management programs, total quality management, etc. Documentation on 

these tools (user guides, manuals, etc.) - was included as part of the Governance Team‘s 

documentation. These tools will be useful for Mongolian HEIs. 

Documentation on processes to establish university level merit-based scholarships, based on 

international best practices, is also being finalized in the context of Mongolian HEIs. This 

included policies, procedures and selections processes for students in priority disciplines and 

suggestions on how HEIs can solicit internal and external financial support for these activities. 

The consultancy team reviewed of new law amendments in regards to the HE reform.  The 

National consultant attended meeting at Parliament standing committee and participated in 

parliament session. 

 

A university ranking systems for Mongolia HEIs has been developed based on the adaption of 

international best practices in university ranking. This system adopts the internationally 

accepted Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) system and the Times Higher Education System 

Rankings to the Mongolian context.   The consultancy team responsible in university 

governance had organized and conducted discussion on university rating and ranking on May 
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10, 2016 (Workshop on "Pilot Results-Lessons Learnt on Rating System" in May-10, 2016 

which was attended by around 23 participatns); made follow-up on the discussion, worked on 

revision of rating system based on discussion, and finalized rating and ranking system for 

HEIs.    

The team has also been soliciting from senior leader in the Pilot HEIs as well as the HEIs with 

priority programs for accreditation, suggestions for a list of training topics or areas or interest 

for the professional development of these leaders.  The team provided its recommendations 

on suitable topics, training locations, logistics, a suitable facilitator and other specific details of 

these foreign study trips (including development of list of study tours for HEIs, and review of 

study tours and other capacity building activities).   The consultancy team organized 

Dornogobi training which included preparation for Dornogobi training, conducted visit to 

Dornogobi province.  The team also went on work trip to Orkhon and Darkhan-Uul provinces 

and had meeting with Orkhon University & Technological Institute of Darkhan. 

 

3.4. Achievement and Deliverables Produced 
 

During the consultancy services, the HE governance team has produced the following 

deliverables in English and Mongolian version: 

Table 3.1 

Deliverable Produced by HE Governance team 

No. Deliverable Code 

1 Guidelines for Strategic Planning for Mongolian, Higher Education 
Institutions, Governance Team, Dr. S. Peter Horn, Ph.D., LL.M. (Team 
Leader) and Dr. J. Sukhbaatar, Ph.D. (Deputy Team Leader), June 2016 

Dlvb.Gov-1 

2 Management Tools for Mongolian Higher Education Administrators, 
Governance Team, Dr. S. Peter Horn, Ph.D., LL.M. (Team Leader) and 
Dr. J. Sukhbaatar, Ph.D. (Deputy Team Leader), June 2016 

Dlvb.Gov-2 

3 Ranking Establishment Methodology for Ranking of Mongolian higher 
education institutions, Dr. S. Peter Horn, Ph.D., LL.M. (Team Leader) 
and Dr. J. Sukhbaatar, Ph.D. (Deputy Team Leader) 

Dlvb.Gov-3 

4 Strategic Action Plan for Strengthening Rural Higher Education Institutes 
and Serving as Catalyst For Socio-Economic Regional Development, 
Governance Team, Dr. S. Peter Horn, Ph.D., LL.M. (Team Leader) and 
Dr. J. Sukhbaatar, Ph.D. (Deputy Team Leader), June 2016 

Dlvb.Gov-4 

5 List of Short Term Study Tours for Higher Education Managing Officials 
and Board of Members, Governance Team, Dr. S. Peter Horn, Ph.D., 
LL.M. (Team Leader) and Dr. J. Sukhbaatar, Ph.D. (Deputy Team 
Leader), June 2016 

Dlvb.Gov-5 

 

In the area of HE Governance, the consultancy team has implemented the assignment as 

stipulated in the ToRs.  Status completion of the activities and output in the HE governance 

and activities in pilot HEI institutions is provided in the tables below. 
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Table 3.2 

Status Completion of Activity and Output in HE Governance 

No. Assignments (TORs) Outputs 
Completion 

Progress (%) 
Remarks 

1 
Propose model for improving 
governance of the selected HEIs  

Model 
proposal  

100% 
completed 

Workshop 23 "University 
Governance Model" was held in 
Jan-21, 2016.  Related 
deliverable: Dlvb.Gov-2 

2 
Provide guidance on effective strategic 
planning for Mongolian HEIs  

New 
methodology  

100% 
completed 

Workshop 24 on "Strategic 
Planning" was held in Jan-22, 
2016. Related deliverable: 
Dlvb.Gov-1 

3 
Pilot management tools to 
strengthen performance of 
Mongolian HEIs  

Management 
tools  

100% 
completed 

Workshop 23 "University 
Governance Model" was held in 
Jan-21, 2016.  Related 
deliverable: Dlvb.Gov-2 

4 
Establish university level merit- 
based scholarships  

Scholarship 
offers  

100% 
completed 

Integrated in other assignment of 
HEI Governance 

5 
Propose a ranking system for 
Mongolian HEIs  

Proposal  
100% 

completed 

Workshop 25 on "Pilot Results-
Lessons Learnt on Rating 
System" was held in May-10, 
2016.  Related deliverable: 
Dlvb.Gov-3 

6 
Develop a Strategic Action Plan on 
the future development of rural HEIs  

A Strategic 
Action Plan  

100% 
completed 

Workshop 24 on "Strategic 
Planning" was held in Jan-22, 
2016. Related deliverable: 
Dlvb.Gov-1 and Dlvb.Gov- 4 

7 
Define the list of training topics for 
short-term foreign study tours for 
university trustees & administrators  

Training 
topics and 
locations  

100% 
completed 

Related deliverable: Dlvb.Gov-5 

8 
Finalize the model and submit its 
recommendations for the 
government  

Revised 
gover-nance 
model  

100% 
completed 

Workshop 23 "University 
Governance Model" was held in 
Jan-21, 2016.  Related 
deliverable: Dlvb.Gov-2 
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Table 3.3 

Status Completion of Activity of HE Governance in Pilot HEIs 

Activities to be 
Implemented 

Timeline Output 
Performance 

Criteria 
Completion 

Progress (%) 
Remarks 

Ider Institute   

1. Revise regulations of 
the governing 
boards. 

Oct-15 

The status of 
the institute 
and the 
regulations 
revised. 

Approved 
revised 
regulations. 

100% 
completed 

 

2. Form independent 
institutions within 
institute (the institute 
will have house of 
consultants) 

Jun-16 

Improved 
Transparency 
in operations, 
support from 
stakeholders. 

Institutions 
established & 
required 
regulations 
formulated 

100% 
completed 

 

3. Conduct multiple 
actions to improve 
capacity of Governing 
boards. 

Jun-16 

Improved 
efficiency and 
effectiveness 
of the 
Governing 
boards 

Improved 
Participation 
of governing 
boards 

100% 
completed 

 

National University of Medical Science   

3. Flow chart for 
Executive Mgt. 

Dec. 
2015 

Flow chart 
defined by 
ISO 
standards. 

Guideline for 
flow chart. 

100% 
completed 

 

4. Revise regulations 
in consistent with 
public status and 
shared governance 
model. 

Mar-16 

Revised 
Regulatory 
environment 
provided. 

Renewed 
rules of the 
Medical 
University. 

100% 
completed 

 

University of Mongolia (NUM)   

8. Upgrade the univ. 
governan-ce: 
Regulatory 
environment, 
Governing board, 
academic council 
and staff council. 

III and IV 
semester 

2015 

Regulations 
renewed. 

Approved 
the 
regulations 
and rules 

100% 
completed 

 

9. Form independent 
institutions within 
institute 

III and IV 
semester 

2015 

Regulations 
developed. 

Independent 
institutions 
are 
established. 

100% 
completed 

 

10. Prepare 
strategic action 
plan for the 
university 

III and IV 
semester 

2015 

A clear 
strategic 
planning 
process 

Drafted 
Strategic 
Plan 

100% 
completed 

 

11. Introducing 
modern 
management tools. 

III and IV 
semester 

2016 

Analysis shall 
be made. 

Management 
tools 
introduced 

100% 
completed 

 

12. Improve 
process select, 
appoint managers 

Dec. 
2015 

Capacity of 
strengthened 

Related 
regula-tions 
approved 

100% 
completed 
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Activities to be 
Implemented 

Timeline Output 
Performance 

Criteria 
Completion 

Progress (%) 
Remarks 

and assess 
performance 

13. Propose and 
pilot new rating 
system for the 
university. 

Sep-Oct 
2015 

Rating 
system 
designed 

University 
managers 
informed 

100% 
completed 

 

14. Improve 
capacity of 
governing boards. 

Until 
June 
2016 

Improved 
effectiveness 
of Governing 
boards 

Participation 
improved 

100% 
completed 

 

Otgontenger University   

5. Revise university 
governing boards. 

Nov. 
2015 

The status of 
the institute 
revised 

New Gov. 
Model 
Implemented 

100% 
completed 

 

6. Independent 
institutions within 
the university 

2016 - 
2016 

Transparency 
in univ. 
activities. 

Institutions 
established 

100% 
completed 

 

7. Review and 
improve strategic 
planning 

Oct-15 

Improved 
strategic 
planning 
process 

Revised 
strategic 
plan 

100% 
completed 

 

8. New rating system 
Sep-Oct 

2015 
Rating 
defined 

University 
infor-med of 

the outcome 

100% 
completed 

 

 

3.5. Issues and Recommendation 
 

Since some systems in HEI governance has been produced and established – particularly in 

the Pilot HEIs - it is important the disseminated, expanded, adopted and adapted broadly into 

other HEI institutions in Mongolia.  The originally proposed – as stipulated in the Technical 

Proposal – the roll-out of the HEI governance models need to be implemented.  However, 

during the consulting services activities the activity has been cancelled, because the MECSS 

wanted that the roll-out was implemented in all HEIs in Mongolia.    Therefore it is 

recommended that the MECSS conduct the systematic roll-out in post project, and conduct 

monitoring and evaluation the impact of the roll-out activities in HEI management practices 

and its result in terms of student enrollment, quality of graduates and HEI rank. 

 

The long-distance learning model ever been discussed during the very early meeting prior to 

signing of the contract of the consulting services.  The long-distance learning was issued to 

increase the opportunities of student entrance in higher education, particularly those lives in 

rural and remote area.  Therefore, it is recommended that the MECSS consider again this 

long-distance learning mode to be built in Mongolia.   
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  Section 4 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND 
ACCOUNTING SYSTEM IN HIGHER EDUCATION 
INSTITUTION (HEI FMA) 
 

 

4.1. General Overview 
 

This chapter provides a summary of the approach, activities, and developments for the 

Financial Management and Accounting (FMA) team of the Higher Education Reform Project 

(HERP) Loan No. 2766 Project No 43007-023.  The members of the FM&A task team 

continued activities to accomplish actions outlined in the revised work plan presented in the 

Inception Report.   The progress on actions and milestones identified in that report are still on 

track with some minor adjustments that will be addressed in this section.  The FMA team 

determined that the four selected pilot institutions would be best served if viewed individually, 

and initiatives piloted at each institution would be tailored specifically to the needs of that 

particular HEI. 

4.1.1. Stakeholder Engagement 

At the request of the HERP team, each of the pilot institutions formed a ―working group.‖  The 

working groups consisted of representatives from the institutions whose positions were 

relevant to each of the nine consultancy areas. The Presidents of the institutions selected the 

members of these working groups.  As expected the larger institutions formed working groups 

with many individuals and in some cases multiple people for each consultancy area of this 

project. The two smaller institutions had one or two people paired with the FMA team.   

 

Meetings were held with the working groups and all of the available international and national 

consultants who were in-country May 14 - May 28, 2015.  Each institution was given the 

opportunity to present their requests for assistance. The FM & A consultants provided a list of 

possible consulting services. These meetings were critical for clarifying the scope and content 

of the pilot projects. It was explained that the financial management consultancy services are 

not connected to direct awards of funding.    

 

The FMA team then held focused meetings with individuals from each institution:  

• Otgonlegner - May 11 and 21; 

• Ider Institute - May 14;  

• Mongolian National University for Medical Science - May 22; and  

• National University of Mongolia - May 20 and 30. 

 

The list of potential consultancy initiatives presented by the FM & A consultancy team to the 

pilot HEIs are as follows: 

1. Improvements the accounting information system, which could include: (i) Master data of 

accounting, (ii) Policy documents for accounting, (iii) Training for financial staff, (iv) 

Financial business process guidance and development of supporting documents, and (v) 

Piloting of new software. 
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2. Cultivate opportunities and initiatives for the development of new financing sources at the 

HEI level (including the establishment of a Development Office or job role, Office of 

Alumni Affairs, new strategies for scholarships). 

3. Update the system of budgeting and performance. 

4. Strengthen the capacity at the university (training, and staffing recommendations, job 

description alignment). 

5. Improve policies and opportunities for financial assistance for the students at the 

institutional level. 

On June 5th, the four pilot institutions made presentations at the Stakeholder‘s Workshop 

outlining their own activities in partnership with the Higher Education Reform Project. 

4.2. HEI Survey on FMA 
 

Since the delivery of the Inception Report, the consulting team conducted a survey in April 

2015 and met with the four pilot institutions to begin focused consultations.  This section 

discusses the data generated by the survey. The survey was designed in the first week of 

March to gather data in relation to five objectives: 

1. To gain an understanding of the commonalities and differences in accounting practices 

and processes and financial management at universities across Mongolia; 

2. To investigate the disparities and challenges of rural HEIs; 

3. To identify what key indicators need to be put in place for monitoring and evaluation; 

4. To identify training needs (skills based and knowledge-based) and the individuals who 

need this training; and 

5. To identify ways that the Higher Education Training Project can help develop the capacity 

and efficiency of financial management and accounting at HEIs. 

 

The original protocol for the survey was drafted in English by the international and national 

consultants, and then translated into Mongolian for the data collection and analysis.  The 

national consultant and a doctoral assistant collected the data. The interviews with finance 

and accounting personnel at 25 HEIs were conducted in Mongolian.  All of these HEIs were in 

Ulan Bator.  A summary of the survey was translated into English. The national and 

international consultants met to discuss data generated and implications.  

   

The interview protocol for data collection appears in the Box below.   Note that this is a 

Protocol Document, designed to generate data (qualitative and quantitative) through an outline 

of inquiry areas rather than a printed survey instrument of exact questions. In addition to the 

qualitative interviews, information was drawn from the MECSS State Database. 

 

Because the initial survey data collection did not yield any new data on the rural/urban 

disparities in HEI resources and practices, the national consultant plans to select three 

institutions located outside of the capital city to conduct additional telephone interviews. The 

following summary is provided. 
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Box-1.  HEI Survey Protocol  

OBJECTIVES: 

1) To gain an understanding of the commonalities and differences in accounting practices and processes 
and financial management at universities across Mongolia 

2) To investigate the disparities and challenges of rural HEIs 
3) To identify what key indicators need to be put in place for monitoring and evaluation 
4) To identify training needs (skills based and knowledge-based) and the individuals who need this training. 
5) To identify ways that the Higher Education Training Project can help develop the capacity and efficiency 

of financial management and accounting at HEIs 
 

Provide introduction to the HERP consulting project.  Method of data collection—face-to-face interviews with 
lead person in finance/accounting department.  Timeframe:  March – April, Data collection and analysis. 

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 

1. Name of University : ___________________________________ 

2. Location :  ____Urban (Ulan Bator)      _____Rural 

3. Is your institution a branch of a larger University? : ___Yes ___ No  

4. How many students do you have at your institution?   : ________ 

5. What is the annual tuition for Bachelor‘s degree students? : ___________________________________ 

6. What is the annual tuition for Masters‘ Degree Students?  : ___________________________________ 

7. What is the annual tuition for Ph.D. students?  : ___________________________________ 

ACCOUNTING INQUIRY 

We would like to learn more about your Identify current accounting practices, the flow of information, input of 
data 

1. Please provide a list of the classification codes that you use for accounting in your organization (Would this 
be a ledger sheet?) 

2. What kind of software system(s) do you use in your department? 

3. What could be done to make accounting more efficient in your organization? 

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT INQUIRY 

(Seek out any information on database connections that would have enterprise-wide impact) 

1. Identify what processes, systems, (and sometimes software) used to oversee income, expenditures, and 
assets at your institution. 

2. Do your software programs connect/interface with any other databases at your institution? 

3. Do your software programs connect/interface with any other databases external to your institution, such as 
MECSS? 

4. What type of budget method do you use? 

5. What is your budget cycle? 

STAFFING 

1. Total number of people in finance/accounting department : ________ 

2. List of position roles, and skills held by the persons in those roles, as well as any recent training  

Position/Role   Skills and Trainings 

____________   _____________ 

____________   _____________ etc. 

3. Do you believe that the job descriptions match the tasks for each person in their role? :___Yes ___No 

4. Do you believe that each person has the required skills for their appointed role?  : ___Yes ___No 

STUDENT DATA & COSTS INQUIRY 

1. What is your current cost per student for one year? 

2. How do you measure this? 

a) ___Divide total tuition income by the number of students 
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b) ___Identify costs related to student services, and add this to the annual cost of tuition? 

c) ___Other method (please explain): 

3. What is your current cost per credit hour for courses? _________________ 

4. What kind of formula, if any, do you use to calculate the cost per credit hour of your courses? 

5. Do you have different costs for different courses/programs? ___ Yes ___No 

6. Do you feel that you and your staff would benefit from training workshops? ___ Yes ___No  

If so, which of the following would be valuable: 

a) ___Budget management 

b) ___Accounting management 

c) ___Financial/statistics 
management 

d) ___HR/wage management 

e) ___Asset/facilities management 

f) ___Management of Competitive Grants process 

g) ___Management of Research Funding 

h) ___Management of start-ups, for-profit centers 

i) ___Training on specific software (Identify :______________) 

j) ___ International Laws (IFRS) and Mongolian Laws and 
Policies? 

 

FUNDING INQUIRY 

Do you receive any non-state funding, such as from consulting, research, partnerships, etc?  (Please explain, 
ask for $$ or percentage amounts) 

REPORTING INQUIRY 

1. How often do you provide reports to your President/Chancelor? 

• What kind of reports do you provide? (Request Sample) 

2. How often do you provide reports for your Board of Directors? 

• What kind of reports do you provide? (Request Sample) 

3. What are the greatest challenges your department faces? 

AUDITING INQUIRY 

1.  Do you have an audit committee or board?  :___Yes ___No 

2.  Do you have an annual internal audit process?  :___Yes ___No 

3. Do you have an annual external audit process?  :___Yes ___No 

4. We would greatly appreciate it if you would please provide us a copy of the following documents: 

 internal audit report 

 external audit report 

 internal accounting policies/rules 

 Your chart of accounts 

 Any other classification system you might use 

 A flow chart of your accounting process 

 A flow chart of your financial management process 
 

(Thank the individual for participating in this survey.  The information will be used to help make your job easier, 
through the Higher Education Reform Project. )  

 

Institutional Staffing for Finance and Accounting.   The number of finance and accounting 

personnel varied with the size of the institutions.  41% of the institutions were found to have 

one dedicated accountant.  29% reported that they had 2 staff members in their accounting 

and finance departments, and 30% reported having three or more staff members dedicated to 

finance and accounting functions.  It was found that the individuals working in these roles had 

significant tenure in their positions.  40% of the personnel in the finance and accounting 

functions had been with their institutions for less than 10 years, but 54% had been in their 

departments for ten to fourteen years.  6% had been in their roles for more than 15 years.  

 

The majority of the personnel in the Finance departments (64%) reported having a B.A. 

degree, 23% reported that they held a Master‘s Degree, and 13 % indicated they had a 

Diploma or Certificate. When asked what types of training would help in building the capacity 
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and capability of finance and accounting personnel, the following topics were mentioned: (i) 

accounting management, (ii) financial management, (iii) statistics, (iv) management of 

research funding, (iv) management of start-ups and for-profit centers.   

 

Software Utilized for Finance and Accounting.  Corroborating the findings outlined in the Final 

Inception Report dated February 27, 2015, the majority of the institutions surveyed (55%) 

reported that they were using Excel software for financial management and accounting at their 

institutions.  The other software in use were documented as: Noyon (4%), Vincia (5%), 

Acolous (16%), and Diamond (20%). 

 

Noyon, Vinica, and Acolous are all accounting software packages that have significant 

limitations in terms of the number of accounting codes that can be utilized and the ability to 

generate business reports. Diamond provides a few more tools than the other three packages 

for financial analysis.  The consultant team discussed the possibility of pilot testing in the fall of 

2015 a new software package such as Diamond at those institutions currently utilizing only 

excel spreadsheets.  

 

Ninety five percent (95%) of the institutions surveyed reported that they were using accounting 

codes of four digits.  Five percent (5%) of the institutions were using six digit accounting 

codes.  A more detailed level of accounting is needed and the classification code systems are 

to be re-examined.  The need for a standardized classification system and greater technology 

resources to support strategic financial management is apparent, but the individuals at the 

institutions brought up budgetary concerns for costs related to the acquisition of an 

appropriate commercial software package.  

 

Costing per Student.  None of the institutions interviewed felt that they were able to accurately 

estimate the per student cost of courses or programs at their institutions.  This issue has far 

reaching ramifications.  At a most basic level, it does not allow for an accurate accounting of 

the effectiveness of programs.  Of the institutions interviewed, none reported any accounting 

of student services or administrative costs in a manner that would allow these expenses to be 

estimated as part of the per student cost.   The institutions interviewed also stated that they 

needed more accurate ways of calculating cost of courses per credit hour.  These metrics and 

calculations are critical for strategic planning. 

 

4.3. Process and Progress on Activity Component of HEI FMA 
 

As previously reported in June 2015 MECSS requested that the International Consultant for 

Financial Management and Accounting responsible for these finance tasks be replaced.  A 

replacement Consultant was not hired until October 2015.  

 

Based on the assessment conducted through HEI survey on FMA, the consultancy team – 

particularly the National consultant – prepared and completed the first draft of the policies and 

procedures manual for improving the accounting system of the selected HEIs, made 

discussion and work with counterpart of selected pilot HEIs to review the individual items 

included in this draft until reaching agreement with the HEIs on the content of the final draft. 

The selected individual HEIs developed implementation process, whereas the consultant 

(especially by National Consultant) reviewed the progress made by each of the HEIs on their 

implementation plan through every two weeks meeting with the institutional counterparts. The 

National Consultant also worked at Dornod Institute from November 19 to 23 and reviewed the 

accounting policy and procedures at the institution. 
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Based on the regular discussion with counterpart of the respective HEIs, adjustments was 

made to the proposed ―accounting model‖ based on the implementation experiences of each 

HEI.  Sections of the manual were revised to incorporate their suggested changes.  

Specifically, suggestions was made to: (i) include a complete flowchart of the system; (ii) 

include IPSAS guidelines for government institutions; and (iii) strengthen the internal control 

procedures (to include computerized controls) and provide more detailed control procedures. 

 

The Internal Audit Guidelines and basic MIS guidelines included in the Manual were also 

improved after discussions with the Pilot HEIs.  It is important that each of the pilot institutions 

to custom tailor this accounting policy and procedure manual to their specific requirements. 

This work was regularly monitored and evaluated by the Consultancy Team.    

 

In addition to the draft of the Accounting Manual, indicative results-based/performance 

indicators were drafted for inclusion in the financial management and accounting standards. 

The International Consultant prepared an indicative list of performance indicators. 

Recommendations on policies and strategies targeting capacity building in the HEIs for 

resource mobilization was also discussed with pilot institutions.   A draft outline of the 

options available to HEIs in sustaining their financial resources was drafted. Discussions were 

held with the 4 pilot institutions. In the meanwhile, the International Consultant also conducted 

research into international best practices in this area.  

 

A rough outline of guidelines for the professional development training curriculum was drafted 

and a draft of the workshop materials for ―Accounting Management‖ to be delivered in January 

was prepared. Workshops on ―Financial Management‖ and ―Introduction to FMIS‖ was also 

scheduled. These workshops also included recommendations to improve planning, 

budgeting and costing for HEIs. Unit costing was also detailed in a separate section in the 

accounting manual. 

 

In coordination with the Consultancy team on Research Policy and Strategy, the Team has 

begun its initial work on developing policies and procedures for research and 

scholarships at the graduate level. The team‘s effort included preparation of the action plan 

for university aid and draft the documentation for a scholarship fund in priority disciplines. 

 

The consultancy team for Financial Management and Accounting, they incorporated into the 

Accounting Policies and Procedures Manual recommendations received from Pilot HEIs 

based on their limited piloting of these new policies and procedures.  Subsequently, the Pilot 

HEIs conducted limited piloting of these policies and procedures and provided continuous 

feedback to the Consultancy Team.  Based on feedback from the institutions, the manual was 

revised to include a flowchart of the entire system, IPSAS guidelines for government HEIs; 

and detailed internal control procedures.  Therefore, there was a continuous and iterative 

process in developing the Accounting Policies and Procedures Manual (revised – tested – 

revised - ….). 

 

Results based indicators was also drafted for inclusion in this manual.  Indicative 

recommendations on related policies and strategies on resource diversification was 

discussed with the Pilot HEIs.  The Pilot HEIs also provided recommendations to improve 

planning and budgeting and costing which had been reviewed with the institutions; including 

unit cost methodology, results based planning and budgeting; and M&E indicators were also 

developed for inclusion the final draft of the manual. Financial controls and reporting 

suggestions was also incorporated into the Manual. Details were presented at a workshop/ 

training held in January 2016 (Workshop 12 on "Accounting Management in HEIs" in Jan-8, 
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2016). Draft guidelines on transparency and openness was also incorporated in the manual 

for further refinement. 

 

Working with the Pilot HEIs, the Consulting Team drafted a set of options to help the HEls 

develop, employ and sustain, multiple financial sources; including identifying 

opportunities to generate non-state funds from multiple sources. The Team finalized a 

set of recommendations on related policies and strategies for building the capacity of HEls to 

mobilize resources: comparing the local situation with similar contexts and experiences at the 

international level; exploring the mechanisms of cross subsidies in the two public pilot HEIs; 

proposing practical recommendations to improve institutional budget planning, cost analysis, 

costing of instruction (per credit cost) and other academic activities; in addition to auxiliary 

services such as real estate and investment, and endowment management.  In addition, the 

Team has worked with the two private pilot HEIs on how to transform and sustain the 

institutions financial resources in line with the status of a private non-for-profit HEI based 

on international best practices.   The consultancy team continued completing draft costing and 

budgeting manual of HEI‘s, and made improvement on accounting policy and draft accounting 

regulations for HEIs based on their suggestions. 

 

The National Consultant for Financial Management and Accounting accompanied by the 

National Consultant for Governance have made an initial visit to various rural HEIs to discuss 

issues related to funding of HEIs located in rural areas. While the Accounting Policies and 

Procedures was being finalized, detail and action plan was prepared to upgrade the 

accounting policies and financial management in the rural HEIs to the level of the Pilot HEIs.  

Based on international practices, the Team finalized their documentation on a policy and 

action plan on financial aid for students; including methods to promote research 

assistantships and scholarship opportunities for graduate level students.  MNUMS 

conducted testing a ―scholarship model‖ and 105 students have received scholarship. The 

Team continued to work with the institution in refining and expanding upon their current 

processes; and made improvement plan including financial management and accounting for 

rural universities. 

 

Two workshops were conducted in 28 and 29 April 2016, first Workshop 13 "Financial 

Management" and second Workshop 14 "Introduction to Financial Management Information 

System".  In addition, the team have made participation and presentation in Workshop on HE 

in Dornogovi. 

 

In support of their policy statements and the financial management and accounting 

procedures the Team also finalized their recommendations with regards to a professional 

development training curriculum on budget management, accounting management, 

financial/statistics management, procurement, research grant fund management, HR/wage 

management and fringe benefits, and asset/facility management for HEIs.  

 

4.4. Achievement and Deliverables Produced 
 

During the consultancy services, the team Financial Management and Accounting has 

produced the following deliverables in English and Mongolian version: 
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Table 4.1 

Deliverable Produced by HE Financial Management and Accounting 

No. Deliverable Code 

1 Paper of Accounting Policy in Higher Education Dlvb.FAM-1 

2 Guidelines or Financial Management of Higher Education Institutions 
(HEIs), 
Corazon A. Posadas (International Consultant) and Munkhbayar 
Byambadash (National Consultant), June 2016 

Dlvb.FAM-2 

3 Guidelines for Developing Financial Resources for Higher Education 
Institutions (HEIs), Corazon A. Posadas (International Consultant) and 
Munkhbayar Byambadash (National Consultant), June 2016 

Dlvb.FAM-3 

 

In the area of Financial Management and Accounting in Higher Education, the consultancy 

team has implemented the assignment as stipulated in the ToRs.  Status completion of the 

activities and output in the FAM of HEI as well as related activities in pilot HEI institutions is 

provided in the tables below. 

Table 4.2 

Status Completion of Activity and Output in HE Financial Management and Accounting 

No. Assignments (TORs) Outputs 
Completion 

Progress (%) 
Remarks 

1 
Pilot a transparent and accountable 
financial mgt. accounting system  

Manual & 
Implementa-tion 
Assessment Report  

100% 
completed 

HEI Survey on FAM; 
Workshop 12, 13 & 14, 
and Dlvb.FAM-1, -2 & -3 

2 
Suggest results-based monitoring 
indicators for financial management 
and accounting standards  

Guidelines  
100% 

completed 
Workshop 12, 13 & 14, 
and Dlvb.FAM-1, -2 & -3 

3 
Coordinate financial resource 
mobilization  

Guidelines  
100% 

completed 
Workshop 12 & 13 and 
Dlvb.FAM-1 & -2  

4 
Assist to sustain university financial 
resources for private for-profit and 
private non-for profit HEIs  

Guidelines for dev. 
financial resources  

100% 
completed 

Workshop 13 and 
Dlvb.FAM-2 

5 
Support internal control and 
information sharing system  

Guideline on Internal 
Audit, MIS 

100% 
completed 

Workshop 13 & 14 and 
Dlvb.FAM-2 & -3 

6 
Identify the current issues related to 
funding of HEIs located in rural areas  

Issues identified  
100% 

completed 
 

7 
Design training on all aspects of 
financial management  

Training Curriculum  
100% 

completed 
 

8 
Organize trainings on multiple funding 
sources and financial accountability  

3 workshops  
100% 

completed 
Workshop 12, 13 & 14 

9 
Identify ways to generate non-state 
budget funding  

Appropriate ways 
identified  

100% 
completed 

Workshop 13 and 
Dlvb.FAM-2 

10 
Propose practical recommendations 
to improve institutional budget 
planning,  

Guidelines  
100% 

completed 
Workshop 13 and 
Dlvb.FAM-2 

11 
Identify M&E indicators of financial 
performance  

M&E indicators  
100% 

completed 
Workshop 13 & 14and 
Dlvb.FAM-2 & -3 

12 
Propose policy on research 
assistantships and scholarship 
opportunities  

Policies  
100% 

completed 
 

13 
Proposals on creating university aid 
and scholarship  

Action plan  
100% 

completed 
 

14 
Propose policies to transform the 
State Training Fund into Higher 
Education Development Fund  

Policies and 
Guidelines  

100% 
completed 
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No. Assignments (TORs) Outputs 
Completion 

Progress (%) 
Remarks 

15 Prepare reports on lessons learned  Reports  
100% 

completed 
 

 

Table 4.3 

Status Completion of Activity of HE Financial Management and Accounting in Pilot 

HEIs 

Activities to be 
Implemented 

Timeline Output 
Performance 

Criteria 

Completion 
Progress 

(%) 
Remarks 

Ider Institute   

6. Improve accounting 
information system 

Jun-16 Improved cost 
management 
and data 
efficiency. 

Financial data 
and statements 
used for making 
decisions. 

100% 
completed 

 

7. Identify ways & 
opportunities to 
diversify financing 
resources 

Dec. 2015 Start-up 
company (tour 
operator) 
established 

By Quarter 1. 
2016, online 
transaction is 
expected. 

100% 
completed 

 

8. Improve 
assessment system 
on budget planning 
and financial 
performance 

By June 
2016 

Assessment 
indicators, 
improved 
methods to 
prepare 
budget. 

Developed 
indica-tors to be 
used at the 
decision-making 
level. 

100% 
completed 

 

9. Renew policy on 
financial aid for 
students by institute 
itself 

Oct-15 Additional 
resources, 
increase in 
merit based 
scholarships. 

Number 
students who 
received 
scholarship 

100% 
completed 

 

10. Conduct 
training for 
strengthening the 
financial capacity 

June 
2015- 
June 
2016 

Training on 
accounting 
policy and 
budgeting. 

Improved Staff 
Efficiency. 100% 

completed 
 

National University of Medical Science   

3. Improve 
accounting 
information 
system 

Sept. 
2015 

Improved 
accounting 
system 
Implemented. 

Software 
adapted in 
2015-2016 
academic year. 

100% 
completed 

 

4. Increase financial 
assistance to the 
students funded 
by the university 
itself. 

Mar-16 Merit based 
scholarship 
system 
formed. 

Increased 
amount of 
scholarship 
funding. 

100% 
completed 

 

University of Mongolia (NUM)   

6. Upgrade cost 
management 
system 

June 
2015- 
June 
2017 

Improved 
cost 
management 
system 

Data used for 
making 
decision 

100% 
completed 

 

7. Identify the ways 
& opportunities to 

June-
Dec 

Plan 
developed. 

Implementation 
initiated 

100% 
completed 
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Activities to be 
Implemented 

Timeline Output 
Performance 

Criteria 

Completion 
Progress 

(%) 
Remarks 

diversify financing 
resources 

2015 

8. Renew policy on 
financial aid for 
students. 

June-
Dec 
2015 

Clear policy 
on Aid 

Approved 
order 

100% 
completed 

 

9. Building capacity 
on financial staff 

June 
2015- 
June 
2016 

Training 
conducted. 

Usage of the 
knowledge and 
skills obtained 

100% 
completed 

 

10. Transparency 
and openness in 
reporting and 
procurement. 

IV 
semester 
2015 

Guideline 
developed. 

Approval by 
President 100% 

completed 
 

Otgontenger University   

5. Upgrade 
accounting 
system. 

June-
Dec 
2016 

Policy and 
procedures 
revised. 

Financial data 
used for 
making 
decision 

100% 
completed 

 

6. Identify diversify 
financing 
resources 

June-
Dec 
2015 

1-2 Start-Up 
compa-nies 
established. 

Produce and 
sell the 
products 

100% 
completed 

 

7. Improved financial 
aid. 

June-
Dec 
2015 

The 
regulation is 
ready. 

Approval of 
regulation 
implementation 

100% 
completed 

 

8. Building capacity 
on financial staff 

2015 - 
2016 

Trainings 
conducted. 

Usage of the 
know-ledge 
and skills. 

100% 
completed 

 

 

4.5. Issues and Recommendation 
 

Since systems and procedure in Financial Management and Accounting in Higher Education 

Institutions (HEI FAM) has been produced and established – particularly in the Pilot HEIs - it is 

important the disseminated, expanded, adopted and adapted broadly into other HEI 

institutions in Mongolia.  The originally proposed – as stipulated in the Technical Proposal – 

the roll-out of the HEI FAM need to be implemented.  However, during the consulting services 

activities the activity has been cancelled, because the MECSS wanted that the roll-out was 

implemented in all HEIs in Mongolia.    Therefore it is recommended that the MECSS conduct 

the systematic roll-out in post project, and conduct monitoring and evaluation the impact of the 

roll-out activities in HEI Financial Management and Accounting and its result in terms 

particularly generating of non-state budget from multiple sources of funding, student 

scholarship, capacity of HEIs for resource mobilization. 
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  Section 5 
IMPLEMENTATION ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF QUALITY 
ASSURANCE AND ACCREDITATION 
 

 

5.1. Current Situation in Mongolian HEIs – Quality Assurance and 
Accreditation 

5.1.1. General Framework of Higher Education Quality Assurance and Accreditation 

 

Quality and Quality Assurance in Higher Education is an important subject amongst Mongolian 

HEIs and has been deliberated for quite sometimes.  Yet, when talking about quality in higher 

education, there is not common agreement on the definition of quality and how can it be 

measured.  Although exact definitions may vary, quality assurance is generally perceived as a 

way of ensuring a desired level of quality through the execution of systematic actions that 

follow prescribed steps. In other words, once an organization has determined what quality is, it 

is then the quality assurance process that will make sure the organization lives up to what it 

has previously stated. 

 

This chapter of the report emphasizes the importance of a quality assurance framework in 

relation to accreditation.  It explores the implementation of such a framework, including 

findings and perspective of the stakeholders on the practices of quality assurance and 

accreditation.   Interviews with several members of HE community revealed that their 

understanding of the overall framework of quality assurance in higher education is varied.  In 

addition there was a general lack of understanding with regards to the legislation regarding 

accreditation.  

 

In higher education, a quality framework can be described as a set of policies and procedures 

which set minimum performance criteria. Its development provides assurance that those 

conditions, arrangements, and processes of higher education will meet the intended level of 

performance as set forth by the provision of quality assurance model and generally consists of 

internal and external mechanisms.  Internal quality assurance process are those mechanisms 

inherent in each HEI and which rely internal policies and procedures to make sure that the 

implementation of all educational processes comply with the provisions of higher education 

legislation and follow the prescribed courses of actions. External quality assurance processes, 

on the other hand, use independent external entities to assess educational programs.  

External monitoring attempts to avoid bias and help maintain a greater degree of public 

accountability. 

 

In Mongolia, all legal entities, including higher education institutes and training centers are 

bound by a regulatory framework that governs how the entities provide services to the public. 

In terms of quality assurance and accreditation, all HEIs are required to comply with the rules, 

regulations and standards set forth by MECSS and MNCEA. 

 

5.1.2. The Ministry of Education, Culture and Science (MECSS) 

As part of the national education system, higher education in Mongolia is governed by the 

policies, regulations and standards pertinent to formal education which is set forth by the 

Ministry of Education, Culture and Science (MECSS).   MECSS is the ultimate authority 

responsible for the quality of higher education in Mongolia.  Its mandate is to assure that all 
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citizens of Mongolia have access to appropriate higher education. It is responsible for the 

creation of nation-wide policies relating to education, academic activities, science and culture.  

In addition, the ministry grants licenses to all new higher education institutions, and is 

responsible for setting general provisions for teaching and research.  In that sense, MECSS is 

responsible for quality of higher education in Mongolia. And all higher education institutions 

(universities, institutes, affiliated colleges), both national and international, are bound to abide 

by the framework for national quality assurance in higher education prescribed by MECSS.  

According to Higher Education Law 2002 (amendments 2006), all public and private higher 

institutions are subjected to an ―attestation‖ conducted by the Ministry of Education Culture 

and Science every four years.  ―Attestation‖ is a quality control mechanism, by which MECSS 

determines whether the each HEI meets standards and regulations as provided in the higher 

education legislation in terms of the quality process and outcomes. This ―attestation‖ can also 

be revoked if is found the HEI does not meet the standards and regulations which would 

necessitate the HEI to undergo ―re-attestation‖. 

 

The second function of MECSS is to issue appropriate licenses to those HEIs that have 

passed ―attestation‖ and have met with the requirements for providing services in higher 

education.  Licensing provides a legal guarantee to students and is designed to protect 

Mongolian citizens seeking higher education degrees. It is given to an institution and/or study 

program and involves the use of qualified external reviewers. These reviewers are taken from 

HEIs, industry or professional associations. Following attestation and licensing, MECSS also 

monitors all HEIs in Mongolia.  This third MECSS‘s function is conducted by the Department of 

Monitoring and Evaluation, which has responsibility for monitoring and evaluating the 

implementation of all national education programs, public policies, legislations, and other 

related educational activities. This monitoring and evaluation process also involves the use of 

external reviewers, and is intended to provide feedback for HEIs on quality improvement and 

capacity building. MECSS also conduct on-site examinations of the compliance and 

adherence of HEIs to its standards and procedures.  The objective of supervisory visit is to 

confirm and to find more evidences to support each HEI‘s claims presented in their attestation 

and licensing proposals. 

 

Accreditation is a quality assurance mechanism that guarantees the transparency and 

accountability of the quality assurance process by involving an external independent entity to 

assess the quality of higher education.    In Mongolia, accreditation guidelines is stated in 

article 26 of the Law on Education, and article 5 of the Law of Higher Education. In general, 

the accreditation process starts with a self-evaluation study by the institution, which includes 

assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of the institution or the training program. Ideally, 

this self-assessment process should also be a regular part of the institution‘s internal quality 

assurance program, rather than an ad hoc event especially prepared for accreditation.    

 

 

Mongolian National Council of Education Accreditation (MNCEA) was established in 1998, 

and became the sole body responsible for higher education accreditation in Mongolia.  This 

council accredits both institutions and training/study programs, and as of December 2014 had 

accredited 72 institutions and 162 training programs, including 8 training programs from 

professional training institutions. A number of them have also been re-accredited.  However, 

under current regulation, accreditation is only voluntary, but accredited institutions and 

programs receive state support for students‘ tuition fees.  MNCEA has established 

accreditation guidelines and also provided assistance for HEIs in preparing their self-

evaluation report for accreditation. 
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In a wider context Mongolia HEIs must also abide and comply with other rules and regulations 

focused on higher education.  A country report on Mongolia prepared by UNSECO (2007) 

identified four separate organizations involved in quality assurance of Mongolian HEIs, 

including the Mongolian National Audit Office – MNAO, and the State Specialized Inspection 

Agency (SSIA).  SSIA was later changed into General Agency for Specialized Inspection – 

GASI.    

Table 5.1 

Framework of Mongolian Higher Education Quality Assurance System 

 
 

Under the State Law on Inspection 2003 Mongolian entities providing services are subjected 

to state inspection. This would include higher education institutions, both state and private 

institutions. To implement this law, the Government of Mongolia established General Agency 

for Specialized Inspection (GASI) to conduct inspections for all public and private institutions.  

The Health, Education, Culture, and Science Department is a unit within the GASI 

organization that has the key responsibilities to follow up implementation of the health, 

education, culture and science specific inspection control laws and regulations of the 

Government and International Standard requirements, and to provide all the coordination 

required for improving and updating developed standards and regulations regarding health, 

education, culture and science specific inspections.  With regard to quality assurance in 

Mongolian higher education, it is not clear how these regulations affects the practices of 

quality assurance and accreditation.  

  

As far as the assurance for financial accountability and transparency in HEIs is concerned, 

there is another organization that also plays role within the national framework of quality 

assurance. Under the State Law, it is mandatory that all state universities to be audited by 

MNAO.  But, there is no clear information on any regulation or practices that requires private 

institutions to be audited by a public accountant. 
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Figure 5.1 

Higher Education Quality Framework 

 

Sources: A study by Karakhanyan and Regsuren (2014) later reemphasized UNESCO‘s 

 

As far as the assurance for financial accountability and transparency in HEIs is concerned, 

there is another organization that also plays role within the national framework of quality 

assurance. Under the State Law, it is mandatory that all state universities to be audited by 

MNAO.  But, there is no clear information on any regulation or practices that requires private 

institutions to be audited by a public accountant. 

 

With regard to abovementioned framework, the existing scheme of quality assurance remains 

unclear.  For example, there is no information whether the practices of attestation and 

licensing, as well as monitoring and supervision by MECSS are still in place, or have been 

practically replaced by MNCEA‘s accreditation scheme.  Also, there is no information on the 

practices of inspection by GASI. 

 

UNESCO findings on the involvement of different bodies in different tasks of accountability 

and control in Mongolian‘s higher education quality assurance framework.   It noted that under 

the existing framework of quality assurance in Mongolian higher education, many problems 

have unfortunately been created by virtue of the overlapping of authority for monitoring and 

quality control.  

 

Following up on the recommendation by that study, MECSS is currently planning to implement 

some changes in the attestation and licensing mechanisms.  In order to avoid overlapping 

tasks for different entities, the government is amending the law to put MNCEA into a more 

strategic position.  Under this proposed amendment the mechanism for accreditation will 

precede licensing, in contrast to what is currently applied.  Also, under this new scheme 

accreditation will be mandatory for all institution and training programs, and no license will be 

granted without accreditation. 

 

 

Internal quality assurance (IQA) is a mechanism by which Mongolian HEIs are responsible for 

individually assuring the quality of their higher education systems.  Whether they exist as a 

special unit or are blended with HEIs‘ organizational units, the function of internal quality 

assurance should be inherent in organizational functions of the individual HEI.   
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In principle, internal quality assurance is the first line of defense in maintaining quality.  At the 

very basic form, the quality assurance function works as an academic division of the HEI.  

Here data on academic activities (teaching, learning, laboratory practices, learning 

assessment, learning atmosphere, infrastructure, etc.) are collected, recorded and analyzed, 

hopefully, in a timely manner.  Quality assurance works by checking whether all academic 

activities were conducted as planned and in the manner that complies with all HEI‘s rules and 

regulations and the provisions of higher education.  If collected properly, academic data can 

be a very valuable asset to an HEI, and can be used to reveal flaws or weaknesses in 

academic programs; as well as identifying strengths.  As a result, this data can help the HEI 

find ways to improve its quality and effectiveness.  Because it is inherent to the organization, 

IQA should be able to quickly detect and respond to any quality problem which appears in the 

education process.   

 

It is important the IQA unit collects and analyzes data at different levels of the organization. At 

the training program level, data is collected every end of education period (semester or 

quarter) to reflect how the education program in that particular period has been implemented 

in accordance to the plan, schedule and other provisions of education rules and regulations. 

The IQA unit assesses the data by comparing it against predefined standards to determine the 

performance of the study program.  Data from individual study programs can be accumulated 

to represent the performance of specific faculties or schools.  Although these faculties/schools 

are may not be the object of accreditation, data and/or information on quality collected at this 

level can be useful in representing the overall quality of the study programs in relations to the 

corresponding data for other HEIs.   This can also provide a more comprehensive indication of 

the quality of the study program within the context of the overall organizational structure.  

Similarly, data collected at the faculty/school level can be consolidated at university level, 

which can be useful for assessment in institutional accreditation. 

Regardless at which level the quality is considered, the existence and role of the IQA unit at 

each HEI is very important since this unit is the one responsible to assure that all data 

regarding quality of education is maintained and is comprehensive, consistent and accurate.  

It ensures the flow of data from study program up to the faculty/school up to institution is 

timely and is carefully monitored.  

 

 

Accreditation is an external quality assurance mechanism whereby an independent 

accrediting body conducts an evaluation process of an academic unit. The result of the 

evaluation is a public statement which reflects the status of the academic unit in meeting a set 

of quality criteria established by the accrediting body.  These criteria and standards are 

established by experts in the field of higher education and in the specifics of the study 

program under consideration.  This standard quality reflect the interest of the stakeholders of 

higher education: students, prospective students and alumni, academic institutions, faculty 

and staff, professional societies, industries and employers, as well government bodies. 

 

The accreditation process may apply to a broad scope for the entire institution (university, 

institute, school, or collage), or focus only on a single degree-granting program (study 

program).   In institutional accreditation, the evaluation process thoroughly reviews all aspects 

of the education process and management; which includes among other things, the faculty, 

students, facilities, budget, education practices, recruiting and admissions practices, and other 

issues pertinent to the management and implementation of a sound education process.  With 

program accreditation, the scope of review is narrow, focusing on how the unit operates in 
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accordance to pre-set standards.  In particular, program accreditation generally focuses on 

how the education programs are implemented in a study program and how the graduates will 

meet the desired competencies. 

 

Mongolia National Council of Education Accreditation (MNCEA) is the sole body responsible 

for accreditation in higher education and has the main task of determining the adequacy of 

each education program or each institution in meeting national standards.  The current 

regulation dictates that MNCEA‘s function is to support the Ministry of Education, Culture and 

Science in assessing the quality of higher education, both in public and private institutions.  

MNCEA implements two accreditation schemes; program accreditation and institutional 

accreditation.  Although intended as an independent body, MNCEA‘s structure and strategic 

positioning makes it less independent than desirable from MECSS.  In the existing structure, 

MNCEA is positioned as a subordinate of MECSS.  Since MNCEA or the ―Council‖ is chaired 

by the Ministry in charge of educational issues, in this case the Ministry of Education, Culture 

and Sciences (article 1.5 of The Regulation on Mongolian National Council for Education 

Accreditation); it is apparent that MNCEA is in fact not truly independent from MECSS. 

 

Under existing Mongolian law accreditation is not compulsory.  Consequently, there is no 

mechanism that allows the government to guarantee to citizens the delivery of quality 

education by all HEIs; other than through the attestation of licensing processes provided 

through MECSS. 

 

Being a subordinate of MECSS and non-compulsory, makes the accreditation less effective.  

Unless there is a strong understanding of the importance of quality in higher education and 

specific internal needs for having a strong and reliable quality assurance system by the 

institutions, HEIs will tend to recognize accreditation merely as a ―labeling‖ mechanism.   

Interviews with staffs from study programs seem to reflect this lack understanding of the true 

meaning of accreditation.  At the grass-roots level, program accreditation is often perceived as 

something that is mandated by there is no clear understanding of the rationale involved.  The 

absence of a formal systematic mechanism for assuring the quality of education at the 

institutional level trends to make affected academic programs less effective and not entirely 

comprehensive.   

 

However, MNCEA is currently in the process of making some changes in the policy regulation 

concerning the focus and mechanisms for national accreditation.  Two major issues will be 

addressed in these changes: (i) making continuous improvement a part of HEIs’ quality 

management, and (ii) focusing on learning outcomes for program accreditation as opposed to 

monitoring and controlling the process.   

 

These changes are part of the responses to the recommendations of a previous study on 

quality assurance and accreditation.  Should these changes become official, Mongolian HEIs 

will be required to have an internal quality assurance unit.   

 

According to MNCEA the new standards and criteria will also be more detailed, emphasizing 

an internal quality assurance mechanism, including assessment of student learning outcomes, 

curriculum, graduates skills and continuous improvement. In comparison with the previous 

standard, the new criteria for a self-evaluation report outlined in the proposed standards and 

criteria will be shifting of the focus from process oriented to outcomes, and will require more 

detailed elaboration in the internal quality assurance mechanism.  However, these proposed 

new standards and crteria are still in development stage.  
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In the last decades, the world higher education has experienced an increasing demand for 

cross-border education.  This trend in global education is a consequence of the expanding 

world knowledge economy, where knowledge itself has become international goods to be 

traded that transcends national boundaries faster than capital and people (UNESCO, 2009). It 

is not only limited to student mobility but has evolved to include the mobility of education 

programs and institutions.  This new trend of international higher education services is not 

without challenges.  For the provider such as OECD governments and higher education 

institutions, the growth and diversity of cross-border education raises a number of concerns on 

the effectiveness and impact of higher education (OECD, 2011).  On the other hand, 

stakeholders in higher education in developing countries need to be aware of risks involved in 

this new phenomenon of cross-border education. One of the major concerns relates the 

quality of foreign higher education.  Credible international accreditation, however, can be an 

option to provide some degree of certainty with regards to the quality of foreign higher 

education.  

 

Moving from national to international accreditation seems to be a trend in Mongolian higher 

education. Though the real reasons remain unclear, these trends are quite apparent.  Today, 

according to MNCEA, a handful of programs from various institutions have been accredited 

internationally and most, if not all of them, are in the area of business and economics. At 

present, eight business baccalaureate programs in eight different Mongolian institutions are 

accredited by the Accreditation Council for Business Schools and Programs (ACBSP).   Aside 

from business programs, general medicine undergraduate programs from the School of 

Medicine of the Mongolia National University of Medical Sciences (MNUMS) also underwent 

an international evaluation from the Association for Medical Education in the Western Pacific 

Region in 2011. In a wider scope, since 2005 MNCEA has also became a member of the Asia 

Pacific Accreditation Commission and Confirmation (APACC).  This membership has resulted 

in accreditation certificates, at different levels, for four Mongolian higher education institutions 

(UB Polytechnic College of Science and Technology, Food Institute of Technology, School of 

Health Technology from the University of Health Sciences, and the Mongolian University of 

Science and Technology).  

 

This trend in acquiring international recognition and accreditation by Mongolian HEIs is 

becoming more apparent and has generated increased interest from various international 

accreditation bodies.  For instance, in January 2015, a series of workshops on international 

accreditation conducted by ASIIN drew considerable attention from the Mongolian HE 

community.  Responding to this trend, the Mongolian higher education community should seek 

to improve their national accreditation processes to be equal to those of their international 

counterparts.   

 

The benefits of international accreditation practices should not be limited to international 

acknowledgement. More importantly, they should be used to establish foundations for 

emphasizing self-assessment and an increased focus on student performance and learning 

outcomes.   These two important issues are inherent in every international accreditation, 

which is a major shift from the traditional process-based accreditation.  At the institutional 

level, the capacity to self-assess reflects the ability of HEI to maintain and continuously 

improve quality. At the program level, program educational objectives are reflected by how 

well the study program is able to deliver students‘ learning outcomes and graduates‘ 

competences. But it should be noted that while self-assessment and continuous quality 

improvement criteria for accreditation may be general and applicable for all HEIs, standard 
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quality processes and practices for different study programs may differ depending the 

education characteristics of each study program. 

 

Currently, MNCEA is implementing regulations to govern international accreditation whereby 

study programs that are applying for international accreditation must first obtain permission 

from MNCEA; and those international accreditation organizations to which Mongolian HEIs 

apply should be on the MNCEA list of international accreditors.   

 

One of problem for Mongolian HEIs working on international quality assurance and 

accreditation is determining which agency or accreditation scheme is relevant to their 

particular needs and interests. Currently, the most common argument for selecting 

international accreditation is usually based on its expose and recognition to a certain 

international region.   However, many institutions or study programs are also considering the 

cost effectiveness and level of successful attainment for getting accredited internationally.  

Therefore, in pursuing an international accreditation scheme one must carefully consider the 

aspects of regional/international recognition, cost, effectiveness, as well as ability to meet the 

eligibility criteria.    

 

Several accrediting agencies are also forming associations with other agencies through a 

network of quality assurance in higher education.  One of the largest higher education quality 

assurance networks is the International Network for Quality Assurance Agencies in Higher 

Education (INQAAHE).  It has a membership of more than 200 accrediting organizations 

around the world.  HEIs accredited by a member of INQAAHE brings benefits from wider 

exposure and acknowledgement in the international higher education community. 

 

5.2. Process and Progress on Activity Component of Program Accreditation 
 

As proposed in the inception report, the methodology used in preparing Mongolian HEIs for 

quality assurance and accreditation encompassed four phases: (i) review and analysis of the 

current conditions, (ii) conceptual development, (iii) dissemination throughout the sector and 

(iv) intensive tailored guidance for those programs identified for national and international 

accreditation.  A series of interviews were conducted to capture the nature of existing 

practices of each institution‘s internal quality assurance and accreditation policies; including 

their views and expectations concerning quality assurance and accreditation in higher 

education.  In addition, a limited survey was conducted in order to solicit feedback from wider 

audience on the same issues.  The sample of interview protocol, survey instrument and 

results are attached in Appendix of this section. 

 

During the preliminary work on developing standards and criteria for program accreditation, 

the consultants together (agriculture, engineering & technology, and natural sciences) 

proposed a model for data collection. While waiting for MNCEA‘s new standards and criteria, 

they proposed that 7 standard groups of data should be used as the basis for self-evaluation 

of the study programs - General Information; Program Educational Objective; Curriculum; 

Governance; Students and Graduates; Resources (Staff, Financial and Physical); and 

Continuous improvement. In total there are 37 main criteria with short descriptions as 

guidelines for points to be analyzed. 

 

In general, the interviews and survey revealed some common thoughts.  Respondents 

seemed to agree that accreditation is important, particularly for the reputation of the institution 

and for student admission.  Also, some respondents indicated they believe the value of 

accreditation should not be limited to a means for better exposure but must also be a part of 
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the overall quality assurance endeavors by both the institution and individual programs. This 

particular view was reflected by those who have experience in international accreditation.  

This highlights that accreditation issues should go beyond the process of simply getting the 

certification.  

 

 The data, however, also reflects different perceptions concerning the role of internal quality 

assurance.   Survey results show respondents appreciate the importance of an effective 

quality assurance process within their institution. Though not being able to describe 

specifically formal system of IQA, most agreed that some form of internal quality assurance 

has played a role in the academic processes, especially in teaching and learning. Only a few 

respondents indicated that internal quality assurance played important role in research and 

student activity assessment. 

 

When asked about the contribution of IQA to accreditation, the majority of respondents 

believed that internal quality assurance should help the study program in getting accreditation. 

The respondents also agreed that the most difficult part in preparing for accreditation is data 

collection, which might imply the urgent need for reliable data management system within 

institutions‘ internal quality assurance system.  

 

Quality in higher education is a multi-dimensional, multi-level, and dynamic concept that 

relates to the contextual settings of an educational model, to the institution‘s mission and 

objectives, as well as to the specific standards within a given system, institution, program, or 

discipline. (Vlasceanu, et al., 2007). This UNESCO definition of quality in higher education 

implies that quality is not static and uniform but dynamic and contextual. 

 

The trend in program accreditation is now focusing on the outcome of an education program, 

as opposed to strict conformance to a set of standardized process criteria.  This trend is also 

followed by MNCEA.  While working on improving the institutional accreditation, MNCEA is 

also in the process of making the program accreditation more in line with international 

practices.  Fundamentally, this initiative by MNCEA will change the practices of accreditation 

in Mongolia and will strategically place each HEI‘s internal quality assurance unit at the very 

center of assuring continuous quality improvement throughout the institution. 

 

Shifting from current concept of input-based accreditation to the idea of outcomes-based 

accreditation requires considerable changes in standards and criteria.  While the old system 

emphasizes the conformance to process standards, the new national accreditation system will 

encourage capacity building for internal quality assurance and focus on the outcomes of the 

education experience.  Such shifting forces the accrediting agency (MNCEA) to establish 

different standards and criteria for different educational outcomes.   For example, in looking at 

the same level of education; while the processes of education may be relatively the same, 

specific outcome will be determined by the study program‘s educational objectives and will 

vary among programs. 

 

Considering the work on the draft for new accreditation standards and criteria by MNCEA, the 

consulting team for quality assurance and accreditation proposed a set of standards and 

criteria for program accreditation in the three program areas - agriculture, engineering & 

technology, and natural sciences.  The proposed standards and criteria were developed 

based on good practices in national and international accreditation.  They will be developed 

around a set of data that will be used for accreditation evaluation. In addition, the consultants 

have also provided a short guideline for conducting the self-evaluation study, which was 

adopted from two international standards; ABET and ASIIN.  This short guideline will be used 
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as the basis for the consultants and the study programs in developing the accreditation 

document. 

 

In order to keep the accreditation program in line with the project schedule, these proposed 

standards and criteria have been distributed to all study programs that have been selected for 

national and international accreditations.  The consultants are fully aware that currently 

MNCEA is working on the new standards and criteria, but because those study programs are 

urgently in the need new guidelines for preparing the accreditation, which should be ready by 

the end of the project - June 2016, the proposed standards and criteria will be used.  To avoid 

complication at the end of the project, the consultant team will also maintain close interaction 

with MNCEA in order to monitor the progress being made towards the final standards and 

criteria, and try to make sure that the two works will be coherent. 

 

Generally each of consultancy team (in the field of Engineering & Technology, Agriculture and 

Natural Science) worked with their respective counterparts at relevant pilot HEIs and its 

working group and task force in developing Internal Quality Assurance (IQA) model, Quality 

Assurance Information Management System, QA framework, related guidelines, Self-Study 

Report (SSR) review, preparation of accreditation for priority study programs, 

recommendations to improve the research capacity in the HEIs, and professional development 

training programs to upgrade research capacity and teaching skills.    

 

The Team also attended the meeting held by MNCEA regarding their new program 

accreditation standards and criteria.  However, delays by MNCEA in publishing their new 

Standards and Criteria has resulted in delays in completing the work needed to take these 

priority programs through both the national and international accreditation processes. As a 

results and contrary to what was originally planned, no priority programs in the three fields 

(engineering and technology, agriculture, and natural science) received either national or 

international accreditation during the term of this consultancy period. 

 

Detail process of the consulting services for program accreditation in respective field is 

described in the following sub-section below. 

 

 

In developing the criteria for engineering and technology program, one should not disregard 

the fact that the meaning, understanding and interpretation of engineering and technology 

must be universal, so that it would be applicable regardless the boundaries of the states.  At 

the international level, many agencies or organizations have developed their own standards 

and criteria for accreditation of engineering and technology programs, and MNCEA should 

plan on establishing such standards and criteria. It would be beneficial to model the national 

standards and criteria for accreditation in the area of engineering and technology after the 

accreditation standards and criterial that are used by international accreditation agencies. 

In international practices, the ABET (Accreditation Board of Engineering and Technology) has 

established two sets of criteria for programs to accredited in the engineering and technology 

area.  The first set of criteria are the General Criteria which addresses the requirements for all 

programs to be accredited by a given commission. These criteria have been developed by the 

commissions within the ABET organization.  The second set of criteria are the Program 

Criteria, which addresses program-specific requirements within areas of specialization. These 

criteria have been developed by ABET Member Societies and the Commissions. ABET has 
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established program criteria for 28 engineering programs each with its own specific criteria 

determined by the technical specialties indicated by the title of the program. 

 

The decision for selecting study programs for national and international accreditations was 

made based on MECSS Order No. A/147, MECSS, April 28, 2015.  Five study programs from 

Mongolian University of Sciences and Technology (MUST) will be granted assistant for 

preparing for national accreditation, whereas another study program from National University 

of Mongolian (NUM) will be given assistance and consultation for the preparation for 

international accreditation.   However, it was decided later that two other study programs from 

MUN will be included for international accreditation (Table 5.2 below).   

 

Table 5.2  

Study Programs for Accreditation in Engineering and Technology 

No Accreditation Study Program School/Faculty University 

1 International ABET Software Engineering 
School of Engineering 

and Applied Sciences 
NUM 

2 National MNCEA Architecture 

School of Civil 

Engineering and 

Architecture 

MUST 

3 National MNCEA Clothing Technology 
School of Industrial 

Technology 
MUST 

4 National MNCEA Nutrition Science 
School of Industrial 

Technology 
MUST 

5 National MNCEA Industrial Ecology 
School of Power 

Engineering 
MUST 

6 International ABET Computer Networks
*)
 

School of Engineering 

and Applied Sciences 
NUM 

7 International ABET 
Electronics and 

Automation
*)
 

School of Engineering 

and Applied Sciences 
NUM 

*) 
indicates the extra programs added 

 

Self-studies for the programs listed for international accreditation would be prepared using the 

ABET accreditation standards and criteria. The self-studies for the 5 programs for national 

accreditation will be prepared using the new domestic standards and criteria for program 

accreditation, although these standards and criteria are still being developed by MNCEA.  

 

As the pilot HEIs were determined, working group of each pilot HEIs has been formed, and the 

study program for accreditation has been prioritized, the consultancy team continued to made 

contact and build communication with the institutional counterparts at both MUST and NUM.  

Working with the management teams at MUST and NUM, the consultants for Program 

Accreditation in Engineering and Technology developed a plan on administering the steps to 

take 5 priority programs through the accreditation process1. The plans were approved by 

NUM, MUST and MECSS in June 2015.  As follow-up of the Stakeholder Consultation 

Workshop on 05 June 2015, together - and in cooperation with other members of the 

Consulting Team (particularly program accreditation team in Agriculture and Natural Science) 

- they prepared resource materials to be used for the in-house training workshops in ―Program 

Accreditation in Agriculture, Engineering & Technology, and Natural Sciences MECSS & 

MNCEA‖, and drafted outlines for other subsequent workshops.   

                                                           
1
 Appendix 2 of the Minister‘s Order No. A/147, MECSS, April 28 approved the list of 26 study programs to be prepared for the 
accreditation in international and national level under International Consulting Services for ―Higher Education Reform‖ 
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Before starting with the program accreditation preparation, a brief assessment of the study 

programs was conducted to determine the each program‘s readiness for accreditation, as well 

as to identify any key issues that may influence the effectiveness of the preparation process, 

especially during the data collection phase.   The assessment was based on the information 

gathered during discussions with representatives from the programs, as well as from 

programs‘ general information survey.  The summary of assessment is depicted in Table 5.3 

below.   

 

Table 5.3 

Areas of Concerns for Accreditation Programs in Engineering and Technology 

Issues Descriptions Comments 

Internal 
Quality 
Assurance 

• Mechanism is somewhat deployed, both at 
department/ faculty and university level. No special 
unit is currently responsible for the management of 
quality at university level. However, there appears to 
be some form of formal documentation for IQA 

• Data collection may be 
difficult 

Management 
support 

• No formal approach has been made by the top-level 
executive, i.e., Dean of School / Faculty, during initial 
meeting / team formation.  Consultative meeting is 
limited with small group of academic staff within the 
program 

Lack of management 
support may influence 
the effectiveness of the 
group 

Taskforce 
• No formal taskforce is formed. The group consists 

only of a small number of staff. Personnel current 
workload and time constraints is restrictive. 

• Capacity to prepare for 
accreditation will be 
heavily affected by 
taskforce effective time 
availability 

Standard and 
Criteria 

• Not all programs are engineering and technology 
Standard criteria will 
differ from one to another 

Accreditation 
standards 

• MNCEA is currently working on new standards, 
criteria and format for program accreditation 

Synchronizing with 
preparation for national 
accreditation 

 

By and large, all programs share the same concerns, both internally and externally. Internally, 

the study programs are facing some weaknesses, ranging from lack of institutional support to 

the limitation of the taskforces‘ capacity.  Externally, the preparation of accreditation is also 

influenced by the current status of national accreditation, where NMCEA has not finished 

developing the new standards and criteria.  Therefore, it is crucial for the project‘s success to 

maintain regular communications with MNCEA and to keep abreast of their progress in 

developing their new standards and criteria. 

 

With respect to the capacity to prepare each program‘s required self-study report, most 

programs should experience little difficulty, however, the accreditation readiness of the 

nutrition science program is quite weak.  Not only is it understaffed, only three persons 

including one professor running the program; nutrition science program is also facing the fact 

that it is losing students and does not get adequate attention from the government.  However, 

this program is considered very critical in contributing to health and wellbeing of the nation.  

Should this issue not being addressed properly, and soon; it will be very difficult to prepare 

this program for accreditation within the available timeframe.  
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To help determine the suitability of those programs for accreditation in engineering and 

technology, a preliminary inquiry was conducted.  Discussions with academic staff from each 

of the programs, coupled with a brief review of the curriculum concluded that two of the 

programs from MUST are basically not relevant to engineering and technology.  The nutrition 

science program is seemingly more closely related to natural sciences, whereas the 

architecture program has a significantly low concentration engineering content in its 

curriculum.   To accommodate this unsuitability, the consulting team has proposed to develop 

different standards and criteria for these two study programs.  For the nutrition science 

program, it was proposed to model the standards and criteria after the standards and criteria 

of the Accreditation Council for Education in Nutrition and Dietetics (ACEND), and use the 

standards and criteria of the National Architecture Accreditation Board (NAAB) or Korean 

Architecture Accreditation Board (KAAB) as models for the architecture program. 

 

The preparation for the accreditation process started with a series of limited group discussions 

with each program‘s staff to fully explain the objective of the consulting work and to develop 

an appropriate work plan.  Within the limited in-field time of the international consultant, and 

with the assistance of national partner, an agreement was reached between the consultants 

and the study program‘s administrators on the general outline of the work plan.  Apart from 

the group discussions, prior to the stakeholders consultative workshop, the consultants also 

held a small group meeting involving all participants in the programs.  In order to be better 

prepared for accreditation, the consultants also stressed the importance of the program‘s 

administrators addressing the following issues: (i) Establishment of a formal taskforce to 

prepare/collect and analyze the data, and to prepare the self-study report; (ii) Identification of 

resources required for the effective functions of the taskforce; (iii) Development of a detailed 

work plan, including the setting of milestones. 

 

The team also developed and completed an Internal Quality Assurance (IQA) model for 

those institutions (NUM and MUST) and cooperated with the Consulting Team for Credit 

Systems and National Qualification Framework to refine the model. In addition, to support this 

model, the Accreditation team has identified relevant data that would be required for each of 

the priority programs to meet both the international and national accreditation standards and 

has provided guidance on effective methods to collect this data. When drafting this list of 

relevant data for accreditation the team also identified those international accreditors 

applicable to the priority programs - ABET, ASIIN, NAAB, ACEND - in addition to the national 

accreditor MNCEA. 

 

The Team, working with the NUM Task Force, reviewed the self-study report for ASIIN 

accreditation for the Engineering Program at NUM. The final review of the self-study reports 

for the Electrical System Automation program and the Computer Network Program at NUM, as 

well as the Architecture Program at MUST, all of which were submitted to MNCEA for national 

accreditation. 

  

During the Engineering and Technology Quality Assurance Workshop (Workshop 1 on 

Program Accreditation in Agriculture, Engineering & Technology, and Natural Sciences for 

MECSS & MNCEA) which was held on October 9, 2015; the QA Consultant team of 

Engineering and Technology provided instructions on how program level quality assurance 

criteria could be placed within the university‘s Quality Assurance Information Management 

System and outlined the various necessary QA instruments to be used for monitoring, 

performance evaluation, quality audit, peer review, supervisory review, and ranking & rating of 

the programs. This draft framework was developed as part of the overall HEIs International 

Quality Assurance System; which included a section detailing guidelines for internal 
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curriculum review, control and development. This draft was also reviewed by the 

Consultancy Team on Curriculum, Teaching and Learning. 

 

In cooperation with the Consultancy Teams on Research Strategy and Policy and Faculty 

Development, the Program Accreditation team in Engineering & Technology developed and 

finalized the first draft of their recommendations to improve the research capacity in the 

HEIs in Engineering and Technology. Their suggested use of ―Centers of Excellence‖ was 

included in their proposal on the design and implementation of professional development 

training programs to upgrade related faculty members‟ research capacity and teaching 

skills. The Team has also designed a strategy to assist the HEIs in the production of quality 

textbooks for the selected subjects but this strategy still needs some ―fine tuning‖ and further 

analysis of each of the specific programs is required. 

 

In the first quarter of 2016, the consultancy team attended the meeting held by MNCEA 

regarding their new program accreditation standards and criteria. Together, they have 

reviewed these new standards and criteria and evaluated them against ASIIN requirements. 

The team also met with the representatives from the Food Technology and Information 

Technology programs at Ider Institute accompanied by Tungalag Jamts from MNCEA. Ider 

Institute has decided not to continue their accreditation activities for the Food Technology 

program since it was not considered a priority program, but with the assistance of the Program 

Accreditation Team of Engineering & Technology, they continued their accreditation work for 

the Information Technology Program. 

 

As per the Consolidated Training Plan, the Program Accreditation in Engineering and 

Technology have completed all the workshops and trainings required of them for this 

consultancy. Representatives from MNCEA attended select workshops conducted by the 

team. After the completion of each workshop and training, all reports were submitted to 

PIU/MECSS as per their reporting requirements. 

 

The consultancy team for the Program Accreditation in Engineering and Technology have also 

met with representatives from the Architecture Program at MUST to review the progress made 

towards obtaining national accreditation for this program and to detail a work plan for the next 

quarter. The team also documented a proposed IQA structure and mechanism for all priority 

programs in engineering and technology.  Concern has been expressed by the Consultants as 

to the slow progress made by the HEIs with priority programs in engineering and technology 

seeking both national and international accreditation. Delays by MNCEA in publishing their 

new Standards and Criteria has resulted in delays in completing the work needed to take 

these priority programs through both the national and international accreditation processes.  

 

During the completion period of the consultancy, the consultancy team for Program 

Accreditation in Engineering and Technology held some technical meetings and events, e.g. 

(i) attended scientific conference on Higher education reform issues at UFE and exchanged 

views with representatives from other HEIs; (ii) meeting with O.Bolorsaikhan, senior specialist 

from Administration, monitoring, assessment and quality unit of MNUMS and studied 

experience; (iii) meeting with quality unit specialist of MULS and studied experience; (iv) 

meeting with Academic affairs, quality unit specialist and gave guidance; (v) organized 

meeting with MUST programs to prepare accreditation and studying experience of how to 

introduce CDIO, gave advice on how to prepare evidence, some of the criteria for 

accreditation performance; (vi) attended the ceremony for award certified funds in programs 

that prepare international and national accreditation at the MECSS; (vii) attended meeting with 

program accreditation team and representatives from MNCEA and introduced delivery graphic 
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for deliverables; (viii) meetings with programs at room number- 203 of MUST headquarter in 

information technology and program software. 

 

The team also worked, attended meetings and presentation in relation to finalization and 

completion and consolidation of all deliverables and reports as well as made presentation, e.g. 

(i) attended project meeting with MECSS. Planned process of delivering 11 outputs, (ii) 

participated in the project meetings of MECSS on how to write final report and delivering 

process of 11 products within the accreditation of technology programs, (iii) the working group 

meeting to receive products were introduced including meeting with sub-working group 

member; (iv) made presentation on 11 outputs to sub-working group and submitted outputs as 

first version. Participated in project team meetings.  Along June 2016, the consultant prepare 

workshop materials and attended in the workshop to submit project outputs in Chinggis Hotel 

and gave presentations.  

 

5.2.2. Program Accreditation in Agriculture 

Appendix 2 of the Order No. A/147, MECSS, April 28, 2015 shows the list of the study 

programs to be prepared for the accreditation at the national and international levels by the 

International Consulting Services for ―Higher Education Reform.‖  But in accordance with the 

above TOR, 1 study program should be prepared for international accreditation and 4 study 

programs should be prepared for national accreditation. These study programs, from the 

Mongolian University of Life Sciences (MULS) are: Mechanical Engineering for international 

accreditation; and, Commodity and Raw Material Research and Technology, Zoo Engineer 

Technology, Technology of Nature Environment Protection, and Land Utilization for national 

accreditation.  

 

Since all the study programs to be prepared for accreditation are from the Mongolian 

University of Life Sciences (MULS) key to the success of this endeavor need to be the active 

engagement of the leadership and the internal workings of the institution. Therefore, the 

analysis of the situation included a study of the institution itself in addition to the 

characteristics of the individual programs (Table 5.4 below).  

 

Table 5.4 

Study Programs for Accreditation in Agriculture 

No Accreditation Study Program School/Faculty University 

1 
International 

ABET 
Mechanical Engineering 

School of Engineering 

and Technology 
MULS 

2 
National – 

MNCEA 

Commodity and Raw 

Material Research 

Technology 

School of Animal 

Science and 

Biotechnology 

MULS 

3 
National – 

MNCEA 
Zoo Engineer 

School of Animal 

Science and 

Biotechnology 

MULS 

4 
National – 

MNCEA 

Technology of Nature 

Environment Protection 
School of Agro-ecology MULS 

5 
National – 

MNCEA 
Agronomy School of Agro-ecology MULS 

 

Mongolian State University of Agriculture is the sole university in Mongolia that offers 

programs of study in agriculture. Following the global trend which tends to replace the term 
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agriculture with ―life sciences‖, in July of 2014 the Mongolian State University of Agriculture 

became the Mongolian University of Life Sciences. According to the President of the 

university, the main reason for the change was expanding the scope of the university's 

academic programs.  Currently the Mongolian University of Life Sciences consists of five 

schools: School of Veterinary Medicine, School of Animal Sciences and Biotechnology, School 

of Agro-ecology, School of Engineering and Technology, and School of Economics and 

Business.  In total it offers more than 50 study programs.  

The university is currently undergoing some fundamental changes, including the restructuring 

its programs in addition to its faculties/schools. Currently in the process of consolidation, with 

new management team and structure; the university has also set a new vision - to become a 

leading global university.   With this new vision, it would attempt to have all academic 

programs recognized internationally.  The current state of flux, however, has made this task 

more difficult.  

An analysis the quality assurance system and its implementation status shows that the 

mechanism was somewhat deployed both at the department/school, as well as the university 

level. In addition, there appears to be formal documentation such as a quality manual, quality 

standards, and standard operating procedures. However, there was no special unit currently 

responsible for the management of quality at university level.  One very strategic ―quality 

statement‖ was the Rector Decree for the accreditation of all academic programs under the 

Mongolian University of Life Sciences.  

In terms of management support provided by the university, it was very clear that the 

leadership provides great support for the project. Soon after the establishment of the study 

program to be accredited (Appendix 2 of the Order No. A/147, MECSS, April 28, 2015), Rector 

formed a task force or working group for each study program. The leadership also provides a 

special room for consultative meeting, and a room for consultant office. Very good approach 

was made by top level executive. The first meeting (June 2015) for three hours was followed 

by more than 60 participants comprising structural officials, chairman of department and 

taskforce.  

This brief description of the academic programs listed in Table 5.5 above for national and 

international accreditation is provided in the table below during the first step for program 

accreditation in this study program. 
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Table 5.5 

Brief Description f the academic programs in Agriculture 

No Study Program School/Faculty 

1 Mechanical 
Engineering 

The Mechanical Engineering Study Program is under the School of 
Engineering and Technology, MULS. The program offers two majors: 
Mechanical Engineering, Agricultural Engineering. Work started in 2013 
on preparing the program for international accreditation and the official 
―letter of intent‖ has been sent to the international body ABET in 2014.  

2 Commodity and 
Raw Material 
Research 
Technology 

This program is under the School of Animal Science and Biotechnology, 
MULS. The program has 3 majors: Assessment on Hygiene of Agricultural 
Product, Commodity Study, Commodity and Raw Material Technology.  

3 Zoo Engineer This study program is under the School of Animal Science and 
Biotechnology, MULS. The program has only one major: Zoo Engineer 
Technology. The program is currently implementing a new curriculum.  

4 Technology of 
Nature 
Environment 
Protection 

This study program is under the School of Agro-ecology, MULS. It is a 
new program offered by the university and offers 3 majors:  Environmental 
Control and Assessment, Environmental Reconstruction, Plant Resource-
Bioindustry. One of the problems that may arise in the process of 
accreditation is that the program does not yet have graduates. Its first 
graduates will graduate in 2016. 

5 Agronomy The Agronomy study program was established 60 years ago, and was the 
first program at the university. The program has undergone numerous 
changes and is currently implementing a new curriculum.  The program 
offers 5 majors: General Agronomy, Agronomy in Plant Selection and 
Breeding, Agronomy in Irrigated Crop Farming, Agronomy in Horticulture, 
Agronomy in Gardening. The program was accredited in 2008, and 
currently is up for re-accreditation.  

 

This consulting project began in January of 2015 and was scheduled to run for 18 months. 

Between January and May of 2015, the activities carried out by the consulting team for quality 

assurance and accreditation of higher education in agriculture included the following on-site 

activities:  coordinative meetings, meeting with MNCEA, meeting with the President of 

Mongolian Life Sciences, collecting data and information. There were also a number of off-site 

activities which took place: data and document analysis, preparing the progress report, off-site 

guidance and consultation via internet, preparing subsequent visits. 

Similarly, as the pilot HEIs were determined, working group of each pilot HEIs has been 

formed, and the study program for accreditation has been prioritized, the Consultancy team of 

Program Accreditation in Agriculture established a working relationship with institutional 

counterparts at MULS.  Together with these institutional counterparts and in cooperation with 

other members of the program accreditation consulting team, they developed the resource 

materials to be used in the accreditation workshops planned to be held in October 2015, and 

January of 2016. 

 

As a result of the in house training that was conducted at MULS in June 2015, the university 

has recruited a person to take charge of their internal quality assurance. This individual 

worked very closely with the Consulting Team and the Team‘s activities proceed as scheduled 

in their work plan.  The plan outlining the steps to take the five priority agriculture programs 

through both national and international accreditation (National Accreditation - Agronomy 

Program,  School of Agro-ecology, MULS; Technology of Nature Environment Protection 

Program, School of Agro-ecology, MULS; Commodity and Raw Material Research Technology 

Program, School of Animal Science and Biotechnology, MULS; Zoo Engineer Program, 
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School of Animal Science and Biotechnology, MULS; International Accreditation - Mechanical 

Engineering Program, School of Engineering and Technology, MULS) was approved by MULS 

and MECSS in June, 2015.  The MULS‘s Working Group and the Consultancy Team 

continued its implementation as planned, but they also reviewed each action plan item to see 

if the delay in publishing the accreditation standards and criteria from MNCEA would 

adversely affect their activities. 

 

The Consultant team has also suggested the formation of an IQA unit structure at MULS 

and has provided a flow chart of its anticipated business processes.  The limited number 

staff working QA at MULS had been the priority concern of the consultancy team, particularly 

to the sufficiency to effectively deal with the anticipated workload resulting from the pursuit of 

program accreditation. 

 

All the priority programs in agriculture selected for accreditation showed progressing well with 

the preparation of their self-study report. Inherent in this self-study process was the required 

review and analysis of institutional activities in teaching and learning, capacity and 

qualifications of academic staff, determinants to measure and assess institutional 

effectiveness and the adequacy of the institution‘s facilities. This review was conducted and 

assessed by both MULS management and the Consultancy Team. Following the Quality 

Assurance Workshop which was held on October 9, 2015, a study tour was organized to UFE 

for the MULS‘ Working Group members working on the accreditation preparation activities on 

November 5, 2015. During this visit UFE detailed their experiences with regards to 

accreditation, continuous improvement, and student learning outcomes assessment. 

 

The Management Team at MULS confirmed their interest in cooperating with Bogor 

Agricultural University in Indonesia. Dr. Muhamad Achmad Chozin, the International 

Consultant for Program Accreditation in Agriculture, involved in the leadership of the Bogor 

Agricultural University and has worked with MULS since May on the cooperation arrangement. 

Mrs Nasanbayar, the Director of Strategic Policy and Regulation Department, at MECSS 

suggested that MECSS would support the cooperation and acknowledged it as beneficial 

byproduct of the consultancy project. The two institutions has developed the parameters of the 

proposed MOU. 

 

The Consultancy Team assisted in the preparatory activities for the information session 

conducted by PIU on November 9, 2015; where details of the funds available for accreditation 

was relayed to HEI representatives from MULS, NUM and MUST. Subsequently, the Team 

helped the management team of MULS finalizing their formal request for funding. 

 

Following the suggestions of the Consultancy Team, MULS has created sub -program 

committees; each of which was charged with developing an effective internal curriculum 

review, control and development process to improve program curricula. Each of these 

sub-committees submitted curricula suggestions to the General Program Committee for 

approval. 

The National Consultant participated in the joint Quality Assurance workshop conducted by 

the accreditation teams on January 28 & 29, 2016; which was also attended by 

representatives from MNCEA. Coupled with this, the National consultant organized a number 

of in-house trainings based on the accreditation standards and criteria of ASIIN for MNUMS 

task force (working group) personnel. 
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Through a series of discussions between senior leaders at MULS and the Consultancy Team 

for Program Accreditation in Agriculture, a work plan detailing the steps required to take 

the 5 priority programs in agriculture through national and international accreditation 

has been finalized and approved by senior leaders at MULS and MECSS. The Consulting 

Team has also workws with MULS to help them establish an IQA Center accompanied by 

the appropriate organizational structure and business processes. 

 

The Working Group personnel at MULS for the 5 priority programs for accreditation in 

agriculture has prepared the Self Study Report (SSR) for both national and international 

accreditations. Faculty members, Working Group Personnel and the Consultancy Team 

collectively have reviewed and analyzed the first draft of the SSR. The Consultants have 

made a number of recommendations for each program in order to better meet the 

accreditation eligibility criteria in a number of areas - teaching & learning, institutional 

performance, capacity and qualification of faculty, availability and maintenance of facilities, 

equipment and institutional effectiveness. The National Consultant has also reviewed the SSR 

prepared for ABET accreditation for the Engineering Mechanics program and with the 

cooperation of MNCEA specialists prepared a series of trainings for MULS personnel. In 

addition an IQA unit is established to collect and assess data at both the university level and 

the program level and the Consulting Team has drafted a series of guidelines for this IQA 

unit outlining the appropriate organizational structure, required business-processes and 

standard operating procedures. Included in the guidelines was the mechanism for curriculum 

development, and MULS further revised this first draft. In conjunction with this, the Consulting 

Team worked with the institution to draft a full management information system and 

supporting source documentation for monitoring, performance evaluation, internal quality 

audit, peer review, supervisory review, and ranking and rating. In this context, the Consulting 

Team has proposed a common framework that would be appropriate for MULS and this 

framework was evaluated by the institution. 

 

The Consulting Team has also proposed that MULS establish an ―Excellence in Research 

Centre‖ in accordance with their core competencies to increase the research capacity at 

the institution. It was suggested that a comparative study of several agricultural universities in 

America, Europe and Asia be completed. In this regard, MULS personnel would like to visit 

Bogor Agricultural University, and the two institutions have drafted a MoU. The Team also 

helped MULS in developing strategies to enhance the production of quality books in selected 

subjects. One proposed strategy was that MULS/MECSS should allocate a budget for the 

writing of the textbooks, and perhaps allocate grants for textbook writing. In line with this 

strategy, the Team helped the institution to design professional personnel development 

programs by providing training to faculty members in the fields of education, research and 

community service. 

 

During the completion period (April-June, 2016), the consultancy team conducted some 

technical meetings and discussion, e.g. (i) discussion about financial support for selected 

programs of MULS, (ii) discussion with Mrs Enkzaya, President of Otgontenger University; (iii) 

meeting with Dr. Ochirbat, President of MUST, (iv) participated in Award Ceremony for 

selected programs (MULS), financial support; and (v) discussed featuring trainings for 

accreditation evaluators.  The consultancy team was also attended in regular meetings with 

PIU/MECSS and Working Group; worked for finalization and documentation of output and 

deliverables; and attended in Consultancy Final Workshop including presented Performance 

of TORs and introduced draft of deliverables in Agriculture field. 
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Based on Appendix 2 of the Order No. A/147, MECSS, April 28, 2015 here is the list of study 

programs for accreditation in Natural Sciences. 

 

Table 5.6 

Study Programs for Accreditation in Natural Sciences 

No Accreditation Study Program School/Faculty University 

1 International 
General Medical 

Science 
Medical School MNUMS 

2 National  MNCEA Biology 
School of Natural 

Sciences 
NUM 

3 National  MNCEA Geology 
School of Natural 

Sciences 
NUM 

4 National  MNCEA Physics 
School of Natural 

Sciences 
NUM 

5 National  MNCEA Mathematics School of Natural Sciences NUM 

 

In addition to the study programs for international and national accreditation listed above, the 

Chemistry program at NUM has also designated for international accreditation preparation. 

They would prepare themselves for international accreditation even though they were not part 

of the original selection of pilot HEIs.  The Geography & Biotechnology programs from NUM 

was also included in the preparation activities for national accreditation. 

 

Internal quality assurance (IQA) at NUM, the oldest university in Mongolia, has been 

established for many years. Currently, the quality of the curriculum in the program is evaluated 

regularly by the curriculum committee with the evaluation methodology developed by an 

appointed working committee. However, the methodology still needs to be improved and 

adjusted to the standards required by MNCEA. External evaluation such as the questionnaire 

sent to employers and alumni needs to be developed and improved. Teaching and learning 

processes are also evaluated regularly through student questionnaires administered by the 

student affairs department. In spite of evaluation of teaching and learning, however, student 

learning outcomes from each program has never been assessed. Evaluation of teaching and 

research activities of academic staff is also performed by the faculty in every 3 years. The 

Department of Administration, Monitoring and Evaluation, performs an evaluation of the 

annual report that is submitted by each faculty by the end of academic year. Although the 

monitoring and evaluation for faculty and staff is performed at regular intervals, there is no 

clear indication of a functioning mechanism which allows the use of this feedback for 

continuous improvement. This process of using feedback for continuous improvement needs 

to be clearly defined and implemented.  

 

MNUMS is the only state Medical University in Mongolia that has established an IQA process.  

The General Medical Science program in the Medical school, as sub unit, also has an IQA 

process. The draft of mechanism of the IQA in MNUMS is being finalized and developed 

based on ADB Loan 2766 Project recommendation (Karakhanyan & Regsuren Bat-Erdene, 

2014).  However, the mechanism to assess Student Learning Outcomes is not yet fully 

deployed. Comprehensive evaluations have been performed by the Medical Education Unit for 

courses‘ learning outcomes, but adjustments should be made to include three main medical 

education student learning outcomes. Specifically; knowledge, skill and attitude should also be 

assessed, especially for international accreditation. 
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Similar to the other fields (Engineering & Technology, and Agriculture), as the pilot HEIs were 

determined and working group of each pilot HEIs has been formed, the consultancy team for 

Program Accreditation in Natural Science established working relationships with their 

institutional counterparts in charge of each of the selected programs for accreditation at MULS 

and worked with them in cooperation with the other program accreditation consultants in 

preparing the accreditation workshop, and supporting documentation, to be delivered in 

October of 2015 ; including developing the agenda, supporting documents for the scheduled 

presentations, and the list of participants developed in discussions with MNCEA. The 

workshop focused on providing participants with sufficient information on MNCEA‘s 

accreditation processes to help them improve their institution‘s program accreditation policies 

and procedures and establish of an International Quality Assurance unit within their 

universities. 

 

All the targeted programs for national accreditation in NUM have never been accredited.  

While waiting for the finalization of the new draft standards and criteria from MNCEA, the 

accreditation consultants developed 7 standards and 37 main criteria based on national and 

international best practices and these were distributed to all targeted programs.   

 

The General Medical Science program has been evaluated by an external evaluator, the 

Association of Medical Education in West Pacific Region (AMEWPR) in 2012.  There were two 

major standards that were not met by the institution during that AMEWPR evaluation; the 

curriculum models and instructional methods, and educational resources especially as applied 

to physical facilities. Based on review of the SER by AMEWPR in 2012, new data collection 

from the period 2012-2015 according to the standards and criteria is required by the 

international accreditation organization. Since AMEWPR is not an accreditation agency, no 

student or program learning outcomes were assessed in their SER, even though course 

evaluation has been performed in detail. The SER from AMEWPR also did not cover the role 

of IQA in continuous improvement at the institution, despite the fact that this a main 

requirement for international accreditation.  

 

As with the other accreditation activities, working with the counterpart teams at MNUMS and 

NUM, the consultants for Program Accreditation in Natural Science developed a plan outlining 

the steps to take priority natural science programs through both national and international 

accreditation (International Accreditation - General medical science, MNUMS; National 

Accreditation - Biology, Geology, Physics, Mathematics, NUM) was approved by MNUMS, 

NUM and MECSS in June, 2015. 

 

MNUMS basically has a functioning IQA.  In June of 2015, the Program Accreditation Team 

for Natural Sciences provided suggestions on how to conduct IQA within their institution. The 

IQA model developed jointly with the other Program Accreditation Teams was made available 

to MNUMS and NUM and formal recommendations to both institutions was provided 

accommodating received input from the Consulting Team for Credit Systems and National 

Qualification Framework, and the model was adjusted accordingly. The Accreditation team for 

the Natural Science has already identified relevant data that would be required for each of the 

priority programs to meet both the international and national accreditation standards and the 

tam provided guidance on effective methods to collect this data. When drafting this list of 

relevant data for accreditation the team also identified the international accreditor applicable to 

the priority programs - ASIIN - in addition to the national accreditor MNCEA. 

 

The team worked with the HEIs in assisting and reviewing the work being done in the 

preparation of the accreditation self-study reports (SSR). Included in the self-study 
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preparation activities was the required review and analysis of institutional activities in teaching 

and learning, capacity and qualifications of academic staff, determinants to measure and 

assess institutional effectiveness and the adequacy of the institution‘s facilities. This review 

was conducted and assessed by the management teams at MNUMS and NUM with the 

assistance of the Consultancy Team.  Collectively the Consultants, in cooperation with 

institutional leadership and faculty, reviewed and analyzed the first draft of each SSR. The 

Consultants have made a number of recommendations for each of the priority programs to 

better enable these programs to meet the accreditation eligibility criteria, both nationally and 

internationally, in a number of areas - teaching & learning, institutional performance, capacity 

and qualification of faculty, availability and maintenance of facilities, equipment and 

institutional effectiveness. Again, the Consulting Team conducted review the revised self-

study reports once these were completed by the institutions. 

 

During the Quality Assurance Workshop which was held on October 9, 2015; the QA 

Consultants provided instructions on how program level quality assurance criteria could be 

placed within the universities‘ Quality Assurance Information Management Systems and 

outlined the necessary QA instruments to be used for monitoring, performance evaluation, 

quality audit, peer review, supervisory review, and ranking & rating of their programs. This 

draft framework was developed as part of the overall HEIs International Quality Assurance 

System; which included a section detailing guidelines for internal curriculum review, control 

and development. This draft was then reviewed by the Consultancy Team on Curriculum, 

Teaching and Learning. 

 

In cooperation with the Consultancy Teams on Research Strategy and Policy and Faculty 

Development, the Program Accreditation team has finalized the first draft of their 

recommendations to improve the research capacity in of the HEIs in Natural Sciences 

which included their proposal on the design and implementation of professional 

development training programs to upgrade faculty members‘ research capacity and 

teaching skills. The Team has also designed a strategy to assist the HEIs in the production of 

quality textbooks for the selected subjects but this strategy still needs some ―fine tuning‖ and 

further analysis of each of the specific programs is required. 

 

The consultancy team and the counterparts participated in the joint Quality Assurance 

workshop conducted by the accreditation teams on January 28 & 29, 2016; which was also 

attended by representatives from MNCEA.   The Consultants also held in-house trainings on 

Program Accreditation and Quality Assurance at MUST in February 2016. Subsequent to the 

IQA workshop in January 2016, the Consulting Team drafted recommendations for the 

establishment of an IQA unit within each of the institutions – MNUMS and NUM. This unit 

would collect and assess data at both the university level and the program level and the 

Consulting Team drafted a series of guidelines for the unit outlining the appropriate 

organizational structure, required business-processes and standard operating procedures.  

Included in the guidelines is a mechanism for curriculum development.  

 

The Consulting Team worked with the institutions to draft a full management information 

systems and supporting source documentation for monitoring, performance evaluation, 

internal quality audit, peer review, supervisory review, and ranking and rating. In cooperation 

with other Consulting Teams, the Consultants for Program Accreditation in Natural Sciences 

has proposed a common framework for a full MIS that would be appropriate for both 

MNUMS and NUM. 
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The Consulting Team also drafted proposals for the establishment of “Excellence in 

Research Centers” in both MNUMS and NUM; in accordance with the core competencies of 

each of the institutions in an effort to increase the research capacity at the institutions. The 

Team helped the institutions to develop strategies to enhance the production of quality 

textbooks in selected subjects. One proposed strategy is that the institutions, with the support 

of MECSS, allocate a budget for the writing of the textbooks, and perhaps allocate grants for 

textbook writing. In line with this strategy, the Team helped the institutions designing 

professional personnel development programs by providing training to faculty 

members in the fields of education, research and community service. 

 

As to the program accreditation in engineering & technology and agriculture, in the completion 

period the consultancy team for program accreditation of natural science also attended some 

meetings (technical and administrative), improved and completed output and deliverables, and 

final workshop. 

 

5.3. Achievement and Deliverables Produced 
 

During the consultancy services, the teams of Program Accreditation has produced the 

following deliverables in English and Mongolian version: 

Table 5.7 

Deliverable Produced by Program Accreditation (PA) teams 

No. Deliverable Code 

PA on the Field of Engineering and Technology (PAET) 

1 Guideline for Quality Assurance in Engineering and Technology 
Higher Education.  By Dr. Biemo W. Soemardi (International 
Consultant Specialist for Quality Assurance and Accreditation in 
Engineering and Technology) and Dr. Ch. Naranchimeng (National 
Consultant Specialist for Quality Assurance and Accreditation in 
Engineering and Technology), June 2016 

Dlvb.PAET-1 

2 Manual for Quality Assurance in Engineering & Technology 
Program.   By Dr. Biemo W. Soemardi (International Consultant 
Specialist for Quality Assurance and Accreditation in Engineering and 
Technology) and Dr. Ch. Naranchimeng (National Consultant Specialist 
for Quality Assurance and Accreditation in Engineering and 
Technology), June 2016 

Dlvb. PAET -
2 

3 Recommendations for Capacity Building in Engineering and 
Technology Programs.  By Dr. Biemo W. Soemardi (International 
Consultant Specialist for Quality Assurance and Accreditation in 
Engineering and Technology) and Dr. Ch. Naranchimeng (National 
Consultant Specialist for Quality Assurance and Accreditation in 
Engineering and Technology), June 2016 

Dlvb. PAET -
3 

4 Internal Quality Assurance Manual for Undergraduate Programs in 
Engineering & Technology.  By Dr. Biemo W. Soemardi (International 
Consultant Specialist for Quality Assurance and Accreditation in 
Engineering and Technology) and Dr. Ch. Naranchimeng (National 
Consultant Specialist for Quality Assurance and Accreditation in 
Engineering and Technology), June 2016 

Dlvb. PAET -
4 

PA on the Field of Agriculture (PAAgr) 

1 Work Plans of Five Priority Programs in Agriculture, for 
Accreditation.  By Dr. Muhamad Achmad Chozin, Ph.D. (International 

Dlvb.PAAgr-
1 
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No. Deliverable Code 

Consultant and Program Accreditation Specialist in Agriculture) and N. 
Tumurbaatar, MBA, 
(National Consultant and Program Accreditation Specialist in 
Agriculture), June 2016 

2 Quality Assurance in Higher Education (Guidance for Establishing 
QA Unit).  By Dr. Muhamad Achmad Chozin, Ph.D. (International 
Consultant and Program Accreditation Specialist in Agriculture) and N. 
Tumurbaatar, MBA, 
(National Consultant and Program Accreditation Specialist in 
Agriculture), June 2016 

Dlvb.PAAgr-
2 

3 “Proposed Standard and Criteria for Program Accreditation in 
Agriculture” & Recommendation for Selected Programs, MULS.  
By Dr. Muhamad Achmad Chozin, Ph.D. (International Consultant and 
Program Accreditation Specialist in Agriculture) and N. Tumurbaatar, 
MBA, (National Consultant and Program Accreditation Specialist in 
Agriculture), June 2016 

Dlvb.PAAgr-
3 

4 Relevance Agencies for Cooperative Links.  By Dr. Muhamad 
Achmad Chozin, Ph.D. (International Consultant and Program 
Accreditation Specialist in Agriculture) and N. Tumurbaatar, MBA, 
(National Consultant and Program Accreditation Specialist in 
Agriculture), June 2016 

Dlvb.PAAgr-
4 

5 Criteria and Procedure for International Accreditation.  By Dr. 
Muhamad Achmad Chozin, Ph.D. (International Consultant and 
Program Accreditation Specialist in Agriculture) and N. Tumurbaatar, 
MBA, (National Consultant and Program Accreditation Specialist in 
Agriculture), June 2016 

Dlvb.PAAgr-
5 

6 University Internal Quality Assurance Criteria.  By Dr. Muhamad 
Achmad Chozin, Ph.D. (International Consultant and Program 
Accreditation Specialist in Agriculture) and N. Tumurbaatar, MBA 
(National Consultant and Program Accreditation Specialist in 
Agriculture), June 2016 

Dlvb.PAAgr-
6 

7 Common Framework – Curriculum Review.  By Dr. Muhamad 
Achmad Chozin, Ph.D. (International Consultant and Program 
Accreditation Specialist in Agriculture) and N. Tumurbaatar, MBA 
(National Consultant and Program Accreditation Specialist in 
Agriculture), June 2016 

Dlvb.PAAgr-
7 

8 Guidelines Establishment – Quality Assurance Mechanism.  By Dr. 
Muhamad Achmad Chozin, Ph.D. (International Consultant and 
Program Accreditation Specialist in Agriculture) and N. Tumurbaatar, 
MBA (National Consultant and Program Accreditation Specialist in 
Agriculture), June 2016 

Dlvb.PAAgr-
8 

9 Center of Excellence.  By Dr. Muhamad Achmad Chozin, Ph.D. 
(International Consultant and Program Accreditation Specialist in 
Agriculture) and N. Tumurbaatar, MBA (National Consultant and 
Program Accreditation Specialist in Agriculture), June 2016 

Dlvb.PAAgr-
9 

10 Upgrade Faculty Members.  By Dr. Muhamad Achmad Chozin, Ph.D. 
(International Consultant and Program Accreditation Specialist in 
Agriculture) and N. Tumurbaatar, MBA (National Consultant and 
Program Accreditation Specialist in Agriculture), June 2016 

Dlvb.PAAgr-
10 

11 Production of Quality Textbooks.  By Dr. Muhamad Achmad Chozin, 
Ph.D. (International Consultant and Program Accreditation Specialist in 
Agriculture) and N. Tumurbaatar, MBA (National Consultant and 
Program Accreditation Specialist in Agriculture), June 2016 

Dlvb.PAAgr-
11 
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No. Deliverable Code 

PA on the Field of Agriculture (PANS) 

1 Work plan for international and national accreditation in natural 
science programs.  By Dr. Angraini Barlian (International Consultant) 
and Dr. Amartaivan Tsenddava.(National Consultant), June 2016 

Dlvb.PANS-1 

2 Internal QA structures based on learning outcome-based 
approach and NQF.  By Dr. Angraini Barlian (International Consultant) 
and Dr. Amartaivan Tsenddava.(National Consultant), June 2016 

Dlvb.PANS-2 

3 Recommendation for Programs to Meet Eligible Criteria.  By Dr. 
Angraini Barlian (International Consultant) and Dr. Amartaivan 
Tsenddava.(National Consultant), June 2016 

Dlvb.PANS-3 

4 Relevant Agencies to Establish Cooperative Links in Natural 
Sciences.  By Dr. Angraini Barlian (International Consultant) and Dr. 
Amartaivan Tsenddava.(National Consultant), June 2016 

Dlvb.PANS-4 

5 Criteria & Procedure for International Accreditation in Natural 
Science 
Example: ASIIN  By Dr. Angraini Barlian (International Consultant) and 
Dr. Amartaivan Tsenddava.(National Consultant), June 2016 

Dlvb.PANS-5 

6 Quality Assurance Criteria for Program Level.  By Dr. Angraini 
Barlian (International Consultant) and Dr. Amartaivan 
Tsenddava.(National Consultant), June 2016 

Dlvb.PANS-6 

7 Framework for HEI to Develop Internal Curriculum Review, Control 
and Development.  By Dr. Angraini Barlian (International Consultant) 
and Dr. Amartaivan Tsenddava.(National Consultant), June 2016 

Dlvb.PANS-7 

8 Guideline on Establishment of QA System for Curriculum 
Development.  By Dr. Angraini Barlian (International Consultant) and 
Dr. Amartaivan Tsenddava.(National Consultant), June 2016 

Dlvb.PANS-8 

9 Recommendation for Improving Research Capacity in Natural 
Sciences through Center of Excellence.  By Dr. Angraini Barlian 
(International Consultant) and Dr. Amartaivan Tsenddava.(National 
Consultant), June 2016 

Dlvb.PANS-9 

10 Recommendation. Development of Training Programs to Upgrade 
Faculty Members‟ Research Capacity and Teaching Skills.  By Dr. 
Angraini Barlian (International Consultant) and Dr. Amartaivan 
Tsenddava.(National Consultant), June 2016 

Dlvb.PANS-
10 

11 Strategies for Production for Quality Textbook.  By Dr. Angraini 
Barlian (International Consultant) and Dr. Amartaivan 
Tsenddava.(National Consultant), June 2016 

Dlvb.PANS-
11 

 

In the area of Program Accreditation, the consultancy team has implemented the assignment 

as stipulated in the ToRs.  Status completion of the activities and output in the FAM of HEI as 

well as related activities in pilot HEI institutions is provided in the tables below. 
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Table 5.8 

Status Completion of Activity and Output in Program Accreditation 

No. Assignments (TORs) Outputs 
Completion 

Progress (%) 
Remarks 

PA on the Field of Engineering and Technology (PAET) 

1 

Develop a work plan for 
international and national 
accreditation for five priority 
programs  

A work plan  100% 

completed 
Dlvb.PAET-1 & -3 

2 

Propose internal QA structures 
based on learning outcome-based 
approach and NQF  

Proposal on IQA 
structures  

100% 

completed Dlvb.PAET-1 

3 

Develop recommendations for 
each program to meet the eligible 
criteria  

Guidelines  
100% 

completed 
Dlvb.PAET-1 

4 
Propose the relevant agencies to 
establish cooperative links  

Identify agencies  100% 
completed 

Dlvb.PAET-3 

5 
Prepare criteria and procedure to 
achieve international accreditation  

Criteria and 
procedure  

100% 
completed 

Dlvb.PAET-1 

6 
Define program level quality 
assurance criteria  

Quality assurance 
criteria  

100% 
completed 

Dlvb.PAET-1 

7 

Create framework for internal 
curriculum review, control and 
dev.  

A common 
framework  

100% 
completed 

Dlvb.PAET-1 

8 

Provide guidelines for QA 
mechanisms for curriculum dev. 
including internal QA structure  

Guidelines  
100% 

completed 
Dlvb.PAET-1 

9 

Recommendations to improve 
research capacity in Eng. Tech. 
through centers of excellence in a 
selected HEI  

Guidelines  

100% 
completed 

Dlvb.PAET-3 

10 
Design professional faculty 
development training programs  

FD Trainings  100% 
completed 

 

11 
Develop strategies for production 
of quality textbooks  

Strategies  100% 
completed 

 

PA on the Field of Agriculture (PAAgr) 

1 

Develop and submit a work plan 
for int‘l and nat‘l accreditation by 
five priority agricultural programs  

A work plan  
100% 

completed 
Dlvb.PAAgr-1 

2 

Propose internal QA (IQA)  
structures based on learning 
outcome-based approach and 
NQF  

Proposal on IQA 
structures  100% 

completed 
Dlvb.PAAgr-2 & -6 

3 

Develop recommendations 
improving institutional 
effectiveness  

Suggestions per 
program  

100% 
completed 

Dlvb.PAAgr-4 

4 
Define program level quality 
assurance criteria  

Quality assurance 
criteria  

100% 
completed 

Dlvb.PAAgr-3 

5 

Create a common framework for 
HEIs to develop their internal 
curriculum review, control and 
development  

A common 
framework  100% 

completed 
Dlvb.PAAgr-5 & -7 

6 
Provide guidelines on Guidelines  100% 

completed 
Dlvb.PAAgr-8 
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No. Assignments (TORs) Outputs 
Completion 

Progress (%) 
Remarks 

establishment of QA mechanisms 
for curriculum dev. incl. internal 
QA structure.  

7 

Produce recommendations to 
improve research capacity in 
agric.  through center of 
excellences in a selected HEI  

Guidelines  

100% 
completed 

Dlvb.PAAgr-9 

8 
Design professional development 
training programs for faculty.  

Faculty Dev.  
Program  

100% 
completed 

Dlvb.PAAgr-10 

9 
Develop strategies for production 
of quality textbooks  

Approved 
Strategies  

100% 
completed 

Dlvb.PAAgr-11 

PA on the Field of Natural Science (PANS) 

1 

Develop a work plan for internatio-
nal and national accreditation by 
five priority natural science 
programs  

A work plan  

100% 
completed 

Dlvb.PANS-1 

2 

Propose internal QA structures 
based on learning outcome-based 
approach and NQF  

Guidelines  
100% 

completed 
Dlvb.PANS-2 

3 

Develop recommendations for 
each program to meet the eligible 
criteria  

Suggestions  
100% 

completed 
Dlvb.PANS-3 

4 
Propose the relevant agencies to 
establish cooperative links  

Agencies Identified  100% 
completed 

Dlvb.PANS-4 

5 

Prepare criteria to achieve 
international accreditation for 
natural science programs  

Criteria and 
procedures  

100% 
completed 

Dlvb.PANS-5 

6 
Define program level quality 
assurance criteria  

Quality assurance 
criteria  

100% 
completed 

Dlvb.PANS-6 

7 

Create framework to develop 
internal curriculum review, control 
and development  

A common 
framework  

100% 
completed 

Dlvb.PANS-7 

8 

Provide guidelines for 
development including internal QA 
structure  

Guidelines  
100% 

completed 
Dlvb.PANS-8 

9 

Recommendations to improve 
research capacity in natural 
science through center of 
excellences in a selected HEI  

Guidelines  

100% 
completed 

Dlvb.PANS-9 

10 
Design professional Faculty 
development training programs  

FD trainings  100% 
completed 

Dlvb.PANS-10 

11 
Develop strategies for production 
of quality textbooks  

Strategies  100% 
completed 

Dlvb.PANS-11 
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Table 5.9 

Status Completion of Activity of Program Accreditation in Pilot HEIs 

Activities to be 
Implemented 

Timeline Output 
Performance 

Criteria 
Completion 

Progress (%) 
Remarks 

Ider Institute   

1. National 
accreditation by 
two programs 
(food technology, 
information tech.). 

Mar-16 Programs 
prepared for 
national 
accreditation 

Preparation of 
the 
documentation. 

100% 
completed 

 

2. Prepare air craft 
eng. program for 
MNCEA 
accreditation. 

Jun-16 Program 
Accredited by 
MNCEA 

Preparation of 
documentation. 100% 

completed 
 

National University of Medical Science   

11. Guideline for 
internal curriculum 
review and QA 
mechanism 

Dec. 
2015 

Internal 
curriculum 
review and 
QA 
mechanism. 

Guideline 
published. 

100% 
completed 

 

University of Mongolia (NUM)   

9. Guideline for 
curriculum review 
and QA 
mechanism 

April, 
2016 

Mechanism 
of curriculum 
review 
established. 

Approval on 
the guideline 
for the 
mechanism 

100% 
completed 

 

Otgontenger University   

6. Guidelines for 
curriculum review 
and QA 
mechanism. 

Sept. 
2015 

Regulation 
and 
mechanism 
developed. 

Approval on 
the regulation 
and   
mechanism 

100% 
completed 

 

 

5.4. Issues and Recommendation 
 

 As it has been reported, the criteria for accreditation (international and national) and QA 

criteria for priority study program have been developed. With the delays by MNCEA in 

publishing their new Standards and Criteria has resulted in delays in completing the work 

needed to take these priority programs through both the national and international 

accreditation processes. This implied no priority programs in the three fields (engineering 

and technology, agriculture, and natural science) received either national or international 

accreditation during the term of this consultancy period.  Therefore, by applying the 

guidelines, it is recommended that each study program continue process-sing & preparing 

for accreditation of the prioritized study program in post project implementation.  It is also 

recommended to continue establishing the IQA structure in the pilot HEIs. 

 To pursue the improvement of quality of HE, it is recommended that MECSS continue 

introducing the criteria for accreditation and IQA model to other HEIs which have similar 

study program as prioritized in the project.  MECSS and MNCEA is also recommended to 

adopt and adapt the process and approach in this program accreditation component for 

other study programs.   
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Appendices of Section 5: Implementation of Program Accreditation 

Interview Protocol 

Objectives: 

• To develop understanding of the current state of practices of Quality Assurance and 
Accreditation within Mongolian Higher Education system 

• To gather comments/views or/and feedback on current practices of Quality Assurance and 
Accreditation from higher education practitioners. 

Mechanism: 

The interview can be conducted: 

a) Individual interview 

b) Group interview/discussion, involving 2-4 persons 

Approximate time: 1-2 hours 

Mongolian National Council of Education Accreditation 

1. Legal Foundation 

1. 1 To confirm the legal framework of Accreditation (laws, acts, regulations) 

1. 2 Institutional status (government agency, independent, semi-government agency) 

1. 3 Authorities, mandates, tasks, responsibilities 

2. Organization 

2.1 Organizational structures, and its relation with other institutions 

2.2 Personnel, numbers and duties/assignments, including background/qualification of 
personnel 

2.3 Budgeting, funding scheme and mechanism 

2.4 Accountability and audit 

3. Business Process 

3. 1 Standard Operating Procedure for management and administration of: 

• Internal: administration, registration, fee, expenditures, etc. 

• External: dissemination, training, advocating, accreditation 

3. 2 Accreditation procedure and process (mechanism, and instrument) 

3. 3 Selection/recruitment of experts/reviewers; qualification and/or criteria 

3. 4 Decision making, quality assurance, validation and sanction  

4. Personal views/comments/suggestions 

4. 1 Organization  

4. 2 Business Process  

• Policy and regulations; 

• Mechanism;  

• Instrument; 

• Funding; 

• Etc. 

4. 3 Quality assurance system 
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Survey Protocol 

This survey is part of work to improve the Mongolian Higher Education Quality Assurance and Accreditation 
System.  The objective of this survey is to gather information from stakeholders of higher education institutions 
(university, college, institute, etc.) concerning the current policy, regulation and practices of higher education quality 
assurance and accreditation. The result of the survey will be used as feedback for improvement of QA and 
accreditation system.  
 
INSTRUCTION: 

Please fill/mark the blank space with the answers.  Use additional space to elaborate your answers. 
Please return this survey to:  

Higher Education Reform Project, L2766-MON, Room C-112  
Institute of Finance and Economics 
Peace Avenue-5, Ulaanbaatar, 23381 
Mongolia, P.O. Box-49 
b.soemardi@gmail.com 

 
General Information: 

Name of participant (optional) : _______________________________________________________ 

Institution   : _______________________________________________________ 

Position    : _______________________________________________________ 

 
A. Legal Foundation 

A.1  Are you aware of any legal foundation /regulation for Quality Assurance and Accreditation for Mongolian HE? 

 Yes     No   

If ―Yes‖, please provide information (law, regulation, act, etc.) 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

A.2 Is there any reference used for Quality Assurance/ Quality Control (QA/QC) practices at your institution?     

 Yes     No   

 If ―Yes‖, please provide information (i.e., university‘s or senate‘s policies, decree, regulation, standards, 
procedures, etc.) 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

B. Organization 

B.1 Is there any unit specially established for managing internal QA/QC at your institution?   

 Yes   No  

 If ―Yes‖, at what level (university, faculty, department, program) is it positioned? Is it under vice 
rector/president for academic affair or registrar office, or others? Please describe: 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 

B.2  Describe succinctly the scope, role, function and responsibility of the QA/QC unit: 

 _________________________________________________________________________________ 

B.4  Who are the members or officials of the QA/QC unit, what are their qualification/ status, and how many are 
they?  

 _________________________________________________________________________________ 

B.5 Does the QA/QC unit have any regular budget / funding from the institution?    Yes     No   

If ―Yes,‖ how much is the yearly budget (approximate): ___________________________________ 

If ―No‖, where does the budget come from?  ____________________________________________ 
 

C. University Internal Quality Assurance (Quality Assurance/Quality Control Process) 

C.1 IQA unit prepares SOP for all academic matters     Yes     No   

C.2 IQA unit also conducts assessment on non-academic/administrative matters  Yes     No   

C.3 IQA unit is centralized at institution (university) level    Yes     No   

C.4 IQA unit has sub-units at faculty/department/program*)    Yes     No   
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C.5 IQA unit conducts academic evaluation every semester/year*)    Yes     No   

C.6 IQA unit conduct assessment on teaching and learning activities   Yes     No   

C.7 IQA unit conduct assessment on research activities     Yes     No   

C.8 IQA unit conduct assessment on student (extra- and/or co-curricular) activities  Yes     No   

C.9 IQA unit evaluates proposal for opening new program    Yes     No   

C.10 IQA unit evaluates proposal for program accreditation    Yes     No   

C.11 IQA unit assists program for preparing proposal for accreditation   Yes     No   

C.12 IQA unit invites external evaluator in conducting internal evaluation/assessment   Yes     No   

C.13 IQA unit conducts regular internal workshop/seminar to disseminate/report  

findings of the assessment to university/faculty/department/programs*)   Yes     No   

C.14 IQA unit conducts regular internal workshop/seminar by inviting external parties to expand/broaden 
knowledge on QA/QC in higher education (every semester/yearly/others*))    Yes     
No   

C.15 IQA unit has established advisory board (professional associations, industry, practitioners, government 
offices, etc.)           Yes     
No   

C.16 IQA unit conducts regular meeting with advisory board and other external stakeholders Yes     No   

C.17 IQA units receive funding from external stakeholders and/or advisory board  Yes     No   

 
D. Accreditation 

D.1 Is the university accredited by MNCEA?       Yes     No              

 Explain why 

 _______________________________________________________________________________________
_____ 

 
 If ―Yes‖, when ___________ 
 
D2. Is the university accredited by other than MNCEA?     Yes     No         

 Explain why 

 _______________________________________________________________________________________
_____ 

 If ―Yes‖, what ____________________________________ when ________________ 
 
D.3 Does accreditation give any positive impact to the university?  Yes     No   

 If ―Yes‖, please explain 

 _______________________________________________________________________________________
_____ 

 
 If ―No‖, please explain 
 _______________________________________________________________________________________

_____ 
 
D.4 Is the program accredited by MNCEA?       Yes     No             

 Explain why 

 _______________________________________________________________________________________
_____ 

 If ―Yes‖, when ________________ 
 
D5. Is the program accredited by other than MNCEA?     Yes     No         

 Explain why 

 _______________________________________________________________________________________
_____ 

 If ―Yes‖, what ____________________________________ when ________________ 
 
D.6 Does accreditation give any positive impact to the program?   Yes     No   

If ―Yes‖, please explain 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________
____ 

If ―No‖, please explain 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_____ 

 
D.7 Did you experience any difficulty in preparing for accreditation?  Yes     No    

 
 
D.7.1 Difficulty in Preparation of Self-Evaluation Document  Yes     No   

a) Collecting data/information    Yes     No   

b) Interpreting data/information    Yes     No   

c) Drawing conclusion     Yes     No   

d) Others:  ____________________________________________________________________ 

 
D.7.2 Difficulty in Preparation of Accreditation Document            Yes     No   

a) Understanding the guidelines    Yes     No   

b) Complying with the format    Yes     No   

c) Fulfilling the requirement     Yes     No   

d) Others:  ____________________________________________________________________ 

 
D.7.3 Difficulty during field visit / assessment            Yes     No   

a) Inconsistency between documents and evidence  Yes     No   

b) Deficiencies in infrastructure facilities and support system  Yes     No   

 (Classrooms, laboratories, library, others) 

c) Readiness of staffs and student interview   Yes     No   

d) Others:  ____________________________________________________________________ 

D.8 What are your comments and/or opinions about the following issues? 

a) MNCEA accreditation guidelines and documentations are cumbersome and impractical  

 ____________________________________________________________________________________
____ 

b) MNCEA accreditation process was too long, too cumbersome and bureaucratic  

 ____________________________________________________________________________________
_____ 

c) MNCEA accreditation cost is too high 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________
_____ 

d) MNCEA accreditation requirements are too many and the standards are too high 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________
_____ 

e) Reviewers/Evaluators from MNCEA did not understand the program 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________
_____ 

f) Reviewers/Evaluators from MNCEA did not comply with the guidelines 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________
_____ 

g) MNCEA and/or evaluators did not provide feedbacks or input for improvement 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________
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_____ 

h) MNCEA did not provide any assistance (follow up action) for institutions or programs that failed 
accreditation. 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________
_____ 

i) Additional comments/suggestions: 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________
_____ 
 
 
Thank you for your time and cooperation for participation in this survey.  Data from this survey will be kept 
confidential, and will be used solely for the purpose of this study for Mongolia Higher Education Reform Project – 
HERP ADB Project No. 43007-023, HERP MON Loan No. 2766 
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  Section 6 
NATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS FRAMEWORK AND CREDIT 
SYSTEM 
 

6.1. Current Situation  

6.1.1. National Qualification Framework 

The development of a NQF has been a major international trend in reforming national 
education and training systems since the late 1990s. The initiative first started, and was 
diffused mostly, among English-speaking developed countries. However, since the late 1990s 
such frameworks have also been adopted by non-English-speaking and developing countries. 
According to an International Labor Organization (ILO) survey (2010), more than 100 
countries are in the process of developing, implementing, or considering some kind of a 
national qualifications framework.  

A Qualifications Framework is an instrument for the development, classification and 
recognition of skills, knowledge and competencies along a continuum of agreed levels. It is a 
way of structuring existing and new qualifications, which are defined by learning outcomes, i.e. 
clear statements of what the learner must know or be able to do whether learned in a 
classroom, online, on-the-job, in a blended format, or less formally (ILO, 2007). The 
Qualifications Framework indicates the comparability of different qualifications and how one 
can progress from one level to another, within and across occupations or industrial sectors 
(and even across vocational and academic fields if the NQF is designed to include both 
vocational and academic qualifications in a single framework).  

The NQF for higher education system is designed to support implementation of the 
educational guidelines set out in the national Education Law, to ensure consistency in both 
standards and award titles for higher education qualifications, and to make clear the 
equivalence of academic awards with those granted by Higher Education Institutes (HEIs) in 
other parts of the world (Thailand, 2006).  

Whether the emphasis is on increasing the relevance and flexibility of education and training 
programs, easing recognition of prior learning, enhancing lifelong learning, improving the 
transparency of qualification systems, creating possibilities for credit accumulation and 
transfer, or developing quality assurance systems; governments are increasingly turning to 
qualifications frameworks as a policy tool for reform.  

Mongolia is one of those countries undergoing reform in the education sector and is in the 
initial stage of developing the nationwide qualifications framework. The Ministry of Labor 
(MoL) and the Ministry of Education, Culture and Science (MECSS) are supervising the 
design of a NQF. Under the supervision of these ministries, the development of a NQF has 
been governed by an Advisory Group that was established in October 2014. This Advisory 
Group is comprised of officials of MoL and MECSS, representatives of the employers‘ 
federation, various professional/industry associations, universities, and research institutes.  

In many countries, the development of NQFs has been widely supported by multilateral and 
bilateral agencies. In the case of Mongolia, supported by the European Union (EU), the work 
was started under the STVET-1 project, October 2014. A consortium of the GOPA Consulting 
Company from Germany and the German International Cooperation Agency (GIZ) was 
designated as the project implementing body, and signed a contract with the European Union 
in June, 2014. This project is mainly focused on the design/review process of the 
implementation roadmap for a NQF and implementation strategy with regard to the 
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incorporation of the National Vocational Qualifications Framework (NVQF) and TVET-related 
components. 

In general, the stakeholders and schools of the TVET sector in Mongolia have a  much better 
understanding and more experience with a NQF compared to the other stakeholders of higher 
education sector due to their success in introducing and implementing a Competency-Based 
Training System and National Vocational Qualifications Framework (NVQF) under the ‗Action 
Plan for Implementing Technical and Vocational Education and Training‘ (2010-2013) that was 
formulated by the then  ‗Agency for TVET‘ with full support from the VET project, MCA-
Mongolia. It was one of the major reforms in the TVET sector. The piloting and implementation 
of the Competency-Based Curricula started in October, 2011 and to date there are 45 
curriculums in 8 economic sectors (mining, transportation, construction, agriculture, etc.), 
which have been developed on the basis of competency-based standards. 

Since competency-based training systems should be implemented at the systemic level under 
the umbrella of national qualification systems; the VET project, with the support of MCA-
Mongolia, has designed a NVQF, which identifies and describes detailed qualification levels, 
and accompanying policy papers for VET credit and quality assurance systems for the 
Mongolian NVQF. This NVQF has been approved by the decree No.01 of the Chairman of the 
National Council for Vocational Education and Training on December 30, 2011 (see Table 9 
below). The approved NVQF has six levels (Level 4 of the Framework is the level which can 
provide entry to Higher Education) and was developed with the following inter-linked 
objectives (MCA-Mongolia, 2012):  

 To provide transparency by clearly identifying the nature of qualifications and the 
relationship between qualifications and providing a basis for the comparison of 
achievements across all parts of the training system;  

 To ensure that qualifications are relevant to employment and learning, and meet the 
needs of learners, the economy and education and training institutions;  

 To stimulate the development of lifelong learning, including continuing skills 
development for adults;  

 To Increase access to assessment and certification, and encouraging flexible and 
individualized learning processes;  

 To establish a system for the accumulation and transfer of credit;  

 To increase the quality and relevance of education and training by stimulating the 
development of qualifications, based on internationally comparable standards of 
knowledge, skills and competences and supported by a rigorous quality assurance 
system;  

 To improve the employability and learning opportunities for individuals by providing a 
basis for recognition and certification of their learning and achievements;  

 To support the continuation and sustainability of demand-led education and training 
system reforms. 

 
Table 6.1 - Levels and their descriptions of the National Vocational Qualifications 

Framework (NVQF), Mongolia (Appendix of the Decree No.01 of the Chairman of the 
National Council for Vocational Education and Training dated December 30, 2011) 

Level Descriptions 

VI 

Candidates have the theoretical knowledge, technical skills, and proper 

working approach and attitude to comprehensively plan technical on-site 

assignments, set sequence of task management in accordance with the 

technological requirements, efficiently allocate, locate, and administer 

resources, provide high quality supervision, propose scientifically based 
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Level Descriptions 

assumptions for problematic and unclear (complicated or not studied) 

contexts, and defining solutions. 

This level of vocation is possibly obtained through specially designed 

technical and technological trainings. 

V 

Candidates have the theoretical knowledge, technical skills, and proper 

working approach and attitude to plan, manage, independently perform, 

design, estimate costs, and find solutions of specific assignments that require 

high technical skills. 

This level of vocation is possibly obtained through specially designed 

technical trainings. 

IV 

Candidates have the abilities and skills to independently perform technical or 

more complicated tasks, properly operate and use the tools and equipment 

designed for the accomplishment of certain types of technical assignments, 

supervise and support others to perform certain types of tasks, the theoretical 

knowledge to assess performances, technical skills, and proper attitudes.  

This level of vocation is possibly obtained through specially designed 

vocational trainings. 

III 

Candidates have the abilities and skills to independently perform the tasks 

requiring basic technical knowledge, act as assistant workers in performing 

technical or more complicated tasks under supervision and guidance of 

technical people, and the theoretical and practical knowledge and skills to 

operate specific tools and equipment used for accomplishment of certain 

types of technical assignments. 

This level of vocation is possibly obtained through specially designed 

vocational trainings and on-job trainings. 

II 

Candidates have the capacity to perform practical works in certain (limited) 

contexts, which require basic vocational knowledge and the technical 

performances that are run under direct guidance and care of supervisors with 

respect to executing certain (limited and monotypic) types of works that are 

repeatedly run in clear contexts on a daily basis;  

This level of vocation is possibly obtained through short term competency 

modules, informal and on-job trainings. 

I 

Candidates have basic vocational knowledge and abilities to perform certain 

(limited) types of practical works that are repeatedly run in clear contexts on a 

daily basis under direct guidance and care of supervisors; 

This level of vocation is possibly obtained through short term competency 

modules, informal and on-job trainings. 

Source: MoL 
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The NVQF glossary containing over 200 terminologies in Mongolian, Russian and English was 
printed in 500 copies and disseminated to all stakeholders and TVET schools (MCA-Mongolia, 
2012) by the VET project, MCA-Mongolia. 

While there is no nationwide or unified qualifications framework in Mongolia, there is a 
qualifications framework for the TVET sub sector. In addition to the MCA-Mongolia project, 
donor organizations such as World Bank have also recommended to the Government of 
Mongolia that they establish a NQF (see Table 10 below) in the immediate future.  

 

Table 6.2 - The Establishment of a National Qualifications Framework (NQF) 

In the immediate future, a centralized examination, assessment and qualification system must 

be established as a matter of priority. This system will ensure consistency in the output of the 

TVET system. It is important that in designing a centralized examination, assessment and 

qualification system, practitioners from industries are involved. A well-designed curriculum 

development model that is demand-led and competency-based and an examination, 

assessment and qualification system which involves industries‘ participation will build a solid 

foundation of quality assurance. It will also ensure consistent quality of the TVET outputs. In 

the long run, a NQF framework similar to those adopted by countries such as Australia, New 

Zealand, UK, and South Africa could be implemented. 

Source: World Bank (2010) 

To introduce such a comprehensive system requires a ―Project Authority‖. Many countries 
have therefore established a National Qualifications Authority (e.g. New Zealand 
Qualifications Authority NZQA, Scottish Credit and Qualifications Authority SCQA, South 
African Qualifications Authority SAQA). Other countries, especially countries in Latin America 
have attached this task to existing institutions, such as the Ministry of Education, Ministry of 
Labor, and National Training Organizations (GIZ, 2013).  

In Mongolia, the National Council for Vocational Education and Training, established in 2008, 
has overall responsibility for the NVQF. However, no significant progress has taken place in its 
development or implementation since its initial approval. There is a lack of understanding 
amongst stakeholders that the qualifications framework represents an operational system; it is 
seen simply as a conceptual model. 

In summary, a unified, autonomous national qualifications and training authority does not exist 
in Mongolia; despite the fact that it is essential for the development and implementation of a 
NVQF and accompanying compliance polices and processes. This has contributed to the lack 
of progress in the establishment of a NQF. 

6.1.2. Credit System 

The Credit Based System is used to describe the amount or volume of learning expected for 
qualifications at each level of education. It must be recognized that every student has the right 
to learn what she/he wants to learn. The system of assigning ―credits‖ to each course or 
module and allowing flexibility of course combinations both within an institution as well as 
across institutions respects this ‗autonomy‘ of the student. 

Currently, at least theoretically, thanks to the interventions of technology, it should be possible 
for students to create their own course combinations by selecting from various academic 
units/institutions and construct their own degree in a typical ―cafeteria‖ approach to learning. 
Practically, however, this will only happen if all the higher education providers ―speak the 
same language‖. 
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A Credit Based System which provides a clear accounting of the student‘s efforts and learning 
load, places the student at the center of all academic transactions and facilitates commonality 
amongst all education providers. Properly implemented a credit system is ideally suited for 
respecting this independence of the student and promoting the much required ‗Learner 
Mobility‘.  

Mongolia started to introduce a Credit Based System in higher education in the mid-1990s. 
This required new learning and additional efforts on the part of the teaching community in 
addition to a change in mind-set. Some of Mongolia‘s leading public HEIs, namely the 
Mongolian University of Science and Technology (MUST), the National University of Mongolia 
(NUM) and the Mongolian National University of Education (MNUE) are successfully adopting 
a credit based system. Unfortunately, sector wide adaptation of a credit based system in 
Mongolia is sporadic.  And without a better understanding amongst stakeholders of the 
benefits that can accrue to students and HEIs from such a system coupled with additional 
government assistance and supporting regulation; universals acceptance may not happen in 
the near future. 
 
a. Legislative Framework 

In 1995, the Mongolian Law on Higher Education was approved. The law provides legal 
provisions specific to higher education. It states that ―the higher education degree system 
(diploma, B.A., M.A.) will be differentiated by credit hours. The educational planning, financing 
and structure shall be based on credit hours‖ (Article 4.3).  

Besides these provisions of the Law of Higher Education of Mongolia, the Ministry of 
Education, Culture and Science (MECSS) issued the Higher Education Policy 
Recommendation in April of 1996. It recommended that the Credit system be introduced in all 
HEIs by 1998. In accordance with this policy recommendation, the ―Regulation to Implement 
the Credit System in Higher Education Degree Training and to Assess Students‘ Knowledge 
and Skills‖ was approved by the Minister‘s decree No.255 in 1998. This regulation was 
renewed and approved by the Minister‘s decree No.158 in 2003 with the intention to make the 
training process more flexible and suitable for students.  

The regulation of 2003 included a number of advancements compared to the regulation of 
1998.  Specifically;  

 HEIs shall officially define and follow the ratio of class and independent learning hours 
for each type of course. 

 Same credit hours shall be allocated for courses with the same name and index. 

 If course content is large so the course is studied over several semesters, then this 
course shall be divided into consecutively correlated separate courses and each such 
course should be given a name, index and credit hours.  

 Consulting hours for students, which were not present previously, were introduced. 

 Course credit hours shall be set transferable and comparable among HEIs. 

 Student knowledge and skills assessment shall use a 5-point grading system, but the 
scale can be more than 5 without changing the generic 5-point system. 

 Provisions to enable students to obtain a double major and degree in their study field 
or in different field were introduced. 

 It introduced possibilities to define the lowest level of grade based on the importance of 
the course and to require a minimum GPA for specific cases. 
 

However, other beneficial provisions of the previous regulation were removed in the 2003 
regulation. For instance, the previous regulation stated that an academic year shall consist of 
2 semesters and if necessary 3 semesters and the 3rd semester shall be summer semester. 
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Also, the provision which stated that the credit system shall be the basis for the planning, 
financing and organization of HEIs was removed. 

The practical implementation of these legislations can be summarized and concluded based 
on the recommendations of the participants of the workshop ―Credit hour – possibility – 
implementation‖, which was organized in October 2012 by MECSS and involved management 
staff of academic affairs section of HEIs. The recommendation states ―… credit systems are 
not used fully in the course teaching processes and organization of trainings for higher 
education. Also, it is emphasized that credit system is not used as mechanism for supporting 
independent learning of students and in transforming to student centered teaching‖. 
 
b. Credit System Implementation at HEIs 

1). Public HEIs  

1).a. The Mongolian University of Science and Technology (MUST) 

The Mongolian University of Science and Technology (MUST) introduced their credit system 
starting with the 1992 – 1993 academic year. It is the pioneer in introducing the credit system 
in Mongolia. It later introduced a 12-point grading system starting with the 1996-1997 
academic and at the same time started to use ―The methodology to assess the performance of 
teachers by credit hours‖. Currently, MUST is using information technology for all its academic 
processes starting with student enrollment and carrying through until student graduation 
(Ganzorig, 2012). 

 
A subsequent radical structural change and reform process in 2013 resulted in the removal of 
duplicate degree programs and the clustering of similar programs.  This reduced the total 
number of undergraduate degree specializations from 98 to 53. But it has been noted by the 
Director of the Academic Policy and Regulation that the number of liberal art education 
courses is not sufficient in undergraduate curriculums in engineering.  

 
Also, an appropriate ratio of compulsory and elective courses in general education was set at 
80:20 and some initiatives on credit transfer are emerging such as the development of 
international regulations to transfer credits from European universities under the European 
Credit Transfer System (ECTS).  
 

1). b. The National University of Mongolia (NUM) 

The National University of Mongolia introduced a credit system since 2001. However, little 
progress was made in fully implementing the system during the years 2001 – 2011. The focus 
intensified in the year 2011 and now the system is fully operational.  As outlined in its 
development strategy till 2020 ―… credit system shall be completely introduced in its academic 
activities‖ (NUM, 2011). NUM places significant importance on providing students with flexible 
courses with various options and adopted a series of regulations in 2011 to this effect.   

A large scale structural change started with the 2014 academic year; the number of degree 
programs decreased in accordance with the UNESCO education classification of 2013; 
curriculum committees were established; academic programs were renewed and a complete 
review of their academic regulations is under way. 

1). c. Mongolian National University of Education (MNUE) 

The Mongolian National University of Education (MNUE) started to implement initiatives 
focused on a credit system in the 1995-1996 academic year but little progress was made in 
fully adopting the system until the 2013-2014 academic year. But, with changes in the 
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management team and an intensified nationwide higher education reform perspective; the 
MNUE has successfully introduced their full Credit Based System starting with the second 
semester of 2013 – 2014 academic year. This was done based on the best practices learned 
from NUM and MUST.  

1). d. Mongolia National University of Medical Sciences (MNUMS) 

The introduction of Credit Based System started several years ago at the Mongolia National 
University of Medical Sciences (MNUMS) but they have been very cautious in fully 
implementing the system.  The institution currently has 9 undergraduate programs or majors. 
For each program, the first two years of study is dedicated for pre-medical education with 
students starting to major in their 3rd year. Curriculum reform started in 2000 under the 
guidance of Groningen University in the Netherlands from whom they imported Block 
Integrated Curriculum model. Under this model, Groningen University students study for 6 
years and accumulate approximately 200 credits. The university‘s bachelors programs is a 3 
year program, and the master‘s program is a 3 year program.  

 
To compare this practice with medical universities abroad, for instance bachelor program at 
the Groningen University lasts for 3 years and master program lasts for 3 years. Therefore, 
the MNUMS has made a request to the MECSS to support their proposal to have their 
students to graduate with master‘s degree 2-3 years ago. Competency based blueprint for 
each major is under the development.  

 
1). e. The Mongolian State University of Agriculture (MSUA) 
 

The Mongolian State University of Agriculture (MSUA) have been slow to introduce the Credit 
Based System.  Credits are assigned to each course and the students are provided with 
opportunities to select courses. However, their ability to fully implementing the Credit Based 
system is hindered by the lack of organization of the required training for faculty and staff and 
the concerns of the institution‘s management. The MSUA is still maintaining their old system 
of education and training. But, the university is moving to the ―period or block system‖ with 4 
cycles for 2 semesters. One cycle will involve 8 weeks and each course will last for 8 weeks. 
The MSUA is importing the University‘s Learning Management System from the MNUE and is 
developing the required database.  

 
1). f. The Mongolian State University of Art and Culture (MSUAC) 
 

The Mongolian State University of Art and Culture (MSUAC) introduced the Credit Based 
System in 2010. Curriculum reform has continued through to 2014 and has resulted in a 
decrease in the number of undergraduate curriculums from 66 to 26. When compared to other 
HEIs, MSUAC‘s approach to learning is quite different. Most courses are taught by two to 
three lecturers and professors making it quite difficult to estimate the instructors‘ workload. 
Undergraduate programs have 120 to 128 credits. 
 
2). Private HEIs 

The introduction and implementation of the Credit Based System in Mongolian private HEIs 
has not progressed well. For example, in Otgontenger University and Ider Institute, there 
appears to have been only a partial application of the credit system. For example, at the Ider 
Institute it appears, In practical terms, that the students‘ freedom to choose their courses and 
professors is restricted and their understanding of the academic processes and related 
regulations and policies is minimal. Discussions with students indicated that apparently the 
credit system is used, at least partially, in combination with old non-credit system is used. 
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As outlined previously the leading state universities are successfully implementing the credit 
system but its implementation at other state and the private HEIs is insufficient to be effective. 
However, a common determination of a credit unit is used for all HEIs (One credit is equivalent 
to one hour of teaching, lecture or tutorial, or two hours of practical work/field work per week 
etc.). Thus, based on this ―credit unit‖ measure it is possible to compare courses taught in 
different universities by course contact hour. However it is hard to compare these courses by 
their content.  

Some Mongolian HEIs do have student exchange agreements with foreign universities and 
credit transfer is regulated under these agreements. Unfortunately, there is not much done 
domestically in the field of credit transfer between HEIs in Mongolia. Another issue that should 
be mentioned is a fee or cost per credit. Estimation of per credit cost is doubtful in most cases 
and this is one of the challenging issues in HEIs.  

For the above assessment on the current situation, a desk review of official and non-official 
documents and regulations such as Law of Mongolia on Higher Education, ministerial 
regulations on credit system introduction and implementation, research reports, books on 
credit system and internal regulations of HEIs were used. Also, several in depth interviews 
were organized with Vice Presidents of Academic Affairs or heads of academic affairs of both 
public and private HEIs (Appendix 1) and two Focus Group Discussions were organized at the 
Ider Institute. The first Focus Group Discussion involved roughly15 representatives of faculty 
and staff members and the other Focus Group Discussion involved approximately 20 
undergraduate students of the Ider Institute. 
 
c. Concluding Remarks Credit System 

The main findings from the review of the existing credit accumulation and transfer 
system in Mongolia are as follows:  

 A valuable attempt has been made in the past and it is clear that switching over from 
an age-old system to a completely new one was not an easy task, particularly in view 
of the fact that the implementation has to take place on a massive scale. 

 A few, leading state owned HEIs of Mongolia, namely the MUST, the NUM and the 
MNUE are adopting this system relatively successfully compared to other HEIs.  

 Introduction and implementation of Credit Based System in Mongolian private HEIs is 
not sufficient at all. The situation is that the old non-credit system is combined with 
seemingly used credit system. 

 Credit Based System is not used as mechanism for supporting independent learning of 
students and in transforming to student centered teaching. 

 Overall adaptation is being very insufficient mainly due to the poor and insufficient 
state support and regulation and poor understanding and doubts about this system. 

In light of the above, the following recommendations are suggested:  

 Improve the regulatory role of the government and legislative framework.  

 Re-establish the understanding and introduction of major-minor system. 

 Decrease the specific-requirements determined by HEIs in addition to the common 
requirements in undergraduate curriculums. 

 Make the courses comparable and transferable between HEIs (assign same credit 
hours for all courses, establish credit transfer agreements between HEIs, etc.,) 

 Strengthen the introduction of information technology (MIS) in education and training 
processes. 

 Increase the understanding and awareness of Credit Based System. 

 Disseminate the best practices of state owned HEIs to other HEIs. 
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6.2. Process and Progress on NQF 

6.2.1. Review of on-going work of NQF in the TVET sector 
 
After the completion of the MCA-Mongolia project, the further development, implementation 
and advocacy of NVQF stopped for a while. Gradually, the work has bounced back with the 
full support of the EU STVET-1 project from October 2014. As mentioned in the previous 
section, the Advisory Group which established by joint effort of the MoL and MECSS, is 
leading the development process of an inclusive NQF.  

The Advisory Group is comprised of representatives of stakeholders, and members of this 
group meet irregularly, at the request of the experts‘ team of the EU STVET-1 project. The 
NQF Advisory Group agreed to develop NQF of Mongolia with ten levels and to establish a 
Task Force to work on the development of NQF after the establishment of Memorandum of 
Understanding between MoL and MECSS.  

The team of the EU STVET-1 project is trying to implement a Step-by-Step approach for the 
development of NQF. Two international experts are working on the planning and developing of 
NQF but currently there is no national expert working project. In general, overall work is 
progressing very slowly. The following documents have been drafted by EU STVET-1 project 
and ready for the discussion and comments: 

 Qualifications by educational levels (comparison of existing and proposed levels) 

 NQF level descriptors 

 Timeline for planning and implementation of NQF. 
 

As per the draft NQF documents produced by the STVET- 1 project experts, first 4 levels are 
for general education, from 3rd to 9th levels are for TVET; and from 8th to 10th levels are for 
higher education. 

These above comments were based on the consecutive meetings with the experts of the EU 
STVET-1 project, attendance in "Step 2A" meeting of the Advisory group and a desk review of 
draft documents produced by the experts of the EU STVET-1 project. It was agreed that the 
National Consultant for National Qualification and Credit System from the HERP will be 
working as a member of this Task Force. 

In consideration of the above, the following recommendations are suggested with regards to 
the on-going work on the NQF in the TVET sector: 

1. To establish a Task force to work on NQF ASAP. 
2. To assign levels from 7th to 10th for higher education. 
3. To increase the representatives of higher education sub-sector in the design of NQF. 
4. To include an activity to establish an independent authority in charge of the design, 

revision and implementation of NQF in order to keep it alive. 
5. To equip members of Advisory Board with good and common understanding of NQF 

and its‘ importance. 
 

6.3. Achievement and Deliverables Produced  
 
There are outputs and deliverables have been produced by National Qualification Framework 
Team during cycle of the services. They consist of guidelines, proposals, mechanism, and 
recommendation. Table 6.3 presents the status completion of activity and output as outlined in 
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the TOR. While completion status of activityin Pilot HEIs is presented in the Table 2.5 to 2.8 of 
Section 22 
 

Table 6.3 

Status Completion of Activity and Output in NQF-CS 

No. Assignments (TORs) Outputs 
Completion 

Progress (%) 
Remarks 

1 
Propose a National Qualification 
Frameworks 

Proposal on NQF 100% 
completed 

 

2 
Proposal to establish NQF in 
Mongolia 

Proposal 100% 
completed 

 

3 
Design guidelines on standard 
credit-based system for HEls 

Guidelines 100% 
completed 

 

4 
Design a comprehensive credit 
system in HEls 

Guidelines 100% 
completed 

 

5 

Plan for implementing the 
comprehensive credit system in 
HEls 

A plan 
100% 

completed 
 

6 

Prepare recommendation on how 
to incorporate the credit earning 
system within the MIS 

Guidelines 
100% 

completed 
 

7 

Regulation on validation of credit 
and credit transfer between 
international and national HEls 

Proposal 
100% 

completed 
 

8 
Restructure the requirements for 
BA degree granting system 

Guidelines 100% 
completed 

 

9 

Analyze the existing general 
education requirements (liberal 
arts) 

Proposal 
100% 

completed 
 

10 
Improve the current system of 
administering exams 

Proposal 100% 
completed 

 

11 

Minimum requirements for core 
curriculum standards in 
accordance with NQF 

Proposal 
100% 

completed 
 

 

                                                           
2
 Section 2: IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONSULTING SERVICES 
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  Section 7 
FACULTY DEVELOPMENT 
 

 

7.1. General Overview 

HEI in Mongolia are changing in three significant ways: international accreditation, introduction 
of new curricula & rebalancing of academic workloads. Each has HR development 
implications for faculty at all levels. International accreditation requires senior managers – 
Presidents, Vice-Presidents, Rectors, Vice-Rectors, Directors & Deputies to engage in 
institution-wide discussions to review, develop and document institutional policies and 
practices to meet required Standards. (In 2012-13 there were 488 Rectors and other senior 
managers, 234 of whom were women). Qualifications, experience, support and development 
of faculty are key considerations in approving applications. New curricula involve faculty 
updating content & assessment techniques, & adopting innovative teaching methodologies 
collaboratively with colleagues for an increasingly diverse student population. Workload 
rebalancing requires faculty acquiring skills as research managers who can write successful 
grant applications & advise growing numbers of higher degree students, as well as 
competencies in environmental scanning, diagnosing, & working collaboratively to meet 
enterprise needs with colleagues, business & in some cases students. 

The conceptual framework for faculty development in HEIs is based on the assumption that 
there can be a menu of support options offered as an à la carte service (course management 
system, social networking tools, and mobile technologies) for the lifelong professional 
development faculty from which they can choose according to their needs. A menu can 
include variety of modes such as structured courses, multi-year programs, mentoring and 
online tutorials (there can be option to use online tutorials from other countries). Successful 
faculty development programs should include mentoring, delivery in a variety of on-campus 
and off-campus formats (face-to-face, blended, online, self-initiated/self-paced), and 
anyplace/anytime programming to accommodate just-in-time needs. Faculty development 
programs must be valuable, relevant, current, and engaging. This enables faculty members to 
become active learners with needs and constraints similar to those of students. In addition, 
faculty development programs should address the multiple roles and needs of the faculty 
member as facilitator, teacher, advisor, mentor, and researcher. The current situation of 
faculty development opportunities in HEIs in Mongolia can be analyzed based on this 
assumption.   

In addition, the analysis is based on the key points and recommendations proposed in the 
Human Resource Development Plan (HRDP) of the HERP which was prepared in 2014.  The 
HRDP aims to formulate main HRD strategies in the higher education sector of Mongolia.  A 
key section, ―Human Resource Development Strategy and Framework‖ illustrates the key 
strategic challenges for effective Mongolian HEI‘s human resource development at the sector-
wide level as well as institutional level.  It also identifies the key categories of staff and their 
major characteristics. Human resources development strategies for short, medium and long-
term development of each staff category have been formulated and proposed.  

As this HRDP indicated, the majority of the faculty members are young, have been recently 
recruited and have less than 15 years of work experience. The plan also highlights the 
importance of upgrading this group of faculty members. In accordance with the HRDP, Table 
7.1 below summarizes the HRD strategies which have been identified. 
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Table 7.1 - Human Resource Development Strategies for Key Categories of Staff 

# 
Staff 

Categories 
Major Characteristics  

Human Development Strategies 

Short-term 
2014-2016 

Medium-term 
2016-2018 

Long-term 
2018-2020 

1 

M
a
n
a

g
e
ri

a
l 
s
ta

ff
 

Institutional level: 
Qualified academic and 

research staff with 
demonstrated 

achievements, exposed to 
western practices of 
higher education but 

lacking managerial and 
leadership skills and 

knowledge; 

Development of 
Reform Agents 

through capacity 
building in reform 
and institutional 

change 

Developing 
Professional 
Managers 
through 

specialized 
training 

Maintaining high 
qualification and 
professionalism 
through periodic 

professional 
development 

2 

F
a
c
u
lt
y
 m

e
m

b
e
rs

 

Young promising faculty 
with less than 15 years of 

experience, graduates 
from national universities 

with distinction. 

Developing 
qualified 

academicians and 
researchers that 

meet international 
standards 

Developing 
qualified 

academicians 
and researchers 

that meet 
international 
standards 

Maintaining high 
qualification and 
professionalism 

3 

Mid-career faculty with 
high degrees earned in 

either Mongolia or former 
socialist countries 

Developing skills 
on modern 

education and 
research 

technologies 

Developing skills 
on modern 

education and 
research 

technologies 

Improving research 
productivity 

4 

Senior faculty educated in 
the old system with 

several years of 
experience 

Exposure to 
experience sharing 

and publication 
opportunities 

Exposure to 
experience 
sharing and 
publication 

opportunities 

Improving research 
productivity 

5 

S
u
p

p
o
rt

 s
ta

ff
 

Educated in national 
universities, occasionally 

participated in 
professional development 

training 

Exposure to 
modern 

technologies 

Improving 
qualifications 

Maintaining 
qualifications and 
professionalism 

6 

P
o
lic

y
-m

a
k
e
rs

 a
n
d

 

p
u
b

lic
 a

d
m

in
is

tr
a
ti
o

n
 

p
e
rs

o
n
n

e
l 
in

 H
E

 High turnover as result of 
government change, 
political appointees, 

limited experience in civil 
service, lack of policy 

development and public 
administration skills and 

knowledge 

Development of 
Reform Agents 

through capacity 
building in reform 
and institutional 

change 

Capacity building 
for policy making 

for higher 
education 

Improved 
qualification and 
professionalism 

 Source: Human Resource Development Plan (HRDP) of the HERP, 2014 
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7.2. Typical Faculty Development Implementation Procedures 

The following are common patterns for the Mongolian faculty members to improve their 
professional skills: 

 participating in joint international studies conducted through sister-universities 
cooperative programs,  

 enrolment into a Ph.D. program, 

 working as a consultant for research teams at the national and international levels, 

 taking a short-term leave to work on their thesis or dissertation, 

 improving their foreign language proficiency through  courses, and  

 Participating in local professional development training workshops. 
 

The typical FD implementation procedures at HEIs in Mongolia can be summarized as follows: 

1. The Provost (or the Associate Vice Chancellor-Academic Affairs) is in charge of 
management of the coordination of professional development activities for faculty 
members. At the beginning of the academic year, he/she plans FD activities and 
announces these programs or options to deans, department chairs and individual faculty 
members. However, a fair selection process is not evident and the procedure to submit 
proposals and the procedures for review of applications with appropriate timelines has not 
been followed. 
 

2. Nominations of faculty for visiting fellow abroad are based on departmental need and 
augmentation in the nominee's area and on the nominee's expressed interest and 
potential for development through such an award. In making such nominations, deans 
and departmental chairpersons agree to release successful candidates from their normal 
departmental obligations during the period of the award. Long-range departmental 
strategies are encouraged although each faculty development proposal is reviewed on its 
own merits. 
 

3. Deans establish mechanisms for handling faculty development options. Funds allocated 
are transmitted to the dean for use in whatever way the department agrees best satisfies 
the requirement of the departmental program. 
 

4. Individual faculty also finds their own funding or grants to improve their knowledge of 
subject matter they teach. 
 

3. There is a methodology course for new faculty to give pedagogical or teaching license 
training. It is provided by different training providers licensed by the Ministry. 

 

7.3. Requirements of a Faculty Development Program 

In interviews with faculty members they indicated that they need support in the following 
areas: 

 

 orienting to the institution for new faculty members,  

 skills and expertise in conducting research, 

 navigating the tenure track, 

 developing professional networks, 

 keeping up with an increasingly technological workplace and digitized students,  

 developing ways to further integrate technology into the instructional experience and 
to blend the application of technology tools with teaching and learning methodologies 
and pedagogies, 
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 assessing student learning in a variety of instructional delivery modes, 

 participating in joint research activities with international institutions, and 

 improving their English language skills. 
 

 

7.4. Main Activities  

There are four main activities for faculty development as stated in the ToR, i.e. i) Pilot 
implementation of university level faculty development, ii) Pilot the model of universities and 
train faculty members as TOTs, iii) Proposals to create campus-based Faculty Professional 
Development Center, and iv) Produce a human resource development manual for HEIs based 
on the implementation. Four of these activities are further described in sub activities in the 
university tailored to the needs of each university. 

An Action Plan was prepared for each institution. Each institution assigned a key person to 
take charge of the FD activities. In accordance with the TOR for the HERP, the following 
faculty development activities are proposed for each of the pilot institutions: 

 Implementation of a university level faculty development plan as a systematic series of 
comprehensive professional development opportunities, addressing the needs of 
academic staff to help them fulfill their job requirements in teaching, research and 
service. 
 

 Prepare a plan on for the orientation of new faculty at the institution. 
 

 Renew the faculty employment system including the faculty recruitment, retention, 
monitoring and evaluation processes, career ladder, etc., and create competitive 
compensation/salary structure.  
 

 Work to improve the capacity of university administrators to design and implement 
faculty development programs in line with faculty development policy reform agenda.  
 

Then each institution proposed to include some other activities in their faculty development plan as 
outlines below: 

NUM: i) Create faculty development system, ii) Strengthen tenure track and new faculty 
orientation, iii) Integrate faculty development into Teaching and Learning Center, and iv) 
Strengthen faculty selection, performance, evaluation & retention, and promotion. 

MNUMS: i) Revise and strengthen long and short-term faculty development plan, ii) Prepare 
guidelines according to ranks of faculties, iii) Database for faculty development, iv) Training 
programs on leadership skills and faculty development modes, and v) Designed training 
modules on student assessment method 

Otgontenger University: i) Create faculty development system, ii) Strengthen new teacher 
orientation program, iii) Committee on Faculty development, and iv) Faculty selection, 
performance evaluation, retention and promotion. 

Ider Institute: i) Create faculty professional development system, ii) Strengthen new teacher 
orientation program, iii) Form ad hoc committee on Faculty development issues, iv) Develop 
new rules on bonus pay, v) Organize Faculty study visit abroad, and vi) Strengthen the current 
structure of faculty selection, performance, faculty retention, promotion and incentives. 
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7.5. Achievement and Deliverables Produced  
There are  outputs and deliverables have been produced by Faculty Development Team 
during cycle of the services. They consist of guidelines, proposals, mechanism, and 
recommendation. Table 7.1 and Table 7.2  presents the status completion of activity and 
output as outlined in the TOR. While completion status of activityin Pilot HEIs is presented in 
the Table 2.5 to 2.8 of Section 23 

 

Table 7.1 

Deliverable Produced by Faculty Development Team 

No. Deliverable Code 

1 Action Plan template for any given workshop  

2 Systemic Faculty Development Center  

3 Faculty Development Design  

4 Creating Systemic Faculty Development Center  

  
 

Table 7.2 

Status Completion of Activity and Output in Faculty Development 

No. Assignments (TORs) Outputs 
Completion 

Progress (%) 
Remarks 

1 
 Pilot implementation of university 
level faculty development  

Faculty 
Development Plan 

100% 
completed 

 

2 
 Pilot the model at universities and 
train faculty members as TOTs  

Model 
100% 

completed 
 

3 
 Proposals to create campus-
based Faculty Professional 
Development centers  

Action plan 
100% 

completed 
 

4 
 Produce a human resource 
development manual for HEI‘s 
based on the implementation  

Manuals 
100% 

completed 
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  Section 8 
CURRICULUM, TEACHING AND LEARNING REVIEW 
 

8.1. Current Situation of Curriculum Teaching and Learning in Mongolian HEIs
  

In terms of curriculum and programs offered, it is obvious that content needs updating in those 

programs which originated during the socialist times. Current curriculum revision and 

development processes do not follow consistent procedures to reflect the needs of students 

and labor market demands due to the lack of the national guidelines on effective curriculum 

revision.  In addition, individual universities appear to lack the will to improve their quality of 

programs offered. The curriculum and content of programs need to be reviewed and revised 

from the perspective of their relevance to the labor market demands and the technological 

changes that have taken place over the past few years. Some individuals interviewed raised 

concerns over the academic overload in the curriculum which, they felt, prevented students 

from having the opportunity to acquire the accompanying practical knowledge and skills 

necessary for them to be effective in the workplace. There are no indicators and assessment 

systems to monitor the outcome of curriculum implementation in teaching and learning. Many 

new concepts introduced in the academic management of HEIs, such as credit earning and 

degree structure, suffered inconsistencies in implementation.  

 

However, our preliminary assessment of the present situation indicates that institutions 

consulted are involved somewhat in curriculum design and evaluation and are committed to 

improvements. But, they are not all equipped with the required resources and tools that will 

move their institution forward regarding in curriculum design and learning. Some find that the 

level of collaboration of faculty, schools and departmental units to be weak. They have found 

the engagement of faculty members is often difficult since faculty don‘t regard this task as 

being part of their normal duties.  Faculty tend to see this responsibility as an overload. Some 

institutions feel that there is a resistance from faculty to change the present approach toward 

curriculum development, teaching strategies and learning. It is often content-based, therefore 

creating an imbalance between content and potential innovative pedagogical and active 

learning approaches.  

 

Other problem issues were also revealed during of our initial situational analysis. There is a 

lack of consistent procedures and processes in assisting curriculum members to move ahead 

with a learner-focused approach to teaching while taking into account the expectations and 

trends of society and of the labor market. We noticed a limited use of clear indicators and 

assessment/evaluation models and frameworks to monitor progress and to measure the level 

of attainment of the curriculum. As Wolf, P., Hill A. & Evers, F. (2006) stated, ―evaluation and 

assessment are the key ingredients for success‖.  For example, very few institutions have 

developed graduates‘ profiles or competencies requirements to function in today‘s and 

tomorrow‘s society. Expected knowledge, skills and attitudes to apply in the workplace should 

be learned and validated by ―real-life situation‖ experiences in the workplace.  

 

In foreign HEIs, many models of curriculum, teaching and learning evaluation adopt a 

comprehensive amount of data on the progress of the students and their levels of success and 

achievement using different levels of the programs and learning characteristics. As part of the 

present mandate, assisting in the adoption of this model in Mongolian HEIs should be an 

important part of our work; since students‘ achievement should be at the center and forefront 

of curriculum analysis. Our mandate then needs to focus on a student-centered approach to 
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learning which is outcomes-based, while developing precise indicators for measurement. 

Consideration should also be given to the use of technology in teaching and learning, since 

HEIs should embark on the utilization of the latest technologies to enhance the learning 

process. This is particularly important for Mongolia due to the geographic configuration of the 

country and the concentration of the population in rural and remote areas. The consultants will 

work with a faculty member of the Mongolia University of Education and other specialists on 

this important dimension to ensure that the curricula at HEIs and the available learning 

resources are free of gender and other biases.  Many Mongolian HEIs are also seeking 

national and international accreditation. As part of the accreditation process, a comprehensive 

process for the review and assessment of program curriculum, as well as the quality of 

educational experiences at their institutions, is required. Our consultancy will consider this as 

part of our mandate. 

It was felt that representatives of the institutions wanted to participate actively and collaborate 

in order to improve the present state of curriculum development and learning of their 

institutions. It can also be said that these institutions are committed to sharing with other 

institutions in order to learn from each other, while applying knowledge of best practices from 

other countries. 
 
When we consult the literature on curriculum development and implementation, a general 
statement arises: curriculum is a bottom-up process and should be approached as such. The 
initial development begins at the relevant department, and then there are discussions at two 
levels – the curriculum committee and the university‘s academic council. At the present time in 
Mongolia, the final decision on curriculum rests with the Rector. He approves the curriculum 
based on ministerial permission. The Ministry issues the professional index and higher 
education providers make a request for setting up a new academic program within this index. 
The request is evaluated against the standards. At this level, there is criticism by providers 
that the Ministry does not update the index efficiently, which present an obstacle to 
implementing a new program of study. 
 
 

8.2. Process and Progress on Curriculum Teaching and Learning 

The consultant‘s initial task was to acquaint themselves with the HEIs structure and their 

evolution. They consulted various documents and papers that dealt with the general status of 

the universities specifically related to curriculum, teaching and learning. This has enabled 

them to get a better understanding of the environment and the context in which Mongolia‘s 

HEIs operate, their administrative and academic structures and the level of operational 

efficiency as it relates to curriculum, teaching and learning. While getting acquainted with the 

realities of HEIs in Mongolia, the consultants were able to evaluate the needs and the 

expectations of the institutions regarding the HERP project. Following the selection of the 

targeted institutions, additional meetings and needs assessment sessions were held with the 

academic administrators of those institutions. An action plan was jointly developed with each 

of the four selected HEIs. This plan will be the focal point of future interventions.  

 

The second part of their work dealt with the preparation of the first draft of the Inception 

Report which was first submitted at a February workshop and subsequently presented to 

MECSS and to the Project Implementation Unit. Following the reactions and comments 

received on this preliminary version, a final version was prepared and approved. 
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The consultants then prepared various policy and position papers and documents that will 

serve as the foundation for their collaborative work with the four selected HEIs (National 

University of Mongolia - NUM, Mongolian National University of Medical Sciences - MNUMS, 

Ider Institute and Otgontenger University). They will also advise and collaborate with the 

Mongolia State University of Education on related topics dealing with curriculum, teaching and 

learning. 

 

Their interventions will also require close collaboration with other consultants and their areas 

of work, such as Quality Assurance and Faculty Development consultants as their work and 

outputs are complementary. HEIs are encouraged to develop their internal review and quality 

assessment through a comprehensive institutional framework that will be provided to 

participative HEIs and be validated as responding to the needs and aspirations of the context 

in Mongolia. 

 

The establishment and implementation of Teaching and Learning Centers is an important 

component of the consultancy. A policy paper has been prepared and is in the process of 

being translated in Mongolian. This policy document, based on international best practices, 

will provide the sequences, the programs and the services to be provided, as well as the 

action plan needed to implement these units in Mongolian HEIs. The HEIs will provide 

feedback on the interim version of the policy paper, then the consultants will develop a final 

version. This document will serve as the guiding resource in providing guidance to the 

participating institutions. 

 

A list of recommendations on student-centered teaching and learning strategies is being 

finalized, and will be distributed to participating HEIs in the coming months. Again, validation is 

required from the officials of the institutions. 

 

Guidelines for the application of the highest levels of Bloom‘s taxonomy were prepared and 

eventually distributed to participating HEIs. We also finalized the planning and the framework, 

logistics and expected outcomes of the various workshops to be offered to participating HEIs 

and other stakeholders of these institutions. 

 
Finally, research has been conducted to enable the consultants to develop core standards in 
curriculum design, implementation and assessment. Innovative teaching and learning 
strategies were also identified as part of the consultancy and documentation is being prepared 
for that purpose. The same holds true for the utilization of technology in teaching and learning 
and how to make Mongolia‘s HEIs a leader in that field. The consultants have developed 
preliminarily position papers on these topics which, when finalized, will serve as the foundation 
for our interventions. 

8.3. Achievement and Deliverables Produced  

There are outputs and deliverables have been produced by Curriculum Teaching and 
Learning Review Team during cycle of the services. They consist of guidelines, proposals, 
mechanism, and recommendation. Table 8.1 presents the status completion of activity and 
output as outlined in the TOR. While completion status of activityin Pilot HEIs is presented in 
the Table 2.5 to 2.8 of Section 24 
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Table 8.1 

Status Completion of Activity and Output in Curriculum Teaching and Learning Review 

No. Assignments (TORs) Outputs 
Completion 

Progress (%) 
Remarks 

1 
Pilot frameworks for HEls to 
develop their internal curriculum 
review, control and development 

Common 
frameworks 

100% 
Completed 

 

2 
Guidelines on establishment of 
QA mechanisms for curriculum 
development 

Guidelines will be 
established 

100% 
Completed 

 

3 

Guidance to improve performance 
through Teaching and learning 
Centers or Units established 
within HEls 

Guidelines 
100% 

Completed 
 

4 
Recommendations regarding 
curriculum planning and 
professional development 

Guidelines 
100% 

Completed 
 

5 
Design course frameworks in 
priority disciplines and train 
curriculum design of HEls 

Common 
frameworks 

100% 
Completed 

 

6 
Produce recommendations on 
student-centered teaching and 
learning methods 

Guidelines 
100% 

Completed 
 

7 

Produce guidelines how to apply 
the highest levels of blooms 
taxonomy of learning domains in 
teaching 

Guidelines 
100% 

Completed 
 

8 

Design a continuous professional 
development (CPD) program on 
curriculum design, teaching, 
learning and assessment 

CPD program 
100% 

Completed 
 

9 
 Develop framework for teaching 
and learning technology reform  

Framework 
100% 

Completed 
 

10 
 Guidance to promote modern 
teaching and learning technology  

Guidelines 
100% 

Completed 
 

11 
 Guidance for teaching in 
hybridized learning environments  

Guidance 
100% 

Completed 
 

12 
 Guidance to establish Teaching 
and Learning Units  

Guidance 
100% 

Completed 
 

13 
 Guidance to train or facilitate 
training of staff in the use of 
curriculum materials  

Guidance 
100% 

Completed 
 

14 
 Proposals on new and/or revised 
curriculum integration processes  

Proposals 
100% 

Completed 
 

15 
 Guidance to facilitate the review 
and selection of textbooks  

Guidance 
100% 

Completed 
 

16 
 Guidelines to use analysis on 
student and program related data 
to evaluate program effectiveness  

Guideline 
100% 

Completed 
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  Section 9 
RESEARCH POLICY AND STRATEGY 
 

9.1. Current Situation  
 

 

The first and most critical element of research input is the human esources. According to the 
education statistics 2013, the total number of researchers in Mongolia is 4400; 1482 of which 
are Ph.D holders, and around 1500 are  affiliated with HEIs. In addition, there are around 
7,500 full-time faculty members working at HEIs throughout the country, where one of their 
main duties is to undertake research and development. Furthermore, higher education 
institutions are hosting around 20,000 master and 3,500 doctoral students. These master and 
doctoral students are a pool of potential sources for research assistants, and thus may be 
counted as R&D human resources for HEIs. Relative to the size of total population, these 
figures are indeed reflect huge potential human resource pool for the development of quality 
research within higher education institutions in the country. 

The next most crucial input in undetaking research is funding. Funding is however still 
considered as one of the problems faced by researchers in this country. Until 1990, all HEIs 
and the Mongolian Academy of Science (MAS) were fully funded and directed by the 
government. After 1990, government continued its funding for MAS, which included salary, 
utilities, etc. but almost no investment. The average salary of researchers at MAS was 
relatively low, even in comparation to the national average, which led to problems with 
attracting the best researchers. From 2008, the government invested a substantial part of the 
research funding into innovation related projects, such technology incubator center, joint 
laboratory of Natural Sciences,  etc. Such sporadic support still continues until today. 
 
After introducing a tuition fee in 1993, public universities no longer received a recurrent budget 
from the government except the funding for utilities (from 2005), partial support for 
maintanence cost from 2011, and some investments from 2013. Thus public universities, just 
like the private ones, have to bear most of their operational and recurrent costs including 
salary for faculty and staff. This cost is mostly covered by tuition and fees paid by the 
students. Such over reliance on  tuition fees (mainly coming from baccalaureate level 
students) led to a heavy teaching load of faculty members, leaving very little time for research. 
 
Research activities in HEIs were mainly supported by competitive research grants and 
contractual research projects or in some institutions by internal funding which is taken from the 
tuition fees. For major universities like MUST and NUM this funding increased substantially 
during the last couple of years. 

The government total spending on research for 2015 is around 0.17% of GDP. This figure is 
significantly below the stated target prescribed in the Government master plan on Socio-
Economic Development 2021, which was set 1.5% of GDP as its final target for research 
spending. In the 2013 fiscal year, for instance, the total expenditure on R&D was around 41.5 
bln. Tugrics. Out of which 24.8 bln. tugrics were administered by the National Foundation of 
Science and Technology (NSTF).  Around 17 bln. Tugrics of which went to the salary of 
researchers working for the government research institutions. 
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Table 9.1 - Summary of Sources of Research Funding for Mongolian HEIs in MNT 

University 
Funding 

from NFST 

Funding from 

International 

Cooperation 

Funding from 

Contractual 

Works 

Funding 

from Other 

Sources 

Total  

(in MNT) 

NUM 480,223   2,044,644    1,183,603    75,700  3,784,170  

 
12.69% 54.03% 31.28% 2.00% 100% 

MUST 613,600    435,400    2,225,300  - 3,274,300  

 
18.74% 13.30% 67.96% - 100.00% 

MNUMS  280,000   140,000  - - 420,000.00  

 
66.67% 33.33% - - 100.00% 

MULS  267,000   328,930          52,300  - 648,230  

 
41.19% 50.74% 8.07% - 100.00% 

University of 
Defense 

38,000  -           7,800  106,190  151,990  

 
25.00% - 5.13% 69.87% 100.00% 

University of 
culture and arts 

159,000  - - 112,000  271,000  

 
58.67% - - 41.33% 100.00% 

Total 1,837,823  2,948,974   3,469,003  293,890  8,549,691 

Source: T.Suvdmaa ‖Possibility of establishing research university‖, Conference towards ‖World Class 

In summary, most universities generate research funding from different sources other than the 
government, such as international cooperation, contracts and services, and innovation or 
technology transfer activities. Some universities have been able to attract research funding 
from the private sector through industrial contractual works, and some even from overseas 
sources through international research collaborations. 

The third element of input which is important to be addressed here is research facilities and 
equipment (infrastructure). In some areas, particularly those related to experimental research, 
the quality and sophistication of facilities are crucial for producing acceptable research 
outputs. Unfortunately, R&D infrastructure in Mongolian universities are outdated and limited 
in numbers, except for some government supported university laboratories. The government 
funding scheme for capital investment for R&D facilities in universities is mostly adhoc and 
sporadic and primarily based on foreign assisted projects.  
 

 

In terms of outputs, R&D activities in HEIs consist primarily of producing graduates with 
necessary knowledge and skills in carrying out scientific research and development. Another 
important output is of course knowledge creation which is usually presented in the forms of 
publications in scientific journals. The first paper of Mongolian researchers was registered in 
Thomson Reuters‘s Web of Science database was in 1993 and since them the number of 
published papers has steadily increased over the years reaching the total number of 1396 in 
2014, as depicted in the Figure 9.2 below.  
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Figure 9.1. Publications from Mongolian Researchers 1993 to 2014 

 
Source: Thomson Reuters‘s Web of Science database 

From the above Figure 9.2, if we classify the total number of publication by areas of discipline, 
then we have the following Figure 9.3, which is dominated by the engineering and sciences 
disciplines.  
 

Figure 9.2 Classification of Mongolian Research Publications by Discipline 1993 - 2014 

 
Source: Thomson Reuters‘s Web of Science database 

The main contributors of the outputs highlighted in Figures 2, 3 & 4 are the Academy of 
Science and three major public universities; i.e. 24.8% from MAS, 20.1% from NUM, 12.8% 
from MUST, and 8.3% from MNUMS.  
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The next chart shows number of papers published by top three institutions MAS, NUM, MUST 
from 2005 to 2014 which are included in the Thomson Reuters database. It clearly shows the 
increasing number of the research publications produced by Mongolian HEIs‘ with NUM 
showing the highest number of publications in 2014.  

Figure 9.3 Number of Research Publications: 2005 to 2014 

 
Source: Thomson Reuters‘s Web of Science database 

 
9.1.3. The External Environment 

Mongolia is categorized as lower-middle-income economy. The GDP by production approach 
reached 3439.0 bln.₮ at current price and 1148.1 bln.tog at 2005 constant price in the first 
quarter of 2014; up 18.3% at current price and 7.4% at constant price compared with the 
same period of the previous year. 

In the first 4 months of 2014, Mongolia traded with 111 countries from all over the world and 
the total external trade turnover reached $2,958.6 mln (US), of which $1,432.4 mln. (US) was 
made up of exports and $1,526.2 mln. (US) was made up of imports. The deficit trade balance 
seems to have leveled during the last couple of years. 

The country‘s major exports are dominated in the mining sector (88%), with cashmere and 
other commodities contributing 6% each. The increase in the exports of some commodities 
from May 2013 to May 2014 is shown Figure 9.5, below. 

Figure 9.4 Increase in Mongolian Exports from May 2013 to May 2014 

 

Source: National Statistical Office of Mongolia (http://en.nso.mn/content/116)  accessed on June 18, 
2015 
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Out of the total export products, 45% is produced with non-technological content, 52% are low 
technology products, and 3% contain low-medium technology content.  

The GDP of Mongolia classified by sectors‘ expenditures are Agriculture 13.6%, Mining 
16.6%, Manufacturing 11.1%,  Trade and Service 17.7%, Construction 5.8%, Real Estate 
5.7%, Finanace & Insurance 4.2, Logistics 4.2%, Education 4.5%. The Industial sector‘s share 
is divided as three leading sectors, i.e. Mining 63%, Manufacuring 24%, and Energy 13%. 

The above description clearly shows that Mongolian HEIs through R&D and innovation 
activities can play a substantial role in developing the country‘s economy particularly by 
adding value to the commodity exports and creating substitutes for the imported goods. Based 
on the above observations, the following can be concluded: 

 Mongolian HEIs have the required potential to develop their capacity to carry out 
relevant, innovative research activities of high quality. Some universities particularly 
the public ones have already developed such a capacity and are ready to capitalize on 
it by carrying out substantial research, development, and innovation activities. Others, 
however, are still in need of programmatic institutional capacity development in R&D. 
 

 While the government funding for R&D in Mongolian HEIs is still considerably low, 
some universities are able to generate a sizeable amount of research funding from the 
private sector. Such industrial partnerships needs to be further facilitated and 
developed. 

 The government should provide basic infrastructure for R&D in Mongolian HEIs 
particularly in public universities. A programmatic and sustainable funding scheme for 
substantial investment in R&D infrastructures for public universities should be put in 
place. 
 

 Despite low funding support from the government, some universities have been able to 
produce noticeable publications in reputable international journals. Such performance 
should be recognized and further promoted by the government providing more funding. 

 

 In the knowledge-based economic era, the roles of HEIs are critical not only in 
producing skilled and competent human resources, but also in providing research, 
development and innovation products. 

 
Looking at the current profile of the country‘s economy, the R&D and innovation/technology 
transfer activities have the potential to improve the socioeconomic development of the 
country. 
 
 

9.2. Progress on Research Policy and Strategy  
 
The consultants have successfully carried out their required activities, i.e.; documentation 
reviews, focus group discussions, online survey, and technical assistance for the 
implementation of the competitive research grant program. Significant changes were made to 
the work plan as a result of the designation of 4 pilot institutions by the MECSS to implement 
the reform process. Thus special attention was given to these pilot institutions in terms of 
capacity development programs for R&D activities.  

The progress for each of the abovementioned action plans particularly with regard to:  

 the regulatory framework for S&T development, 

 international best practices on S&T development, 

 capacity development programs for the pilot institutions,  
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 technical assistance for implementation of the competitive research grant program,  

 focus group discussions, and 

 the online survey. 

9.2.1. The Regulatory Framework for S &T Development 

The Government of Mongolia during the last couple of years has taken systematic and 
progressive steps to develop the national capacity in science and technology by puting in 
place a sound regulatory framework for such systematic development. The following section 
provides some examples of these regulations.  

The Law on Technology Transfer (1997) provides a sound basis for S&T transfer in the 
country. Technology Transfer in this regard is defined as a comprehensive set of activities 
where a technology owner may on a basis of agreement transfer rights for the use of a given 
technology to other citizens or legal persons. The Law lays down the basic principles for 
technology transfer and emphasizes the necessity to abide by the state policy on S&T.  

The Law on Technology Transfer also mandates the authority and responsibility of the state in 
technology transfer affairs irrespective of the parties involved. A rigorous evaluation of the 
technology is undertaken by an approved academic institution prior to any transfer initiative. 
The evaluation also includes a risk assessment. The law also regulates detailed procedures 
and substances for any agreement between the parties involved in the transfer. 

Another move taken by the governement in an attempt to promote S&T development was the 
restructuring of the government research institutes by cutting the number of institutes from 70 
to 22. This streamlining policy was outlined in The Government Cabinet Resolution # 31 in 
1997. 

In 1998, the Government issued Resolution No 55 regarding the adoption of the State Policy 
on Science and Technology. It emphasises the importance of S&T for the development of the 
economy and of society, for enriching intellectual wealth, and as a basis for economic security. 
The policy also targeted building the capacity of the nation to develop domestic industries that 
are capable of winning global market share; shifting from exporting raw materials to products 
that contain higher scientific value. It focuses on the strengthening of human capital with 
scientific and technological competencies. The resolution defines the basic principles for S&T 
policy which include: 

 Academic autonomy (decentralization) and balance between fundamental and 
secondary researches; 

 Robust and agile to respond to the rapid changes in the global environment, with 
regular adjustment on strategies and priority areas of S&T development; 

 Protect national security and interest as well as the  global interest such as sustainable 
development and healthy environment; and 

 Implement good governance and good management practices. 
 

The resolution also provides the direction for policy development, i.e.: 

 Fundamental and secondary research that are important for country‘s development, 

 Increase added value to raw materials to make them more competitive globally, 

 Putting in place a conducive environment for the optimum advancement of S&T 
through research, 

 Increased responsibilities of and accountabilty to all stakeholders, 

 Support readiness of academia, including science education, science production and 
science application to business, 

 Introducing progressive technology using foreign investment, joint factories, purchase 
licenses, etc., 
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 Putting in place supportive and conducive regulatory frameworks, 

 Established the National Database and information on S&T, 
 
In order to measure the effectiveness of the policy, the following indicators for achievement 
are used: 

 Growth of scientific and technological capacity 

 Size of funding  

 Growth of effectiveness achieved 
 

Unfortunately, however, to date there has not been a rigorous study undertaken to measure 
the attainment of the abovementioned indicators. 

In late December 2006, the Law on Science and Technology was passed. It provides more 
comprehensive and substantial regulations with regard to the development of science and 
technolgy for the nation. The key substances regulated by the Law are: governance, 
organization, roles and responsibility for the key actors, as well as on funding and financing for 
S&T development.  

The development of S&T in the country involves 6 key organizations  namely: Ministerial 
Council on S&T, National Academy of Sciences, National Council on S&T, State Central 
Administration in Charge of S&T, Government Cabinet, and the S&T Foundation. 

Interestingly enough, the law stated vividly that the government shall allocate in the annual 
budget of at least 1.5% of GDP for the development of science and technolgy. However, 
looking at the figure in the government budget for S&T development during the last couple of 
years, the stated commitment is not there. The UNESCO Science Report 2010 quoted the 
GERD/GDP of Mongolia in 2007 is only 0.23% (or around $7.4 US per capita). 

In 2007, The Government issued the Science and Technology Master Plan (The Goverment 
Resolution no 2, 2007). The Master Plan established the policy objectives, the financial and 
management framework for implementation, as well as the monitoring and evaluation 
mechanism for its implementation. The mission of the Master plan is to enhance the Science 
and technology capacity; increase the innovation system effectiveness; promote Industry-
Academia collaboration; contribute to the economic growth by establishing an enabling social, 
economic and legal environment; establish a basis for national technology development; 
promote the growth of high technology-based industries; and establish the foundation for a 
knowledge-based economy. The Master plan‘s purpose is to develop and implement an 
effective strategic policy, to set a favorable environment for a S&T and innovation 
infrastructure by enhancing Mongolian S&T sector development, to concentratte S&T capacity 
on social needs and demands, and to adapt research institutes‘ management to the market 
environment. 

 
The Master Plan provides a vivid background on the issues and challenges facing the country 
as far as the development of S&T through R&D activities is concerned. By and large, the R&D 
activities largely, if not fully, rely on government funding; and yet the government budget for 
R&D is considerably small and decreasing in size.  
 
The Master Plan is designed to be implemented in three stages and it is now in the final year 
of the second stage. The implementation of the Master Plan is under the responsibility of the 
Miniter of Education, Culture and Sciences. Informal information gathered indicates that the 
implementation of the Master Plan to date is about 60% complete. 
  
In 2010, the Government issued Resolution No. 202 regarding The National Program for S&T 
Development. It established the 9 priority areas for the national S&T development: 
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 Raw resources originated from the fauna, flora and minerals of Mongolia, 

 Traditional and national progressive technology,  

 Bio-technology, 

 Chemical technology, 

 Electronic and informational technology, 

 New materials and machine production technology, 

 Technology for using renewable energy resources, 

 Mongolian human development and scientific education, 

 Fundamental theoretical research studies. 

The resolution also outlines in great detail the policies on financing, the information system, 
and objectives for each area. 

In 2008 the Government ammended its Education Law, wherein higher education is included. 
It stipulates that universities shall undertake research and training activities as opposed to 
colleges which carry out training programs only. The law also stipulates the goals and 
principles of education as well as the management and economy of education institutions. 
Universities can be for-profit or not-for-profit institutions. Either type may establish and operate 
its own business entity. The law mandated that each university‘s funding sources include state 
budget, tuition fees, research work and operational income.  

All in all, the regulatory framework for the development of S&T in the country is 
comprehensive and adequate. The main problem is the implementation, particularly in terms 
of the availability of funding to support research. The roles of HEIs in S&T development has 
yet to be emphasized clearly in the existing regulations. To some degree, the regulations are 
too rigid; which is inconsistent with the main principles of the S&T development - academic 
freedom and autonomy. 

9.2.2. International Best Practices in Research and Development in HEIs 

This section presents four key elements where a country should learn from experiences of 
other countries.  Specifically, A National Innovation System, Funding and Financing of R&D in 
HEIs, the concept of a National Center of Excellences, and the Triple Helix model. Examples 
of practices for these four elements from some selected countries will be presented in the 
second progress report. 
a. National Innovation System (NIS) 
 
NIS is broadly defined as:  

 
―the set of distinct institutions which jointly and individually contribute to the 
development and diffusion of new technologies and which provides the 
framework within which governments form and implement policies to influence 
the innovation process. As such it is a system of interconnected institutions to 
create, store and transfer the knowledge, skills and artefacts which define new 
technologies (Metcalfe, 1995)‖.    
 

The concept of ―national innovation systems‖ rests on the premise that understanding the 
linkages among the actors involved in innovation is key to improving technological 
performance. An understanding of these systems can help policy makers develop approaches 
for enhancing innovative performance in the knowledge-based economies of today.  

 
It should be underlined here that universities and research institutions are the key elements of 
a NIS. This is due to the fact that R&D activty, which is one of the core functions of 
universities, is considered the main source of innovation. The smooth operation of innovation 
systems depends on the fluidity of knowledge flows – among enterprises, universities and 
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research institutions. The mechanisms for knowledge flows include joint industry research, 
public/private sector partnerships, technology diffusion and movement of personnel. 

 
A good review on NIS for developing economies is presented by Stephen Feinson 
(http://www.aau.org/sites/default/files/urg/docs/nis_overview_country_%20cases.pdf). 
Furthermore, Dr. Willie Golden at.al (CISC Working Paper No.8 October 2003)  proposed 
methods for measuring the effectiveness of a NIS using a set of indicators -  innovation, 
knowledge flows, policies, and industrial clusters. 
 
b. Funding and Financing of R&D in HEIs 
 
R&D activities in universities have threefold objective, advancing science and technology, 
training students for future advancement, and creating knowledge for development.  Funding 
to undertake research is obtained from a number of sources comprising public and non-public 
(private) funding sources. Some of this funding is provided to support specific projects with a 
clear objective. Other elements of funding are to support research infrastructure and ‗blue sky‘ 
research. 
 
Public funding is usually allocated for institutional capacity development, fundamental or basic 
research, and partial support for experimental development. Industrial or other forms of 
applied research are usually supported by relevant users (private funding). 

 
There are several public funding models for university research. A competitive scheme for 
research grants is commonly found and is considered effective. But the scheme is considered 
unstable as it is based on competition. In addition, it is also usually used to finance a specific 
research project and thus it is not suitable for institutional capacity development. Thus some 
form of a funding scheme is needed for funding stability and institutional development. A direct 
allocation scheme based on the university‘s past performance in research is commonly used 
as a complement to the competitive scheme.   

 
Private funding is usually earned by a university through a research contract developed based 
on mutual trust and interest. It usually depends largely on the capacity of the university to 
deliver high quality and innovative research outputs. Universities may also access foreign 
sources through international research collaboration or through international agencies such as 
IDRC, ERC, NSF, etc. 

 
Public and private sources can also be mixed. In some countries, the government allocates 
matching funds of at least the same amount for every amount contributed by the private sector 
to support university research.  

 
c. National Centers of Excellence 
 
Higher education development is indeed a costly endeavor, yet it is even more costly to ignore 
it due to its central role in the socio-economic development of a country. In cases of limited 
available resources, governments may opt to develop only a select few HEIs and make them 
the apex institutions which serve as the national centers of excellence. These institutions are 
expected not only to excell on their own but also to pull up the quality of other institutions.  
 
The concept of national centers of excellence is commonly initiated by the government by 
channeling its resources to a few institutions which are chosen based on national priorities 
and specific goals. As the pathaway between investment in research and discernible 
economic impact is complex and inderect, this concept should be framed within a medium to 
long term development plan (at least 10 years). To be effective, the government must ensure 
the sustainability of the strategy as well as its independence from political cycles in the 
government.  

http://www.aau.org/sites/default/files/urg/docs/nis_overview_country_%20cases.pdf
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d. Triple Helix Model 
 
Universities‘ roles in national economic development depends not only on their current level of 
interaction with government and industry, but also on their capacity to play a proactive role 
with respect to other actors. Considering the capabilities required of universities, the extended 
Triple Helix Model for regional development provides a helpful framework for our analysis 
(Etzkowitz 2002, Casas et al 2000, Etzkowitz and Ranga 2010). According to Etzkowitz‘s 
model, the three separate institutional spheres - universities, industry and government - will 
initially operate independently from each other. In the first stage of the development of 
regional innovation systems, each sphere develops a ‗knowledge space‘, where knowledge 
institutions begin to concentrate certain R&D activities related to the region; with some 
networks emerging around them. In the second phase, the region develops a ‗consensus 
space‘, where actors from the three spheres begin to work together to generate new strategies 
and ideas. In the third phase, the region develops a ‗innovation space‘, where new 
organizational mechanisms are developed or introduced to realize strategies developed in the 
previous stage. 

 
The model has also been extended to describe the positioning of the UIG spheres with 
respect to one another. In a statist regime (Triple Helix I), government plays the leading role in 
driving academia and industry. In a laissez-faire regime (Triple Helix II), industry is the driving 
force, and the other two spheres act as ancillary support structures [Etzkowitz and Ranga, 
2010]. In a knowledge-based society, universities and other knowledge-producing institutions 
increasingly partner with industry and government, often leading such joint initiatives; in a 
balanced model (Triple Helix III). In a university-led developmental model, the university takes 
the lead and becomes the gravitational center that initiates partnership. In this case, the first 
step in forming a productive partnership is to have a preliminary encounter with industry and 
the government. 

 
9.2.3. Development Initiative for the Pilot Universities 

The order No A/147 from the Minister of Education, Culture and Science of April 28, 2015, 
appointed four universities to be piloted for implementing the programs pertinent to the 
international consulting services for the Higher Education Reform Project. The piloted 
institutions are The National University of Mongolia (NUM), The Mongolian National University 
of Medical Sciences (MNUMS), The Otgontenger University (OU), and the IDER Institute. This 
secton presents some observations regarding the four institutions as well as the capacity 
development strategies considered suitable for each institution. 

 
While NUM and MNUMS are amongst the strongest universities in the country, OU and IDER 
are still in their initial stages of development. These two private institutions are considerably 
small in size and jointly are supported by less than 100 faculty members.  

 
The IDER Institute may be considered the weakest of the four pilot HEIs as far as research 
capacity is concerned and was only established in 1995. It is now offering 11 degree programs 
including education, business administration, food technolgy, accounting, social sciences, 
journalism, languages, and IT. Of these, two programs are at the Master level. It is currently 
supported by 50 faculty members, 10 of which hold doctoral or terminal degrees.  Despite its 
initial developmental stage, IDER is would like to strengthen its institutional capacity in R&D. 
In this regard, it is proposed that IDER commission a number of capacity building programs. 
 

a. Strategic Plan for Research and Development Ider Institute 
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This program will be part of the institution‘s strategic plan to define research priorities and 
directions to be pursued by the IDER over the next 5 to 7 years. Included in this program is 
the formulation of the IDER‘s research umbrella and roadmap as well as institutional capacity 
development programs for R&D. Actions plan to implement this program will be in the form of 
workshop.  The output for this program will be a formalized R&D Strategic Plan.  
 

 Forging external Linkages with Overseas Academic Institutions and Local 
Stakeholders 

This program is intended to escalate the institutions external linkages (collaborations) with 
overseas academic institutions and other national stakeholders/universities particularly in 
promoting quality and relevance of R&D activities undertaken in the institution. This program 
will also facilitate and encourage faculty members of IDER to collaborate with researchers 
from other institutions. One example of such collaboration is through participation in the 
competitive research grant scheme under the HERP project, where academic staff of IDER 
can collaborate with senior researchers from more established universities. Implementation of 
this program will include staff participations in the competitive research grant scheme, 
collaboration with overseas universities, and collaborations with stakeholders such as the 
Ministry of Tourism, Industry, etc. Output from this initiative will be formal collaborations with 
overseas and domestic institutions/stakeholders.  
 

 Teacher Development Programs for Improving R&D and Teaching Competencies 

 
This program is part of the teachers professional development program, to build research 
capacity of teachers (faculty members). The program should be designed and resourced 
systematically to ensure its effectiveness and sustainability. This program will be implemented 
in the form of in house trainings and workshops. The output from this program will be realized 
improved capacity in carrying out research for all academic/teaching staff reflected in the 
increased number of research publications.  
 

 Curriculum Review and Development for Master Programs 

 
The existing curriculum for the Master program will be reviewed and further develop to 
promote scientific research and academic writing capacity for Master students. Particular 
attention will be given to the design and implementation of the students final project which will 
lead to a master thesis. A series of workshops and trainings will be held to implement this 
program.  The output for this program will be a new curriculum for MS programs which will 
include elements of research activities. 
 

b. Otgontenger University Institute Capacity Building Programs 

The Otgontenger University is the oldest private university in Mongolia and consists of three 
schools (Law, Business, and Humanities).  Out of its 72 faculty members, only 20% are 
holding doctoral or terminal degrees. The university is currently housing around 2500 
undergraduate, 120 master, and 5 doctoral students. The Doctoral Program in Education and 
Linguistic was only recently established and has yet to produce graduates. The university has 
set its strategic goals until 2022, and these include an increased international outlook, a 
strengthened research groups, an established scientific database, etc. In line with its current 
strategy, the following capacity development programs are proposed to be implemented by 
the Otgontenger university in the aspect of R&D. 

 

 Research Capacity Development for Teachers (Faculty Members) 
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This program is intended to develop research competencies amongst faculty members. This 
includes the development of research groups based on common research interest, 
participation in competitive research grants, as well as the improvement of internal 
management for research activities. This program will be implemented in the forms of a series 
of workshops and trainings. The output from this program will be the establishment of 
research groups, and an increased number of research projects and outputs. 
 

 Design for the Center for Intelectual Property Right (CIPR) 
 
This program is part of the university‘s strategic goals as per the 2013-2022 Strategic Plan. It 
includes the design of the governance and organization of the center as well as its internal 
management system. One of the key elements of the center will be the establishment of an 
electronic database for scientific publications such as scientific papers, theses, dissertations, 
books, and lecture notes; as well as other forms of IP such as patents, design, etc. A series of 
workshops and technical assistance seminars for the development of the management system 
for the center will be implemented under this program. Output of this program will be the 
formalized organizational design for the Center for Intellectual Property Right and the 
implementation of the management team.  
 

 Quality Improvement of Scientific Journal Publication 
 
This program is comissioned to improve the quality of the journal currently published by the 
University of Otgontenger. Aspects to be improved include the editorial board, review process, 
as well as recognition or inclusion of the journal in an international index system such as 
Thomson Reuters or Scimago. Some workshops and training will be conducted under this 
program. Output of this initiative will be an improved editorial board, an improved review 
process, and having the journal indexed by Scopus or Thomson Reuters. 

 

 Curriculum Review and Management Improvement for Graduate Programs 
 
This program constitutes two main activities namely, curriculum development for master and 
doctoral programs to improve students‘  R&D competencies, and the improvement of the 
management system for graduate programs (Master and Doctoral). A series of workshops and 
training will be implemented under this program. The output of this program will be a revised 
curriculum for Master and Doctoral level programs; and an improved academic management 
system. 
c. NUM and NUMS Capacity Building Programs 
 
Unlike the Otgontenger and IDER, NUM and MNUMS are considered as leading universities 
in Mongolia. The NUM is the university with highest research performance in the country. In 
terms of production of scientific publications in reputable international journal, NUM 
outperforms MAS. Likewise, the MNUMS is the most established university in the field of 
medical sciences in the country. 
 
Cognizant of the existing strengths of the NUM and MNUMS, the development programs for 
these two universities will be directed towards capitalizing on the existing resources to 
strengthen and implement the already developed programs. Based on this line of thinking, the 
following development areas are proposed for consideration by these two institutions: 

 Establishing center of excellences 

 Commercialize its research results 

 Implementing research-based graduate programs 
 
9.2.4. Competitive Research Grant Scheme 
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One of the components under HERP is the research grant which will be implemented using 
the competitive scheme. The guidlines for implementing the grant have been developed and 
approved by the pertinent authority, but the announcement of the grant is still waiting the 
approval from the ADB.  
 
With regard to the preparation for the implementation of the competitive research grant, the 
consultants provided technical assistance to Ms. Myekyei Gulfira of the MECSS, whom is in 
charge of the implementation of the grant scheme as follows:  

 

 Competitive Grant Scheme Guidelines: The guidelines for the competitive research 
grant needs further elaboration particularly in terms of the expected outputs to be 
delivered by the awardees of the grants which will be used to measure their 
performance in implementing the grants. This is particularly important due to the 
limited time available to implement the grant.  

 Terms of Reference for Proposal Review Process: The review process of any 
competitive grant shall be implemented and be as transparent and objective as 
possible. In this regard, clear terms of reference for the review process must be made 
available and be used as the sole reference by the reviewers (experts panel) in 
reviewing the each submitted proposal. The aspects that must be explicated in the 
TOR were suggested. 
 

 Designing the Grant Application Forms:  The application forms to be submitted by 
prospective applicants should be designed in such a way that they contain all the 
necessary information needed to evaluate the proposal yet are concise enough not to 
overburden the applicants with too much administrative works when preparing their 
grant proposal.  

 
In addition to the above, one training session for prospective grant applicants will also be 
conducted in collaboration with the MECSS. The workshop will cover two major substances; 
the grant competition process and procedures, and tips for composing a good research 
proposal. The workshop however cannot currently be implemented because the official 
approval from the ADB with regard to the grant scheme has not been issued. We suggested to 
develop a handy information kit regarding the grant for easy dissemination such as in the 
forms of flyer or frequently-asked-questions to be put on the MECSS‘ or university website. 
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9.2.5. Focus Group Discussion (FGD) 

Two FGDs were conducted on June 10 and 12 respectively. The primary objective of the 
FGDs were to identify key issues and challenges as well as identifying the needed policy and 
strategy for the topics under consideration. The first FGD entitled ―Promoting Research and 
Innovation in University‖ involved 13 resource persons representing 5 major universities, the 
government, and industries. Four key issues were discussed;  academic structure, funding, 
centers of excellences (niche), and developing research human resources. The TOR for the 
FGDs and excerpts from the FGDs can be found in appendix 9.1. 
 
Based on the results of the above FGDs, some preliminary thoughts for strategy to promote 
research and innovation in universities are presented below: 

 
1). Academic structure: 

 

 Research activities shall be seen as an integral parts of academic undertaking. The 
three functions (teaching, research, and service) should be managed in a more 
integrated manner. Research results should enrich teaching, research-based teaching 
should be encouraged, and service activities are to improve relevant of research and 
teaching.  

 

 Formalize research groups comprising faculty, research assistants, graduate students 
and possibly undergraduate students. The group activities are fueled by some funded 
research projects. Such group can be established at the department or school level. 
Mix members from different disciplines as much as possible. The research group is not 
a permanent one, its formation is based on a specific research project. The research 
group should have access to research facilities but on sharing basis. 
 

 Research labs is more formal structure than research groups.  They are usually  
equipped with simple a management structure and specific facilities. The research lab 
is also linked to the implementation of the graduate program. Such a lab would be 
responsible for the curriculum implementation particularly for those courses within the 
specific expertise of the lab. The head of the lab is responsible to coordinate lab 
activities as well as creating research projects. Such labs can be established at the 
school level. 
 

 The Research Center is a more permanent structure, equipped with management, 
staff, space and dedicated research equipment. A center must be able to finance itself 
at least on a cost-recovery basis. The university may subsidize the initial captial and 
investment for the Research Center, but the operational cost should be borne by the 
center‘s activities. 
 

 There should be initiatives to encourage research collaborations amongst universities. 
The government should be expected to support the establishment of inter-university 
research centers which are linked to the national priority areas of S&T development. 

 
2). Funding 

 

 The government should allocate more funding for R&D in HEIs including full 
scholarships for graduate students. Thus, increasing the proportion of graduate 
students may be used as means for increasing research funding. The government 
research grant should include also a component for hiring graduate students as full-
time research assistants. 
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 In addition to the competitive research grant scheme, the government should allocate 
a recurrent budget for operation and maintenance of research equipment as well as for 
institutional capacity development in research. The allocation of such funding can be 
based on university‘s past performance in research which is measured based on a set 
of pre-determined indicators.  
 

 The university should commercialize its research results and attract more funding from 
private sectors by carrying out experimental development research in collaboration 
with industries (users). Research centers may be established to carry out these 
revenue generating functions. 

 University research centers should be professionally managed for efficiency and 
accountability, to build and gain trust from stakeholders such as industries. 
 

 Universities should explore opportunities to access international research funding, by 
forging international research linkages. 

 
3). Centers of Excellence (CoE) 

 

 The government should provide capital investment for establishment of CoE. Such 
CoE shall be linked to the national priority and the university‘s core competencies. 
 

 CoE should become the spearhead for promoting academic excellence based the 
university‘s academic reputation in the global arena (global competitiveness). 
 

 The number of CoEs in one university should be kept small and should only be 
established when there is critical mass of best scholars. Furthermore, running a CoE 
requires a proper management structure and resources: management team, support 
staff (administrative and technical), researchers, in addition to a marketing or sales 
department. They would possiblly be developed as an inter-university or inter-
organizational structure, which wouldl allow resource sharing. Also, there a need to 
promote and encourage joint research projects which would allow researchers from 
different disciplines and/or from various institutions to work together as a team.  

 
4). Human Resources 

 

 The government should put in place HR policy for universities including providing 
recurrent financial support for each professor‘s salary. Universities shall develop a 
HRM system based on good international practices. The system should include a 
systematic program to promote research culture (and mind-set) of all faculty members. 
 

 The government should incentify professors who get their papers published in a 
reputable scientific international journal (with high impact factor), for example by giving 
cash as award.  
 

 Universities should develop some form of re-entry program to support young faculty 
(just finishing their graduate study abroad) to continue their research. 

 

 Graduate students are potential sources for research assistants and can be used to 
overcome the shortage of researchers.  

 
The second FGD was held on June 12 entitled ―National Policy and Strategy to Improve 
Quality and Relevance of R&D Activities in HEIs‖. Participants included 12 resource persons 
from HEIs representing prominent professors from all major disciplines, policy makers, higher 
education experts, as well as a public finance expert. Four issues were discussed during this 
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FGD session; namely, an institutional framework and governance, funding and financing, a 
regulatory framework, and national priority areas. From the FGD the following preliminary 
strategies are proposed for each of the four issues: 
 
1). An Institutional Framework and Governance 

 

 To improve the quality and relevance of R&D in HEIs, the Ministy should undertake the 
following three main functions: setting strategic directions, providing funding, and the 
monitoring and evaluation process. Monitoring and evaluation of the university 
performance in reasearch should be done using a set of measureable indicators. 
There is a need to establish a national scientific database which is updated regularly. 
 

 Universities should one of the pivotal elements in the national system of innovation 
based their individual capability of delivering quality research.  
 

There is a need to clearly define the roles of the National Council for S&T and how it is linked 
to MECSS and MAS. Of importance is the formulation of the national research agenda and 
how to solicit demands for research from technical ministries. 
 
2). Funding and financing for R&D in HEIs 

 

 The government should put more money towards supporting R&D activities including 
those carried out at HEIs. The quoted figure of 1.5% GDP is considered a good 
commitment and should gradually be realized. Cognizant of the fact that universities 
are capable of delivering substantial research outputs, there ought to be an ear-
marked research budget for universities aside from those allocated through a 
competitive grant scheme.  
 

 The existing allocation mechanism where a big proportion of the R&D budget is used 
for salaries for researchers of MAS should be reviewed for its effectiveness. Such a 
mechanism is somehow demoralizing for other researchers when competing to get 
funding through a research grant. 
 

 There is a need to captialize on potentials from private sources. The government 
should incentify private parties who support R&D in HEIs (e.g. tax deduction). 
 

 Funding should be explicitly linked to a specific goals/targets which are constantly 
monitored and evaluated their effectiveness. 

 
3). A Regulatory Framework 

 

 The existing regulations are considered adequate and conducive to support the 
development of research, development, and innovation in HEIs. However, the current 
master plan for S&T needs to be regularly reviewed and adjusted to include recent 
developments. 
 

 Particular attention should be given to the regulations with regard to innovation and 
technology transfer. Universities should be given more autonomy in establishing and 
managing such an endeavor including for instance the treatment of income tax from 
startup companies.  
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4). National Priority Areas 
 

 The national priority areas shall be linked to the HE sector development. Since each 
public university has been developed based on a certain focus (such as Agriculture, 
Medical Science, Natural Sciences, Engineering, Education, etc.),  such priority areas 
should also be linked to each university based on their core competence. In this 
regards, universities should align their R&D strategy to the government policy and 
strategy on S&T. 
 

 The existing mechanism to establish national priority areas is considered effective. But, 
there is a need to carefully plan the resource implication to the chosen priorities as well 
as the government commitment to execute the plan. 
 

 The national priorty areas should also be used by the government to establish inter-
university centers (national centers of excellence), which are equipped with adequate 
and state of the arts resources, which can be allocated by each university‘s relevant 
expertise. 

 

 Although such centers should be established based on the current and future needs, 
they should also be closed down whenever they are no longer relevant. However, the 
sustainability of such center should be secured by the government as well as the 
strategy to reallocate the resources in case one center is no longer needed. 

 

 

The questionnaire and application system for the online survey has been developed and is 
available for review. It can be found at the URL:  
https://surveys.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_7WZCs1ZZ2kN80oR 
 
The questionnaire consists of 40 items designed to capture information in 5 groupings; 
specifically, researcher profile, funding, facilities, capacity, and outputs. All items are made up 
of closed multiple-choices type questions. Some of the items use the Likert scale. To complete 
the questionnaire takes approximately 10 minutes. Data collected from the questionnaire is 
automatically stored in the system database and readily exportable for statistical analysis. 
 
 

9.3. Achievement and Deliverables Produced 
 
There are outputs and deliverables have been produced by Research Policy and Strategy 
Team during cycle of the services. They consist of guidelines, proposals, mechanism, and 
recommendation. Table 9.2 presents the status completion of activity and output as outlined in 
the TOR. While completion status of activityin Pilot HEIs is presented in the Table 2.5 to 2.8 of 
Section 25 
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Table 9.2 

Status Completion of Activity and Output in Research Policy and Strategy 

No. Assignments (TORs) Outputs 
Completion 

Progress (%) 
Remarks 

1 
Establish centers of excelence in 
R & D 

Guidelines 
Completed  

2 
Review course curriculum on 
introduction to academic research 

Guidelines 
Completed  

3 

Selection criteria and procedure 
for administering competitive 
research grants 

criteria & 
procedure Completed 

 

4 

Strengthen policies and principles 
releated to graduate level study R 
& D 

Guidelines 
Completed 

 

5 
Workshop on graduate school 
development, 

Guidelines& 
workshop 

Completed 
 

6 

Workshop on planning and 
administration of research 
initiatives, research methodology 
application issues ; 

Workshop 

Completed 
 

7 
Workshop on PPP Involvement in 
R & D; 

Workshop 
Completed 

 

8 

Workshop among candidates of 
competitive research grant and 
fellowship program ; 

Workshop 
Completed 
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  Section 10 
UNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIP 
 

 

10.1. Current Situation of University Partnership in Mongolian HEIs 
 

The initial objectives of the university partnerships‘ task and the general approach adopted to 

achieve them remain viable and project is on track towards achieving those objectives. Work 

plans and schedules, as adjusted and presented in the Final Inception Report have been 

approved. Accordingly, the program is underway in preparation for the upcoming field mission 

of the international specialist on university partnerships in September and October, 2015. 

Piloting and implementation support initiatives are planned to be undertaken between 

October, 2015 and April, 2016. Those timelines have been incorporated into both the HERP 

Project Implementation Plan approved under Ministerial Order No. A/175 of 14 May 2015, and 

the HERP Procurement Plan and Detailed Action Plan approved under order of the State 

Secretary No. A/207 of June 4, 2015. 

 
Development work was interrupted towards the end of May, 2015 to clarify emerging issues. 
On a more technical note, the university partnerships task team was directed by the PIU, in 
June 2015, to focus its grants scheme system development on supporting industrial training 
programs only, since the joint research guidelines prepared and submitted by the Research 
Policy and Strategy Task team have already been completed and approved under Ministerial 
Order A/150 of 28 April, 2015.  Accordingly, the HERP Procurement and Detailed Action Plan 
approved under Order of the State Secretary No. A/207 of June 4, 2015 endorsed a schedule 
to prepare a template for proposals by June 14, 2015 in preparation for the announcement of 
research grants on June 15, 2015, in order to receive applications by the end of June, 2015.  
The Training Grant Proposal was also approved to start on June 19, 2015; to be followed by 
the appointment of an Expert Committee during July, 2015 in order to evaluate proposals by 
that Expert Committee (for the first round selection) in August, 2015 and by the Working 
Group (for the second round selection) by the end of August so as to be able to sign grant 
contracts with selected HEIs on September 1, 2015 – the first tranche of grants (50%) shall be 
disbursed by September 10, 2015.  
 
 

10.2. Process and Progress on University Partnership 
 
There was no International Consultant on the Team for University Partnership. This position 
was vacant and decided by MECSS that it was not filled. Therefore, the work was done and 
continued by National Consultant, Dr. Enkhbold Chuluunbaatar, in consultation with the Team 
Leader and Deputy Team Leader. 
 
The National Consultant continued his work with the Academy of Science in an effort to 
determine the parameter of an optimal partnership mechanism between the Academy of 
Sciences of Mongolia and other Mongolian research institutions. Several meetings have been 
taken place with the Secretary General, Professor T. Galbaatar. 
 
Dr. Chuluunbaatar also finalized the drafting of the guidelines for the management of student 
internships with the Pilot HEIs. He met several times with MECSS officer Avid and finalized 
the outline for the development of three industry training programs. The original assignment 
was to develop 20 industry training programs and 60 joint research studies in priority subjects 
through public/private partnership and twinning arrangements with foreign HEIs. However, due 
to the fact that no International Consultant for this area, this assignment was revised to include 
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three industry training program in addition to the joint research studies. With the assistance of 
Dr. Chuluunbaatar, MNUMS has added 29 research partnering arrangements with local and 
foreign research institutes. 
 

10.3. Achievement and Deliverables Produced  
 
There are outputs and deliverables have been produced by University Partnership Team 
during cycle of the services. They consist of guidelines, proposals, mechanism, and 
recommendation. Table 10.1 presents the status completion of activity and output as outlined 
in the TOR. While completion status of activityin Pilot HEIs is presented in the Table 2.5 to 2.8 
of Section 26 
 

Table 10.1 

Status Completion of Activity and Output in University Partnership 

No. Assignments (TORs) Outputs 
Completion 

Progress (%) 
Remarks 

1 

Guidelines on administering 
competitive grants for sponsoring 
joint research 

Guidelines 

N/A 

The tasks was 

transferred to the TOR 

for Research Policy and 

Strategy Team 

2 
Guidance on student internship 
management to form strong PPP 

Guidelines 100% 
Completed 

 

3 

Partnership mechanism and 
relationship with the Academy of 
Science of Mongolia and other 
research institutions to promote 
collaboration in innovation 

Proposals 

100% 
Completed 

 

4 

Propose optimal partnership with 
the Academy of Sciences of 
Mongolia and other research 
institutions 

Mechanism 
100% 

Completed 
 

5 
Develop alumni associations Guidelines 100% 

Completed 
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Appendix 1. Terms of Reference for the FGDs 
 
FGD-1: National Policy & Strategy for Improving Quality and Relevance of Research in HEIs 

1.1. Background 

Ministry of Education, Culture and Scieces (MECSS) the Government of Mongolia, through an 

ADB assisted project called Higher Education Reform Project (HERP) is endeavoring a 

systematic and programmatic reform in the sector of higher education reform. One of the sub-

components of the project aims at the improvement of quality and relevance of research 

activities carried out within higher education institutions (universities) in the country. 

It is universally adopted that teaching and research are the two core functions of any higher 

education institution. Furthermore, university research has been used as one of the key 

determinants for measuring the quality of a university in the global arena. A university with 

excellent research performance will be regarded as high quality institution and vise versa.  

The development of higher education sector in many countries is not only targetted for 

producing competence and highly skilled human resources, but is also expected to 

significantly contribute to the competitiveness of the nation. In this knowledge-based economy 

era, the competitiveness of a nation is very much determined by the creative used of 

knowledge instead of the natural resources. Thus, relevance aspect of the researches is very 

critical if they are to contribute to the nation competitiveness.  

The consulting services for HERP lead by the Institute of Finance Economic (FE) is 

responsible for providing recommendation for the MECSS for promoting quality and relevance 

of research in HEIs. This Focus Group Discussion (FGD) is commissioned to solicit insight 

and ideas from a select group of resource person appertained to the aforementioned topic. 

1.2. Objectives 

The objectives of the FGD are to identify: 

1. Key issues and challenges in Research, Development, and Innovation (R/D/I) activities 

in HEIs; 

2. Needed policy and strategy for improving the quality and relevance of R/D/I activities in 

HEIs 

1.3. Issues 

The FGD will be focused on the following four main issues: 

1. Institutional framework & Governance 

a. Need to strengthen the roles of MECSS  on promoting R/D/I activities within HEIs, 

particularly in the following three functions: 

 Providing strategic direction and programmatic development for R/D/I 

activities in HEIs 

 Funding and financing of R/D/I activities within HEIs 

 Monitoring and evaluation (QA) on HEIs performance in R/D/I 

Preferably, there will be a special unit within MECSS that will carry out the 

above three functions. 
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The unit can also be held responsible to establish a national database for 

science and technology, which will be used as the main reference for S&T 

production in the country.  

b. Need to revisit the National Innovation System for Mongolia, particularly to improve 

synergy and to avoid unnecessary overlaping functions between MAS and HEIs in 

carrying out R&D activities; University system shall be part of the NIS. 

2. Funding and financing for R/D/I 

This issue is broken down into three levels: 

a. Mobilization: how much budget to be allocated for R&D/I from public purse as the 

percentage of annual GDP? How to get support from private sector? 

 The Goverment shall commit itself in providing budget for S&T 

development, by gradually increasing the proportion of the budget to meet 

the target of 1.5% of GDP as already mandated by the Law on S&T; 

 The Government shall encourage private sectors (industries) to support the 

development of S&T. Some form of tax deduction can be considered to be 

given to industry who support R&D in HEIs; 

b. Allocation: what is the most effective scheme for channeling the government 

budget to HEIs? Direct allocation, competitive-based, performance-based contract, 

etc.  

 The MECSS shall allocate an earmarked R/D/I budget for HEIs taken from 

the Government R&D annual budget; 

 The earmarked R&D budget for HEIs shall be split up into two components 

and allocated according to the following mechanisms: 

o Institutional R/D/I development grant: is allocated to university 

based on the university‘s past performance on R/D/I. This is 

allocated only to university which demonstrates a reasonably good 

performance on R/D/I; This component can be used to strengthen 

research infrastructures and facilities as well as to support other 

R/D/I related activities such as forging international linkages, 

publication of scientific journal, etc. Included in this component is 

allocation  for special mandate from the government, such as on the 

development of national center of excellence in a particular area of 

research which is of strategic importance to the Nation. 

o Competitive Research Grant: is allocated to individual researchers 

based on their proposal. This grant shall be linked to the national 

priority areas as well as the ministry research agenda. 

Both grants are allocated based on a multi-years (3 to 5 years) program, 

but the actual allocation is done on yearly basis and is subject to the 

performance of implementation.  

c. Utilization: how flexible the university in utilizing the money and what kind of 

accountability measures to be applied to the recipient university; 

 The use of the grant money should be flexible enough to suit varying 

degree of needs and charactertistics of research from one discipline to 

another. Straight jacket cost component should be avoided. 

 The recipient university or researcher shall be held accountable for the use 

of the grant money by demonstrating their ability to meet the agreed 
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performance indicators. Rigid administrative procedures to fulfill accounting 

requirement should be kept minimal.  

3. National Priority Areas 

The main issue to be addressed here is how the priority areas are to be determined 

and by whom they are to be determined. 

 Need to define an established procedure for defining the national priority areas 

for R/D/I, particularly on how it is defined, who will define it, how frequent it is to 

be revised, and what will be the resource implication to it; 

 As university covers more comprehensive and broader area of knowledge 

disciplines, the priority areas shall be defined based on issues or application 

areas (instead of based on discipline). 

4. Regulatory framework 

Is the existing regulations adequate and conducive for the development of R/D/I in 

HEIs? 

 The Government already issued a number of laws, resolutions and master plan 

for S&T. Thus at the sector level, the regulatory framework is quite strong 

already. What lacking is the implementation of such regulation. 

 At the university level, the availability of such regulation varried from one 

institution to another. Good examples from one university need to be 

disseminated and be shared with other universities. 

 Particular area of concerns are to do with IPR, royalty, starts up, and spin off; 

1.4. Resource Person  

1. B.Nasanbayar (MECSS)  

2. R.Bat-erdene (President of NUM) 

3. Gan-Erdene (MAS) 

4. O.Munkhbat (VP for academic affairs, NUM) 

5. Sumberzul (Vice-president of MNUMS) 

6. Sukhbaatar (VP of UFE)  

7. Bayartogtokh (NUM, Dean of School of Art and Sciences ) 

8. J.Urangoo (NUM, department of history) 

9. B.Otgontugs (Dean of Graduate School of NUM) 

10. Amarjargalan (MUST) 

11. Erdenekhuu (director academic affairs of MNUMS) 

12. Byanbasuren (MSUA): ph 90090730 

1.5. Date and Venue 

The FGD will be held on 12 June 2015 at UFE.  
Time: 14.00 – 16.00  
 
FGD-2: Promoting Research and Innovation in University 

1.6. Background 

Ministry of Education, Culture and Scieces (MECSS) the Government of Mongolia, through an 

ADB assisted project called Higher Education Reform Project (HERP) is endeavoring a 

systematic and programmatic reform in the sector of higher education reform. One of the sub-
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components of the project aims at the improvement of quality and relevance of R&D activities 

carried out within higher education institutions (universities) in the country. 

It is universally adopted that teaching and research are the two core functions of any higher 

education institution. Furthermore, university research has been used as one of the key 

determinants for measuring the quality of a university in the global arena. Research outputs 

and outcomes are the most important factors in any university ranking system nowadays. 

Academic reputation of a university inevitably depends on the so-called world-class research. 

There is no a single route to a research university. It apparently depends on various internal 

factors as well as external environment. Nonetheless, a clear strategy and strong commitment 

to it are considered as the key success factors for achieving the status of internationally 

recognized research university. 

The consulting services for HERP lead by the Institute of Finance Economic (FE) is 

responsible for providing recommendation for the MECSS for promoting quality and relevance 

of research in HEIs. This Focus Group Discussion (FGD) is commissioned to solicit insight 

and ideas from a select group of resource person appertained to the aforementioned topic. 

1.7. Objectives 

The objectives of the FGD are to identify: 

3. Key issues and challenges in promoting research and innovation in HEIs; 

4. Needed policy and strategy for promoting research and innovation in university 

1.8. Issues 

The FGD will be focused on the following four main issues: 

1. Academic Internal Structure:  

University‘s research nowadays is expected to not only serve as training function for 

students and for advancement of S&T, but more than that it is also expected to contribute 

to the competitiveness of the nation. Thus, university should set up its academic structure 

to suit the whole spectrum of research activities covering: Research, Development, 

Commercialization, and Enterprising. In addition, managing research requires a proper 

internal structure to be set up and function effectively.  

As there is no such a standard structure, every university shall develop its own internal 

structure, which is considered most effective to supports its mission. However, it is always 

recommended to start from basic structure and to develop more complex structure as the 

institution grows. 

 

Proposed Strategy: 

 At the department level 

o RG (research group)  informal grouping of faculties sharing the same 

research interest; 

 Carry out research activities  

 Help the development and implementation of curriculum for 

graduate programs; 

 Supervise thesis/dissertation of graduate students 

 At the school level: 

o Center/Labs: thematic and supported by basic resources: (lab equipment, 

space, support staff, simple management structure) 
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 Coordinate and synnergize RG activities  

 Interfacing with funding sources 

 Plan programs and activities 

 At the university level: 

o Interdisciplinary centers or institutes 

o Executive office for managing R&D affairs (VP for R/D/I) 

o Grant support office 

 Technology Transfer or Innovation center 

o Stronger university may establish its own center, or 

o Inter-University center for Technology Transfer 

 

2. Innovation and revenue generation:  

Research is an expensive undertaking especially in areas such as natural sciences, 

engineering, agricultures and medical sciences. University is therefore shall put in place a 

special function in the university to generate funding for supporting research activities. In 

some country they called this function as ―Institutional Advancement‖. The main task of 

this function is to effectively manage all kind of revenue generating projects including 

those related to research undertaking.  

Proposed Strategy: 

 Establish a special function which serves the purpose for managing the following 

affairs: 

o Consolidating research results produced by researchers that are potentials 

for patents or other forms of IPRs; 

o Commercialization of research products in collaboration with industry 

o Enterprising through Starts up company and possibly Spin off  

 Execute the above three programs; 

 

3. Setting up focus and niche: establishing CoE in R&D contingent upon internal strengths 

and external opportunities;  

Due to resource limitation, university shall define its focus (niche) to be promoted as its 

main thrust of its academic development.   

Proposed strategy: 

 The MECSS appoints some universities based on their academic strengths and 

related to the priority areas to establish one center of excellence; and provide 

substantial resources to support the endeavor. 

 The appointed university will submit a proposal for establishing a center of 

excellence. The proposal shall be developed based on a rigorous self-evaluation 

to identify its strengths and the priority areas assigned by the government, and 

shall include a time bound proposed programs, targetted outputs, as well as 

needed resources. 

 The MECSS establishes expert panels to review/evaluate the proposal submitted 

by the universities and make decision based on the recommendation from the 

panels; Then allocate funding using the so-called performance-based contract to 

the selected universities. 

 The university will establish and resource the center to execute the approved 

programs.  
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 The MECSS regularly monitor and evaluate the performance of the centers and 

take necessary actions based on the performance. 

 

4. Human resources development for R&D:  curriculum to improve students‘ research 

capacity, research-based graduate program, and HRM for R&D; 

Not only the university needs to improve its capacity in R&D but the whole country needs 

also to build such capacity. Thus university graduates, especially from Master or Doctoral 

programs shall be equipped with research skills. 

 

Proposed strategy 

 University is to build a critical mass for R&D, through programmatic human 

resource development; including formalizing research group at the Department or 

research centers at the Faculty levels; 

 Changing mind-set of faculties with respect to R/D/I activities  building up 

corporate values/cultures; 

 Introducing research-based graduate programs (at Master and Doctoral levels) 

 Recruiting graduate students as research assistants (RA) 

 Use research performance as one of the determinants for academic career 

promotion 

Resource Person 

13. Ch.Baasandash (VP of MUST 9990-6813) 

14. Ch.Ganzorig (President of NMIT 9908-6451) 

15. Boldgiv (VP for research, NUM – 9991-3819) 

16. Batkhuu (School of NUM -9929-8515) 

17. Battsetseg (MSUA-9900-6728) 

18. D.Dashjamts (MUST, ddashjamts@must.edu.mn  99115592)  

19. Bayarsaikhan (NUM, department of history -) 

20. Demberelnyamba (Monchemo LLC 8811 -0085)  

21. S.Tsogtsaihan (NMUMS, head of department of microbiology, 9191-8246) 

22. Hurelbaatar (Monos group) 

23. D.Hashbayar (MUST, innovation center, hashbayar@must.edu.mn 88072028) 

24. Nyamzagd (Etugen – 9911-6594) 

25. Munkhbat (MNUMS, institue of health sciences, 9908-5959)    

1.9. Date and Venue 
The FGD will be held on 10 June 2015 at UFE.  
Time: 14.00 – 16.00 
 

  

mailto:ddashjamts@must.edu.mn
mailto:hashbayar@must.edu.mn
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Appendix 2. Application Forms for Competitive Research 
Grant 

 

A. Identification  

a. Title of the Proposed Project: 

b. Name of the Principal Investigator: 

c. Affiliation 

 Department/Institute: 

 School: 

 University: 

d. Type of the proposed project (choose one) 

 Research & Development (Academic research) 

 Experimental Development (Industrial research). + Name of the partner 

industry 

 Initiation of an international research collaboration. + Name of the 

scientist/researchers and its affiliation.  

e. Total proposed budget:  

B. Project Descriptiton 

a. Background and rationale 

b. Objectives and target outputs 

c. Description of the project (including novelty and sophistication of the proposed 

methods/approaches, state of the arts of the work, as well as level of 

innovativeness) 

d. Resources required to implement the work and proposed budget outlay (including 

justification for each proposed expenditure component) 

 The budget outlay can be categorized into four to five expenditure 

components such as personnel (salary), equipment, consumable, travel, 

and miscellaneous; 

 In case of industrial research – please state the amount of matching fund 

committed by the industrial partners. Matching fund is on top of the grant. 

e. Work schedule (monthly schedule) 

C. Project Team (PI, co-PI, Research assistants, students; including also partners from  

a. Name and Gender 

b. Field of expertise 

c. Position in the team 

d. Qualification 

D. Annexes 

a. CVs of PI and co-PI (please include only information relevant to this grant in the 

CV; PI for academic research shall have at least one publication in a reputable 

international journal during the last 3 years; and patent or other forms of IPR for 

industrial research). CV of the collaborating partners, in case of initation of 

international research collaboration, shall also be included. 

b. Letter of statement from head of school regarding the full-time status of the PI, or 

from head of institute in case of PI is not a faculty members. 

c. Endorsement letter from the respective University Academic Council; 
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d. Expression of Interest and letter of commitment for the matching fund from partner 

industry (only for industrial research); and 

e. Letter of support from the collaborating partner (overseas scientists/researchers) in 
case of initiation of international research collaboration. 
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Appendix 3. Proceeding HERP Final Workshop  
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APPENDIX 2 

FINAL WORKSHOP AGENDA  

  



                                                                    
           

Where : MECSS-/ room № 401 / 

When : on 17 January 2017 
                                                                                                                    

 

FINAL WORKSHOP AGENDA 

 

 

     Date: January 17, 2016 

Time  

9:00-9:30 Registration 

9:30-9:40 Opening remarks 

State Secretary MECSS – Б. Баярсайхан 

9:40-9:50 Opening remarks  

TIA LLC / J.Batjargal UFE president 

9:50-10:20 Presentation on the implementation of “Consulting services for Higher 

Education Reform”  

Deputy Team Leader Dr J.Sukhbaatar, UFE 

10:20-11:15  Brief Introduction of deliverables of “Consulting services for Higher 

Education Reform ” 

National Consultants (each 5 minutes)  

11:15-11:40 Remarks by the presidents of 4 Pilot institution  

D.Zorigt, Ider Institute 

J.Batbaatar, MNUMS 

R.Bat-erdene, NUM 

N.Enkhbzaya, Otgontenger university  

11:40-12:10 Coffee break 

12:10-13:00 Questions and Answers 

13:00-13:10 Closing speech 

TIA LLC / J.Batjargal UFE president 
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MINUTES OF MEETING OF FINAL WORKSHOP 

English Version 

Ms. Amarjargalan – Project Director of HERP (Opening Remarks) 

1. High Education Reformed Project was started in year 2007. It had formed working group to 
develop deliverables by ministry, International consultant, High Education Institutions such as 
University  . 

2. We had developed assessment in systematic manner. Deliverable to relevant university 
ersities  

3. A number of consultants who had worked on deliverables, and currently there are total 17 
national consultant.  

4. These deliverables were based on thorough research and exchange of knowledge. It had 
developed guideline and recommendation. Within this recommendation we have prepare to 
grant a lot of ours.  

5. The accreditation deliverables is quite good.  In the future we will work with different 
university in Mongolia for their achievement of accreditation in Mongolia.  

6. We also develop priority product which will be used as manual to all high education 
institution such as university  .  

7. Please use it, and let’s start the workshop  

DR Batjargal PHD  
President of University of Finance and Economics (UFE)  
Opening Remarks  

1. Good morning, I would like to conclude our effort that lasted for many months and we had 
learnt a great and a lot of things. We had cooperated with a lot of different people. I can not 
say this project is perfect but rather good and we have a lot of different area which we would 
like to concentrate in the future. This project is the first project of these kind in Mongolia and 
we have dedicated all our effort. We had tried very hard and in the future we will try even 
more.  

2. I would like to say that looking back is not a good thing. We had tried to improve our self in 
the future and we have to lead the education sector in Mongolia.  

3. We did a lot of progress, one is deliverables guidelines and deliverables. MECS had been 
played a leading role in this project and we have provided whole situation and condition to 
implement this project. I can not say that our effort has been perfect but we had tried our 
best.  

4. We also working in cooperation with PT Trans Intra Asia (TIA) and this company had been 
making a lot of great effort to the successful of implementation. This effort and I would like to 
be thank full to them and we have together overcome a lot of different and we conduct 
different  survey and research and we will be able to deliver 10 deliverables.  

5. We as citizen should serve our country and society with all our effort this good service to our 
country especially  in education sector.  

6. How university   inexperience more than 20 years this deliverable not only a paper work. 
These are guideline, recommendation and future guideline for Mongolian education sector.  

7. The University   of Finance and Economics (UFE) is not responsible for outcome of this 
project. We responsible to enabling TIA to work with its full capacity and work to support all 
those who interested in improving education sector.  

8. MNUMS, NUM, Otgontenger University  , IDER Institute, had work together with us and ready 
to work together in the future as well. The UFE is willing to share all our experience with you 
all, if you are interested, we will be available to share these deliverable, books. Personally, I 
work in High Education (HE) Governance. Governance is like a heart of the body, it is a core of 
institution, secondly we have developed a deliverable of financial management and 
accounting system.  
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9. Today economic is not that good but HE sector should have good in Financial and stable 
accounting system. We had developed guidance for them. We have also developed on 
curriculum, teaching and learning. These activities are the main activities of any university   so 
we have brought international experience to our local context.  

10. Developed deliverables in partnership between university. It is very recommended by 
University   in Mongolia and developed deliverables in faculty development. Some of this 
deliverables is very thick which mean we need to study this area very well.  

11. We as Mongolian people, think that doing research is a big word. Research in English means 
search and search again. It is not a big word.  It is searching the best practices of others.  

12. We have also developed accreditation program in agriculture, natural science and 
engineering. This free deliverable will be guidelines for our natural science and agriculture, 
and engineering and technical university  .  

13. Our university   has been accredited internationally 10 years ago. But since that time we also 
improved our approach and system  

14. Accreditation is not a stable thing, it is ongoing dynamic, every university   must continuously 
improve their system should not stop with today success we should always to open eyes to 
new cooperation.  

15. UFE is ready to work with you. Thank you  

Consulting service of HERP Presentation  

DR. Javzan Sukhbaatar – National Consultant in University   Governance/Deputy Team Leader   
Presentation 

1. HERP consultancy service is a big project which funded total of 22 milion dollar. It was 
implemented in cooperation with Indonesian Consultant Firm Company PT Trans Intra Asia 
and this company has been supporting us for 18 months and contractor of this project is UFE 
so this project has been implemented mainly by these 2 institution, TIA and IFE  

2. HERP under this consultancy services had tried to improve Mongolian High Education sector 
and institution and its governance system and organization and we have try to find out 
international best practices and we try to adapt practice to local context and there were a lot 
of different consultant 10 international and 10 national consultant who had worked in this 
project. We had have supporting staff, accountant and translator.   

3. President of UFE had also mentioned that we are also ready to make cooperation with any of 
university   that ready to work in this project.  

4. We had worked in 10 different area such as Governance, finance  and accounting, etc.  
5. Maybe if you are interested, in what exactly this consultancy  services has done, 10 different 

area, develop policy model and guideline according to work guideline (Term of Reference).  
6. We work in area of strengthening the capacity of organization. Work with University   in 

Mongolia such as Otgontenger University  , MNUMS, IDER institution to strengthen their 
capacity.  

7. Within the framework of this project, Mongolian ministry, MECS had approved about 30 
decree in relation of this project. Our consultant had been very busy and we have work in 
many different part of Mongolia Institution to exchange knowledge and exchange experience.  

8. Our consultant team had worked on conducting training and seminar for our stakeholders 
and in rural area and in Ulanbataar.  

9. Totally 34 training within the framework of this project and this project funded the trainings.  
10. Our consultancy services team is divide in 3 different part, Governance, Qualification and 

Accreditation and Capacity cluster.  
11. TIA had given us suggestion and proposal on our work. The product guideline is thick, read 

suggestion/recommendation  thoroughly and work accordingly.  
12. This is the name of consultant (showing the list in presentation). There are 19 name of 

consultant. Ghassan Shoufan was not continued the services.  Within 18 month we had 
worked in workplan like this which consisted on 4 different part. Making a design and plan 
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which had start in year 2015. We had selected pilot institution and targeted research and also 
taking the proposal of every University   in Mongolia and also produced our project to MECS 
and got their approval.  

13. Implementation that we had, covered academic year 2015 to 2016. Developed plan for each 
of our targeted university   and our work plan consist of 30 different item. Include 
consultation with MECS Working Group (WG) that was working on reforming education law , 
funding and financing law and we have include our experience and our proposal in the reform 
of that law. We have also worked in cooperation with MECS on reforming a lot of different 
education law in Mongolia. 

14. I personally include my idea to the law for expanding the opportunity of scholarship to have 
flexible funding resources for University   and students.  

15. In this session of parliament some of the article in law was repelled but I a not changes in my 
mind we should push our idea toward Education has no influence with politic  what is good 
has to be implement in every party that has power.  

16. So we have developed 31 different program from International Accreditation. After decree of 
education  ministry, those program reduce to 26 program and we almost completed for 
accreditation. This project also support our accreditation, process with funding.  

17. It is  a great support accreditation for  Mongolian institution.  
18. Thirdly we have worked in implementing reform activity in our targeted university  . We have 

worked to improve their governance funding and resources and accreditation process.  
19. Our targeted university  , are 2 state university   and 2 private university   to  2 maintain 

balance.  
20. We have also develop work plan quarter by quarter, some work very much delay at first, that 

because those University   did not work with us ,  depend on their own resource but finally we 
can work together and understood each other.  

21. These are implementation that work in 10 different area. I personally agree 100% outcome, 
some people may think it is not 100% but it is satisfactory result for me. 

22. Our next task is to introduce this task to 14 HEI in Mongolia.  
23. As for program accreditation. We have work this university   in their accreditation process.. 

Mongolian agriculture university   on one of  their international and national accreditation. 
Result fully implemented our plan we conducted 33 training and seminars the attendance are 
for 4 targeted university  ,  rural university   and city university  .  

24. Many of you have attended and participate the training and see the result of training and it is 
quite successful. We had also worked together to develop each other. Training is cooperaton 
process.  

25. This training and seminar were limited because funding of project and secondly and we had 
developed 89 deliverable. The consultant who are working developed ADB had a long list of 
priority of goals and our international and national consultant had worked to  reach their 
goals very successfully.  

26. In some cases our national consultant even works harder than international consultant. 
International  consultant had  worked hard day and night to developed this deliverables.  

27. First, we had lost a lot of time. Actually, we had to finish our deliverable in June 2016 but we 
could not make it in time  

28. In June we had conducted seminar and discuss our future step. And we had a lot of areas to 
improve our self, and also we could not work hard during the summer holiday due to 
Mongolian  consultant could not translate themselves so we send translator to translate the 
deliverables. . 

29. These deliverable are very useful and they will be used as manual and guidance and direction 
for all higher education institution. We have worked in improving in cooperation with MECS 
and as a result of our cooperation, our consolidated effort we have completed our 
deliverable. Each consultant will talk on respective area as for me I would like to talk on 
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governance.  
30. Our governance team leader an International consultant and he was resign with justifiable 

excuse. As for me I had worked the governance as leader and Deputy Team Leader and as 
organizer of other team, I had spent hours as additional from my official duty.  

31. We had developed big governance model example, our English version of governance 
guideline over 500 pages but we reduce it to 60 pages.  

32. We have developed manual for governance model. Big camera model. Means faculty should 
have power. Consist of board council and academic board. And administrative board explains 
what their role is.  

33. We have continuously met with administrative board of targeted university   to exchange 
idea and experience.  

34. Secondly we have developed new methodology and guideline for strategic planning for HEI. 
We had conducted research strategic planning of many local university   and we had made 
suggestion to improve their strategic planning. Many university   had strategic plan developed 
in early 1990 and they need to improve their planning.  

35. Also we want to separate the state of politic and education sector. Mongolian politic are 
unstable, change the policy always. Mongolian education sector should separate from 
political process. Education sector should be stable.  

36. We also developed guideline for Mongolian tool for HEI administration. For example we had 
explained customer relation, balance score card and these are very effective tools for 
education administrator. This tools, Mongolian administrator do not use it in their daily 
activity.  

37. We suggest 7 to 8 management tools and at last 6 management tools to Mongolian education 
administrator. We have developed a guideline for merit based scholarship and alternative 
funding source for Mongolian Education International. Mongolian scholarship is not based on 
merit but based on allocation of different factor and we had provided method for alternative 
options. This is international best practice.  A guideline in ranking system method in HEI has 
developed.  

38. We have experimented our ranking and rating system on more 20 institutions. And we have 
agreed upon common indicator which can be used as ranking and rating criteria.  

39. As for ranking there is no specific method because it is based on public opinion, simple survey 
can be used as ranking method. We have guideline for 20 pages. We have also guideline for 
strategic action plan for strengthening rural HEI and have been to serve as catalyst as sosial 
economic development. We have work a lot of different university   as your university  , so 
lets hurry up let’s start now we should start last year to begin implementing this great idea in 
our activity. Mongolian rural university   start implementation with our guideline in their 
activity. 

40. We had developed this deliverable as a handy tool for University   and not requirea lot of 
money just open research diligent to implement this activities.  

41. And since we have worked in governance, we had also developed and plan 5 to 6 study tour 
for HEI administrator and board member. And this tool should take place starting this spring 
and help in effective in the future. MECS shall help in short term study tour in spring.  

42. To save time I am speaking short and concisely. MECS insist on receiving our deliverable 
immediately. 

43. The development in this deliverable were depend on international consultant. Some of them 
could not make it in time.  

44. The translation also took a lot of time.  
45. And this our main product, in this way we have worked in this consulting services.  
46. The MECS and ADB and a lot of different stakeholder supported our effort with funding and 

human resource and we have allocated project funding for many different institution.  
47. A lot cooperation between us and stakeholder and we have awarded and granted them 
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project funding over and over again. Also administrator of university that was covered by this 
project when did practical tour to Hongkong, this is a good result and step. UFE had entered 
contract with targeted  university  .  

48. Since that contract, we have been working together to improve activity and exchange 
experience of  governance and different area in university   in the future. We like to 
cooperate with other university  .  

49. Cooperation bring a lot of great result and effective approach.  
50. I would like to express my gratituted to MECS, international consultant, ADB and its 

representative, targeted university   and other university   that had cooperation with us and 
thank full all of you. 

Ms. Galag Tsagaatch - National Consultant in National Qualification framework and Credit 
System.  
Presentation 

1. I had worked with Mr. Sudirman Yahya, The International Consultant 
2. I have plan my guideline in 3 different direction  

a. To develop guideline  
b. Cooperate with targeted university    
c. Conduct training and seminar  

3. Since we have short period of time, I will talk shortly on guideline and short meaning  
4. Mongolian National Qualification Framework  
5. Research in international practice.  
6. Australia and Scotland has reach experience of National Qualification Framework (NQF) and 

compare their best practice with Thailand, Indonesia, Australia, Scotland with our local 
framework and developed guideline for Mongolian NQF (MNQF) 

7. We recommend a comprehensive policy document  
8. Our recommendation can be annual to establish NQF and implementation.  
9. Recently we have conducted our regular meeting on NQF. Unfortunately Mongolian  

University   are slow in this matter.  
10. The policy document were developed focus on NQF effectively and efficient with low risk.  
11. We have also developed guideline for credit system. Conduct on current situation, we had 

developed a guideline for how to implement. The decree approved by state body in charge of 
education. With the help of this credit system manual, every university   can explore their 
credit system and find their way to improve.  

12. Eventually credit system will be introduced to education system in Mongolia. 
13. We develop in policy and criteria for bachelor degree 
14. We have made assessment on current situation and look of current situation and we had 

developed guideline in  Mongolia education sector to reach international level 
15. 5th product is general education subject.  
16. Recommendation. We have conducted research on general education subject and curriculum 

and plan and also we explore the need in general education subject.  
17. We also worked in implementation education system and credit transfer.  
18. We develop recommendation on reforming student skill knowledge and practice 
19. Student and assessment and evaluation is quite under development. In local university   for 

example, University   give exam and put mark and they do not make analysis on the result of 
the exams. And then also we have develop recommendation on using training info system 
introducing credit based training efficiently. We think that training information system is very 
under development in most of institution in Mongolia.  

20. Training information system a lot of university   claimed that they have it, but it is not 
developed, student have less and less choice. It is only just a website.  

21. Also a lot of university   needs a lot of money and time to implement. Training information 
system but today information and technology are very developed. University   does not have 
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a lot of money to implement the system. They can learn from international practice.  
22. We have worked in recommendation on transferring credit hours across institution among 

NQF.  
23. We should open cooperation to accommodate credit based on his interest from any 

university   student academic should be at flexible and interesting journey.  
24. To make it possible we had developed a propose procedure credit hours across institution 
25. We develop recommendation to develop in requirement for HEI curriculum. 
26. In this recommendation it is specified on what education core is and its effects and what 

capacity and what component in capacity and who and how to they find the capacity.  
27. Internationally this way we have in requirement for development.  
28. Second act. We were conducting training and seminar at national level.  
29. 1st training and seminar in November 2015 and introducing credit system and conducted on 

reforming the policy criteria and procedure on bachelor degree and conducted training on 
improving and learning activity. And conducted training and  seminar on High Education NQF  
Conducted at targeted university.  

30. As result. We have adapted our recommendation to their local context and made suggestion 
to them from our experience and at last. I would like to express my thanks to Working Group, 
university    and its representative  

31. Thank you 

Hand over the product to ADB and TIA Soft copy to University in USB by Dr. J. Sukhbaatar 

DR. A. Amarzaya – National Consultant in Curiculum, Teaching, Learning Review  
Presentation 

1. I work with International consultant Mr. Jean Guy Vieanneau  
2. The respective International Consultant has experience as a university teacher in Canada. He 

has shared a lot of experience especially in Canadian experience.  
3. We had developed 16 products. We have merged to 6 and 11 product together. We have 

made a lot of effort to made theoretical knowledge to be adapted into practical situation.  
4. If you read the deliverable we made effort to be as practical as possible.  
5. We have also conducted a seminars and trainings.  
6. First training in Ulaanbaatar for targeted university and our last seminar and training 

conducted for rural area HEI. We worked in few different provinces of Mongolia, Sovd, 
Sukhbator, and Dornod.  

7. We had given our suggestion to HEI when we meet them and talked and discussed further 
cooperatio. We include our deliverables but a lot our article that are not include in 
deliverable, so you can look at those in our project website.  

8. We need to translate new article to Mongolian and distribute it to University   
9. We made suggestion to MECS on develop of many plan within framework of our derivable. 

Also we should conduct professional training on usage of technical and blended learning etc., 
since I have been given a short time.  

10. Thank you .  

DR. Luvsandorj – National Consultant in Faculty Development 
Presentation 

1. I worked with DR Ted. Q Sun – International Consultant in Faculty Development  
2. He appeared to me very much and that also influence a quality of our deliverable. We had 

cooperated very well. First we had explored the current developed of Mongolian Teacher 
Faculty development.  

3. We had looked at their law of Mongolia and in the law mentioned that a person who had a 
master degree could be an University Teacher. High school teacher continuously enrolled in 
professional training. But University teacher is left behind.  

4. There is no overall system in faculty development in High Education we need system in 
faculty teacher to be develop in Mongolia.  
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5. If teacher work for 1 year he has to enroll in professional training maybe 2 years.  
6. Education quality depend don many different factor and big factor for education quality is the 

teacher. Teacher is the main factor. Teacher is a qualification profession, it’s a profession and 
researcher and leader of society. 

7. We need to clarify the concept of University teachers.  
8. Today’s situation, No one define clearly what university teacher is. There are a lot of 

engineers who work in institute,  also there are a lot of Doctor degree who work in medical 
science in University. Mongolian specialist and professional people tend to work as teacher. 
Teacher is different, university  teacher should  be a university  teacher, and they are not an 
engineer. This concept clarification is needed in society.  

9. Develop action plan as template on estimate operating faculty development in HEI. 
10. During this establishment faculty developed center, what area should be focus on, for 

suggestion and template.  
11. It can be used in many institution and we have created a model for faculty development 

center of university.  
12. And this is a framework of faculty development center.  
13. The main factor of faculty development is the organization. And main factor of organization is 

teacher. They both interconnected. It is a very logical idea. It is part of organization. The main 
should be in their own organization. In our manual there important question to teacher  

14. Do you love your job.  
15. I love my work. If I love my work at Mongolian University of education I am part of institution. 

We need motivate the teacher. Need to make them part of their organization. They are not 
robot but human being. Psychological motivation what they need. 

16. Teacher developed center is focus on motivation. 
17. The center must give interested task to teacher ad hold responsible of implement of those 

task.  
18. Teacher shall be busy in faculty development center. We have also tested this center one 

time and it  is qualified.  
19. There are the details of this deliverable  
20. We have also developed manual for University teacher 46 pages include all aspect of teachers 

development.  
21. It also includes the development and further development, self-sustainable faculty 

development.  
22. A lot of useful ideas to be used in faculty development. 
23. Developed a proposal proper to be taken in MECS body in charge in HEI.  
24. Government body should for body faculty development by passing law and regulation.  
25. Legal framework is needed.  
26. faculty development shall be 1 criteria in accreditation. When we do national accreditation 

should look strategy for faculty development. 

DR. Enkhbold Chuluunbataar - National Consultant in HEI Partnership  
Presentation 

1. Developed Guideline for competitive grant 
2. Developed 16 products. As result of competitive grant.  
3. This work helps teacher and student in their research and developed.  
4. Our MECS has approved a decree in February.  it is a regulation for scholarship grant include 

general quality and partnership between state and private partnership. 
5. Conducted selection project and project selected equal state and private university,  
6. Based on opinion of analyst.  
7. Content of our guideline.  
8. Conduct training and discuss with targeted university and other stakeholder.  
9. We work on translating some curriculum on Mongolian context such as internship.  
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10. In this procedure of internship. Almost all aspect is include type of organization of internship, 
branch, right and obligation of internship leader and mentor and student for example 
internship divide by 3 which suitable in Mongolian context. 

11. We develop recommendation for effective management for alumni association. In foreign 
country alumni associations’ implementation in university are develop and partnership.  

12. This recommendation we specified alumni of every age for example in 5 year by 5 year 
alumni association consist of people different age group and it should be a program funded 
with the help of alumni association. 

13. It should raise fund to school and support university activity. 
14. University in United Stated of America, they put announcement in most famous Washington 

post that  their association have a meeting or raising fund, these kind of announce should be 
in practice in Mongolian as well.  

15. Alumni association is organization that has management system and activity organization. I 
can say it is perfect recommendation but it is first of this kind and effort to developed 
comprehensive effective alumni association recommendation.  

16. It is including much different aspect such as announcement raising fund establishing 
association and then we have develop mechanism of partnership. I have met the academy of 
science many time and but they were resistance to work with us. They need to protect their 
international right. Mongolian private university protect their intellectual property, I come 
many time.  

17. First important of this mechanism is propose partnership.  

Mr. Munkhbayar Byambadash – National Consultant in Financial Management and Accounting 
Presentation 

1. I worked with Ms. Corazon Posadas, International Consultant in Financial Management and 
Accounting 

2. I will present a brief introduction.   
3. In 2015 we conducted research of existing of management and finance and accounting of 

university. A lot of aspect in finance management.  
4. We conclude that first of all accounting system should develop. 
5. First should be accounting system than costing management, then planning and budgeting  

and finance management will be develop, HR management and strategic management. . 
6. Accounting system we have developed a policy developed on accounting, and we also 

developed. A rule and procedure of accounting and developed costing manual for university.  
7. The accounting policy document. Will be an example that can be used by all university , and 

also the accounting rules and procedure are develop based on a lot of example and fact. And 
at last the costing manual includes all the aspect of accounting. we have tested this costing 
manual and accounting system in report in a few university .  

8. The costing manual should be used after stable accounting system is established.  
9. First accounting system should be stable at least 3 years.  
10. To use the costing manual we need to develop our accounting system fully.  
11. Before costing manual used all salary and other cost should be clear so we have developed 

this 3 group of product 
12. Finance management and accounting system is complete with 3 products.  
13. Finance management need to be developed and it takes few years to established finance 

management and its result and ourcu based finance management. Our international 
consultant suggests this model and this model has been used by international university.  

14. And we have also developed guideline for further developed for finance management and 
accounting. 

15. We developed and action plant to implement accounting system for rural area.  
16. Follow up training curriculum for finance and accounting HEI and follow up training 

curriculum for management accounting.  
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17. The framework implementation that we conducted in 4 different training includes various 
stakeholders.  

DR. Galtbatar Artbazaar – National Consultant in Research Policy and Strategy 
Presentation 

1. I worked with Mr. Chan Basarudin, International Consultant in Research Policy and Strategy 
2.  Deliverable is available to all of you  
3. The content we have executed and secondly we talk about our deliverable and about seminar  
4. Work executed:  

a. Made an assessment and briefing on current developed Mongolian education sector.  
b. Research on document  
c. FGD ad interview and online survey  
d. Seminars and training  
e. 4 seminars since 2015. The research is complex work so we have covered a lot of 

different aspect of hours during our 4 seminars.  
5. We have discuss about research policy university, innovation, centered excellent 

management  
6. We had discussed with state policy, HEI participant expressed their input and we had learnt 

ideas from them and include it in my deliverable.  
7. Our team had been working very hard.  
8. Conducted training in 2016.  
9. As big university, it is difficult to cooperate with it because of structure is big apparatus is 

huge, research policy is complicated.  
10. We have decide to work with private smaller in size and structure  
11. National university Mongolian deliverable should be big but private university is enough for 

our research.  
12. We are interest in research policy and strategy size was not matter  
13. We developed 10 products during our work.  
14. Guideline research center and excellences.  
15. We have look through international best practice in this sector.  
16. Topics are small and big the size is various.  We try to cover all the topics and we try to cover 

the entire topic and make that theoretical knowledge into practice.  
17. Developed is easy but developed is different in implementation.  
18. The product very different each other and we must interconnect between products. We have 

privatized this product, which problem should be solved first looking in Mongolian situation.  
19. Current situation, Research policy state Mongolian government should be clarify and 

developed first then research and strategy of HEI should be developed.  
20. Western and developed countries, developed country the research policy is very developed, 

We thought their example is the best but not that much. Our local context is different  
21. Their research and strategy has developed. We do not know the process. So we should do it 

by trial and error not just copy paste their research and strategy. 
22. This is funding model for HEI research. 
23. Money is important aspect. Research needs money. Money makes people work.  
24. It should be clear purpose money and funding.  
25. The stage also put money in this area.  We have included this issue in deliverable clearly  
26. The state government should invest a lot of money in research so that way the science will 

developed in the country. The thing I am emphasizing is without increase money in their area. 
We cannot develop in this area. 

27. I have included funding mechanism in every model.  
28. 4 scholarships. Organizational grant. Each procedure should be specified by government 

budget should be allocated from state budget.  
29. Also center of excellence competitive grant. This grant should also specify, by regulation. The 
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step are very clear,  state policy should be clear.  
30. The money currently should be stable. And money should be allocated. 
31. In our 10 deliverable we have suggested a solution for each  challenge our international 

consultant was very skilled consultant he gave  us most of the idea  
32. Thank you  

DR. Amartaivan – National Consultant in  Program Acceditation in Natural  Science  
Presentation 

1. I had worked started in January 2016 together with International Consultant DR. Anggraini 
Barlian. She involves in international organization in 2013 in Credit Assurance and 
Accreditation.  

2. We had developed different product. To put it simple, we divide it in few different area 
National Quality, Manual procedure methodology and recommendation, enhancing the 
capacity.   

3. There are recommendation policy teaching and learning, text book, directing enhancing 
capacity.  

4. Accreditation we had started the international accreditation plan of medical science.  
5. We have work on implementing the plan and make it go further.  
6. In year 2016 on January, for national accreditation the new criteria were approved. In Year 

2016 in May, 7 programs in national accreditation and those entire program, develop plan 
taking into consideration of university specification and it is internal capacity.  

7. Accreditation plan almost finish of this entire program and we were given task to give 
recommendations on criteria of each program.   

8. Training and seminar, met with representative of university, and discuss different aspect of 
accreditation. There are 2 achieved accredited university should work together 
systematically. Teacher should allocated budget for after hour activities. And also the process 
should be flexible towards accreditation.  

9. Some University doesn’t want to be accredited and put more money on this.  
10. We have conducted survey in 2015 and asked 3 main ideas concept from participant.  
11. Get product of accreditation criteria. A lot of different procedure achieving international 

accreditation. The preparation process should be at all level of an institution. All stakeholders 
should prepare on accreditation.  

12. Quality assurance like a mirror to show your own face. Quality assurance, structure we have 
quality assurance for Mongolian university.  

13. 2016 conduct training and discuss about QA and Internal QA and develop QA and how to 
implement QA.  

14. 6 product is defining the criteria for QA at program level, recommendation for QA, General 
framework of program (define our current level and should define criteria of improvement 
and define, assessment method, we should define overall structure for QA, developed criteria 
of programs. Learning outcome based student based.  

15. Explore the ways to further enhancement of capacity of the organization by participating 
accreditation process the University has any advantage, example during the reach of 
accreditation the teaching and learning and research method will improve, text book will be 
improve.  

16. As for text book, a text book reflected Mon, specific can reach international standard. We 
currently use almost foreign text book. National text book should be good.  

17. To sum up we had successfully did 1 international program, we are currently in process 
accreditation for national science program. We had developed complete guideline for 
internal accreditation for the first time in Mongolia.  

18. Thank you 

Mr. Tumurbaatar Nadmidtseren – National Consultant in Program Accreditation in Agriculture 

1. Our international consultant Mr. Muhamad Achmad Chozin, is a very skilled and educated 
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person. He also work for institute like our Mongolian University  of Agriculture.  
2. We have worked in improving the internal QA and accreditation system.  
3. We aimed at accredited program nationally and also a few program internationally.  
4. We wanted to develop educational accreditation national counsel.  
5. Our work plan consisted on 4 steps.  
6. We have conducted a lot of different and consequent training. In our training almost of all 

representatives from all of university Mongolian attended. Mongolian University supported 
our work from the beginning and we were very thank full. There are 4 type program of 
accreditation.  

7. Also new program to get accreditation and started preparing and made self-assessment on 
them.  

8. We have develop plan with MECS and also the ADB supported us with money.  
9. Our plan is developed, well.  
10. Internal accreditation QA criteria included in our deliverable.   
11. Our team has been work with other team also our Team Leader, Mr. Peter  Horne cooperated 

with us, almost all University  had developed their international QA structure but they could 
not implement QA completely so we have worked with them and discuss about their barrier 
and come for recommendation for them.  

12. We have also developed criteria for program accreditation in agriculture for selected 
program. Our consultant had given suggestion to all stakeholder in this project 

13. Internal QA at program level. We have developed a recommendation including how the 
international QA should be implemented in program level. This product is propose framework 
for curriculum developed implementation in HE  

14. Define evaluation and assessment method, developed review procedure for Internal QA 
accreditation structure at all level.  

15. Center of excellence. A leading center is a center that has vision and strategy should work in 
relation with the university   governance and university admission. We have been to HK this 
year to learn their experiences.  

16. We thought we should cooperate more in order to establish central of excellence in Mongolia 
and meet area port included in our findings in our study tours.  

17. We also have a lot work to do together in the future, training programs for research for 
teaching competency. Program for improving research capacity and guideline to product 
quality text book.  

18. Our last product final product are very short and concise we had gave a brief 
recommendations in this topics 

19. Program for improving research capacity. Brief recommendation in comparison of 
international best practice.  

20. Deliverable are shared in university and stakeholders by email including international.  

DR. Narachimeg Chimedravdan - Program Accreditation in Engineering and Technology 
Presentation 

1. I was work together with international consultant Mr Biemo W. Soemardi.  
2. Mongolian University of sicence and Technology, IDER.  
3. This institute and university  have prepare number of program and accreditation.   
4. In this conference room there are members of this accreditation preparation WG thank you 

for coming here.  
5. As for IDER university is private but they prepare 2 program for accreditation. As a result are 

different deliverable and the content of this deliverable are a little similar with previous 
presentation.  

6. Work plan for organizing plan that lead to national and international accreditation.  
7. Recommendation step that crucial to achieve to national and international accreditation that 

our stakeholder developed this workplan.   
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8. Proposal of internal QA based outcome and national accreditation framework. it is proposal 
and manual.  

9. Recommendation of eligible criteria in engineering and technical program. 
10. Proposal of relevant agency of cooperative links  
11. We need to create cooperation links in many national and international agency to achieve 

accreditation.  
12. Our international consultant gave us useful idea which we can adapt and use in local context  
13. Our next product is criteria and procedure of international accreditation.  
14. To achieve it we need to developed procedure of national accreditation so apart of this goal is 

national accreditation and its our mission.  
15. Program QA under information system of university   
16. Framework internal monitoring evaluation of QA  
17. Recommendation in research in tech trough central of excellence  
18. Guideline of developed training program to upgrade  
19. Develop strategies for production of credited text book eng and tech.  
20. Totally 11 deliverable for accreditation and QA assurance 
21. And manual also develop for international QA for bachelor program it is consist 47 pages  
22. Develop guideline of accreditation and QA for engineering and technical program.  
23. Our team has developed about 150 pages of recommendation manual. it is possible because 

of your cooperation. Thank you for your work hard. Thank you for DR. Sukhbaatar who lead 
us and organizing toward this all and reach all goals. 

From Pilot  
1. D.Zorigt, Ider Institute 
2. J.Batbaatar, MNUMS 
3. R.Bat-erdene, NUM 
4. N.Enkhbzaya, Otgontenger university 

Key Speaker 1 

1. Financial management aspect, we had develop accounting management system with the help 
of this project.  It is a very proper system for our institute. Previously we were build a new 
building that we are very soon moves to new building. With the help of this project we could 
improve learning of our institute quite well especially, we have learn from American example 
and implementing it in our institute.  

2. Alternative funding resources, we are able to make hotel and restaurant at the top of our 
building.  

3. We have invited US famous director and made a film about Mongolia.  
4. Scholarship we are generous in giving to student.  
5. High school graduate take a very high score in exit exam, he/she will have scholarship and 

discount.  
6. As for curriculum ad teaching and learning activities, We made progress developing online 

courses, for tourism classes and foreign student classes. We plan to enroll student from Korea 
and inland student from online classes.  

7. In this work we plan to exchange student with US university. Depend in English proficiency of 
our student. Our student will go to US for master or doctor from our institute.  

8. We are also started to introduce courses in English, in the future it more completed and our 
institute will be the leader in this field. We also planning to translate English news textbook to 
our institute  

9. Credit system is different task for us. Private institute as institute that has thousand student 
and 6 teacher it will different to introduce credit system. We will start with tourism with 
national consultant Ms. Tsagaatch.   

10. We have made an agreement with university of Mongolia for credit transfer. We are also 
quite successfully implementing training info system in training activities.  
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11. Our training info system are manual not we are planning to be fully online system. Teacher 
will prepare teaching method and curriculum online. Food technology program we have 
taken advice from this project and we are also working coop with Taiwan university and in 
the future we are planning to implement credit system completely in our institute.  

12. Faculty Development, our main purpose is to create faculty development fund. We have such 
fund in the past. Teacher use their own money to develop themselves. Faculty development 
activities were conducted from their own money however the fund are very useful, it has to 
be accumulated and spend to teacher development.  

13. Teacher vacation during summer n 3 month. We have to use those 3 month vacation to be 
used to develop teacher.  

14. As for faculty development council is establish in our institute and it start working.  
15. We are giving extra salary for teacher who had worked very hard in order to create insentive 

to motivate them.  
16. Our teacher shall meet in person with world class university teacher. Experienced of the  6 

teacher who went to Taiwan and met other teacher there and few teacher meet with USA 
university  teacher.  

17. In Business Development, I am in charge in foreign affair. We have website www 
mongolbeat.com and invite Director of Discovery TV Channel. A Chinese university had tried 
to invite him but they were not successfully invited him but we could. Big investment in as far 
as culture is concern. We had created a video serial about Mongolian culture that will be on 
air in Discovery TV Channel soon.  

18. We employed our student during their visit, there were 2 students who worked as translator 
for Director and they earned as tuition fee. We are planning to build factory for mother rice 
but due to funding problem it is delayed but we will do it in the future.  

19. We also established Mongolian study team. We are planning a project into teach the new 
student how to write without any mistakes. We have opened a program, to receive IDER 
Mongolian student. We receive advice for food technology and information technology from 
National accreditation process and Accreditation is in process.   

20. On behalf of my university express my gratitude for international and national consultant for 
work and cooperation with us and supporting us and we have big purpose.  

Key Speaker #2 

21. Our university has work for 6 month with this project. We have develop a work plan and get 
approved by MECS now I am going to introduce a hundred person who work in HERP  

22. A detail plan shown in the presentation. Approx. 30 works with our plan to be in our 
university. First fall under governance group, financial and accounting group and we have 
planned to do 4 works. We have developed our accreditation policy document and we have 
print out our document and started using it in our university also we have conducted a 
research on how to startup company and now establish in our university. Translation biro 
under language branch school. Our language biro working toward the faculty development 
student development text book translation and also doing translation to earn money for their 
school. 

23. We prepare journalist for 21 years so we established journalism agency. We have opened 
website journalism with the help of journalist student. The first product develop by the 
translation biro of our university is this book that has been selling well and it is being read by 
student and teacher of our university. We startup company with advice of HERP.  

24. We have developed procedure finance support for support from the university from example 
scholarship discount and incentive. We develop the first time for our university. In 1991 when 
our university established only 1 scholarship now we have a lot of scholarship program. For 
example in this academic year, we have granted scholar ship that equals to 1.3 Billion Tugrik 
to our student. Also we have given financial support to offer one hundred million Tugrik to 
our student.  
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25. We have made progress in partnership aspect. We have established a procedure for alumni 
association and mechanism and working with alumni association for the 1st time.  

26. We had plan for project and 2 project are implemented successfully for now and we also 
established and incubate center at our university. We discussed within our university, and we 
have selected a few of our graduate and started our incubator center. We have selected 
graduate of 2015 for our incubator system and she was trained and became the teacher of 
debate class in our university   

27. She was trained for 18 month and she created debate club at our university and she also 
publish book at skill of debates.  

28. She is implementing national debate in our government agency. This is result of our incubator 
center.  

29. We have also delivered an official letter to Chinese Embassy that our university increases 
cooperation over 100 cooperation and we have 9 cooperations with international university. 
We will open a Chinese class of our university. We have also engaged with GIZ and 
established research institute in our university   

30. Our student are working with family center we have also started a campaign to give a proper 
culture for student with cooperation Cosmo Magazine contract 20 Million Tugrik and 
implemented in 2 years.  

31. This Cosmo Student Magazine will be printed in our university. In this magazine will be useful 
info about international late news, change for student. 

32. We prioritize gender equality. This magazine is only for our university  and people in the 
cover of magazine are graduate of our university. We also successfully debate national 
second in 2nd year successfully.  

33. People from Rusia, also participate.  
34. Curriculum teaching and learning activity we have develop guideline to implementation QA 

internal QC and established mechanism internal control and curriculum QA. 
35. The help of guideline it is easy to implement QA. 
36. We have implemented proper structure of teaching and learning system. As for credit system. 

Has been implemented very effectively in our university.  
37. The consultant helps us in credit system. At the end 2016 academic year  
38. Faculty development we are created faculty development counsel at our university and we 

are also developing procedure for faculty development fund.  
39. We are also drafting a lot of project for our clients and money will come to client to our 

faculty.  
40. Research policy and strategy, we are planning to conduct and research development teacher.  
41. We have established research center with the help of teacher, a number of scientific article 

that social research institute is working very active.  
42. We have also established consequent lecture for our teacher and student 
43. We are also planning to improve the Quality of academic books. Publish first volume 

according to international consultant we have put this scientific books online.  
44. We have also developed intellectual property manual and we have international property 

center.   
45. Foundation is ready for international property center. But the manual is done, manual is 

ready at our university  web. 
46. Also this manual has 2 volume, and it is a useful manual. 
47. We want MECS to support us in the future to implement recommendations in this project.  
48. This is a big project 1 million dollar so we should more and more workshop to improve to 

reform HE.  
49. Thank you  

Key Speaker #3 

1. Mongolian University of Medical is working to achieve international standard within 10 years 
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within this purpose we participate this project thank you for involving us.  
2. The next purpose of our university is to improve our system adopted from Germany 

University more and more.  
3. Our university has been evaluated by Netherland, and gets accredited internationally. 

Therefore we participate in his project.  
4. The project outcome about 90% complete in it is quite good result.  
5. We were planning to create an administrative structure of international standard.  
6. With the help of this project we are able to administrative standard where we develop.  
7. Also we wanted to use the national consultant in development further programs with the 

help of national consultant.   
8. I also d like to express deep gratitude for international consultant who generously share 

experience with us. He dedicated all his effort to our university and Mongolian University of 
science and technology has cooperation for very long time during this project.  

9. Our university has developed 5 recommendation and 5 request and develop international 
accreditation. We are also ready to exchange our experience with other university.  

10. We got advice from international consultant about text book .we are ready to cooperate with 
other university and this project.  

11. Make new department to cover research and development policy.  

Key Speaker #4 

1. Good morning, this seminar is very important.  
2. Mongolian university wanted to implement this kind of project many years ago and 

eventually we can get this project we have learn a lot of thing and implemented useful thing 
under this project.  

3. One problem is that just 4 pilot universities join the benefit of this project.  
4. Other is very hesitant and not enjoying as much benefit as us. So we should work harder on 

spreading the deliverable and outcome of this project to others.  
5. I was excited with this project. To reform many law in education in Mongolia and this autumn 

new government has repelled few article which beneficiary for student and institution. It is 
for unfortunate thing education sector and politic are close link together future we should 
work separating education sector in political influence.  

6. We have built up strategic plan and publish it until 2004. This plan will be implemented and 
believe this will implemented successfully about the law change but our goal and mission will 
not waiver and also MECS representative shall not waiver from their way of doing this great 
work.  

7. For the development of this book, DR Sukhbataar had put us a lot. With help this project,  we 
had successfully developed our strategic plan. Also there are key indicator, KPI in the strategy 
and we will use this KPI as criteria as improvement.  

8. There are aspects in HERP which we are included in our strategic.  
9. This strategic plan will be like a bond between administrative. This strategic can be as 

direction and have same page and help up for accreditation international relation and any 
different aspect educational institution. It is very effective and tools for us to go further. This 
plan until 2024 we will reform and amend this plan each year. Do self-assessment of this plan 
every year.  

10. One problem administrative counsel in our university has little of private interest. NUM is 
state own university so administration counsel were appointed from up above with many 
people and some of them have private personnel interest and conflict of interest it is a little 
different to us to implement new thing new ideas due to government influence.  

11. Our attitude that quality shall be a culture and backbone to us.   
12. Consultant is valuable asset for our university. It is a beneficial result for us. They will be 

valuable asset for us. We should employ them and utilized their knowledge to implement in 
the future.  
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13. Negative thing but the MECS has first appointed a few person to monitor this project but 
many of them fired and left. Only 1 person left. If I knew this earlier, I would have warn them 
but we cannot blame them. The people who first brought this project to this Mongolia are 
not here. So I feel lost a little bit the original mission. New people coming in we can achieve 
great result. 

Mr. Noor Arief Muzadi – President of PT Trans Intra Asia 
Closing Remarks 

1. Prof. AMARJAGALAN, the Project Director of HIGHER EDUCATION REFORM PROJECT, 
Chairman of this Final workshop, Distinguished guests and participants of the FINAL 
WORKSHOP on HIGHER EDUCATION REFORM PROJECT, on behalf of PT. TRANS INTRA ASIA 
CONSULTANT in association with THE UNIVERSITY OF FINANCE AND ECONOMICS (UFE) of this 
WORKSHOP, it is indeed my pleasure to make a few closing remarks and express our 
gratitude to all those who made this event a reality. 

2. Mongolia, is a nice develop country --- which put much concern in education. Indonesia 20 
years ago had been experienced a reformation in our Higher Education System. It was a very 
challenging task involving around 4,500 HEIs, both public and private institutions, and 
catering more than 5.110.000 students in almost 25.000 programs. Even now, effort to 
promote the quality of higher education is still underway. The reform was aimed at 
strengthening university autonomy, while gaining international recognition. With the 
assistance of the international agencies, Indonesia is also proud to share its experience with 
other countries, such as Sri Lanka, Jordan, and Khuzestan. 

3. PT Trans Intra Asia known or called as TIA is an Indonesia Company that started its services in 
the year of 1978. Establish for 39 years in the consultancy services has made TIA a mature 
company through its experience, expertise, and administration and finance backstopping in 
Indonesia and regional. Achievement of TIA in the period of 1 January 2011 – 30 January 
2015, categorized by ADB in 1st rank over Top 5 Consultant from Indonesia who involved in 
Consulting Services Contract under ADB Loan, Grant, and Technical Assistant Projects. This 
achievement is a bonus of our 39 years hard work and commitment and it will not stop us to 
learn.  

4. It is hard to tell a whole story of this project in this very little time, but I will summarize some 
key point, a lesson learn that beneficial for us in the future.  

5. High Education Reform Project, which we started on 7 January 2015 (NTP), together with our 
National partner University Finance Economics (UFE), which UFE is the one of the largest 
educational institutions in Mongolia.  

6. Together, we were more than happy to start with full spirit by mobilized our International 
and National Consultant to start a Time Base Technical Assistant Consultancy Services that it 
was designed to finish in 18 months. It is our commitment to deliver and finish this project 
completely. Therefore, it has been agreed by both party MECSS and TIA to extend this project 
6 months at “no cost”. At no cost which mean that the maximum amount of the total project 
remain the same, and our consultancy services time input (person months) are remain the 
same over 24 months. Again, it is our commitment and good will to improve and complete 
the services.  

7. The success of this project lays on the trust and cooperation of many parties. It is not in the 
hand of TIA and IFE only who must play the role to the success of this project, but also other 
stakeholders that must play their role as a team which each of it has contribution to the 
success of this project. Interaction, communication, coordination each part of the team is a 
key.  

8. Every project has its nature which may differ one to another. However every hardship we are 
facing keep us strong as we have the commitment to gets things done. Communication is a 
basic need to make coordination. Language and how it is interpreted is an important key to a 
successful coordination. The lack of communication due to language barrier could cause a 
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slow response, slow interaction that may delay an execution of tasks and or coordination.  
 

9. With the small amount of international consultants input that allocated in this project among 
the high volume tasks and responsibilities mentioned in the ToR, has made us realize that an 
effective time management is important. We had designed work schedule where 
International and National consultant will work collaboratively in the field to plan, implement 
and evaluate, provide technical assistance to the stakeholders.  

10. However, time as always has been a limitation to any works that involves soliciting inputs 
from large number of stakeholders, particularly those holding high profiles position or 
difficult to meet due to their always busy schedules. As such, our consultants had to take 
their time necessary to fit into the work flow of the various groups of stakeholders. However, 
the readiness of the stakeholder who will use our International and National consultants’ 
services while they were at field also plays an important roles to the completion of their role 
and responsibility timely.  

11. Those are the challenges that we had experience. There were weaknesses in those area, 
which I am here mentioned with the intention to share this to you as a lesson to learn. I 
would like to express our gratitude to MECS especially to :  

1. the Project Director of HIGHER EDUCATION REFORM PROJECT, Prof. AMARJAGALAN for 
your time  

2. Respective official who make this workshop happen in MECSS premises 
 

I would like to express our  gratitude to ADB, PIU, Piloting University, UFE, our International and 
National Consultant for their hard work to make this happen, the relevant stakeholders that I can’t 
mention it one by one, for your support, attention, and interest to this project.  It is my sincere 
duty to thank all of you here today, your contributions in this workshop and once back to your 
own institution. We do hope that you can use the concepts that you received in this workshop to 
be implemented and make improvement in High Education Sector in Mongolia. 
 

Questions and Answer 

1. MECS is the organization who request this project and our consulting service team who will 
deliver its product to MECS.  

Ms. Amarjargalan – Project Director of HERP 

1. We have been introduce the deliverable of HERP  
2. Has been implemented 25 month all amount 1 million dollar, and remaining amount is 300K 

USD and administrator of TIA company came to Mongolia several time. As contract 
amendment.   

3. The contract was amendment with TIA the contract period was extended, and according to 
the next deliverable shall be delivered by 30 January this year.  

4. One important thing about CS this is for target and pilot institution is implemented its entire 
project 100%.  

5. As from deliverable has deliver to MECS and has studied it and reported back certain point of 
improvement and we have been working in close cooperation. We have also evaluated their 
deliverable of each national and international consultant.  

6. 1 minim score and 5 high score.  
7. All of these score is quite good. We have made suggestion to national and international 

consultant and they have improved their product and the final result the content of the 
product deliverable are quiet good and implementation of the pilot quiet good  

8. You have seen their presentation recently. Also the deliverable not the thing on the paper. 
The deliverable are to the mind of the people to education sector people.  

9. During the implementation of this project we have learn a lot of useful thing.  
10. I would like to tell to the national consultant that you are giving a very great opportunity, you 
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can now look at education sector, whole a bird eye view and you can see what is the problem 
what is cause and what is solution and you can see that now and it will be valuable asset in 
education sector.  

11. In the future development MECS will always cooperation with you all.   
12. This consultant service is now closing this not a closing. This is a beginning of new level 

cooperation, new level insight in the future in improving legal framework in education sector. 
I’m  myself also a teacher who worked for many year so I have also hear in education sector. 
Looking at in MECS a little incompetence, they do not know actual situation,  they also have a 
lot of problem to solve, so it is huge work for all of us. 

13. I would like tell again that national consultant who gathered here, are the leader of this 
sector now. You had equipped by all is needed. There is no war, there is no run away behind 
this group.   

14. You should not go back and you shall go further your cooperation. Our leadership is crucial in 
education sector.  

15. Also I believe that our national consultant will come themselves to us to  implement further  
16. The national consultant should be more and more active. We have powerful weapon, don’t 

let it rust and use it .  
17. This project is ending but we have new beginning to work together.  
18. Emphasize 5 to go further.   
19. Credit improvement is a continue process either on one self or on others.  
20. We should improve evaluation and assessment system.  
21. On the 22 December, we have conducted a meeting and listen to the priority issue and goals 

of 6 top University in Mongolia, our next priority to work on is Human Resources a stable 
Human Resources.  

22. We should even create a Working Group in developed Human Resources and fourth priority s 
Research Based University.  

23. We should developed research based university. We incorporate research into each and 
every University and Institute, we also formed a WG to work on research base university but 
the WG not yet working.  

24. Based on deliverable of this Consultancy Service we should work in activity management of 
Mongolian HEI. We should spend remaining amount of money to working this 5 priority area 
in the future.  

25. Your idea and suggestion are valuable for me.  
26. Any people can get the manual and deliverable from this project. You can have this very 

shortly by soft copy.  
27. Also I would like to great full for Indonesia TIA and all the international and national 

consultant.  

Ms. Itgel – ADB representative  

1. We hope to continue cooperating with our 10 national consultant also in our country it is the 
First  time Asian consultant company came to Mongolia to provide services . 

2. This is very good opportunity for us to have TIA company and we have learn a lot of great 
things. This project was new to us. Almost everything is new to us. We need to improve.  

3. Our contract with TIA will end 30 January 2017. Working Group almost form in priority area 
and dissemination method and sharing prices is not clear decide yet but we are now 
improved human being so we can operate more effectively and efficiently in the future. 
Spread the good experience. 
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Зөвлөх үйлчилгээний үр дүн: 

Мэргэшлийн үндэсний хүрээ – 
Кредит систем 

Г.Цагаач 
Үндэсний зөвлөх 

 
ДЭЭД БОЛОВСРОЛЫН ШИНЭЧЛЭЛИЙН 

 ЗӨВЛӨХ ҮЙЛЧИЛГЭЭ 
ДЭЭД БОЛОВСРОЛЫН ШИНЭЧЛЭЛИЙН ТӨСӨЛ 

 
2017‐1‐17 

Бэлтгэсэн санал, зөвлөмж 
#  Санал, зөвлөмж  Товч агуулга  Ач холбогдол 

1  МУ‐ын Дээд 
боловсролын 
мэргэшлийн 
үндэсний хүрээ 
(санал) 

Тайланд, Индонези, Австрали, 
Шотландын туршлагыг 
харьцуулсан судалгаа, 
мэргэшлийн хүрээний талаарх 
ойлголт, МУ‐ын өнөөгийн 
байдал, дээд боловсролын 
мэргэшлийн хүрээний бүрдэл 
хэсгүүдийг тодорхойлсон санал 
бүхий бодлогын баримт бичиг. 

Боловсрол, сургалтын нийт 
салбарыг хамарсан, 
үндэсний хэмжээнд 
мөрдөгдөх, сонирхогч 
талууд нийтээрээ 
зөвшилцөж, хүлээн 
зөвшөөрсөн МҮХ‐г 
боловсруулж, 
хэрэгжүүлэхэд гарын 
авлага болгон хэрэглэх, 
олон улсын туршлагаас 
суралцах боломжтой.  

2  Мэргэшлийн 
үндэсний хүрээг 
бий болгож, 
хэрэгжүүлэх нь 
(зөвлөмж) 

Мэргэшлийн үндэсний хүрээг 
боловсруулан, хэрэгжилтийг 
хангах үйл явц, шат дараалал, 
үе шат бүрт анхаарах асуудлыг 
тодорхой тусгасан зөвлөмж.  

Мэргэшлийн үндэсний 
хүрээг бий болгон, 
хэрэгжүүлэх ажлыг үр 
дүнтэй, эрсдэл багатай 
зохион байгуулахад 
суралцах. 
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Бэлтгэсэн санал, зөвлөмж 

#  Санал, 
зөвлөмж 

Товч агуулга  Ач холбогдол 

3  Кредит 
систем 
(зөвлөмж)  

Өнөөгийн байдлын үнэлгээ, 
Боловсролын асуудал эрхэлсэн 
төрийн захиргааны төв 
байгууллагаас батлан, мөрдүүлж 
буй үлгэрчилсэн журам болон 
ДБСБ‐ын хэмжээн дэх сургалтын  
журмыг шинэчлэх, боловсронгуй 
болгох тухай санал, кредит систем 
нэвтрүүлэлтийг эрчимжүүлэх 
ажлын санал бүхий зөвлөмж. 

Сургалтанд кредит системийг 
үр дүнтэй нэвтрүүлж буй сайн 
туршлагаас суралцах, 
тулгамдаж буй асуудлууд, 
хэрхэн шийдвэрлэх талаар 
нэгдсэн ойлголттой болох, 
кредит систем 
нэвтрүүлэлтийг эрчимжүүлэх.  

4  Бакалаврын 
зэрэг олгоход 
баримтлах 
бодлого, 
болзлыг 
шинэчлэх нь 
(зөвлөмж) 
 

Өнөөгийн байдлын үнэлгээ, 
өнөөгийн байдлыг сайжруулах, 
олон улсын жишигт хүргэх тухай 
зөвлөмж. 

Боловсролын зэрэг олгоход 
баримтлах бодлого, зарчмыг 
төгсөгчийн эзэмшсэн байх 
мэдлэг, чадвар, хандлага 
буюу сургалтын хүрэх үр дүнг 
чухалчилсан чиглэлд 
шинэчлэх боломжтой болно.  

Бэлтгэсэн санал, зөвлөмж 
#  Санал, 

зөвлөмж 
Товч агуулга  Ач холбогдол 

5  Ерөнхий 
боловсролын 
хичээл 
(Зөвлөмж) 

Дээд боловсролын сургалтын 
хөтөлбөр, төлөвлөгөөн дэх 
ерөнхий боловсролын 
хичээлийн шаардлага, 
болзолд  хийсэн дүн 
шинжилгээ бүхий 
боловсронгуй болгох талаарх 
зөвлөмж. 

Энэ бүлгийн хичээлүүдийн зорилгыг 
эргэн харах, суралцах цар хүрээгээ 
тэлэхээс гадна суралцах арга барил 
эзэмшүүлэх чиглэлд өөрчлөх, 
суралцагчдад зөвлөх үйлчилгээ, 
мэдээллийн систем нэвтрүүлэлт, 
кредит шилжүүлэлт, дүйцүүлэлтийг 
эрчимжүүлэх замаар энэ бүлгийн 
хичээл сонголт, зохион 
байгуулалтыг оновчтой болгох.  

6  Оюутны 
мэдлэг, 
чадвар, 
хандлагын 
үнэлгээний 
тогтолцоог 
шинэчлэх нь 
(Зөвлөмж) 

Оюутны эзэмшсэн мэдлэг, 
чадвар, хандлагын үнэлгээг  
сургалтын хүрэх үр дүнг 
чухалчилсан чиглэлд 
боловсронгуй болгох тухай 
зөвлөмж.  

Сургалтын хүрэх үр дүн гэж юу 
болох, хэрхэн тодорхойлох, оюутны 
эзэмшсэн мэдлэг, чадвар, 
хандлагын үнэлгээнд  хэрхэн 
ашиглах, үнэлгээний үр дүнг 
сургалтын ажлыг сайжруулахад 
хэрхэн үр дүнтэй хэрэглэх талаар 
суралцах. 
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Бэлтгэсэн санал, зөвлөмж 
#  Санал, зөвлөмж  Товч агуулга  Ач холбогдол 

7  Сургалтын 
мэдээллийн системийг 
кредит системийг үр 
дүнтэй нэвтрүүлэхэд 
хэрэглэх нь   
(Зөвлөмж)  

Сургалтын мэдээллийн 
системийг нэвтрүүлэх 
хэрэгцээ, ач холбогдол, 
нэвтрүүлэх ажлын дараалал, 
анхаарах асуудлуудыг 
тусгасан зөвлөмж.  

Сургалтанд кредит 
системийг амжилттай 
нэвтрүүлэхийн тулд 
бүрдүүлбэл зохих урьдач 
нөхцлүүдийн нэн чухал нь 
сургалтын мэдээллийн 
системийг нэвтрүүлэх бөгөөд 
энэ ажлыг хэрхэн үр ашигтай 
зохион байгуулах боломжтой 
талаар суралцах. 

8  МҮХ‐ний 
хэрэгжилтийн  хүрээн 
дэх кредит цуглуулалт, 
дүйцүүлэлт,  
шилжүүлэн 
тооцоололт  
(бодлогын төсөл, 
журмын санал, 
зөвлөмж)  

МҮХ‐ний хэрэгжилтийн 
хүрээнд кредит цуглуулах, 
дүйцүүлэх, шилжүүлэн 
тооцоход баримтлах бодлого 
(төсөл), Сургалтын 
байгууллага хооронд кредит 
дүйцүүлэн шилжүүлэн 
тооцох журмын санал (ДБСБ‐
уудад зориулсан зөвлөмж) 

Эдгээр баримт бичиг нь МҮХ‐
ний дэд хүрээ тус бүр доторх 
болон хоорондын мэргэшил 
дүйцүүлэлт, шилжүүлэлтийг 
дэмжсэн хөшүүрэг, гадаадын 
улс орнуудад үндэсний 
боловсролоо хүлээн 
зөвшөөрүүлэх үндсэн 
хэрэгсэл болж хэрэглэгдэнэ.  
 

Бэлтгэсэн санал, зөвлөмж 

#  Санал, зөвлөмж  Товч агуулга  Ач холбогдол 
 

9  Дээд боловсролын 
цөм (core 
curriculum) 
хөтөлбөрийн 
минимум 
шаардлага 
боловсруулах тухай 
зөвлөмж 

Цөм хөтөлбөр гэж юу болох, 
боловсруулан, 
мөрдүүлэхийн ач холбогдол, 
чадамж гэж юу болох,  
чадамжийн бүрдэл хэсгүүд, 
эзлэх хувь хэмжээ,  хэн, 
хэрхэн тодорхойлох 
асуудлыг агуулсан журмын 
төсөл/зөвлөмж. 
 

Цөм хөтөлбөр нь 
чадамжийн үндсэн 
тодорхойлогч бөгөөд 
үүнийг боловсруулан, 
мөрдүүлснээр сургалтын 
хөтөлбөрүүдийн чанарын 
баталгаа хангагдах хөрс 
бүрдэнэ.  
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Зохион байгуулсан үндэсний хэмжээний 
сургалт, семинар 

• Кредит систем нэвтрүүлэлтийг эрчимжүүлэх нь, 
2015‐11‐23; 

• Бакалаврын зэрэг олгоход ДБСБ‐уудын баримталж 
буй бодлого, болзол, журмыг шинэчлэн, 
сайжруулах нь, 2016‐3‐30; 

• Суралцагчдын сурах үйлийн үнэлгээг 
боловсронгуй болгох нь, 2016‐3‐31; 

• Дээд боловсролын мэргэшлийн түвшний үндэсний 
тогтолцоо, 2016‐6‐30. 
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ДЭЭД БОЛОВСРОЛЫН ШИНЭЧЛЭЛ,  
ЗӨВЛӨХ БАГ 
БАЙГАЛИЙН УХААНЫ МАГАДЛАН ИТГЭМЖЛЭЛ 

Mongolia: Higher Education Reform Project ‐ ADB Project No. 43007‐023 1 

Anggraini Barlian, Цэнддаваа Амартайван 

 2017-01-17 

Илтгэлийн агуулга 

 Байгалийн ухааны зөвлөх үйлчилгээний 
бүтээгдэхүүнүүд 

 Байгалийн ухааны хөтөлбөрийн магадлан итгэмжлэл 

  ‐ Үндэсний болон олон улсын түвшин дэх магадлан 
  итгэмжлэл 

  ‐ Чанарын баталгаажуулалт, Дотоодын чанарын 
  баталгаажуулалт 

 Нэгтгэн дүгнэх 

  2 
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Зөвлөх баг: Байгалийн ухааны магадлан итгэмжлэл 

3 

Ангриани 
Барлэйн 
Индонез улсын 
Бандунгийн 
Технологийн их 
сургуулийн 
профессор   Цэнддаваагийн 
Амартайван 
МУИС, 
Физикийн тэнхим 
2016 оны 1р 
сараас 

Байгалийн ухааны магадлан итгэмжлэлийн зөвлөх баг 
11 бүтээгдэхүүн 

No  Даалгавар (TORs)  Бүтээгдэхүүн 

1 
Үндэсний болон олон улсын хэмжээнд магадлан итгэмжлүүлэх төлөвлөгөө 
боловсруулах 

Ажлын төлөвлөгөө 

2 
Суралцахуйн үр дүнд суурилсан болон ҮМХ-нд үндэслэсэн дотоодын 
чанарын баталгаажуулалтын бүтцийг санал болгох 

Гарын авлага 

3  Хөтөлбөр бүрд шалгуурт тохирох зөвлөгөө өгөх  Санал  

4  Магадлан итгэмжлэлийн тохирох байгууллагыг санал болгох 
Санал болгосон 

байгууллагын нэр 

5  Олон улсын хэмжээнд магадлан итгэмжлүүлэх шалгуурыг бэлтгэх  Шалгуур болон явц 

6 
Хөтөлбөрийн түвшин дэх чанарын баталгаажуулалтын шалгуурыг 
тодорхойлох 

ЧБ-ын шалгуур 

7  Хөтөлбөр боловсруулах, хянах, үнэлэх тогтолцооны хүрээ бий болгох  Ерөнхий хүрээ 

8  ДЧБ –г багтаасан хөтөлбөр сайжруулах гарын авлага боловсруулах  Гарын авлага 

9  Тэргүүлэгчдийн төвөөр дамжуулан судалгааны чадавхийг сайжруулах 
талаар гарын авлага боловсруулах 

Гарын авлага 

10  Багшийн хөгжүүлэхэд чиглэсэн сургалтын хөтөлбөр боловсруулах  Сургалт  
11  Чанартай сурах бичиг зохиох  Стратеги  4 
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Бүтээгдэхүүнийг үндсэн 3 чиглэл  

хэсэг Үндсэн чиглэл Бүтээгдэхүүн 

I Магадлан	итгэмжлэл	 үндэсний,	
олон	улсын 	

1, 3, 4, 5 

II Чанарын	баталгаажуулалт	 Гарын	
авлага,	аргачлал,	заавар,	процедур,	
хүрээ	 	

2, 6, 7, 8 

III Чадавх	сайжруулах		 Зөвлөмж:	
судалгааны,	сургахуйн,	сурах	
бичгийн 	

9, 10, 11 
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Магадлан итгэмжлэл, Бүтээгдэхүүн 1: АЖЛЫН ТӨЛӨВЛӨГӨӨ 

 Олон улсын магадлан итгэмжлэл АШУҮИС‐ ASIIN 

 

 

 

6 

June  14th16th, 2016 

√    √    √ 
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Магадлан итгэмжлэл, Бүтээгдэхүүн 1: АЖЛЫН 
ТӨЛӨВЛӨГӨӨ 
 Байгалийн ухааны 8 хөтөлбөр 
 2016 оны 1‐р сард үндэсний магадлан 
итгэмжлэлийн шинэ шалгуур батлагдсан 

 2016 оны 5‐р сард 7 хөтөлбөр хүсэлт 
гаргасан. 

Тус бүрийн хувьд төлөвлөгөө батлагдсан 

Зуны амралтын хугацааг тооцоогүй, багш 
нарын ачааллыг бүрэн тооцоогүйгээс 
хугацаанаас хоцорч байна.  

Одоогийн байдлаар  

2 хөтөлбөр өөрийн үнэлгээний тайлан 
засварлах шатанд 

 Бусад хөтөлбөрийн хувьд  ӨҮТ бичих 
явцдаа  7 

Магадлан итгэмжлэлийн 8 шалгуур үзүүлэлт 

Магадлан итгэмжлэл, Бүтээгдэхүүн 4: Магадлан итгэмжлэлийн 
байгууллага санал болгох 
   Үндэсний : БМИҮЗ 

 Олон улсын магадлан 
итгэмжлэлийн байгууллага:  

    БМИҮЗ хүлээн зөвшөөрсөн байх 

2015 оны 6‐р сард санал болгосон 

Боломжит байгууллагуудыг санал 
болгосон 

БМИҮЗ мөн өөрөө олон улсын ижил 
чиглэлийн холбоо, нийгэмлэгийн 
гишүүн байх талаар санал оруулсан 
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No  Agency  Notes 

1  AHPGS  –  Accreditation  Agency  for  Study  Programs  in  Special 

Education, Care, Health Sciences and Social Work 

Germany 

2  ASIIN:  ASIIN  Accreditation  Agency  is  a  member  of  European 

Network  for  the Accreditation of Engineering Education  (ENAEE), 

the  European  Chemistry  Thematic  Network  Association  (ECTNA) 

and the EURO‐INF Project for the field of informatics.  

Fields that are covered in ASIIN: In engineering; computer science; 

the natural sciences; mathematics and teaching qualification 

Germany 

3  ACS – American Chemistry Society: specific for chemistry  USA 

4  Royal Society for Chemistry  UK 

5  AIAO‐BAR‐American  International  Accreditation  Organization 

Bureau of Accreditated Registrars 

USA 

6  IAO – International Accreditation Organization  USA 

7  NCFME–National  Committee  on  Foreign  Medical  Education 

Accreditation 

USA 

8  Japan Accreditation Council for Medical Education (JACME)  Japan 

9  Korean Institute of Medical Education and Evaluation  South Korea  

10  Taiwan Medical Accreditation Council  Taiwan 

11  Liaison Committee on Medical Education (LCME)  USA 

12  General Medical Council  UK 

13  The  Association  for  Evaluation  and  Accreditation  of  Medical 

Education Programs (TEPDAD) 

Turkey 
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Магадлан итгэмжлэл, Бүтээгдэхүүн  3: Хөтөлбөр бүрийн 
хувьд шалгууруудад тохирсон зөвлөмж өгөх 
 

9 

Бодит байдлаас байгалийн ухааны 
хөтөлбөрүүдэд өгсөн зөвлөмж (МУИС) 
 

1.МУИС болон бүрэлдэхүүн сургуулийн түвшинд хөтөлбөрийн 
магадлан итгэмжлэлд өгөгдөл цуглуулахад дэмжлэг үзүүлэх 

2.Хөтөлбөр, багш нарыг системтэй зохион байгуулалттай 
ажиллуулах 

3.Ажлын хэсэгт удирдлагын зүгээс дэмжлэг үзүүлэх (хичээлийн 
цагийг багасгах, нэмэлт урамшуулал, түр хугацаанд туслах 
ажиллуулах гм) 

 

47% 

13% 

19% 

21% 

Difficulty in preparing accreditation 

Data collection Data analysis Data interpretation/ conclusion Difficulty to fully met requirements

General knowledge about iQA and Accreditation 
Survey (May, 2015), Stakeholders Workshop June 4th 2015 

CORRELATION  BETWEEN  SURVEY  RESULTS  IN 
MAY 2015  AND  CURRENT  SITUATION  FOR 
NATIONAL  ACCREDITATION  WORK PLAN   

(besides the situation in MNCEA) 

10 
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Магадлан итгэмжлэл, бүтээгдэхүүн 5: олон улсын магадлан 
итгэмжлэлийн шалгуур, явц 
  

11 ASIIN магадлан итгэмжлэх явц 

Сургууль дээрх уулзалт: 
 
• Бүх түвшинд бэлтгэх 

(Удирдлагын, 
хөтөлбөрийн, Оюутны, 
Багш нарын, ажилтны 
гм) 

• Тоног төхөөрөмж, 
лаборатори (Эрүүл 
ахуй, аюулгүй байдлыг 
хангасан уу) 

Чанарын Баталгаажуулалт & ДЧБ 

12 

ДЧБ нь таны төрхийг 
бодитоор харуулахад 

тусална......... 
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ЧБ, бүтээгдэхүүн 2: ДЧБ‐ын бүтцийн гарын авлага 

13 

Сургалт семинарын хэлэлцүүлэг (ЧБ, ДЧБ) 
 

14 
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ЧБ: Бүтээгдэхүүн 6: Хөтөлбөрийн түвшин дэх чанарын 
баталгаажуулалтын шалгуурыг тодорхойлох 

 Хөтөлбөрийн чанарын баталгаажуулалт хийх явц, шалгуур, 
үнэлэх аргачлал хэрхэн боловсруулах талаар дэлгэрэнгүй 
зөвлөж жишээгээр тайлбарлав. 

 сургалтын хөтөлбөрийг үнэлэх хугацаа 

 сургалтын хөтөлбөрийг үнэлэх шалгуурууд 

 Шалгуурын дагуу үнэлэх аргачлал 

 Сургуулийн хэмжээнд хэрхэн зохион байгуулах гм 

 

15 

ЧБ. Бүтээгдэхүүн 7: хөтөлбөрийн ерөнхий хүрээ 

 Түвшин 

 Шалгуур 

 Үзүүлэлт 

 Сургуулийн 
дундаж 

 Зорилт 

 Аргачлал 

 Үнэлэх 

 Сайжруулах 

16 

Бүрэлдэхүүн сургуулийн түвшин 
дэх хөтөлбөрийн хороо: 

Бүрэлдэхүүн сургуулийн онцлогийг 
тусгасан хичээлийг тодорхойлно.  

Тэнхимийн хөтөлбөрийн 
хороо: Киррикюлумын 
бүтэц, Хөтөлбөрийн 

суралцахуйн үр дүнг 
тодорхойлно. 

Дотоод чанарын баталгаажуулалт: 
Ажлын хэсэг, Зорилтот болон 

гүйцэтгэсэн суралцахуйн үр дүнгийн 
үнэлгээ  

Их сургуулийн түвшний 
хөтөлбөрийн хороо: Үндэсний 

мэргэшлийн хүрээний 
шаардлагад нийцүүлэн 

төгсөгчдийн эзэмших мэдлэг, ур 
чадварыг тодорхойлно. 
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ЧБ. Бүтээгдэхүүн 7: хөтөлбөрийн ерөнхий хүрээ 

17 

ЧБ. Бүтээгдэхүүн 8: сургалтын хөтөлбөрийн шалгуур 

 Сургалтын хөтөлбөрт тавигдах шаардлага 

 Ямар хандлагад суурилах: суралцахуйн үр дүнд суурилсан 

 Илэрхийлсэн байдал: суралцахуйн үр дүнг тодорхойлсон 
байдал, түүнийгээ ямар давтамжтай хэрхэн үнэлэх, 

 Үнэлгээ хийгдсэн байдал:  

 ‐ тус бүрд шалгууртай, үнэлгээтэй байна 

 ‐ жишээгээр тайлбарлав. 

18 
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ЧБ. Бүтээгдэхүүн 8: сургалтын хөтөлбөрийн шалгуур 

19 

№  шалгуур  үзүүлэлт  Доод жишиг  Хэмжих арга  өгөгдөл 

а  Суралцахуйн үр дүнд 
суурилсан (СҮДС) ба оюутан 
төвтэй сургалтыг  (ОТС) 
нэвтрүүлсэн байх 

ОТС ба ССЗА (Сурахуйд 
суурилсан заах арга) хэрэглэж 
буй хичээлийн тоог нийт 
хичээлийн тоод эзлэх хувь 

40%  Өгөгдлийн үүсвэр: хичээлийн хөтөлбөр 
Хэмжих давтамж: улирал бүр 
Хэмжих өгөгдөл: улирал бүрд ОТС 
хэрэглэсэн хичээлийн нийт хичээлд эзлэх 
хувийг тооцоолох. Улирал бүрийн өгөгдөл 
дунджаар тооцогдоно 
Хичээл ОТС-ийг ашиглаж байгаа хичээлийн 
явцын тэмдэглэл болон ОТС-ын шалгууртай 
харьцуулах 
 ОТС-ийн шалгуурыг тусад нь тогтооно 

ОТС-ыг хэрэглэж байгаа багш 
нарын идэвхтэй ажиллаж байгаа 
багш нарт эзлэх хувь 

30% 

е  Хичээл бүрийн агуулга/ 
материал багш нарт бэлэн 
байх 

Хичээлийн агуулга/ материалын 
тоо ба багш нарын тооны харьцаа 

1  Өгөгдлийн үүсвэр: Сургалтын мэдээллийн 
систем 

Хэмжих давтамж: улирал бүр 
Хэмжих өгөгдөл: улирал бүр хичээлийн 
заасан агуулгыг бэлтгэсэн багшийн тоог 
тухайн улирлын нийт идэвхтэй багшийн 
тоонд харьцуулж эзлэх хувийг тооцоолох. 
Өгөгдөл тухайн улирлын дунджаар 
тооцоологдоно.  

Чадавх сайжруулах, бүтээгдэхүүн 9, 10 & 11:  
судалгаа, сургалт, сурах бичиг  
 
 Сургалт: суралцахуйн үр дүнд суурилсан хандлага; сургахауй 
& суралцахуй арга (компьютер ашигласан чадвар); 
судалгааны арга барил (судалгааны өгүүлэл бичих гм)  

 Судлаач багшийг урамшуулах, төсөл грант олгох, дэмжлэг 
үзүүлэх 

 Сурах бичиг: Монголын онцлогтой сурах бичиг бичвэл олон 
улсын түвшинд хүрэх магадлалтай 

20 
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Гол үр дүн 
ACHIEVED WORK PLAN FOR INTERNATIONAL 
ACCREDITATION: MNUMS, SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, 
GENERAL MEDICAL SCIENCE PROGRAM HAS SUBMITTED 
SAR TO ASIIN  ON SITE VISIT IN JUNE 14TH‐17TH 2016 

 

 

 

21 IQA STRUCTURE AND MECHANISM IN MNUMS 
 

Нэгтгэн дүгнэхэд 

 Олон улсын байгууллагаар амжилттай магадлан 
итгэмжлүүллээ. АШУҮИС (ASIIN) 

 Байгалийн ухааны магадлан итгэмжлэл: хийгдэж 
байна (ӨҮТ бичих явцдаа) 

 ДЧБын талаар Монголд эхлэн хэрэгжүүлэх 
талаар бүрэн зөвлөгөө боловсруулав.  

Байгууллага дахь чанарын боловсрол нь чанарын соёлоос эхэлнэ.  
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23 

баярлалаа 

24 
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Mongolia: Higher Education Reform Project ‐ ADB Project No. 43007‐023 

NO CRITERIA DATA SOURCE INDICATOR MINIMUM 
STANDARD DATA 

a. Adopting OBE and SCL curriculum Curriculum 
document 

Ratio of subjects that adopt LCI (Learner 
Centered Instruction) to total subjects 
(Learner Centered Instruction) 

40% 

Ratio of lecturer that conduct LCI to total of 
active lecturer in department 

30% 
 

b. Curriculum reflects the purpose of education 
purpose, learning outcomes, equality between 
knowledge and skill, and graduate competence to 
be achieved and meets the requirements of 
national accreditation. 

Curriculum 
document 
 

Availability roadmap between subjects and 
competencies of graduates 

Available 
 

c. Bachelor program curriculum could be 
benchmarked to fulfill the international 
accreditation. 

Curriculum 
document 

Availability of reference for the similar study 
program in abroad 

1 reference 

d.  Information and description of each study 
program curriculum  always available in university 
/ faculty/ study program website and always 
update 

Website  Renewal of curriculum information 1 semester 

e. Curriculum renew regularly. Every study program 
has mechanism to develop and renew the 
curriculum. 

Curriculum 
document 

The number of evaluation curriculum in 5 
years 

Once a year 

Standard 5. Curriculum 

25 

Mongolia: Higher Education Reform Project ‐ ADB Project No. 43007‐023 

Standard 5. Curriculum 

26 
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Program Accreditation (PA) in Natural Sciences 

27 

No  University  Program  School/Faculty  Accreditation 

1  NUM  Biology  School of Arts & Science  National ‐ MNCEA 

2  NUM  Physics  School of Arts & Science  National ‐ MNCEA  

3  NUM  Geology  School of Arts & Science  National ‐ MNCEA 

4  NUM  Mathematics  School of Arts & Science  National ‐ MNCEA 

5  NUM  Biotechnology  School of Arts & Science  National – MNCEA 

6  NUM  Geography  School of Arts & Science  National – MNCEA 

7  NUM  Chemistry  School of Arts & Science  International‐ ASIIN 

8  NUM  Ecology  School of Arts & Science 

 

National – MNCEA 

 
9  MNUMS  General Medical Science  School of Medicine  International‐ ASIIN 

Appendix 2 of the Order No. A/147, MECS,  April 28, 2015 
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© 2016.12.23 ДЭЭД БОЛОВСРОЛЫН ХЭЛТЭС  

ДЭЭД БОЛОВСРОЛЫН ШИНЭЧЛЭЛИЙН 
ЗӨВЛӨХ ҮЙЛЧИЛГЭЭНИЙ БҮТЭЭГДЭХҮҮН 

Дээд боловсролын шинэчлэлийн зөвлөх  
үйлчилгээ, гэрээний менежмент  

 

•Индонези PT TIA+ Монгол СЭЗИС  

•  Хугацаа: 2015.01.20‐оос 2017.01.30 
• Гэрээний дүн: 1,092,750.00 ам.доллар, үүнээс 
362837.04 зарцуулагдаагүй 

•ТIA компаний удирдлага  
2014.10  

 2015.01, 

 2016.04, 

 2016.06,  

2017.01 

•Бүгд 20 зөвлөх ажиллахаас 19 ажиллаж байна. 
Үүнээс 4 гадаад, 7 дотоод зөвлөх солигдсон. 

 

2 
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Дээд боловсролын шинэчлэлийн зөвлөх 
үйлчилгээ гэрээний менежмент  

• Гэрээний нэмэлт өөрчлөлт:  
 БСШУЯ‐наас 2015.07 сард Индонезийн PT TIA‐тай хэлэлцэж 

  2016 оны 10‐р сарын 13‐ны өдөр АХБ‐наас зөвшөөрөл авахаар илгээв. 

  АХБ‐ны саналыг 10‐р сарын 26‐нд хүлээн авч сайжруулан дахин 

  12‐р сарын 9‐нд хариу илгээв. АХБ‐наас Зөвлөх үйлчилгээний гэрээнд нэмэлт, 
өөрчлөлт оруулах зөвшөөрөл 2016 оны 12 дугаар сар 15‐ны өдөр ирсэний 
дагуу  

 12‐р сарын 28‐ны өдөр гэрээнд нэмэлт, өөрчлөлт орууллаа. 

• Зөвлөх үйлчилгээний хаалтын хурлыг 2017 оны 1‐р сарын 
17‐ны өдөр хийж байна. 

• Эцсийн тайланг 2017 оны 1‐р сарын 30‐ны өдрийн дотор 
өгнө. 

 

 

СУРГАЛТ  
 ‐ 2015.05‐2016.06.30 

 ‐ 1495 хүн хамрагдсан. Үүнээс 919 эмэгтэй 

‐  8 чиглэлийн 33 сургалт зохион байгуулсан.   

4 

Сургалтын чиглэл   Тоо  

 Нэг. Чанарын баталгаажуулалт, Хөтөлбөрийн магадлан 
итгэмжлэл  

7 

 Хоёр. Судалгааны бодлого, стратеги   7 

Гурав. Сургалтын хөтөлбөр, Багшлахуй, Суралцахуй үйл 
ажиллагаа 

4 

Дөрөв. Санхүүжилт, Нягтлан бодох бүртгэлийн тогтолцоо  3 

Тав. Үндэсний мэргэшлийн хүрээ, багц цагийн тогтолцоо  5 

Зургаа. Багшийн хөгжил  2 

Долоо. Их сургуулийн түншлэл  1 

Найм. Их сургуулийн засаглал  3 

4 
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Засаглал, санхүүгийн цогц үйл 
ажиллагааны хэрэгжилт 
Цогц  үйл 
ажиллагаа 

хэрэгжиж буй 
ДБСБ‐ын нэр 

Нийт 
төлөвлөсөн 

ажил 

Хэрэгжилт 
/ДБСБ‐ын 
өөрийн 

үнэлгээний хувь/ 

Хэрэгжилт 
/Зөвлөх 

үйлчилгээний 
өөрийн 

үнэлгээний хувь/ 

Тэмдэглэл 

МУИС  6  чиглэлийн 
31 ажил  

54  100  2016  оны 
8 дугаар сарын 19‐ний 
1/1799 албан бичиг 

АШУҮИС  6  чиглэлийн 
27 ажил  

91,8  100  2016  оны 
7  дугаар  сарын 28‐ны 
1/1484 албан бичиг  

Отгонтэнгэр ИС  7  чиглэлийн 
30 ажил  

70,2  100  2016  оны 
8  дугаар  сарын 15‐ны 
2/71 албан бичиг 

Идэр Дээд сургууль  7  чиглэлийн 
35 ажил 

51,57  100  2016  оны 
8 дугаар сарын 11‐ний 
16/028 албан бичиг 

Цогц үйл ажиллагааны хэрэгжилт   66,89  100 

5 

Зөвлөхийн 89 бүтээгдэхүүнд өгсөн санал  

Зөвлөх үйлчилгээний 10 чиглэл   Сайжруулах санал 
Түншлэл;  Санхүүгийн  удирдлага,  ня‐бо  бүртгэл; 
Судалгааны  бодлого,  стратегийн  зөвлөхийн 
бүтээгдэхүүн тус бүр дээр  

2016  оны  8  дугаар  сарын  23‐ны 
9/585 албан бичиг 

Кредит  цаг,  ҮМХ;  заахуй  багшлахуй;  багш 
хөгжлийн зөвлөхийн бүтээгдэхүүн тус бүр дээр 

2016  оны  8  дугаар  сарын  30‐ны 
9/728 албан бичиг  

Байгалийн  ухаан;  инженер  технологи;  хөдөө  аж 
ахуйн  хөтөлбөрийн  магадлан  итгэмжлэлийн 
зөвлөхийн бүтээгдэхүүн тус бүр дээр 

2016  оны  9  дүгээр  сар  9‐ний 
13/1045 албан бичиг 

Их сургуулийн засаглалын зөвлөхийн бүтээгдэхүүн 
тус бүр дээр  

2016  оны  10  дугаар  сарын  3‐ны 
13/1933 албан бичиг 

6 

ТНБД‐ын 2016 оны 4‐р сарын 29‐ний өдрийн А/209 дүгээр тушаалаар баталсан. 
 Бүтээгдэхүүнүүд 2016.6‐9 сард ирсэн.   
 

Ажлын хэсэг  
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‐ Гурван баг бүхий Ажлын хэсгийн бүрэлдэхүүнийг 2016 оны 10‐р сарын 17‐ны өдрийн 
А/70 тушаалаар шинэчлэн байгуулав. 
‐ Бүтээгдэхүүнийг 10‐р сарын 29, 30 өдрүүдэд хүлээж авлаа. Ажлын хэсгийн гишүүдийн 
саналыг нэгтгэв.  
 
 

Ажлын хэсэг  

• ДБХ 

• БХЗГ  

• ШУТБГ 

• СЭЗГ 

БСШУСЯ 

• МУИС 

• АШУҮИС 

• Отгонтэнгэр ИС 

• Идэр ДС 

Сонгогдсон 4 
ДБСБ  • БМИҮЗ 

• ТББ  

Мэргэжлийн 
байгууллага 

Бүтээгдэхүүний нэгдсэн үнэлгээ  
д/
д  

Зөвлөх багийн чиглэл  Үнэлгээ  

Зөвлөмж 
тусгасан 
байдал  

Агуулгын 
нийцэл  

Туршигдсан 
байдал  

1  Их сургуулийн засаглалын зөвлөх баг Ж.Сүхбаатар, Simon 
Peter Horn  

2  4  3,6 

2  Инженер технологийн хөтөлбөрийн магадлан Итгэмжлэлийн 
зөвлөх Ч.Наранчимэг,Биемо В. Соемарди 

1,68  4,54  3,66 

3  ХАА‐н хөтөлбөрийн зөвлөх Н.Төмөрбаатар, Mухамад Aхмад 
Хозин 

1,21  3,9  3,18 

4  Байгалийн ухааны хөтөлбөрийн магадлан Итгэмжлэлийн 
зөвлөх Aнграинни Барлианг,Ц.Амартайван 

1,64  4,23  3,14 

5  ҮМХ, кредит системийн зөвлөх баг Г.Цагаач, Sudirman Yahya   2,1  4,3  3,5 

6  Судалгааны Бодлого, Стратегийн зөвлөх Чан Басаруддин, 
А.Галтбаяр 

1,5  5  3,9 

7  Хөтөлбөр, заахуй, багшлахуйн зөвлөх баг А.Амарзаяа, Jean Gi 
Viennau 

2  4,3  3,8 

8  Багшийн хөгжлийн зөвлөх баг Ц.Лувсандорж, Ted Q. Sun   1,5  3,9  3,9 

9  Их сургуулийн түншлэлийн зөвлөх Ч.Энхболд   2  3,7  3,5 

Нийт   1,74  4,21  3,58  8 
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ДЭЭД БОЛОВСРОЛЫН 
ШИНЭЧЛЭЛИЙН 
ТӨСӨЛ 
ХӨТӨЛБӨР, БАГШЛАХУЙ БА 
СУРАЛЦАХУЙ 
ТАЙЛАН 
2017 ОНЫ 1-Р САРЫН 17 
 

ТАНИЛЦУУЛГЫН АГУУЛГА 

 Оршил 

 Хүрсэн үр дүн, бүтээгдхүүний талаар товч танилцуулга 
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Оршил 

 Зөвлөх: Жан–Ги Виньо(JEAN–GUY VIENNEAU), А.Амарзаяа  

 Бидэнд өгсөн даалгавар: 

 Хөтөлбөр-каррикулум, хөтөлбөрийн агуулга, процесс, багшлах стратеги, арга 

зүй, сургалтын процесстэй холбоотой асуудлуудаар санал, зөвлөмж өгөх.  

 Монгол улсын дээд боловсролын байгууллагуудад өгсөн санал, 

зөвлөмжүүдийг хэрэгжүүлэх стратеги боловсруулах. 

 

 
 
Оршил (Ажлын даалгавар) 

1.Хөтөлбөрийн 
нийтлэг хүрээ 

2. Дотоод 
чанарын 
баталгаажилтын 
зөвлөмж 

3. Хөтөлбр ба 
мэргэжил 
дээшлүүлэх 
зөвлөмж 

4.Хөтөлбөрийн 
материалыг үр 
дүнтэй ашиглах 
талаар зөвлөмж 

5.Хөтөлбөрийн 
шилдэг 
туршлагуудын 
тэргүүн туршлага 

Хөтөлбөр Хөтөлбөр 

   6.Багшлахуй, 
суралцахуйн 
төвийг 
байгуулах 
талаарх 
зөвлөмж 

7.Хөтөлбөр 
боловсруулагч
дыг сургалтын 
хүрээ 
боловсруулах 

8.Блумын 
таксономыг 
ашиглах талаар 
зөвлөмж 
боловсруулах 

9.Холимог 
сургалт зохион 
байгуулах 
зөвлөмж 
боловсруулах 

Багшлах Багшлах 

   10.Оюутан 
төвтэй 
сургалтын 
талаар зөвлөмж 
боловсруулах 

11.Багшлах, 
суралцах 
төвийг 
ажиллуулах 
чиглээр 
зөвлөмж 
боловсруулах 

12.Хөтөлбөрийн 
амжилтыг 
хангахад 
оюутан болон 
хөтөлбөрийн 
өгөгдлийг 
ашиглах 

Суралцах Суралцах 

     13.Хөтөлбөр 
дизайнчлах, 
багшлах, сургах 
чиглэлээр 
тасралтгүй 
мэргэжил 
дээшлүүлэх 

14.Сургалтын 
технологийн 
шинэчлэлийн 
хүрээ 
боловсруулах 

15.Орчин үеийн 
сургах, сурах 
технологийн 
зөвлөмж 
боловсруулах 

16.Сурах бичиг 
сонгох 
зөвлөгөө 

Бусад Бусад 
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Хүрсэн үр дүн ба бүтээгдхүүн 

 Дээрх чиглэлээр зөвлөмж, хүрээ боловсруулсан: 

 Үүнд: 
 Хөтөлбөрийн боловсруулалт 
 Оюутан төвтэй сургалт 
 Хөтөлбөрийн чанарын баталгаажилт 
 Либерал артын хөтөлбөр ба цогц чадамж эзэмшилт 
 MOOC– Дээд боловсрол дахь их амжилтын эрэл 
 Боловсролын нээлттэй эх (БНЭ-OER) 
 Холимог сургалт: танилцуулга 
 Бусад ... 

 

Хүрсэн үр дүн, бүтээгдхүүн 

 Гурван удаагийн сургалт-семинар зохион байгуулсан:  
 Хөтөлбөр ба сургалтын төлөвлөгөө 
 Багшлах, суралцах төвийн бүтэц ба түүнийг байгуулах нь 
 Орчин үеийн шилдэг туршлагуудыг ашиглан үр дүнтэйгээр багшлах нь 

 Анагаахын шинжлэх ухааны үндэсний их сургууль: Сургалт эрхэлсэн дэд захирал 
болон Чанарын албаны ажилтнуудтай уулзалтууд зохион байгуулсан.  
 Чанарын албаны нэгжийн бүтцийн талаар санал, зөвлөмж өгч 4 материал, заах аргатай холбоотой 5 

материал бэлтгэж өгсөн 

 Идэр дээд сургууль (Оюутан төвтэй сургалт), Отгонтэнгэр их сургууль (Хөтөлбөр ба 
Рубрик) хагас өдрийн семинар зохион байгуулсан 

 Монгол улсын их сургууль: СА-ны дарга бөгөөд хөтөлбөрийн өрөнхий хорооны нарийн 
бичгийн даргатай уулзсан 
 Хөтөлбөртэй холбоотой 5 материал бэлтгэж өгсөн 

 Oрон нутгийн их дээд сургуулиудын багш нарт зориулсан сургалтанд бусад 
зөвлөхүүдийн хамт оролцсон  
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Хүрсэн үр дүн ба бүтээгдхүүнүүд 

 2015 оны 11, 2016 оны 3-р сард зохион байгуулсан 3 семинарын 
оролцогчдод зориулсан гурван гарын авлага: 

 
 Хөтөлбөрийн загвар, Хөтөлөбр боловсруулалтын тэргүүн туршлагууд, 

Үнэлгээ ба хэрэгжүүлэлт (53 хуудас) 
 
 Багшлах, суралцах төвийг байгуулах (25 хуудас) 
 
 Тэргүүн туршлагуудад тулгуурлан багшлах ажил болон сургалтын 

арга, стратегиудыг  чанаржуулах (38 хуудас) 
 

   

Хүрсэн үр дүн ба бүтээгдхүүнүүд 

 Зөвлөгөө өгөх гурван чиглэлээр нийт 68 онолын өгүүлэл, 
зөвлөмж, тайлангуудыг нэгтгэн цуглуулж сургуулиуд 
ашиглах боломжтой болгосон: 

Хөтөлбөр: 
Хөтөлбөрийн дизайнчлал (4) 
Хөтөлбөрийн харьцуулалтCurriculum Mapping (1) 
Хөтөлбөрийн үнэлгээ (8) 
Дээд боловсролын хөтөлбөртэй холбоотой тэргүүн 

туршлагууд (3) 
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Хүрсэн үр дүн ба бүтээгдхүүнүүд 

 Хөтөлбөр (үргэлжлэл): 
 Блумын таксоном ба хөтөлбөр (4) 
 Хөтөлбөрийн төлөвлөлт ба мэргэжил дээшлүүлэлт (1) 
 Үнэлгээ, хяналтын чиглэлээрх бодлого (1) 
 Хөтөлбөрийн сайжруулалт (1) 
 Анагаах ухааны боловсролын чиглэлээр (2) 
 Рубрик ашиглан үнэлэх (2) 
 Хөтөлбөр боловсруулалтын бодлого (2) 
 Чанарын баталгаажилтын гарын авлага, зөвлөмж (8) 
 Курс-хичээлийн хүрээ болон минимум суурь стандарт (1) 
 Хөтөлбөрийн шинэчлэлийн загвар (1) 

 

Хүрсэн үр дүн ба бүтээгдхүүнүүд 

Багшлахуй 
 Үр дүнтэй багшлах зарчим (2) 
Цогц чадамжид суурилсан боловсрол (3) 
Багшлах стратегиуд (5) 
Онлайн сургалт (2) 
Дасгалжуулагч хэлбэрийн багшлах арга (1) 
Оюутнуудыг зааж, чиглүүлэх (1) 
MOOC (2) 
 Курс хичээлийн дизайнчлал (1) 
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Хүрсэн үр дүн ба бүтээгдхүүнүүд 

Суралцахуй 
Суралцагч төвтэй сургалт (2) 
Сургалтанд технологи ашиглах (2) 
Холимог сургалт (3)  
Дээд боловсрол дахь суралцахуйн зорилтууд (1) 
Суралцах арга барил (1) 
Багшлах суралцах төв (1) 
 Үр дүнд суурилсан суралцахуй (1)  
Эрүүл мэндийн шинжлэх ухааны чиглэлээр багшлах, 

суралцах үйл ажиллагааны загвар(1) 
 

Хүрсэн үр дүн ба бүтээгдхүүнүүд 

 Дараах чиглэлээр зөвлөгөө, зөвлөмж өгсөн:  

 БСШУЯ-ны 2014 оны 4-р сарын A/174-р тушаал 

 МУИС-ийн хөтөлбөрийн хорооны журамд тодорхой саналууд 

өгсөн  

 АШУИС-ын чанарын баталгаажилтын алба 
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Хүрсэн үр дүн ба бүтээгдхүүнүүд 

 Сургалтын бүх материалууд, гарын авлагыг төслийн багийн веб 
хуудас(herp.mn)-д монгол, англи хэлээр байршуулснаар бүх их дээд 
сургуулиуд ашиглах боломжтой болсон.  

 Төсөлд оролцсон их, дээд сургуулиудын тусгайлсан хэрэгцээ рүү 
хандсан.  

Зөвлөмж, санал 

 Материалуудыг монгол хэлээр орчуулан, хянаж их дээд 
сургуулиудад хүргэн түгээх. 

 Ажлын даалгаварууд дээр тусгагдсан төрөл бүрийн зөвлөмж, 
саналуудыг хэрэгжүүлэх стратеги, төлөвлөгөө боловсруулах. 

 Технологи ашиглалт, холимог сургалт, MOOC-н чиглэлээр багш 
нарыг мэрэгшүүлэх. 
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PRESENTATION 5 
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ДЭЭД БОЛОВСРОЛЫН 
ШИНЭЧЛЭЛ ТӨСӨЛ 

 Түншлэл – Үндэсний зөвлөх  

Ч.Энхболд, Ph.D.  

PT. TRANS INTRA ASIA & INSTITUTE OF FINANCE AND ECONOMICS 

АГУУЛГА 

• ТЭТГЭЛЭГ ОЛГОХ ЖУРАМ 

• ТӨСӨЛ СОНГОН ШАЛГАРУУЛАХ ЯВЦ 

• ОЮУТНЫ ДАДЛАГЫН ЕРӨНХИЙ ЖУРАМ 

• УДИРДАМЖЫН АГУУЛГА 

• УДИРДАМЖЫН ДОТОРХ ЖИШЭЭ 

• ТӨГСӨГЧДИЙН ХОЛБООНЫ ҮР ДҮНТЭЙ ОНОВЧТОЙ 
МЕНЕЖМЕНТ ХИЙХ ЗӨВЛӨМЖ  

• ЗӨВЛӨМЖИЙН АГУУЛГА 

• ЗӨВЛӨМЖИЙН ДОТОРХ ЖИШЭЭ 

• ТҮНШЛЭЛИЙН МЕХАНИЗМ 

• ТҮНШЛЭЛИЙН МЕХАНИЗМИЙГ ТОДОРХОЙЛОХ НЬ 

• ТҮНШЛЭЛИЙН МЕХАНИЗМ ЗАГВАР 
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ӨРСӨЛДӨӨНТ ТЭТГЭЛЭГИЙН УДИРДАМЖ 

ҮЙЛДВЭРЛЭЛ СУРГАЛТЫН ХӨТӨЛБӨР 
ТЭТГЭЛЭГ ОЛГОХ ЖУРАМ 
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ТЭТГЭЛЭГ ОЛГОХ ЖУРАМ 
ТУШААЛЫН ХАВСРАЛТ 

ТӨСӨЛ СОНГОН ШАЛГАРУУЛАХ ЯВЦ 

60+ ТӨСӨЛ 
Хувийн & улсын их дээд сургууль 
Шинжээчдийн дүгнэлт  
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ОЮУТНЫ ДАДЛАГЫН ЕРӨНХИЙ 
УДИРДАМЖ 

УДИРДАМЖЫН АГУУЛГА 

1) Ерөнхий зүйл      3 

2) Дадлагын төрөл      3 

3) Дадлагыг зохион байгуулах    5 

4) Бүрэлдэхүүн сургуулийн эрх, үүрэг   6 

5) Дадлага удирдагчийн эрх, үүрэг    6 

6) Оюутны эрх, үүрэг     8 

7) Дадлагын хичээлийн үнэлгээ, тайлан хамгаалалт  9 

8) Дадлагыг зохион байгуулахад баримтлах аюулгүй 
ажиллагааны нийтлэг шаардлага    10 

9) Хавсралт - ДАДЛАГЫН ГУРВАЛСАН ГЭРЭЭ  12 

10) Дадлагын ажил үнэлэх жишээ 
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УДИРДАМЖЫН ДОТОРХ ЖИШЭЭ 

УДИРДАМЖЫН ДОТОРХ ЖИШЭЭ 
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ТӨГСӨГЧДИЙН ХОЛБООНЫ ҮР ДҮНТЭЙ 
ОНОВЧТОЙ МЕНЕЖМЕНТ ХИЙХ ЗӨВЛӨМЖ  

ЗӨВЛӨМЖИЙН АГУУЛГА 

• Удиртгал       4 

• Удирдах зөвлөлийг байгуулах    5 

• Удирдах зөвлөлийн зохион байгуулалт   6 

• Төгсөгчидтэй харилцах хөтөлбөрүүд   8 

• Хандив босгох      10 

• Төгсөгчдийн холбооны хамтын ажиллагааны менежмент 14 

• Бусад байгууллагатай харилцах    19 

• Гишүүд болон холбооны зөвлөгөөн    20 

• Залгамж халаагаа бэлдэхийн ач холбогдол   22 
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ЗӨВЛӨМЖИЙН ДОТОРХ ЖИШЭЭ 

ЗӨВЛӨМЖИЙН ДОТОРХ ЖИШЭЭ 
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ТҮНШЛЭЛИЙН МЕХАНИЗМ 

ТҮНШЛЭЛИЙН МЕХАНИЗМИЙГ 
ТОДОРХОЙЛОХ НЬ 
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ТҮНШЛЭЛИЙН МЕХАНИЗМ ЗАГВАР 

ТҮНШЛЭЛИЙН МЕХАНИЗМ ЗАГВАР 
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PRESENTATION 6 
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МОНГОЛЫН ҮНДЭСНИЙ ОЛОН НИЙТИЙН 

ИДЭР ДЭЭД СУРГУУЛЬ 

МОНГОЛЫН ҮНДЭСНИЙ ОЛОН НИЙТИЙН 

ИДЭР ДЭЭД СУРГУУЛЬ Засаглал  

 

 Төрийн бус ашгийн төлөө бус ДБСБ –ын загварыг сонгож түүнд 
тохирсон дүрэм журам боловсруулcан /сургуулийн дүрэм, эрдмийн 
зөвлөлийн дүрэм, УЗ-ийн дүрэм/ Хувийн хэвшлийн сургуулиудаас 
Олон нийтийн сургууль болсон.  

 Сургуулийн хүрээнд ажиллах бие даасан байгууллагуудыг 
бүрдүүлж зөвлөхүүдийн танхим ажиллуулах зөвлөмж авсан 

 Сургуулийн удирдах болон Эрдмийн зөвлөлийн  чадавхийг 
бэхжүүлэх талаар зөвлөмж авч эрдэмтэд, ажил олгогч, төрийн 
байгууллагуудаас бүрэлдэхүүнээ шинэчилсэн  
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МОНГОЛЫН ҮНДЭСНИЙ ОЛОН НИЙТИЙН 

ИДЭР ДЭЭД СУРГУУЛЬ Санхүүгийн удирдлага  

Нягтлан бодох бүртгэлийн мэдээллийн 
системийг боловсруулсан  

Санхүүжилтийн шинэ эх үүсвэрийг бий болгох 
/оюутнуудын оролцоотой Tour operator  компани, 
зочид буудал, зоогийн газар/ 

Сургуулиас оюутанд үзүүлэх санхүүгийн 
дэмжлэгийн бодлогыг боловсронгуй болгосон 

Санхүүгийн хүний нөөцийг чадавхижуулж 
сургалтуудад хамрагдсан 

 

МОНГОЛЫН ҮНДЭСНИЙ ОЛОН НИЙТИЙН 

ИДЭР ДЭЭД СУРГУУЛЬ Түншлэл  

 Томоохон компаниудтай түншлэлийн гэрээ, дадлагын ажил 
хийлгэх / Хаан банк, Тесо, Skytel, Өгөөж/ 

 Монгол Уламжлал академитай хамтран үйл ажиллагаа 
явуулсан 

 Төгсөгчдийн холбооны үйл ажиллагааг тогтмолжуулж 
хариуцах ажилтан томилсон 

 Оюутны хөдөлмөр эрхлэх төвийн үйл ажиллагааг 
сайжруулсан /Аялал жуулчлалын ангийн оюутнууд зуны 
амралтаар цалинтай ажиллаж байна/ 
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МОНГОЛЫН ҮНДЭСНИЙ ОЛОН НИЙТИЙН 

ИДЭР ДЭЭД СУРГУУЛЬ 

Сургалтын хөтөлбөр заахуй, суралцахуй үйл ажиллагаа  

 Ерөнхий эрдмийн хичээлийн хөтөлбөрийн боловсруулалт, 
сургах сурахуй болон үнэлгээг сайжруулах 

 Хөтөлбөрийн дотоод хяналтыг сайжруулсан 

 Сургалтын технологийг сайжруулах, цахим хичээлийг 
хөгжүүлэх /онлайн сургалтуудыг туршин элсэлт авч 
сургалтын үйл ажиллагааг явуулж эхэлсэн/ 

 Бизнесийн дэлхийн шилдэг цахим хичээлүүдээс 15 
хичээлийг орчуулах /санхүүжилтгүйн улмаас хойшлогдсон /   

 Онлайн сургалтыг сайжруулах ажил явагдаж байгаа                
     /Платформыг монгол хэлрүү орчуулах / 

 

МОНГОЛЫН ҮНДЭСНИЙ ОЛОН НИЙТИЙН 

ИДЭР ДЭЭД СУРГУУЛЬ Кредит систем  

 Бакалаврын сургалтын дүрэм журмуудыг кредит системд нийцүүлэн 
шинэчлэлт явагдаж байна /аялал жуулчлалын бакалаврын хөтөлбөрийг 
загвар болгосон, багш ажилчдад сургалтыг зохион байгуулж, ярилцлага 
хийсэн, монголын тэргүүлэх сургуулийн туршлагаас судалсан/  

 Дүрэм журмыг кредит системд нийцүүлэн өөрчилж, урьдчилан 
бэлдсэн 

 Сургалтын үйл ажиллагаанд сургалтын мэдээллийн систем 
нэвтрүүлэх ажлыг эрчимжүүлж байна.  

 Хүнсний технологийн хөтөлбөрт зөвлөгөө авсан /үндэсний зэрэг дэвийн 
тогтолцоо/  

 Цаашид сургалтын кредит системийг бүрэн нэвтрүүлэх ажлыг 
төлөвлөсөн 
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МОНГОЛЫН ҮНДЭСНИЙ ОЛОН НИЙТИЙН 

ИДЭР ДЭЭД СУРГУУЛЬ Багшийн хөгжил  

 Сургуулийн хөгжлийн зорилго болон багшийн хэрэгцээнд нийцүүлэн багш 
хөгжлийн сан байгуулах зөвлөмж авсан 

 Багшийн хөгжлийн орон тооны зөвлөл байгуулан ажиллаж байна 

 Багш нарыг идэвхжүүлэх үүднээс сар бүр нэмэлт цалин, урамшууллын журам 
боловсруулан хэрэгжүүлж байгаа  

 Багш ажилтнууд дэлхийн түвшний их сургуулиудтай биечлэн танилцана      
/Тайвань, АНУ-ийн сургуулиудтай /   

 Бизнесийн тэнхим –Гадаад харилцаа, аялал жуулчлалын багтай хамтран  
www.mongolbeat.com  сайтыг хөгжүүлэх. Discovery TV захирлыг урьж монгол 
орны тухай баримтат нэвтрүүлэг хийлгэсэн 

 Ээж будааны үйлдвэр бий болгох /санхүүжилтгүйн улмаас хойшлогдсон / 

 Монгол хэл судлалын баг нь монгол хэлний зөв бичих дүрэм, найруулгын 
алдаагүй бичүүлэх төслийг хийх / хийгдээгүй / 

МОНГОЛЫН ҮНДЭСНИЙ ОЛОН НИЙТИЙН 

ИДЭР ДЭЭД СУРГУУЛЬ 

Технологийн хөтөлбөрийн магадлан итгэмжлэл  

 

 Хүнсний технологи ба мэдээллийн технологийн 
хөтөлбөрүүдийг үндэсний магадлан итгэмжлэлд 
орох чиглэлээр зөвлөгөө авсан  

 

 Идэр дээд сургууль АНУ-ийн LeTourneau Их 
сургуультай хамтарсан Онгоцны нисгэгчийн 
хөтөлбөрийг нутагшуулах  /тодорхой шалтгааны 
улмаас хийгдээгүй / 
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МОНГОЛЫН ҮНДЭСНИЙ ОЛОН НИЙТИЙН 

ИДЭР ДЭЭД СУРГУУЛЬ 

Боловсрол Соёл Шинжлэх Ухаан, Спортын Яам, Азийн 

Хөгжлийн Банк, PT TRANS INTRA ASIA, Санхүү Эдийн Засгийн 

Их Сургуультай хамтран хэрэгжүүлсэн “Дээд Боловсролын 

Шинэчлэл” төсөлд хамрагдан сургуулийн үйл ажиллагааг 

тодорхой түвшинд хөгжүүлсэндээ талархалтай байна.  

Та бүхэнд Монголын Үндэсний Олон Нийтийн Идэр Дээд 

Сургуулийн хамт олны өмнөөс талархаж буйг хүлээн авна уу.  

МОНГОЛЫН ҮНДЭСНИЙ ОЛОН НИЙТИЙН 

ИДЭР ДЭЭД СУРГУУЛЬ 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRESENTATION 7  
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ИХ СУРГУУЛИЙН БАГШИЙН ХӨГЖИЛ 
 
 

Монгол Улс: Дээд боловсролын шинэчлэл 

төсөл 

 АХБ Төслийн дугаар. 43007-023 

Төслийн код: ДБШТ MOН Зээлийн дугаар. 2766 

Зөвлөх баг: 
 
        Др  Тэд Сан, гадаадын зөвлөх 
        Др  Ц.Лувсандорж, дотоодын  зөвлөх 

                              АГУУЛГА  

 
МАНАЙ УЛСЫН ИХ, ДЭЭД СУРГУУЛИЙН БАГШИЙН ӨНӨӨГИЙН 
БАЙДАЛ,ТУЛГАМДСАН АСУУДАЛ 
 
 
 
Бүтээгдэхүүн (4) 
 
 

Их сургуулийн багшийн хөгжлийг хангах талаарх 
зөвлөгөө, санал  
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Их, дээд сургуулийн багшийн ерөнхий дүр,  
өнөөгийн байдал 

 Тухайн мэргэжлээрээ магистр зэрэгтэй байх 
 Багшладаг 
 Судалгаа хийдэг 
 Байгууллагын гэхээсээ өөрийн хичээлээр л илүү хөгждөг 
 Их сургуулийн багшийн хөгжлийн үндсэн хэлбэр-Мэргэжил дээшлүүлэлт 
 

 Гадаад, дотоодын сургалт семинар, томилолт 
 Бие даан хөгжих (өөрийн хэрэгцээ, зохицуулалт) 
 Гадаад улсын засгийн газрын тэтгэлэг 
 Өөрийн улсын засгийн газрын тэтгэлэг  
 

 Их дээд сургуулийн багшийн бэлтгэл, хөгжил, хангалт манай улсад 
институтчилагдаагүй.  

 
 Их дээд сургуульд багшийн хөгжлийг хариуцсан нэгж, бүтэц 

ихэнхид нь байдаггүй. 
 

 

 
Их, дээд сургуулийн багш дээд боловсролын чанарын 
үндсэн хувьсагч болох нь  
 

 Дээд боловсролын чанар нь олон хувьсагчийн олон 
давхар хамаарал 

 

 Багшлах нь дээд боловсролын чанарын үндсэн 
хувьсагч, үйл ажиллагаа 

 

 Их сургуулийн багш нь дээд боловсролын 
байгууллагад багшлах ухаан, багшлах урлагийн 
эзэмшихийг шаарддаг онцгой нэгэн мэргэжил мөн  

 

  Дээд боловсролын дидактикч 
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Их, дээд сургуулийн багшийн ажлын үндсэн үүрэг  

 

 Судлах. Тэргүүлэх судлаач байх (мэдлэг бүтээгч) 
 
 Багшлах. Мэргэжилтэн бэлтгэх багш байх 

(Багшлах ухааныг урлагийн түвшинд эзэмшсэн 
байх) 

 
Мэдлэг, шинэ соёлыг бүтээх,тээх  (академик соёлыг 
тээгч, түгээгч, бүтээгч байх) 
 

Манлайлах (Тухайн салбарыг хөтлөгч, чиглүүлэгч, 
манлайлагч) 

 
Их дээд сургуулийн багшийг хөгжүүлэх                  

тулгарч буй асуудал 
 

 Их, дээд сургуулийн багшийг бэлтгэх, хөгжүүлэх, 
хангах үйл ажиллагаа институтчилагдаагүй 

 
 Их дээд сургуулийн багшийн хөгжлийг хангах 
чиглэсэн төрийн бодлого тодорхой бус  
 

 Дээд боловсролын дидактик хөгжөөгүй 
 

 Насан хүрэгчийг  хүүхэд шиг үзэх хандлага 
практикт бий 
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ҮРГЭЛЖЛЭЛ 

 Андрагоги бус харин педагогид тулгуурласан 
дидактик шийдэл илүү байдаг. 

 
 Багш биш хүн дээд сургууль багш болчихоод 
байдаг;  багшлаад байдаг уламжлал байсаар 
байгаа. 

 Эмч багш биш, гэхдээ манай улсын дээд сургуульд бол багш 
болчихдог. 

 Инженер багш биш, гэхдээ манай улсын дээд сургуульд бол 
багш болчихдог. 

 Хөгжимчин багш биш, гэхдээ манай улсын дээд сургуульд 
бол багш болчихдог....  

 Сайн мэргэжилтэн бүр их сургуульд сайн багш болох нь 
албагүй.  .... 

 

ҮРГЭЛЖЛЭЛ 

 Их дээд сургуулийн багшийн ажлын нэг цагийн 
хөлс, улмаар цалин бага, ачаалал хэт их, олон янз 

 
 Их, дээд сургуулийн удирдлагад тухайн багшийн 
хөгжүүүлэх сонирхол тэр бүр байдаггүй 

   
(Зах зээлээс сайныг олоод авчихна. Зах зээл сайн багшийн бэлтгэж 
өгнө гэж итгэдэг юм шиг...) 
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№  Үйл ажиллагаа   Хугацаа   Үр дүн 
1  Их сургуулийн багшийн хөгжлийн загварыг судлах, нэгдсэн ойлголцол бий 

болгох уулзалт семинарыг сургуулийн бүхий л түвшинд явуулах  
2 сар 

  
 Их сургуулийн багшийн хөгжил, энэхүү хөгжлийн 
хангах төв байгуулахын ач тусын талаар хамт олонд 
нэгдсэн ойлголт  бий болсон байх 

2  Их сургуулийн багшийн төвийн  бүтэц, үүрэг, ажлын чиг үүргийг тухайн их 
сургуулийн онцлог, алсын хараа, хэтийн төлөвлөгөө, чиг үүрэгтэй холбон 
үзсэн судалгаа хийх  

1 сар  Багшийн хөгжлийн төвийг санал болгож буй  загварын 
контекжисан хувилбар гарсан байна. 

3  Тухайн их дээд сургуулийн контект дотор контектижсан багшийн хөгжлийн 
төвийг үүсгэн байгуулах, орон тоо, бүтэц, бүрэлдэхүүнийг шийдвэрлэх  

2 сард  Тухайн их, дээд сургуульд багшийн хөгжлийн төв 
байгуулагдсан, үйл  ажиллагаа эхэлсэн байх 

4  Багшийн хөгжлийн төвийн үйл ажиллагааг санал болгож буй загвар, үзэл 
санааны дагуу  жил, дунд, урт хугацаанд төлөвлөсөн  ажлын төлөвлөгөө 
гаргах 

2 сард  Багшийн хөгжлийн төвийн ажлын төлөвлөгөө гарч 
батлагдсан байх 

5  Багшийн хөгжлийн төвөөс багшийн хөгжлийн чиглэлээр явуулах сургалт 
семинарыг санал болгож буй загварын дагуу тогтоож, явуулж эхэлсэн байх. 

3 сард  Багшийн хөгжлийн төвөөс явуулах сургалт семинарын 
жагсаалт,тов гарсан байх 

6  Багшийн хөгжлийн төвөөс явуулах сургалт семинар бүрээр хөтөлбөр гарч, 
хийгдэх үйл ажиллагааг төлөвлөгдөж, психометрийн үнэлгээний материал 
гарсан байх, эргэх холбоо төлөвлөгдсөн байх 

2 сард  Сургалтаар хийгдэх бодит үйл ажиллагаа, психометрийн 
үнэлгээ, эргэх холбоо хийх арга техник урдаас бэлэн 
болсон  байна. 

7  Сургалт семинар явуулж үр дүнд үнэлгээ дүгнэлт, сургамжаа хуваалцах, 
өөрийн нөхцөл байдалд нийцсэн тасралтгүй тогтвортой хөгжих стратеги бий 
болгосон байх, оршин тогтох санхүүгийн эх үүсвэрийг олох арга хэлбэрийг 
олж харсан байх, дүнг хэлэлцүүлэх 

4 сард  Тухайн их дээд сургуулийн нөхцөл байдалд 
нөхцөлжисөн  их сургуулийн багшийн хөгжлийн төвийн 
тогтвортой хөгжих, стратеги, арга ухаан гарсан байх.  

Бүтээгдэхүүн 1  
Их, дээд сургуульд багшийн хөгжлийн төв байгуулж ажиллуулаах      

ажлын үйлгэрчилсэн төлөвлөгөө  
. 
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№  Арга хэмжээ  Шаардагд
а хугацаа  

Үр дүн 

1  Их, дээд сургуулийн багш бэлтгэлийн өнөөгийн байдалд дүн шинжилгээ хийж, 
их дээд сургуулийн багшийг бэлтгэх, хөгжүүлэх, мэргэжил дээшлүүлэх талаар 
баримтлах бодлого, удирдамж, чиглэл боловсруулж, батлуулан их дээд 
сургуульд хүргүүлэх  

2 сар 
  

 Их дээд сургуулийн багшийг бэлтгэх, 
мэргэжил дээшлүүлэх, хөгжүүлэх бодлого, 
удирдамж, чиглэл гарсан байх 

2    
Их, дээд сургуулийн багшийн тогтвортой тасралтгүй хөгжлийн хангах чиг 
үүрэг, ажлыг институтчлах  

1 сар  Их, дээд сургуулийн багшийн хөгжлийн 
хангах ажил институтчилагдсан байх, эрх 
зүйн орчин бүрдсэн байх 
  

3  Тухайн их дээд сургуулийн контект дотор контектижсан багшийн хөгжлийн 
төвийг үүсгэн байгуулах, орон тоо, бүтэц, бүрэлдэхүүнийг шийдвэрлэх талаар 
чиглэл өгөх  

2 сард  Их, дээд сургуульд багшийн хөгжлийн ханган 
ажиллах талаар төрийн захиргааны төв 
байгууллагын удирдамж, чиглэл гарсан байх 

4  Их, дээд сургуулийн багшийн хөгжлийн чиглэлээр хийх суурь судалгааг 
дэмжих, энэ чиглэлээр мэргэшсэн үндэсний хүниы нөөцийг бэлтгэх бодлого 
баримтлах  

2 сард  Их, дээд сургуулийн багшийн хөгжлийн 
чиглэлээр үндэсний мэргэшсэн хүний нөөц 
бэлтгэх төлөвлөгөө, чиглэл гарсан байх 

5  Их, дээд сургуулийн одоогийн багш нарын мэргэжлийн дээшлүүлэх, давтан 
бэлтгэх цогц арга хэмжээг  авч хэрэгжүүлэх хөтөлбөр боловсруулж, төсөл, 
тендер зарлах  

3 сард  Их, дээд сургуулийн багшийн мэргэжлийн 
тасралтгүй дээшлүүлэх үндэсний хөтөлбөр, 
түүний хэрэгжүүлэх арга зам тодорхой 
болсон байх 

6  Их, дээд сургуулийн багшийн аттестатчилах ажлын чанар үр өгөөжийг 
дээшлүүлэх талаар цогц арга хэмжээ авч хэрэгжүүлэх 

2 сард  Их, дээд сургуулийн багшийн стандарт 
боловсруулж мөрдөх 

7  Их, дээд сургуулийн байгууллагыг үнэлэх, магадлан итгэмжлэхэд багшийг 
ажлын байранд нь хөгжүүлж байгаа байдлыг нэгэн шалгуур болгон үзэх, үнэлэх 
аргачлалыг бодиттой болгох 

1 сард   Их, дээд сургуулийн байгуулагын үнэлгээ, 
магадлан итгэмжлэлийн журамд холбогдох 
саналыг тусгасан байх 

 
 Бүтээгдэхүүн 3 

Их, дээд сургуулийн багшийн хөгжлийн хангах талаар авч хэрэгжүүлбэл зохих  
арга хэмжээний төлөвлөгөөний төсөл ( санал) 

 

 

БҮТЭЭГДЭХҮҮН 4 
ИХ СУРГУУЛИЙН БАГШИЙН ХӨГЖЛИЙН ГАРЫН АВЛАГА 
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ДЭЭД БОЛОВСРОЛЫН БАЙГУУЛЛАГЫН 
САНХҮҮГИЙН УДИРДЛАГЫН ЗАГВАР, 

НЯГТЛАН БОДОХ БҮРТГЭЛИЙН 
СИСТЕМ 

 

 

Б.МӨНХБАЯР 
 

ДБШОУЗҮ-НИЙ ДОТООДЫН ЗӨВЛӨХ 

 

 

2015 онд  

бид хаана байсан бэ? 
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Нягтлан бодох бүртгэлийн систем 

Мэргэжилтэн 

Зохион 
байгуулалт 

Технологи 

Хадгалах 

Шинжлэх 

Хамгаалах 

1 

BI 

Мэргэжилтэн 

41% 

29% 

12% 

9% 

4% 
3% 

1% 

1% 
Санхүүгийн албаны ажилтан 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

14

Бакалавр 
64% 

Магистр 
23% 

Диплом 
6% 

Бусад 
7% 

Боловсролын түвшин 

Бакалавр  Магистр  Доктор  Диплом  Бусад 

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 50

Ажилласан жил 

16,8 жил 
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Зохион байгуулалт 

Мастер өгөгдөл 

Данс 

Кодчилол 

Сегмент 

Процесс 

Бодлого 

Дүрэм, журам 

Зураглал 

Технологи 

4% 

20% 

5% 

16% 

55% 

Санхүүгийн програм хангамж 

Noyon

Daimond

Vinica

Acolous

Other
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Бид хаана очих вэ? 

Байгууллагын хөгжил 

Стратегийн 
удирдлага 

...... 

Хүний нөөцийн 
удирдлага 

Санхүүгийн удирдлага 

Төлөвлөлт, төсөвлөлт 

Өртгийн удирдлага 

Нягтлан бодох бүртгэлийн систем 
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Нягтлан бодох бүртгэлийн систем 

• Нягтлан бодох 
бүртгэлийн бодлогын 
баримт бичиг 

• Нягтлан бодох 
бүртгэлийн дүрэм, 
журам 

• Өртөг тооцох гарын 
авлага 

 

 

Зохион байгуулалт 

Мастер өгөгдөл 

Данс 

Кодчилол 

Сегмент 

Процесс 

Бодлого 

Дүрэм, журам 

Зураглал 
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ДББ-ийн мэдээллийн систем 

 

 

BI 

Төлөвлөлт,хяналт 

Нөөцийн удирдлага 

Санхүү, бүртгэл 

Багш, ажилтан 

Кампусын удирдлага 

Суралцах үйл явц 

Судалгаа шинжилгээ 

Олон жилийн 
төлөвлөлт, төсөв 

Жилийн төсөв  Хувиарлалт 

Төсвийн гүйцэтгэл: 
Орлого бүрдүүлэлт , 
худалдан авалт, 
Зардлын хяналт 

Бүртгэл 
Төсвийн 

хяналтын тайлан  
Санхүүгийн 

тайлан 

Дотоод 
аудит  

Гадаад 
аудит  Гүйцэтгэлийн тайлан 

Бодлого  

Санхүүгийн удирдлагын загвар 
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Хөгжүүлэх төлөвлөгөө  

• Санхүүгийн нөөцийг хөгжүүлэх зөвлөмж 

• Хөдөө орон нутгийн их дээд сургуулиудын санхүү нягтлан бодох 
бүртгэлийн тогтолцоог боловсронгуй болгох үйл ажиллагааны 
төлөвлөгөө  

• Их дээд сургуулиудын санхүүгийн албаны ажилтнуудын мэргэжил 
дээшлүүлэх сургалтын хөтөлбөр 

• Их дээд сургуулиудын санхүүгийн албаны ажилтнуудын мэргэжил 
дээшлүүлэх аялал сургалтын хөтөлбөр 

Анхаарал тавьсанд баярлалаа. 
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ИНЖЕНЕР ТЕХНОЛОГИЙН 
ХӨТӨЛБӨРИЙН МАГАДЛАН 

ИТГЭМЖЛЭЛ, ЧАНАРЫН 
БАТАЛГААЖУУЛАЛТ 

Mongolia: Higher Education Reform Project ‐ ADB Project No. 43007‐023 

Mongolia: Higher Education Reform Project - ADB Project No. 
43007-023 

Олон улсын зөвлөх Биемо В. Соемарди 
Дотоодын зөвлөх Ч.Наранчимэг 

Хамтран ажилласан нэгж 

ШУТИС 

Оёдолын 
технологи 

Үйлдвэрлэлийн 
технологи 

Архитектур 

Шим судлал 

Цахилгаан 
холбоо 

Геодези  
 

МУИС 

Программ 
хангамж 

Электрон 
системийн 
автоматжуулалт 

Идэр ДС 

Бэлтгэл ажил 

Сургалт семинар 

2 хөтөлбөр 

Mongolia: Higher Education Reform Project - ADB Project No. 43007-023 

БМИҮЗ 
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11 БҮТЭЭГДЭХҮҮН 

1. Олон улсын болон дотоодын магадлан итгэмжлэлийг 
хэрэгжүүлэх ажлыг удирдан зохион байгуулах төлөвлөгөө 

2. ҮМХ болон гарцад суурилсан сургалтын ДЧБ‐ын бүтэц 
санал 

3. Инженер технологийн магадлан итгэмжлэлд тавигдах 
шалгуур үзүүлэлтэд хүрэх зөвлөмж 

4. Хамтын ажиллагааны холбоо тогтоох байгууллагуудыг 
санал болгосон  

5. Инженер технологийн хөтөлбөрийн олон улсын магадлан 
итгэмжлэлд хүрэх шалгуур үзүүлэлт, процедурыг 
боловсруулах 

6. Хөтөлбөрийн түвшний чанарын баталгаажуулалтын 
шалгуур үзүүлэлтийг тодорхойлсон 

Mongolia: Higher Education Reform Project - ADB Project No. 43007-023 3 

11 БҮТЭЭГДЭХҮҮН 

7. Хөтөлбөрийн дотоод мониторинг, үнэлгээний тогтолцоо 

8. Хөтөлбөрийн боловсруулалт, үнэлгээний чанарын 
баталгаажуулалтын механизмын удирдамж 

9. Жишиг төвөөр дамжуулан Инженер Технологийн 
чиглэлийн Судалгааны Чадавхийг Сайжруулах Зөвлөмж 

10.Инженер, Технологийн чиглэлийн Судалгаа ба Заах 
аргазүйн чадварыг сайжруулах Сургалтын Хөтөлбөр 
Боловсруулах Зөвлөмж 

11.Инженер, технологийн чиглэлийн чанартай сурах бичиг 
зохиох стратегийн талаарх зөвлөмж 

Mongolia: Higher Education Reform Project - ADB Project No. 43007-023 4 
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Багц 

1. Инженер, технологийн хөтөлбөрийн магадлан 
итгэмжлэл, чанарын баталгаажуулалтын  11 
бүтээгдэхүүн   /66/ 

2. Инженер, технологийн Бакалаврын Хөтөлбөрүүдэд 
зориулсан Дотоод Чанарын Баталгаажуулалтын гарын 
авлага   /47/   

3. Инженер, технологийн хөтөлбөрийн магадлан 
итгэмжлэл, чанарын баталгаажуулалтын удирдамж 
/34/   ,,,,/147-150/ 
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Олон улсын зөвлөх үйлчилгээний үйл ажиллагааны чиглэл 
 
1. Дээд боловсролын засаглал 
2. Санхүүгийн удирдлага, нягтлан бодох бүртгэл 
3. Түншлэл 
4. Сургалтын төлөвлөгөө, сургах, сурах үйл ажиллагааны хяналт 
5. Багц цагийн тогтолцоо 
6. Багшийн мэргэжил дээшлүүлэх 
7. Судалгааны бодлого, стратеги 
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1. Дээд боловсролын засаглал  

1. Сургуулийн бүтэц, зохион байгуулалт 
1. Ажилтан, ажилчдын бүтэц зохион байгуулалт 
2. Хөнгөлөлт, урамшуулал 
3. Соёл, олон нийтийн ажлын талаар 
4. Дүгнэлт, цаашид тавих зорилт 

 

Хэрэгжүүлэх үйл ажиллагаа 
Хэрэгжих 
хугацаа 

 Хүрсэн үр дүн 

1. Төрийн өмчийн бус, ашгийн төлөө бус ДББ-
ын загварын дагуу дүрэм, журмыг 
боловсруулах 

2015 
XI  

Ашгийн төлөө бус ДББ-ын загварын дагуу 
дүрэм, журам боловсруулсан 

2. Сургуулийн хүрээнд ажиллах бие даасан 
байгууллагуудыг бүрдүүлнэ 

2015 X - 
2016 VI 

Сургуулийн үйл ажиллагааны ил тод байдал 
дээшилсэн.   Оролцогч талуудын оролцоо, 
дэмжлэг дээшилсэн. 

3. Сургуулийн стратегийн болон үйл 
ажиллагааны төлөвлөгөөг сайжруулах, 
боловсронгуй болгох 

2015 XI Стратегийн төлөвлөлт сайжирсан 

4. ДБСБ-ын чансаа (rating) тогтоох аргачлалыг 
нэвтрүүлж турших 

2015 X - 
2016 XII 

ОТИС-ийн үйл ажиллагаанд туршсан, санал 
болгосон аргачлал, асуулгад сайжруулах 
саналаа ДБШТ-д хүргүүлсэн 

5. Сургуулийн УЗ,ЭЗ, ГУ-ын чадавхийг 
бэхжүүлэх олон талт арга хэмжээ хэрэгжүүлэх 

2015 X - 
2016 VI 

Дотоод санхүүжилтээр УЗ-ийн 5 гишүүнийг 
сургалтад суулгасан 
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2. Санхүүгийн удирдлага, нягтлан бодох бүртгэл 

Хэрэгжүүлэх үйл ажиллагаа 
Хэрэгжи
х хугацаа 

Хүрсэн үр дүн 

Нягтлан бодох бүртгэлийн мэдээллийн системийг 
боловсронгуй болгох 
a. Нягтлан бодох бүртгэлийн мастер дата 
b. Нягтлан бодох бүртгэлийн бодлогын баримт бичиг 
c. Нягтлан бодох бүртгэлийн дүрэм, журам 
d. Санхүүгийн ажилтны ажлын байрны тодорхойлолт 

2016 
VI  

Нягтлан бодох бүртгэлийн бодлогын баримт 
бичиг боловсруулсан. 
Санхүүгийн тайлан бэлтгэх Impact НББ-н 
программыг Интерактив Ай БИ Ай компанитай 
гэрээ байгуулан авсан. Мөн цалингийн Payroll 
программыг авсан.  

Санхүүжилтийн шинэ эх үүсвэрийг бий болгох 
Мэдээллийн портал сайт 
Орчуулгын товчоо  

Сургуулиас оюутанд үзүүлэх санхүүгийн дэмжлэг, 
тусламжийн журмыг боловсруулна 

2015 XI 
ОТИС-ийн оюутанд тэтгэлэг олгох, хөнгөлөлт, 
урамшуулал үзүүлэх журам  

Хүний нөөцийг чадавхижуулах 
2015 X - 
2016 XII 

Санхүүгийн ажилтнуудад нягтлан бодох 
бүртгэлийн бодлогын баримт бичиг, дүрэм журам, 
төсөвлөлт, үр дүнгийн үнэлгээний тухай 
сургалтууд явагдсан. 

6 

Санхүүжилтийн шинэ эх үүсвэрүүд 
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3. Түншлэл 

Хэрэгжүүлэх үйл ажиллагаа 
Хэрэгжих 
хугацаа 

Хүрсэн үр дүн 

Сургуулийн төгсөгчдийн холбооны үйл ажиллагааг 
эрчимжүүлэх, тэдний хувь нэмрийг үнэлэх 
урамшуулах механизмыг бий болгох 

2015 
X 

4 ажил төлөвлөснөөс  2 хийгдсэн 
 
-Төгсөгчдийн холбооны дүрэм шинэчилэгдсэн 
-Төгсөгчдийн нэрэмжит тэтгэлэг бий болсон 
 

Сургуульд бизнес инкубатор төв байгуулах 
 
Бизнесийн эрхзүйн сургалт- Инкубатор төв 
байгуулах талаар Японы Кобэгийн их сургууль, 
Монголын Нью Грат хуулийн фирмтэй үр ашигтай 
хамтын ажиллагааг эхлүүлнэ 

2015 X - 
2016 VI 

ОТИС-ийн бизнес инкубатор төвийг төгсөгч оюутанг 
чадавхижуулан сургах чиглэлд зохион байгуулсан.  

ХЗС-ийн 2015 оны төгсөгч Мөнхзаяаг сонгон авч сургагч 
багш нарыг дагалдуулан чадавхижуулан багшаар бэлтгэн 
авч ажлуулсан. Инкубатор төвийн бойжигчоор 
төгсөгчдийгөө сонгон шалгаруулж чадавхижуулах ажлыг 
зохион байгуулахаар төлөвлөн ажиллаж байна. Энэхүү 
ажлын хүрээнд инкубатор төвийн дүрэм, журам, 
удирдлага зохион байгуулалтын бүтцийг бий болгосон.  

Company  Logo  www.themegallery.com 

3. Түншлэл 

Хэрэгжүүлэх үйл ажиллагаа 
Хэрэгжих 
хугацаа 

Үр дүн 

ТХХТ-н  хэлбэрээр хамтран ажиллах 
компаниудыг сонгож үр ашигтай хамтын 
ажиллагааг хөгжүүлэх 
 

2015 XI 

Төрийн болон хувийн хэвшлийн аж ахуйн нэгжүүдтэй 
стратегийн хамтын ажиллагааг бий болгох чиглэлд албан 
тоот хүргүүлсэн. Үүнд: ЭЗБУС-35, ХЗС-24, ХС-52 гадаад 
дотоодын байгууллагууд  

Нийт 103 аж ахуйн нэгжид албан тоот хүргүүлж тэдгээр аж 
ахуйн нэгжүүдтэй хамтран ажиллах тал дээр биечлэн уулзах, 
харилцан ашигтай байх зарчмыг баримтлан хэлцэл хийсэн.  

-16 байгууллагад багш судлаачид, суралцагчид болон 
төгсөгчид судалгааны болон дадлагын ажил хийж үр дүнгээ 
тайлагнасан 

‐ Эрдэм шинжилгээ-судалгааны төвд цахим хэлбэрээр 
судалгааны баазыг бий болгох ажил хийгдэж байна. 

СЭЗДС-тай хамтран ажиллах: 
ACBSP-ийн ОУ-н магадлан 
итгэмжлэлийн стандартуудын талаарх 
зөвлөмж, тайланг хэрхэн бичих талаар 
сургалт зохион байгуулах 

2015 X - 
2016 XII 

 

Хамтын ажиллагааны гэрээ байгуулж, багш нарт сургалт 
зохион байгуулж, багш нар туршлага судалсан 
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2016.01.23 

12 
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Германы олон улсын хамтын ажиллагааны 
нийгэмлэг /GIZ/ 
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15 

Түншлэл-хамтын ажиллагааны 
хүрээнд 

 

Ирмүүн Агентлаг, Космополитан 
сэтгүүлтэй хамтарч хувь хүний 
хөгжлийг дэмжих COSMO-
STUDENT төслийг 2016 оны 1 
сараас хэрэгжүүлж байна.  

 

16 
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Түншлэл-хамтын ажиллагааны 
хүрээнд 

 

Ирмүүн Агентлаг, Космополитан 
сэтгүүлтэй хамтарч хувь хүний 
хөгжлийг дэмжих CSMO-
STUDENT төслийг 2016 оны 1 
сараас хэрэгжүүлж байна.  

 

2016.04.19 

18 

Түншлэл-хамтын ажиллагааны 
хүрээнд 

 

Ирмүүн Агентлаг, Космополитан 
сэтгүүлтэй хамтарч хувь хүний 
хөгжлийг дэмжих COSMO-
STUDENT сэтгүүл.  
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19 

 

Mонголын мэтгэлцээний нэгдсэн танхимтай 
хамтын ажиллагааг эхлүүлэв. 

2016.01.14 
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4. Сургалтын хөтөлбөр, сургах, суралцах үйл ажиллагаа 

Хэрэгжүүлэх үйл ажиллагаа 
Хэрэгжих 
хугацаа 

Хүрсэн үр дүн 

 
 
Хөтөлбөрийн дотоод хяналтыг хэрэгжүүлэх, 
хөтөлбөрийн чанарын баталгаажилтын 
механизмыг бүрэлдүүлэх удирдамжийг 
боловсруулж туршина. 

2015 X 
 

Хөтөлбөрийн сургалтын үр дүнгийн хөндлөнгийн үнэлгээний 
шалгалтыг 4-р ангийн оюутнуудаас авч дүгнэн үр дүнг хөтөлбөр 
хэрэгжүүлэгч нэгжүүдэд танилцуулсан.  
- 2016.3.7-ны өдөр Багш нарт зориулсан Хөтөлбөрийн үнэлгээ, оюутны 
үнэлгээ сургалтыг зохион байгуулсан 
- Дотоод чанарын баталгаажуулалтын талаар багш нарт зориулсан 
сургалт зохион байгуулж, багш нарт зориулсан гарын авлага гаргасан.  

Заахуй ба суралцахуй төв байгуулах 
удирдамжийн дагуу сургуулийн онцлогт 
тохирсон оновчтой бүтцийг авч хэрэгжүүлэх 2015 IX – 

2016 IV 
 

Багшлахуй суралцахуйн төвийн бүтцийг гаргаж, журам боловсрогдсон. Энэ ажил 
багшийн хөгжил багийн гишүүдийн ажилтай давхцаж байсан тул нэгтгэн 1 ажил 
болгон хийсэн.  
-Багшлах тэргүүн туршлага солилцох сургалт семинарыг 2016 оны 2 сард зохион 
байгуулсан 
-ДБШТөслийн зүгээс зохион байгуулсан Шилдэг туршлагад суурилсан чанартай 
сургалт семинарт оролцогчдод ОТИС-ийн сургалтын шилдэг туршлагыг 
танилцуулж багш Х.Энхтуяа илтгэл хэлэлцүүлсэн. 

Сургалтын технологийг сайжруулахын тулд  
холимог хичээл, цахим хичээл, лабораторийн 
хичээлийн хэлбэрүүд тухайлбал  MOOC, OER-
ийг сургалтад  хэрэгжүүлэх 

2016 IV 

 
Холимог хичээл явуулах, сургалтын технологийг сайжруулах чиглэлийн 
сургалт авах саналаа өгсөн. Хийгдээгүй 

Хичээлийн явц, багшийн ажлын үйл ажиллагааг 
оюутнаар онлайн хэлбэрээр үнэлүүлэх ажлыг 
нэвтрүүлэн туршина 

2015 IX – 
2016 IV 

Багшийн үйл ажиллагааг онлайнаар үнэлэх асуулга боловсруулсан 
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5. Багц цагийн тогтолцоо 

Хэрэгжүүлэх үйл ажиллагаа 
Хэрэгжих 
хугацаа 

Хүрсэн үр дүн 

Бакалаврын сургалтын дүрэм, журмуудыг 
кредит системд нийцүүлэн шинэчлэх  

2015 VI – 
2016 I  

Бакалаврын сургалтын үйл ажиллагаанд үнэлгээ 
өгсөн 

Дотоодын тэргүүлэх их сургуулиудын сайн 
туршлагаас судалсан 

Бакалаврын сургалттай холбоотой дүрэм,  журмууд 
кредит системд нийцэн шинэчлэгдэж, сургалтанд 
кредит системийг бүрэн нэвтрүүлэх эрх зүйн орчин 
бүрдсэн. 

Сургалтын үйл ажиллагаанд сургалтын 
мэдээллийн систем нэвтрүүлэх ажлыг 
эрчимжүүлэх 

2015 X - 
2016 IV 

Кредит системийг сургалтанд нэвтрүүлэхэд 
сургалтын мэдээллийн системийн гүйцэтгэх үүрэг, 
ач холбогдлын талаарх багш, ажилтнуудын ойлголт 
нэмэгдсэн, нэгдсэн ойлголтонд хүрсэн.  
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5. Багц цагийн тогтолцоо 

Хэрэгжүүлэх үйл ажиллагаа 
Хэрэгжих 
хугацаа 

Хүрсэн үр дүн 

Бакалаврын сургалтын хөтөлбөр, төлөвлөгөөг 
Үндэсний боловсролын зэрэг дэвийн тогтолцоо 
болон кредит системд нийцүүлэн шинэчлэх ажлыг 
сонгосон хөтөлбөр төлөвлөгөөнөөс эхлүүлэх 

2016 I - 
2016 VI  

Бакалаврын сургалтын хөтөлбөр, төлөвлөгөө 
Үндэсний боловсролын зэрэг дэвийн 
тогтолцоо болон шинэчилсэн бакалаврын 
журамд нийцсэн байдлаар өөрчлөгдөнө.  

Сургалт оюутан, багшид илүү уян хатан болж 
өөрчлөгдөнө 

Цаашид сургалтанд кредит системийг бүрэн 
нэвтрүүлэх ажлын төлөвлөгөө боловсруулах 
 

2016 I - 
2016 VI  

Сургалтанд кредит системийг бүрэн 
нэвтрүүлэх төсөл бичиж ДБ-ын байгууллагын 
хөгжлийг дэмжих төслийн санхүүжилт авсан.  
Слайд ХХК-тай гэрээ байгуулан ажиллаж 
байна. 
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6. Багшийн хөгжил 

Хэрэгжүүлэх үйл ажиллагаа 
Хэрэгжих 
хугацаа 

Хүрсэн үр дүн 

Сургуулийн хөгжлийн зорилго болоод багшийн хэрэгцээнд 
нийцүүлэн багш хөгжүүлэх тогтолцоог боловсронгуй болгох, 
олон улсын тэргүүн туршлагад тулгуурлан багш хөгжүүлэх 
төлөвлөгөөний хувилбарыг боловсруулах 

2015 VI - 
2015 XII 

1. Багш хөгжлийн төвийн бүтэц, орон тооны загвар 
боловсруулсан 
2. Сургууль дээрээ багшийн хөгжлийн сургалт зохион 
байгуулсан 
3. Багшийн өөрийн хөгжлийн төлөвлөгөөний загвар 
боловсруулсан  
4. Багшийн хөгжлийн санг бий болгож ажиллахаар 
төлөвлөөд дүрэм журам боловсруулж байна. 

Дадлагажигч багшийг хөгжүүлэх төлөвлөгөөг боловсронгуй 
болгох 

2015 X - 
2016 IV  

Гарын авлага - хийгдээгүй 

Багшийн хөгжлийн орон тооны бус зөвлөлийг байгуулах 

2016 I - 
2016 VI  

Багшийн хөгжлийн төв байгуулахаар тохирч төвийн 
дүрэм, бүтэц 8 орон тооны загвар боловсруулсан боловч 
бодит байдал дээр төв байгуулагдаагүй байна.  

Багшийг сонгон шалгаруулах журам, багшийн хөдөлмөрийг 
үнэлж дүгнэх үйл явц, багшийн албан тушаалын зэрэглэл 
дэвших,  урамшуул-лын тогтолцоог хянан үзэж, боловсронгуй 
болгох 

Багшийг сонгон шалгаруулах, багшийн ажлыг бодитой 
үнэлж дүгнэх дүрэм журам боловсруулаагүй. 
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7. Судалгааны бодлого, стратеги 

Хэрэгжүүлэх үйл 
ажиллагаа 

Хэрэгжих 
хугацаа 

Хүрсэн үр дүн 

Багшийн судалгааны 
чадавхийг хөгжүүлэх 

2015 IX - 
2016 VI 

Дотоод санхүүжилтээр Нийгмийн судалгааны төв байгуулагдсан (30 сая төгрөг) 
- Нийгмийн судалгааны төвийн дүрэм боловсруулан баталсан.  
- Суурь судалгаа 1, захиалгат судалгаа 3 авсан  
   Өглөөний сонин, news.mn нийтлэгдсэн 
- Судлаачийн цаг цуврал лекц зохион байгуулсан 

Оюуны өмчийг хамгаалах 
төв байгуулах 

2015 XI - 
2016 IV 

Оюуны өмчийн гарын авлага /14,2 хх/ хэвлэгдсэн. 
Дээд боловсрол судлалын монголын нийгэмлэгийн хуралд оролцож оюуны өмчийн нэгдсэн 
төвтэй болох санал дэвшүүлсэн.  
Багш Д.Эрдэнэчимэг Монголын оюуны өмчийн итгэмжлэгдсэн төлөөлөгч болсон бөгөөд 2016 
оны 9.05-12.23-ны хооронд Италийн Турины их сургуульд Оюуны өмчийн чиглэлээр ахисан 
түвшний сургалтанд хамруулсан. 

Эрдэм шинжилгээний 
сэтгүүлийн хэвлэлтийн 
чанарыг нэмэгдүүлэх 

2015 X - 
2016 VI 

ОТИС-ийн эрдэм шинжилгээний бичгийн редакцийн зөвлөлийг шинэчилсэн. 
ОТИС-ийн эрдэм шинжилгээний бичгийг олон улсын стандарт сериал дугаар авах хүсэлт 
явуулж ISSN 2415-749X дугаар авч, ОТГОНТЭНГЭР Эрдэм шинжилгээний бичиг /16,2 хх/  
ОУЗөвлөхийн зөвлөсөнөөр эрдэм шинжилгээний бичгээ Онлайн хэлбэрт оруулж open journal 
system-д байршуулахаар Public knowledge project  төслийн хүрээнд хийгдсэн Mongoliajol.info –
д бүртгүүлэхээр захидал илгээгээд байна.  

Магистр, докторын 
сургалтын хөтөлбөрийг  
цогцоор нь сайжруулах 

- ОУЗ-ийн зөвлөснөөр НСТ болон СХССТэнхим хамтран  докторант магистрантуудын  эрдэм 
шинжилгээний ажлын чанарыг сайжруулах зорилгоор “Эрдэм шинжилгээний их семинар” 
зохион байгуулав. 2015-01-23 
- Магистр, докторын сургалтын хөтөлбөр, дүрэм журам шинэчилсэн. Магистр, докторын 
сургалтын гарын авлага боловсруулж байна. 

26 

 

 

ДБШТөслийн олон улсын зөвлөх, 
Индонейзийн их сургуулийн доктор, проф 
Чан Бассарудин судалгааны бодлого, эрдэм 
шинжилгээний ажлын хүрээнд Отгонтэнгэр 
их сургуулийн Нийгмийн судалгааны 
төвийн эрдэмтэн профессоруудтай уулзаж 
санал солилцсон бөгөөд Индонейзийн их 
сургуулийн судалгааны төвтэй Отгонтэнгэр 
их сургуулийн Нийгмийн судалгааны төв 
хамтран ажиллах тухай хэлэлцлээ.   

 

2016.01.23 
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Нийгмийн судалгааны төвөөс “Улаанбаатар 
хотын иргэдэд тулгамдаж буй асуудал” суурь 
судалгаа авч,  тус судалгааны үр дүн олон 
улсын эрдэм шинжилгээний хуралд 
илтгэгдсэн бөгөөд олон нийтийн хэвлэл 
мэдээллийн хэрэгслээр мэдээлэгдэж олон 
нийтийн хүртээл болсон болно. 
 

28 

 

ОТИС-ийн Нийгмийн судалгааны төвд 
2016-2017 оны хичээлийн жил судлаач 
оюутнуудыг шалгаруулан дадлагажуулж 
байна. Энэ хичээлийн жилийн 1-р улиралд 
Судлаач оюутнууд маань SPSS програмын 
анхан шатны сургалтаа амжилттай дуусгаж 
тус төвийн захиалгат судалгааны 2 багцын 
өгөгдөл шивж оруулах техник ажлын багт 
амжилттай ажиллаа 

 

2016.12.19 
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 - ОТИС-ийн эрдэм шинжилгээний бичгийн редакцийн 
зөвлөлийг шинэчлэн байгуулж бүрэлдэхүүнийг 24 гишүүнтэйгээр, 
сэтгүүлийн зөвлөлийг 5 хүний бүрэлдэхүүнтэй байгуулав. Үүнд 
гадаадын профессоруудыг оруулсан нь редакцийн зөвлөлийн 4,6 
хувь байна. 
 
 - ОТИС-ийн эрдэм шинжилгээний бичгийг олон улсын 
стандарт сериал дугаар авах хүсэлт явуулж ISSN 2415-749X дугаар 
авч, ОТГОНТЭНГЭР Эрдэм шинжилгээний бичиг /16,2 хх/ 
хэвлэгдсэн. 
 
 - ОУЗөвлөхийн зөвлөсөнөөр эрдэм шинжилгээний 
бичгээ Онлайн хэлбэрт оруулж open journal system-д байршуулахаар 
Public knowledge project  төслийн хүрээнд хийгдсэн Mongoliajol.info 
–д бүртгүүлэхээр захидал илгээгээд байна.  
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Оюуны өмчийн гарын авлага /14,2 хх/. 
 
- МУ-ын оюуны өмчийн эрх зүйн 
зохицуулалт 
- Их, дээд сургуулиуд болон судалгаа, 
хөгжлийн байгууллагуудад зориулсан оюуны 
өмчийн бодлого 
- Эрдэм шинжилгээний бичлэгийн загварууд 
- Холбогдох хууль, тогтоомж 

32 

At the WIPO Headquarters in Geneva. The 2016 
class of WIPO-Turin LLM in IP with the 
Executive Director of WIPO Academy, Dir. 
Sherif Saadallah. 
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АНХААРАЛ ХАНДУУЛСАН 
ТА БҮХЭНД БАЯРЛАЛАА 

33 
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“ДЭЭД БОЛОВСРОЛЫН ШИНЭЧЛЭЛ”  
ОЛОН УЛСЫН ЗӨВЛӨХ ҮЙЛЧИЛГЭЭ 

Зөвлөх үйлчилгээний хэрэгжилт, бүтээгдэхүүний танилцуулга семинар 
 

Зөвлөх багийн дэд ахлагч Др. Ж.Сүхбаатар 
 

2017 оны 1 сарын 17 

Ministry of 
Education, 
Culture, 
Science 
and Sports of 
Mongolia  

Дээд боловсролын шинэчлэл олон 
улсын зөвлөх үйлчилгээний төсөл 
 Дээд боловсролын шинэчлэл төсөл дээр олон улсын 
Зөвлөх үйлчилгээ авах тухай гэрээ № 12/03 

 2015 оны 1 дүгээр сарын 7-ны өдөр БСШУЯ болон 
Индонезийн “Транс Интра Азиа” ХХК-ны хооронд 
байгуулагдсан 

 Туслан гүйцэтгэгч болох СЭЗДС болон  “Транс Интра 
Азиа” ХХК-ны хооронд хамтран ажиллах гэрээ 2015 
оны 1 сарын 23нд байгуулагдсан 

 Дээд Боловсролын Шинэчлэл Төслийн зөвлөх 
үйлчилгээг 18 сарын хугацаанд хэрэгжүүлсэн. 
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Дээд боловсролын шинэчлэл төсөл 

 Төслийн зорилго: The Дээд боловсролын шинэчлэл 
төсөл нь доорх зорилтуудад хүрэхээр зорьж байна:  
 Дээд боловсролын хөтөлбөрүүдийн чанар, ач 
холбогдлыг сайжруулах; 
 

 Дээд боловсролын сургалтын байгууллагуудын 
засаглал, удирдлага, санхүүжилтийг бэхжүүлэх; 
 

 Дээд боловсролын ижил тэгш хүртээмжтэй байдлыг 
нэмэгдүүлэх. 

Дээд боловсролын шинэчлэл төсөл 

Олон улсын зөвлөх үйлчилгээ нь:  

 Дээр дурьдсан төслийн гол зорилтуудыг ханган 
биелүүлж дээд боловсролын системийг шинэчлэн 
бэхжүүлэхэд БСШУЯ-д дэмжлэг үзүүлэхэд чиглэгдсэн. 
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Зөвлөх үйлчилгээний төсөл 
Зөвлөх үйлчилгээний баг: энэ хүрээнд Олон улсын 10, 
дотоодын 10 нийт 20 зөвлөхөөс бүрдсэн 

Дараах 10 чиглэлд төвлөрч 3 дэд багт хуваагдан 
ажилласан 
Их сургуулийн засаглал 
Санхүүгийн удирдлага, нягтлан бодох бүртгэл  
Үндэсний мэргэшлийн хүрээ, кредит цагийн тогтолцоо  
Судалгааны бодлого, стратеги 
Сургалтын хөтөлбөр, багшлахуй, суралцахуй үйл 
ажиллагаа 

Багшийн хөгжил 
Их сургуулийн түншлэл  
Инженер технологийн хөтөлбөрийн магадлан итгэмжлэл 
ХАА-н хөтөлбөрийн магадлан итгэмжлэл 
Байгалийн ухааны хөтөлбөрийн магадлан итгэмжлэл 

Зөвлөх үйлчилгээний төсөл 

Зөвлөх үйлчилгээний ажлын чиглэл: Зөвлөх үйлчилгээний 
багийн үйл ажиллагаа нь дараах 3 чиглэлд төвлөрсөнв 
Үүнд: 

Бодлогын баримт бичиг, загвар, механизм, 
удирдамж боловсруулах, /Удирдамжинд заасан 
ажилууд/  

Байгууллагын чадавхи бэхжүүлэх 
Сургалт, семинарууд зохион байгуулах.  
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Зөвлөх үйлчилгээний төсөл 

Зөвлөх 
үйлчилгээний 
багын бүтэц, 
зохион зохион 
байгуулалт 

Зөвлөх үйлчилгээний төсөл 

Зөвлөх 
үйчилгээний 

багийн 
гишүүд 

Чиглэл Олон улсын зөвлөх Үндэсний зөвлөх 
Дээд боловсролын засаглал Dr. Саймон Петер Хорн 

(БУ) 
Dr. Ж.Сүхбаатар (БДД) 

Дээд боловсролын санхүүгийн 
удирдлага, нягтлан бодох 
бүртгэл 

Коразон Посадас Б.Мөнхбаяр 

Инженер,технологийнн 
хөтөлбөрийн магадлан 
итгэмжлэл 

Dr. Биемо В Соемарди  Dr. Ч.Наранчимэг 

ХАА-н хөтөлбөрийн магадлан 
итгэмжлэл 

Dr. Мухамед Хозин  Н. Төмөрбаатар 

Байгалийн ухааны хөтөлбөрийн 
магадлан итгэмжлэл 

Dr. Анграйни Барлиан Ц. Амартайван 

ҮМХ, кредит цагийн тогтолцоо Dr. Судирман Яахяа  Dr. Г. Цагаач 
Судалгааны бодлого, стратеги Dr. Чан Басарудин Dr. A. Галтбаяр 
Сургалтын төлөвлөгөө, 
Багшлахуй, Суралцахуй 

Dr. Жийн Гай Виннеу Dr. A. Aмарзаяа 

Багшийн хөгжил Dr. Тед Сан Mr. Ц.Лувсандорж 
Их сургуулийн түншлэл - Dr. Ч. Энхболд 
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Ажлын төлөвлөгөө  
Энэхүү 18 сарын хугацаант хийж гүйцэтгэх зөвлөх 
үйлчилгээний ажил нь дараах үе шаттай байна. Үүнд:   
 Дизайн хийх, төлөвлөх  

Нөхцөл байдлыг үнэлэх, хэрэгцээг судлах, нарийвчилсан төлөвлөгөө 
боловсруулах, шинэчлэлийн санаачлага гаргах 

 Хэрэгжүүлэлт  
 Сонгогдсон сургуулиудад шинэчлэл үйл ажиллагаа 

хэрэгжүүлэх: 
Засаглал, санхүүжилт, бусад чиглэл, хөтөлбөрийн магадлан итгэмжлэл  

 Үнэлгээ хийх  
 ДБСБ-ийн шинэчлэлийн хэрэгжилтийн үр ашиг  

 Хөтөлбөрийн чанар, нийцлийн сайжрилт  
 

Зөвлөх үйлчилгээний төсөл 

Сонгогдсон сургуулиуд: Дараах 4 ДБСБ (2 төрийн өмчит, 2 
төрийн өмчит бус)-д зөвлөх үйлчилгээний 10 чиглэлээр 
санал болгож буй шинэчлэлийг туршихаар БСШУ Сайдын 
тушаалаар сонгогдсон. Үүнд:  

Монгол Улсын их Сургууль 
Анагаахын Шинжлэх Ухааны Үндэсний Их сургууль  
Идэр Дээд Сургууль 
Oтгонтэнгэр Их Сургууль 
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Сонгогдсон сургуулиудын ажлын 
төлөвлөгөөний явц /улирлаар/ 
 

Сонгогдсон ДБСБ 

Гүйцэтгэлийн явц (% - cumulative) сарын эцсийн байдлаар 

 2015-9 сар  2015-12 сар  2016-3 сар  2016-6 сар 

Идэр дээд сургууль 
26%  41%  66%  100% 

АШУҮИС 
20%  35%  66%  100% 

МУИС 
24%  41%  65%  100% 

Отгонтэнгэр их сургууль 
27%  42%  75%  100% 

Зөвлөх чиглэл тус бүрийн ажлын төлөвлөгөөний 
хэрэгжилтийн тойм, сарын сүүл байдлаар 
 No   Чиглэл 

2015-9 
сар 

2015-
12 сар 

2016-3 
сар 

2016-6 
сар 

1   Их сургуулийн засаглал  25%  44%  73%  100% 

2   ХАА-н хөтөлбөрийн магадлан итгэмжлэл   44%  53%  67%  100% 

3 
 Инженер, технологийн хөтөлбөрийн магадлан 
итгэмжлэл 

26%  60%  69%  100% 

4 
 Байгалийн шинжлэх ухааны хөтөлбөрийн 
магадлан итгэмжлэл  

31%  58%  70%  100% 

5   Санхүүгийн удирлага, нягтлан бодох бүртгэл   10%  23%  43%  100% 

6   ҮМХ, Кредит систем  21%  38%  69%  100% 

7   Судалгааны бодлого, стратеги   29%  56%  92%  100% 

8   Cургалтын хөтөлбөр, багшлахуй ба суралцахуй   19%  40%  66%  100% 

9   Багшийн хөгжил  38%  45%  60%  100% 

10   Их сургуулийн түншлэл   24%  36%  58%  100% 

 Ажлуудын ахиц  27%  45%  67%  100% 
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Зөвлөх үйлчилгээний төсөл 
Магадлан итгэмжлэлд бэлтгэх хөтөлбөр: Зөвлөх 

үйлчилгээний хүрээнд хөтөлбөрүүдийг олон улсын болон 
дотоодын магадлан итгэмжлэлд бэлтгэхэд зөвлөгөө өгч, 
дэмжлэг үзүүлэн ажилласан байна. Үүнд: 
ХААИС- (Олон улсад 1 хөтөлбөр, Дотоодод 4 
хөтөлбөр) 

ШУТИС-  (ОУ-д 1, Дотоодод 4 хөтөлбөр) 
МУИС– (Олон улсад 2 хөтөлбөр, Дотоодод 12 
хөтөлбөр) 

АШУҮИС– (Олон улсад 1 хөтөлбөр) 
Нийт ОУ-д 4 хөтөлбөр, дотоодод 21 хөтөлбөр 

Зөвлөх үйлчилгээний төсөл 
 Зөвлөх үйлчилгээний хийж гүйцэтгэх ажлууд: зөвлөх 

үйлчилгээнээс хийж гүйцэтгэсэн ажлын даалгаврууд:  

33 Сургалт семинар (сургалт семинар, сонгогдсон 
ДБСБ дээрх сургалт, зорилтот бүлгийн хэлэлцүүлэг). 
Эдгээр семинаруудад сонгогдсон 4 ДБСБ-уудын 
төлөөллөөс гадна, бусад орон нутгийн болон хот доторх 
их сургуулиудад урилга хүргүүлдэг. 
 

89 Тодорхой дуусах хугацаа бүхий баримтжуулсан 
гарц бүтээгдэхүүнүүд – Загвар, Гарын авлага, Санал, 
Журам, г.м. Зөвлөх багийн ажлын даалгаварт тусгасан. 
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Зөвлөх үйлчилгээний төсөл 
Сургалт семинарын дэлгэрэнгүй: Tөслийн “Сургалт 
семинарын нэгдсэн төлөвлөгөө”-д заасан 34 сургалтуудыг 
(сургалт/сонгогдсон ДБСБ дэх сургалт/зорилтот бүлгийн 
уулзалт) төслийн хугацаанд амжилттай зохион байгуулсан.  

2016 оны 6 сарын 31-ний байдлаар; 33 
сургалт/сонгогдсон ДБСБ дэх сургалт/зорилтот бүлгийн 
уулзалтуудыг орон нутгийн 50 гаруй төлөөллийг 
хамруулсан ойролцоогоор 1500 шахам оролцогчдод 
(46% эмэгтэй, 54% эмэгтэй) зохион байгуулсан байна.  
 

Үүнээс гадна, Зөвлөх багууд Сонгогдсон ДБСБ-ууд дээр 
зохион байгуулах сургалтын хүрээнд сургалтуудыг 
хийсэн байна.  

Ажлын даалгавруудын гүйцэтгэлийн 
статус, зөвлөх чиглэл тус бүрээр 

 Ажлын даалгаврын дэлгэрэнгүй: Зөвлөх баг тус 
бүрийн ажлын даалгаварт төслийн хугацаанд 
хийгдсэн 89 даалгаврыг дараагийн хуудаснуудад 
даалгаврын дэлгэрэнгүйгээр харуулсан.  
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Засаглалын зөвлөх баг 

No   Aжлын даалгаврууд (TORs)    Бүтээгдэхүүн  

Сар бүрийн эцсийн гүйцэтгэлийн явц (%) 

2015 
9 сар 

2015  
12 сар 

2016 
 3 сар 

2016      
6 сар 

   25%  44%  73%  100%  

1 
Сонгогдсон ДБСБ-уудын засаглалыг сайжруулах загвар 
санал болгох 

Загвар 
40%  60%  80%  100%  

2 
ДБСБ-уудад зориулан стратеги төлөвлөлтийн шинэ 
аргачлал, удирдамж боловсруулах 

Шинэ аргачлал 
40%  60%  85%  100%  

3 
Монгол улсын ДБСБ-уудын үйл ажиллагааг сайжруулах 
удирдлагын арга хэрэгслийг санал болгон турших 

Удирдлагын арга хэрэгсэл 
20%  40%  80%  100%  

4 
Их сургуулийн түвшинд сурлагын амжилтад суурилсан 
тэтгэлгийн санал боловсруулах 

Тэтгэлгийн саналууд 
20%  40%  70%  100%  

5 
Монголын ДБСБ-уудад олон улсын тэргүүн 
туршлагуудад тулгуурласан зэрэглэлийн тогтолцоог 
санал болгох 

Санал 
30%  50%  75%  100%  

6 
Орон нутгийн ДБСБ-уудад зориулсан стратегийн 
төлөвлөгөө боловсруулах  

Стратегийн үйл ажиллагааны 
төлөвлөгөө 

30%  40%  75%  100%  

7 

ДБСБ-уудын итгэмжлэгчид, захиргааны ажилтнуудад 
зориулан бусад оронд богино хугацааны туршлага 
судлах аялал зохион байгуулах сургалтын сэдэв, улс 
орны жагсаалт гаргах  

Сургалтын сэдэв, улс орны 
жагсаалт 

10%  30%  79%  100%  

8 

Санал болгосон засаглалын загварыг туршилтын үр 
дүнд тулгуурлан эцэслэж Засгийн газарт зөвлөмжийн 
хамт хүргүүлэх  

Туршилтын үр дүнд тулгуурлан 
засварласан засаглалын загвар  10%  30%  40%  100%  

 ХАА-н хөтөлбөрийн магадлан итгэмжлэлийн 
зөвлөх баг 
 

No   Aжлын даалгаврууд (TORs)    Бүтээгдэхүүн  
Сар бүрийн эцсийн гүйцэтгэлийн явц (%) 

2015 
9 сар 

2015  
12 сар 

2016 
 3 сар 

2016    
6 сар 

1 
ХАА-н тэргүүлэх 5 хөтөлбөрийг олон улсын болон үндэсний түвшинд 
магадлан итгэмжлүүлэх үе шатыг удирдан зохион байгуулах ажлын 
төлөвлөгөө боловсруулж батлуулах 

Ажлын төлөвлөгөө 
100%  100%  100%  100%  

2 
Дотоод чанарын баталгаажуулалтын бүтэц, зохион байгуулалтыг 
санал болгох 

Санал 
40%  50%  60%  100%  

3 
Байгууллагын үр ашгийг нэмэгдүүлэхэд чиглэсэн зөвлөмж 
боловсруулах  

Зөвлөмж 
60%  80%  80%  100%  

4 
Хөтөлбөрийн түвшний чанарын баталгаажуулалтын шалгуур 
үзүүлэлтийг тодорхойлох  

Чанарын баталгаажуулалтын 
шалгуур үзүүлэлт  60%  80%  80%  100%  

5 
ДБСБ-д кюрикулум боловсруулах, хэрэгжүүлэх, үнэлэх дотоод 
тогтолцоонд зориулсан нийтлэг  загвар боловсруулах 

Нийтлэг загвар 
35%  50%  80%  100%  

6 
Хөтөлбөр боловсруулахад шаардлагатай ЧБ-ын механизмыг дотоод 
ЧБ-ын бүтцийн хамт санал болгох  

Санал /удирдамж/ 
60%  80%  80%  100%  

7 
Сонгогдсон ДБСБ-уудын жишиг төвүүдээр дамжуулан ХАА-н 
судалгааны чадавхийг сайжруулах зөвлөмж боловсруулах  

Зөвлөмж 
40%  40%  80%  100%  

8 
Сонгосон хөтөлбөрүүдэд хамааралтай багш нарын судалгааны 
чадавхи, багшлах ур чадварыг сайжруулах мэргэжил дээшлүүлэх  
сургалтын хөтөлбөрүүд боловсруулах 

Багшийн хөгжлийн хөтөлбөр 
0%  0%  20%  100%  

9 
Чанартай сурах бичиг зохиох стратеги боловсруулах   Батлагдсан стратеги 

0%  0%  20%  100%  
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Инженер, технологийн хөтөлбөрийн магадлан 
итгэмжлэлийн зөвлөх баг 

No   Aжлын даалгаврууд (TORs)    Бүтээгдэхүүн  
Сар бүрийн эцсийн гүйцэтгэлийн явц (%) 

2015 
9 сар 

2015  
12 сар 

2016 
 3 сар 

2016       
6 сар 

26%  60%  69%  100%  

1 
Инж.тех-н тэргүүлэх 5 хөтөлбөрийг олон улсын болон үндэсний 
түвшинд магадлан итгэмжлүүлэх үе шатыг удирдан зохион 
байгуулах ажлын төлөвлөгөө боловсруулж батлуулах 

Ажлын төлөвлөгөө 
100%  100%  100%  100%  

2 
Сурлагын амжилтад тулгуурласан арга барил, ҮМХ-нд түшиглэн 
дотоод ЧБ-ын бүтэц санал болгох  

Дотоод ЧБ-ын бүтэц  
30%  50%  75%  100%  

3 
Хөтөлбөр бүрт зориулан хүчин төгөлдөр шалгуур үзүүлэлтэд хүрэх 
зөвлөмж боловсруулах  

Зөвлөмж 
50%  90%  90%  100%  

4 
Хамтын ажиллагааны холбоо тогтоох холбогдох агентлагуудыг 
санал болгох  

Агентлагуудыг тодорхойлох 
0%  90%  90%  100%  

5 
Олон улсын магадлан итгэмжлэлд хүрэх шалгуур үзүүлэлт, 
процедурыг боловсруулах  

Шалгуур үзүүлэлт, процедур 
20%  75%  80%  100%  

6 
Хөтөлбөрийн түвшний чанарын баталгаажуулалтын шалгуур 
үзүүлэлтийг тодорхойлох  

Чанарын баталгаажуулалтын шалгуур 
үзүүлэлт  30%  50%  75%  100%  

7 
ДБСБ-д кюрикулум боловсруулах, хэрэгжүүлэх, үнэлэх дотоод 
тогтолцоонд зориулсан нийтлэг хүрээ бий болгох  

Нийтлэг хүрээ 
10%  60%  75%  100%  

8 
Хөтөлбөр боловсруулахад шаардлагатай ЧБ-ын механизмыг 
дотоод ЧБ-ын бүтцийн хамт санал болгох  

Санал /удирдамж/ 
30%  60%  75%  100%  

9 

Сонгогдсон ДБСБ-уудын жишиг төвүүдээр дамжуулан 
Инж.технологийн судалгааны чадавхийг сайжруулах зөвлөмж 
боловсруулах  

Зөвлөмж 

10%  30%  30%  100%  

10 
Энэ чиглэлийн багшийн хөгжлийн сургалтын хөтөлбөрийг 
боловсруулах  

Багшийн хөгжлийн сургалт 
10%  30%  30%  100%  

11  Чанартай сурах бичиг зохиох стратеги боловсруулах   Стратеги  0%  25%  35%  100%  

Байгалийн ухааны хөтөлбөрийн магадлан 
итгэмжлэлийн зөвлөх баг 

No   Aжлын даалгаврууд (TORs)    Бүтээгдэхүүн  
Сар бүрийн эцсийн гүйцэтгэлийн явц (%) 

2015 
9 сар 

2015  
12 сар 

2016 
 3 сар 

2016       
6 сар 

26%  60%  69%  100%  

1 
Байгалийн ухааны тэргүүлэх 5 хөтөлбөрийг олон улсын болон 
үндэсний түвшинд магадлан итгэмжлүүлэх үе шатыг удирдан 
зохион байгуулах ажлын төлөвлөгөө боловсруулж батлуулах 

Ажлын төлөвлөгөө 
100%  100%  100%  100%  

2 
Сурлагын амжилтад тулгуурласан арга барил, ҮМХ-нд түшиглэн 
дотоод ЧБ-ын бүтэц санал болгох  

Дотоод ЧБ-ын бүтэц  
40%  50%  70%  100%  

3 
Хөтөлбөр бүрт зориулан хүчин төгөлдөр шалгуур үзүүлэлтэд хүрэх 
зөвлөмж боловсруулах  

Зөвлөмж 
50%  60%  90%  100%  

4 
Хамтын ажиллагааны холбоо тогтоох холбогдох агентлагуудыг 
санал болгох  

Агентлагуудыг тодорхойлох 
50%  100%  100%  100%  

5 
Олон улсын магадлан итгэмжлэлд хүрэх шалгуур үзүүлэлт, 
процедурыг боловсруулах  

Шалгуур үзүүлэлт, процедур 
30%  70%  80%  100%  

6 
Хөтөлбөрийн түвшний чанарын баталгаажуулалтын шалгуур 
үзүүлэлтийг тодорхойлох  

Чанарын баталгаажуулалтын шалгуур 
үзүүлэлт  40%  50%  70%  100%  

7 
ДБСБ-д кюрикулум боловсруулах, хэрэгжүүлэх, үнэлэх дотоод 
тогтолцоонд зориулсан нийтлэг загвар боловсруулах  

Нийтлэг загвар 
10%  60%  70%  100%  

8 
Хөтөлбөр боловсруулахад шаардлагатай ЧБ-ын механизмыг 
дотоод ЧБ-ын бүтцийн хамт санал болгох  

Санал /удирдамж/ 
20%  60%  90%  100%  

9 

Сонгогдсон ДБСБ-уудын жишиг төвүүдээр дамжуулан 
Инж.технологийн судалгааны чадавхийг сайжруулах зөвлөмж 
боловсруулах  

Зөвлөмж 

0%  30%  40%  100%  

10 
Энэ чиглэлийн багшийн хөгжлийн сургалтын хөтөлбөрийг 
боловсруулах  

Багшийн хөгжлийн сургалт 
0%  30%  30%  100%  

11  Чанартай сурах бичиг зохиох стратеги боловсруулах   Стратеги  0%  25%  25%  100%  
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Санхүүгийн удирдлага, ня-бо бүртгэлийн зөвлөх баг  
No   Aжлын даалгаврууд (TORs)    Бүтээгдэхүүн  

Сар бүрийн эцсийн гүйцэтгэлийн явц (%) 
2015 
9 сар 

2015  
12 сар 

2016 
 3 сар 

2016      
6 сар 

   25%  44%  73%  100%  

1 
Ил тод, хариуцлагатай санхүүгийн удирдлага, ня-бо бүртгэлийн тогтолцоог 
турших  

Ня-бо бүртгэлийн бодлогын баримт бичиг, процедур, 
гарын авлага, хэрэгжилтийн үнэлгээний тайлан   50%  70%  85%  100%  

2 
Санхүүгийн удирдлага, ня-бо бүртгэлийн стандартуудад зориулан үр дүнд 
суурилсан хяналт шинжилгээний үзүүлэлтүүдийг санал болгох  

Үр дүнд суурилсан хяналт шинжилгээний үзүүлэлтүүд 
20%  35%  55%  100%  

3  Санхүүгийн нөөцийн ашиглалтыг  сайжруулах   Зөвлөмж  0%  10%  40%  100%  

4 
Ашгийн төлөө болон ашгийн төлөө бус хувийн ДБСБ-уудад их сургуулийн 
санхүүгийн нөөцийг тогтоон барихад зөвлөн туслах  

Санхүүгийн нөөц бололцоог бий болгох зөвлөмж  
20%  30%  40%  100%  

5  Дотоод хяналт, мэдээлэл хуваалцах тогтолцоог сайжруулахад дэмжлэг үзүүлэх  Дотоод аудитын журам, УМТ-ны үндсэн журам  40%  60%  80%  100%  

6 
Орон нутгийн ДБСБ-уудад тулгарч буй санхүүжилтийн асуудлуудыг 
тодорхойлох 

Асуудлуудыг тодорхойлсон   0%  15%  15%  100%  

7   Санхүүгийн удирдлагын бүхий л асуудлыг тусгасан сургалт боловсруулах  Сургалтын хөтөлбөр   10%  20%  50%  100%  

8 
Санхүүжилтийн олон талт эх үүсвэр, санхүүгийн хариуцлага сэдвээр сургалтууд 
зохион байгуулах 

3 семинар  15%  25%  25%  100%  

9 
Засгийн газрын бус санхүүжилтийн эх үүсвэр бий болгох аргуудыг олж 
тодорхойлох 

Тохиромжтой арга замуудыг тодорхойлох   0%  25%  50%  100%  

10 
 Байгууллагын төсвийн төлөвлөлтийг сайжруулах практик зөвлөмжүүд санал 
болгох 

Зөвлөмж  0%  10%  50%  100%  

11  Санхүүжилтийн үйл ажиллагааны ХШҮ-ний үзүүлэлтүүд боловсруулах  ХШҮ-ний үзүүлэлтүүд   0%  10%  50%  100%  

12  Судалгааны чиглэлээрх тэтгэлгийн бодлого боловсруулах  Бодлого  0%  10%  10%  100%  

13   Их сургуулийн тэтгэлэг, тусламжийг бий болгох талаар санал боловсруулах  Үйл ажиллагааны төлөвлөгөө  0%  10%  50%  100%  

14  Сургалтын Төрийн Санг ДБ-ын Хөгжлийн Сан болгох журам санал болгох  Журам,зөвлөмж  0%  10%  40%  100%  

15   Сурсан сургамжид түшиглэн тайлан бэлтгэх  Тайлан  0%  0%  0%  100%  

ҮМХ, кредит системийн зөвлөх баг  
No   Aжлын даалгаврууд (TORs)    Бүтээгдэхүүн  

Сар бүрийн эцсийн гүйцэтгэлийн явц (%) 

2015 
9 сар 

2015  
12 сар 

2016 
 3 сар 

2016      
6 сар 

   25%  44%  73%  100%  

1  Үндэсний мэргэшлийн хүрээ санал болгох 

ҮМХ-ний санал  40%  60%  80%  100%  
2 

Монгол улсад ҮМХ бий болгоход зориулан дэлгэрэнгүй тодорхойлолт бүхий 
санал боловсруулах  

3 
Оюутны хичээлийн ачаалалд суурилсан дээд боловсролын стандарт кредит 
системийг бий болгох зөвлөмж боловсруулах 

Зөвлөмж  40%  65%  80%  100%  
4 

ДБСБ-д багц цагийн тогтолцоог бүрэн утгаар хэрэгжүүлэх талаар олон улсын 
тэргүүн туршлагад үндэслэн зөвлөмж боловсруулах 

5 
ДБСБ-д багц цагийн тогтолцоог бүрэн утгаар хэрэгжүүлэх төлөвлөгөө 
боловсруулах 

Төлөвлөгөө 
0%  10%  50%  100%  

6 
УМС дэх кредит системийг хэрхэн нэгтгэх талаар зөвлөмж боловсруулах  Зөвлөмж 

20%  40%  75%  100%  

7 
Олон улсын туршлагад үндэслэн дотоодын болон гадаадын сургуулиудын 
хооронд кредит шилжүүлэх, дүйцүүлэн тооцох талаар зөвлөмж, санал болгох 

Санал 
15%  30%  70%  100%  

8 
 Бакалаврын зэрэг олгоход баримталж буй бодлого, тавьж буй шаардлагыг 
шинэчлэн сайжруулах тухай санал, зөвлөмж боловсруулах   

Зөвлөмж 
30%  45%  75%  100%  

9 
 Ерөнхий боловсрол эзэмшүүлэх хэсгийн шаардлагад дүн шинжилгээ хийж, 
түүнийг сайжруулах зөвлөмж боловсруулах   

Зөвлөмж 
20%  35%  60%  100%  

10 
 Төгсөлтийн болон улирлын шалгалтын өнөөгийн тогтолцоог 
сайжруулах тухай санал, зөвлөмж боловсруулах 

Санал, Зөвлөмж 
15%  30%  75%  100%  

11 
 Кредит тогтолцоо болон ҮМХ-нд нийцүүлэн цөм сургалтын 
хөтөлбөрүүдийн стандартын минимум шаардлагыг хэрхэн боловсруулах тухай 
санал боловсруулах  

Санал  10%  25%  60%  100%  
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No   Aжлын даалгаврууд (TORs)    Бүтээгдэхүүн  
Сар бүрийн эцсийн гүйцэтгэлийн явц (%) 

2015 
9 сар 

2015  
12 сар 

2016 
 3 сар 

2016       
6 сар 

   25%  44%  73%  100%  

1 
Судалгаа хөгжлийн жишиг төвүүд байгуулах болон туршилтаар хэрэгжүүлэх үйл 
явцад дэмжлэг үзүүлэх 

Удирдамж 
30%  60%  70%  100%  

2 
Курс дипломын ажлыг бичих талаарх одоо хэрэглэгдэж буй хичээлийн хөтөлбөрийг 
хянах, кюррикулумыг шинэчлэх талаар зөвлөмж боловсруулах 

Зөвлөмж 
5%  50%  90%  100%  

3  Өрсөлдөөнт тэтгэлгийг сонгон шалгаруулах шалгуур үзүүлэлтүүдийг боловсруулах   Шалгуур үзүүлэлт  70%  90%  100%  100%  

4 
Төгсөлтийн дараахь хөтөлбөрийн түвшний судалгаа, судалгаа-хөгжилтэй холбоотой 
бодлого, журмыг боловсронгуй болгох  

Сургалт, семинар 
30%  60%  100%  100%  

5  Төгсөлтийн дараахь хөтөлбөрийн хөгжлийн талаар семинар зохион байгуулах   Семинар  40%  50%  100%  100%  

6 
Судалгааны санаачилгуудын төлөвлөлт, зохион байгуулалт, судалгааны арга зүйн 
хэрэглээний талаар сургалт, семинар зохион байгуулах 

Семинар 
10% 

60%  100%  100%  

7  Судалгаа, хөгжлийн ажилд ТХХТ-ийн оролцоо сэдвээр семинар байгуулах   Семинар  40% 

8 
Тэтгэлэгт хөтөлбөр болон судалгааны тэтгэлэгт оролцохоор бүртгүүлсэн хүмүүст 
зориулан сургалт зохион байгуулах 

Сургалт 
50%  100%  100%  100%  

9 
ДБСБ-уудын судалгааны тэргүүлэх чиглэлийг тодорхойлж, бодлого, стратегийг 
боловсруулах  

Судалгааны чиглэл, бодлого 

20%  35%  85%  100%  10  Судалгааны нэгжүүдийг илүү чадавхижуулах стратегийн төслийг санал болгох   Стратегийн төсөл 

11  Судалгааны ажлын чанарыг үнэлэх шалгуур үзүүлэлт, шаардлага боловсруулах   Шалгуур үзүүлэлт, шаардлага 

12 
Эрдэм шинжилгээний ажилтнууд лаборторийн орчинд судалгааны ажлаа явуулах 
боломжийг олгох зорилгоор лаборториудын хүртээмжийг нэмэгдүүлэх санал 
боловсруулах  

Санал 
10%  20%  85%  100%  

13  Төгсөлтийн дараах сургалтын одоогийн академик ангиллыг дахин нягтлах  Сайжруулах зөвлөмж  N/A  N/A  N/A  100%  

14  Редакцийн зөвлөлийн чадавхийг бэхжүүлэх   Удирдамж  10%  30%  85%  100%  

Судалгааны бодлого, стратегийн зөвлөх баг 
 

Сургалтын хөтөлбөр, багшлахуй ба суралцахуйн зөвлөх баг 

 

No  Aжлын даалгаврууд (TORs)    Бүтээгдэхүүн  
Сар бүрийн эцсийн гүйцэтгэлийн явц (%) 

2015 
9 сар 

2015  
12 сар 

2016 
 3 сар 

2016       
6 сар 

   25%  44%  73%  100%  

1 
Их, дээд сургуулиудын хөтөлбөрийн дотоод хяналт, үнэлгээг бий болгох нийтлэг тогтолцооны 
загварыг турших 

Нийтлэг загвар 
30%  60%  80%  100%  

2 
ҮМХ, кредит систем болон магадлан итгэмжлэлийн зөвлөхүүдтэй хамтран их, дээд сургуулиудад 
хөтөлбөрийн чанарын баталгаажуулалтын механизмыг бүрэлдүүлэх талаар удирдамж 
боловсруулах  

Удирдамж 
10%  20%  80%  100%  

3 
Олон улсын шилдэг туршлагад тулгуурлан ДБСБ-д байгуулагдсан Багшлахуй, суралцахуй 
төв/нэгжээр дамжуулан ДБСБ-ын үйл ажиллагааг сайжруулах тал дээр зөвлөмж өгөх,    

Зөвлөмж 
35%  80%  80%  100%  

4  Хөтөлбөрийн төлөвлөлт, мэргэжил дээшлүүлэх талаар зөвлөмж өгөх  Зөвлөмж  30%  40%  60%  100%  

5 
Тэргүүлэх чиглэлийн хөтөлбөрийн минимум цөм стандартын дагуу чанартай хичээлийн загвар/ 
хүрээг боловсруулах ба ДБСБ-ын сургалтын хөтөлбөр боловсруулагчдыг сургах  

Хичээлийн загвар 
10%  20%  50%  100%  

6  Оюутан төвт сургах, суралцах арга зүйн талаар зөвлөмж боловсруулах  Зөвлөмж  30%  80%  80%  100%  

7 
Блумийн таксаномийн дээд түвшний суралцахуйн категориудыг сургалтанд хэрэгжүүлэх талаар 
удирдамж боловсруулах 

Гарын авлага 
25%  35%  60%  100%  

8 
Хөтөлбөр боловсруулах, сургахуй, суралцахуй ба үнэлгээний чиглэлээр тасралтгүй мэргэжил 
дээшлүүлэх хөтөлбөрийг боловсруулах 

Мэргэжил дээшлүүлэх 
хөтөлбөр 

0%  0%  50%  100%  

9  Сургалтын технологийн шинэчлэлийн загвар боловсруулах  Загвар  10%  50%  75%  100%  

10 
Сонгогдсон сургуулиудад сургалтын технологи (холимог хичээл, цахим хичээл, лабораторийн 
хичээл, MOOC, OER гэх мэт) -ийг сайжруулах удирдамжаар хангах, шилдэг санаачлагуудад 
тэтгэлэг олгох 

Журам 

0%  20%  80%  100%  

11  Сонгогдсон сургуулиудад холимог сургалтын орчин бүрдүүлэх талаар зөвлөмж боловсруулах  Зөвлөмж  20%  50%  80%  100%  

12  Сонгогдсон сургуулиудад Багшлахуй, суралцахуйн төв  байгуулах талаар зөвлөмж өгөх  Зөвлөмж  40%  80%  90%  100%  

13 
Сургалтын хөтөлбөрийн материалуудыг ашиглах талаар ажилтнуудад хэрхэн сургалт явуулах 
талаар зөвлөмж боловсруулах 

Зөвлөмж 
20%  30%  50%  100%  

14 
Сонгогдсон сургуулиудад шинээр боловсруулагдаж буй, шинэ, эсвэл шинэчлэгдсэн сургалтын 
хөтөлбөрүүдийг интеграцчлах үйл явцыг хэрэгжүүлэхэд туслалцаа үзүүлэх зөвлөмж боловсруулах 

Зөвлөмж 
30%  50%  75%  100%  

15 
Сурах бичиг болон сургалтын туслах хэрэглэгдэхүүнийг хэрхэн сонгох, хянах талаар зөвлөмж 
боловсруулах 

Зөвлөмж 
0%  0%  20%  100%  

16 
Сургуулийн стратегийн төлөвлөлт болон мэргэжил дээшлүүлэх сургалтаа төлөвлөхөд оюутнуудыг 
шаардлагатай мэдээллээр хангах, хөтөлбөрийн үр өгөөжийг үнэлэх мэдээлэлд хэрхэн дүн 
шинжилгээ хийх талаар удирдамж боловсруулах 

Удирдамж 
15%  25%  50%  100%  
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Багшийн хөгжлийн зөвлөх баг 

 

No   Aжлын даалгаврууд (TORs)    Бүтээгдэхүүн  

Сар бүрийн эцсийн гүйцэтгэлийн явц (%) 

2015 
9 сар 

2015  
12 сар 

2016 
 3 сар 

2016      
6 сар 

   25%  44%  73%  100%  

1 
Багшийн хөгжлийн төлөвлөгөө/ хөтөлбөрийг  их 
сургуулийн түвшинд хэрэгжүүлэх, туршихад 
сонгогдсон 4 ДБСБ-д туслалцаа үзүүлэх 

Багшийн хөгжлийн төлөвлөгөө 
40%  50%  50%  100%  

2 
Туршилтын загвараар дамжуулан багш хөгжлийн 
асуудал хариуцсан хүмүүсийг сургагч багш болгон 
бэлтгэхэд сонгогдсон 4 ДБСБ-д туслалцаа үзүүлэх 

Загвар 
40%  50%  80%  100%  

3 

Кампусд суурилсан багшийн хөгжлийн төвүүдийг 
байгуулах боломжуудыг судлах, төвүүдийн үйл 
ажиллагаанд шаардлагатай алхмуудыг тодорхойлон 
үйл ажиллагааны төлөвлөгөө боловсруулах 

Үйл ажиллагааны төлөвлөгөө 

40%  50%  80%  100%  

4 
ДБСБ-уудад зориулан хүний нөөцийн хөгжлийн гарын 
авлага боловсруулах  

Гарын авлага 
30%  30%  30%  100%  

 Их сургуулийн түншлэлийн зөвлөх баг 

 

No   Aжлын даалгаврууд (TORs)    Бүтээгдэхүүн  

Сар бүрийн эцсийн гүйцэтгэлийн явц (%) 

2015 
9 сар 

2015  
12 сар 

2016 
 3 сар 

2016      
6 сар 

   25%  44%  73%  100%  

1 

Судалгаа хөгжлийн зөвлөхүүдтэй хамтран бусад улс 
орны их сургуулиудтай хамтарсан судалгаа, 
хөтөлбөрийг санхүүжүүлэх өрсөлдөөнт тэтгэлгийг 
удирдан зохион байгуулах чиглэлээр удирдамж 
бэлтгэх 

Удирдамж 

N/A  N/A  N/A  100%  

2 

Тэргүүлэх чиглэлээр үйлдвэрлэл-сургалтын 20 
хөтөлбөр, хамтарсан 60 судалгааны ажлыг гадаадын 
ДБСБ-уудтай ТХХТ, ижилсэх түншлэлийн замаар  
хөгжүүлэхэд их сургуулиудад дэмжлэг үзүүлэх   

Сургалтын хөтөлбөрүүд, 
Судалгааны ажлууд  

15%  45%  100%  100%  

3 
Оюутны дадлагын ажлын удирдамж боловсруулах  Удирдамж 

30%  40%  50%  100%  

4 
Шинжлэх ухааны академи болон бусад судалгааны 
хүрээлэнгүүдийн хамтын ажиллагааны оновчтой 
механизмыг санал болгох  

Механизм 

20%  20%  30%  100%  

5 
Төгсөгчдийн холбоодыг байгуулах талаарх зөвлөмж 
боловсруулах  

Зөвлөмж 
30%  40%  50%  100%  
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 Зөвлөх үйлчилгээний үр нөлөө 
 Төсөлд хамрагдсан сургуулиуд тодорхой төслууд 

боловсруулан төслийн санхүүжилт авсан. Энэ ажилд 
зөвлөхүүд оролцсон 

 Төсөлд хамрагдсан сургуулиудийн эрдэм шинжилгээ 
судалгааны төслүүд мөн санхүүжилт авч  тэтгэлэг хүртлээ.  

 Зөвлөх үйлчилгээний төсөлд хамрагдсан хөтөлбөрүүд 
БСШУСЯ болон ДБШТ-өөс санхүүгийн дэмжлэг хүртлээ.   

 Төсөлд хамрагдсан сургуулиудийн удирдах ажилтнууд 
зөвлөх үйлчилгээний сургалтаас гадна Хонконгийн их 
сургуулийн зуны сургалтанд олон тоогоор хамрагдсан 

 Идэр дээд сургууль, Отгонтэнгэр их сургууль, Дорнод их 
сургууль, Эрдэнэтийн Технологийн дээд сургуулиуд 
СЭЗИС-тай хамран ажиллах гэрээ байгуулж ажиллаа.  
 

Олон улсын болон дотоодын зөвлөхүүдийн хамт 
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Дорнод их сургууль, Отгонтэнгэр их сургууль, Идэр дээд сургууль 
нь СЭЗИС-тай хамтын ажиллагааны гэрээ байгуулж буй нь 

“Их сургуулийн засаглал, стратеги төлөвлөлт” сэдэвт 
семинар, сургалтын үеэр 
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ДБШТ - Зөвлөх Үйлчилгээ 

Анхааралтай 
сонссонд 
баярлалаа!  
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“ДЭЭД БОЛОВСРОЛЫН ШИНЭЧЛЭЛ”  
ОЛОН УЛСЫН ЗӨВЛӨХ ҮЙЛЧИЛГЭЭ - АХБ: L2766-MOН 

ХАА-н хөтөлбөрийн магадлан итгэмжлэлийн 
мэргэжилтэн, үндэсний зөвлөх Н.Төмөрбаатар, 
Олон улсын зөвлөх MUHAMAD ACHMAD CHOZIN 

ХАА-н хөтөлбөрийн  
магадлан итгэмжлэлийн багийн 

БҮТЭЭГДЭХҮҮНИЙ  
ТОВЧ ТАНИЛЦУУЛГА 

Зөвлөх багийн мэдээлэл 
 ХАА-н Хөтөлбөрийн МИ-ийн мэргэжилтэн - ОУ-ын зөвлөх : 

M. A. Chozin, Индонези Улсын Богорын ХААИС-ийн УЗ-ийн дарга. Бакалаврын боловсролыг 
агрономи мэргэжлээр Богорын ХААИС-д эзэмшиж, мастер ба докторын зэрэг, боловсролыг 
Япон Улсын Окаяамагийн ИС-д хог ургамлын судлал ба био-нөөцийн шинжлэх ухааны 
чиглэлээр тус тус эзэмшсэн. Тэрээр 1976 оноос Богорын ХААИС-ийн ХАА-н сургуулийн 
Агрономийн тэнхимийн багшаар томилогдож байсан бол 1999 онд тус ИС-ийнхаа Агрономийн 
профессор болсон. Богорын ХААИС-ийн Бие даасан байдлыг хэрэгжүүлэх газрын дарга, 
Сургалтын болон оюутны асуудал эрхэлсэн дэд захирлаар томилогдон ажиллахаасаа өмнө 
Номын сангийн эрхлэгч, Их сургуулийн фермийн эрхлэгч, Агрономийн тэнхимийн эрхлэгч, 
ХААИС-ийн захирал зэрэг албыг хашсан. 2003 оноос эхлэн тэрээр Индонезийн Дээд 
боловсролын магадлан итгэмжлэлийн үндэсний зөвлөлийн ДБ-ын МИ-ийн шинжээчээр ажиллаж 
байна. Мөн түүнчлэн МИ болон ДБ-ын удирдлага, менежментийн талаар илтгэх зочин 
илтгэгчээр уригдан ажилладаг. Одоогийн байдлаар Богорын ХААИС-ийн Бизнесийн Сургуулийн 
ДБ Судлалын хөтөлбөрийн багшаар ажиллаж байна. 

 

 ХАА-н Хөтөлбөрийн МИ-ийн мэргэжилтэн -  үндэсний зөвлөх : 

Надмидцэрэнгийн ТӨМӨРБААТАР, СЭЗДС-ийн Эрдэм шинжилгээ, Зөвлөх үйлчилгээний 
төвийн зохицуулагч. Эдийн Засгийн Коллежид (СЭЗДС-ийн өмнөх нэршил) банкны эдийн засагч-
санхүүч мэргэжлээр бакалаврын боловсрол эзэмшиж, СЭЗДС-д бизнесийн удирдлагын 
магистрын зэрэг хамгаалсан. 1997 оноос СЭЗДС-ийн захирлын оюутны асуудал эрхэлсэн 
туслах, 2003 оноос Бүртгэл мэдээллийн албаны даргаар томилогдон ажилласан. СЭЗДС-ийн 
Захиргааны Зөвлөлийн гишүүн, Захиргаа Хүний нөөцийн асуудал эрхэлсэн дэд захирлаар 
ажиллаж байсан. 2012 онд СЭЗДС нь Монголын их дээд сургуулиудаас анх түрүүлэн ASBSP-д 
магадлан итгэмжлэгдэхэд СЭЗДС-ийн ажлын хэсгийн нарийн бичгийн даргаар ажилласан. 
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ХАА-н хөтөлбөрийн МИ-ийн мэргэжилтнүүдийн ажлын хамрах 

хүрээнд тусгагдан хийгдсэн ажлууд : 

 
 
 
 
  
 

 ЧБ болон МИ-ийн тогтолцоог сайжруулах 

 

 ЧБ-ын систем/тогтолцоог МИ-ийн хүрээнд хамруулан хөгжүүлэх, сайжруулах 

 

 БМИҮЗ-ийн чадавхийг бэхжүүлэх 

 МИ-ийн агентлагийн чадавхийг бэхжүүлэх, бодлого, механизм, арга хэрэгслүүдийг 
 боловсронгуй болгох, түүнчлэн БМИҮЗ-ийн ажилтнуудын мэргэшлийн ур чадварыг 
 сайжруулах 

 ДББ-уудын чадавхийг бэхжүүлэх 

 ДББ-уудын чадавхийг бэхжүүлэх ажлын гол цөм нь ДББ-ууд өөрийн дотоод ЧБ 
 болон хөтөлбөрийн МИ-д бэлтгэх, түүнийгээ үнэлж дүгнэх, мониторинг хийх 
 байгууллагын чадавхитай болоход чиглэсэн. Энэ үйл ажиллагааны урт хугацааны 
 зорилго нь ДББ-уудын академик болон захиргааны ажилтнуудын мэргэшлийн 
 чадавхийг сайжруулахын чухлыг ойлгуулан дээшлүүлснээр чанарын соёлыг 
 төлөвшүүлнэ. 

 Сургалтын хөтөлбөрүүдийг үндэсний болон ОУ-ын МИ-д бэлтгэх 

 ХАА-н чиглэлийн сургалтын 5 хөтөлбөрийг сонгон, магадлан итгэмжлүүлэхэд 
 бэлэн болгох. Өөрийн үнэлгээ хийх үндэсний МИ-д шаардлагатай баримт  бичгүүдийг 
 бэлтгэх эрчимжүүлсэн цуврал заавар зөвлөмжийг 4 хөтөлбөрт өгөв   

 (Бараа  түүхий эд судлалын технологи, Зоо инеженер, Байгаль орчны 
 хамгааллын технологи, Агрономи), (Механик инженер) ОУ-ын МИ 

Арга зүй – Хэрэгжүүлэлтийн үе шатууд, үйл 
ажиллагаа 4 үе шаттай байв. Үүнд : 

Үе шат-1 Баримт бичгүүдийг нягтлах, шинжлэх  

 Тухайн үеийн байдлаар мөрдөгдөж буй МИ-ийн тогтолцоо/систем болон процесст холбоотой бүх баримт 
бичгүүдийг хамруулан урьдчилсан, бодит байдлын судалгаа хийв. Энэ үе шатын үйл ажиллагаанууд 
бүрэн хийгдсэн бөгөөд ДБ-ын сонирхлын бүлгүүдийн төлөөлөл бүрээс холбогдох мэдээллийг 
сурвалжлан авсан. Үүнийг ярилцлага, эсвэл БМИҮЗ-ийн ажилтнууд, ДББ-уудын багш ажилтнууд, ХАА-н 
үйлдвэрлэгчид, мэргэжилтнүүд оролцсон жижиг бүлэг дундах хэлэлцүүлэг зэрэг хэлбэрээр зохион 
байгуулсан.  

Үе шат-2 Заавар журам, арга хэрэгслүүдийг боловсруулах 

 ДББ-уудын ба БМИҮЗ-ийн ерөнхий зохион байгуулалтыг багтаасан ЧБ-ын хүрээ, түүний 
тогтолцоо/систем (ЧБ-ын удирдлага, мэдээлэл)-ийн бүтэц схем боловсруулах 

 Өөрийн үнэлгээний баримт бичгүүдийг бэлтгэх стандарт, заавар; 

 МИ-ийн баримт бичгүүдийг бэлтгэх стандарт, заавар; 

 МИ-ийн баримт бичгүүдийг нягтлан үнэлэх заавар, стандарт, арга хэрэгслүүд; 

 Чанарын стандарт, сургалтын төлөвлөгөөг нягтлан үнэлэх, монитринг хийх хүрээ 

  

Үе шат-3 Заавар журам, стандартуудыг түгээн дэлгэрүүлэх 

 Энэ үе шатны ажлууд нь 2 дахь үе шатад боловсруулагдсан ЧБ-ын хүрээ, заавар журам, стандартуудыг 
түгээн дэлгэрүүлэх, нутагшуулах замаар ДБ-ын чанарын соёлыг төлөвшүүлэх үйл хэрэг байв. 

 БСШУЯ, БМИҮЗ-тэй хийсэн сургалт, хэлэлцүүлгүүд нь МИ-ийн ухагдахуунуудыг ДБ-ын ЧБ-ын хүрээтэй 
холбон дахин сайтар танилцуулах, чанар ба МИ-ийн зарим чухал асуудлуудад БСШУЯ, БМИҮЗ, түүний 
мэргэжилтнүүдийн анхаарлыг төвлөрүүлэн онцлон авч үзэх зорилго агуулж байв. 

 Харин ДББ-уудад зориулсан сургалт, хэлэлцүүлгүүд нь ХАА-н чиглэлийн сургалтын хөтөлбөр, ДББ-д МИ, 
дотоод ЧБ-ын чухал ач холбогдолтой болохыг эргэлзээгүй дахин нотлон харуулахад чиглэсэн. Энд ДББ-
уудын янз бүрийн түвшний төлөөллийг хамруулахыг зорьсон бөгөөд их сургуулийн, салбар сургуулийн, 
тэнхимийн, хөтөлбөрийн зэрэг бүх түвшний төлөөллүүд, үүний дотор сонгогдсон хөтөлбөрийнхнийг 
сургалт, хэлэлцүүлгүүдэд хамрагдах боломжийг бүрдүүлэв. 
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Арга зүй – Хэрэгжүүлэлтийн үе шатууд, үйл 
ажиллагаа 4 үе шаттай байв. Үүнд : 

Үе шат-4 Сургалт 
 Үе шат-2-т боловсруулагдсан заавар журам, стандартуудыг ашиглах, БМИҮЗ-ийн 

шинжээчдэд зориулсан мэдлэг, ур чадвараа дээшлүүлэх сургалтад оролцсон бөгөөд 
энэ нь БМИҮЗ-ийн шинжээчдийн ур чадварыг дээшлүүлэх ажлын нэг хэсэг байв. 
Эхний сургалт нь 2015 оны 11 сарын 13-нд ШУТИС-ийн Номын сангийн хурлын 
зааланд “БМИҮЗ-ийн стандарт, шалгуул үзүүлэлтийг боловсронгуй болгох нээлттэй 
сургалт, хэлэлцүүлэг” хэлбэрээр болж, 80 гаруй төлөөлөл хамрагдсан. Дараагийн 
сургалт нь БМИҮЗ-ийн 6 мэргэжилтэнг хамруулсан мөн нээлттэй сургалт, 
хэлэлцүүлэг хэлбэрээр 2016 оны 1 сарын 11-нд зохион байгуулагдсан. 

 Сонгогдсон хөтөлбөрүүдэд (Бараа түүхий эд судлалын технологи, Зоо инеженер, 
Байгаль орчны хамгааллын технологи, Агрономи, Механик инженер) зориулсан 
сургалтууд нь байгаа орчинд нь, эрчимжүүлсэн цуврал сургалт, тухайлсан бүлэг 
хэсгийн хэлэлцүүлэг хэлбэрээр хийгдсэн. ХААИС-ийн Захирлын тушаалаар 
байгуулагдаж, зөвлөхүүдийн туслалцаа зөвлөмжийг авсан 5 ажлын хэсгүүд хамтран 
ажиллаж, БМИҮЗ-д болон ОУ-ын МИ-ийн хүсэлт, баримт бичгүүдийг бүрдүүлэн 
боловсрууллаа. Бараг бүх эрчимжүүлсэн цуврал сургалт нь ХААИС дээр, өргөн 
хэмжээнд зохион байгуулагдсан. Ажлын хэсгүүдийн 5 цуврал сургалтыг 2015 оны 5 
сарын 28, 6 сарын 8, 10 сарын 26-наас 30, 11 сарын 1-нээс 3 (ABET) 11 сарын 4, 10-
наас 12 (үндэсний магадлан итгэмжлэлд хамрагдах 4 хөтөлбөрт)-ны өдрүүдэд зохион 
байгуулж, давхардсан тоогоор тус бүр 60, 10, 8, 60, 45 төлөөлөл оролцон 
хамрагдлаа. Ерөнхийдөө, МИ-тэй холбоотой баримт бичгүүд, өөрийн үнэлгээний 
тайланг бэлтгэх ажил нь тухайн хөтөлбөр, сургуулийн хариуцан хийх ажил тул 
хийвэл зөвлөхүүд зохих ажлуудыг гэрийн даалгавар хэлбэрээр ажлын хэсгүүдэд өгч 
явцад нь байнгын холбоотой байж ирлээ. 

 Төслийн төгсгөл шатанд зөвлөхүүд ХААИС-ийн болон 5 хөтөлбөрийн зүгээс хийсэн 
ажлууд, ахиц дэвшил, барим бичгүүдийг нягтлан, зөвлөмж өгөв. 

 

Бүтээгдэхүүн #1  

ХАА-н СОНГОГДСОН 5 
ХӨТӨЛБӨРИЙГ МАГАДЛАН 

ИТГЭМЖЛЭЛД БЭЛТГЭХ 
ТӨЛӨВЛӨГӨӨ 

 

/Хавсралт 1, 2/ 

Залруулга шаардлагагүй хүлээн авсанаа 
БСШУСЯ-ны ажлын хэсэг мэдэгдсэн. 

Хөтөлбөрүүд төлөвлөгөөний дагуу ажилласан. 
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ДЭЭД БОЛОВСРОЛЫН ЧАНАРЫН 
БАТАЛГААЖУУЛАЛТЫН ТАЛААРХ 

САНАЛ БОЛГОЖ БУЙ ЗӨВЛӨМЖ 

 (ЧАНАРЫН БАТАЛГААЖУУЛАЛТЫН НЭГЖ 

БАЙГУУЛАХ ЗААВАРЧИЛГАА) 

 
Хавсралт 1: ИХ СУРГУУЛИЙН ДОТООД ЧАНАРЫН 

БАТАЛГААЖУУЛАЛТЫН ШАЛГУУРУУД 
( ЖИШИГ ХУВИЛБАР / ҮЛГЭРЧИЛСЭН ЗАГВАР ) 

 
Хавсралт 2 : ХАВСРАЛТУУД – ИХ СУРГУУЛИЙН ДОТООД ЧАНАРЫН 

БАТАЛГААЖУУЛАЛТЫН ШАЛГУУРУУД 

 

Бүтээгдэхүүн #2 

Бүтээгдэхүүн #3 

ХӨДӨӨ АЖ АХУЙН СУРГАЛТЫН МЭРГЭЖЛИЙН 
ХӨТӨЛБӨРИЙН МАГАДЛАН ИТГЭМЖЛЭЛИЙН СТАНДАРТ, 

ШАЛГУУР ҮЗҮҮЛЭЛТҮҮД 

(САНАЛ БОЛГОЖ БУЙ ЖИШИГ ХУВИЛБАР) ба СОНГОГДСОН 
ХӨТӨЛБӨРҮҮДЭД ӨГСӨН ЗӨВЛӨМЖ 

1. Үндэсний/дотоодын болон олон улсын магадлан итгэмжлэлийн 
нийтлэг/ерөнхий стандарт, шалгуур үзүүлэлтүүд 

2. ХАА-н сургалтын хөтөлбөрийн магадлан итгэмжлэлийн санал болгож 
буй стандарт, шалгуур үзүүлэлтүүд 

3. БМИҮЗ-ийн 8 шалгуур үзүүлэлт ба санал болгож буй хувилбарт 
тусгасан 13 стандартын харьцуулалт, уялдаа холбоо 

4. ХАА-н сургалтын хөтөлбөрийн магадлан итгэмжлэлд тухайлан 
зорилсан стандарт, шалгуур үзүүлэлтийн тухай 

5. ХААИС-ийн сонгогдсон хөтөлбөрүүдэд өгөгдсөн зөвлөмжүүд   

      ( Дотоодод магадлагдах 4, олон улсад магадлагдах 1 хөтөлбөр)   
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Бүтээгдэхүүн #4 

 
 

СУРГАЛТЫН ХӨТӨЛБӨРИЙН ТҮВШИН ДЭХ  
ДОТООД ЧАНАРЫН БАТАЛГААЖУУЛАЛТ  

Дотоод чанарын баталгаажуулалт, түүний хэрэгжилтийг 
хөтөлбөрийн түвшинд хангах бүдүүвч болон  

ЧБ-ын процессыг хөтөлбөрийн түвшнээс  

их сургуулийн түвшин хүртэл өгсүүлэн хэрэгжүүлэх 
нийтлэг ерөнхий схемчилсэн бүдүүвчийг  

санал болгов. 

Бүтээгдэхүүн #5 

  

ДЭЭД БОЛОВСРОЛ ДАХЬ СУРГАЛТЫН 
ТӨЛӨВЛӨГӨӨГ ХӨГЖҮҮЛЭХ, ХЭРЭГЖҮҮЛЭХ, 

ҮНЭЛЖ ДҮГНЭХ ХҮРЭЭ, ТҮҮНИЙ САНАЛ 
БОЛГОЖ БУЙ ЖИШИГ ХУВИЛБАР 

ХААИС-д сургалтын төлөвлөгөөгөө хөгжүүлэн боловсруулах хүрээг 
санал болгов :  
- Түүнийг үнэлж дүгнэх арга  - Бүдүүвч 1;  
- Сургалтын төлөвлөгөөг нягтлан цэгнэх (Бүдүүвч 2),  
- Хөтөлбөрийн сургалтын зорилго, зорилтууд (PEO) (Бүдүүвч 3), 
- Оюутны гарц үр дүн (SO) түүний дахин боловсруулалт (Бүдүүвч 4) 
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Бүтээгдэхүүн #6 

  

ДОТООД ЧАНАРЫН 
БАТАЛГААЖУУЛАЛТЫН БҮТЭЦ,  

СУРГАЛТЫН ХӨТӨЛБӨРИЙГ 
БОЛОВСРУУЛАХ МЕХАНИЗМ 

- ДЧБ-ын системийн бүтэц, механизм (Бүдүүвч 1),  
- Сургалтын төлөвлөгөөг боловсронгуй болгох 

механизмыг түвшин бүрт нь товч тодорхой 
тайлбарлав:   

 1) хөтөлбөрийн / тэнхимийн 2) бүрэлдэхүүн 
 сургууль/факултетийн түвшинд 3) их сургууль 
 даяар, түүний түвшинд  

Бүтээгдэхүүн #7 

  

ТЭРГҮҮЛЭХ ТӨВИЙН ТУСЛАМЖТАЙГААР 
ХӨДӨӨ АЖ АХУЙН ЧИГЛЭЛИЙН 

СУДАЛГААНЫ ЧАДАВХИЙГ ДЭЭШЛҮҮЛЭХ 
ЗӨВЛӨМЖ 

1. ХААИС-ийн эрдэм судлалын ажлын замын 
зураглал,  
 

2. ХААИС-д олгох ур чадварын цөмд суурилсан эрдэм 
шинжилгээ, судалгаа, хөгжлийн стратеги, тэргүүлэх 
төв байгуулах зөвлөмж.  
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Бүтээгдэхүүн #8 

  

ЭРДЭМ ШИНЖИЛГЭЭ СУДАЛГАА,  

БАГШЛАХ УР ЧАДВАРЫГ  

САЙЖРУУЛАХ СУРГАЛТЫН 
ХӨТӨЛБӨРҮҮД 

Бүтээгдэхүүн #9, #11 

  

ЧАНАРТАЙ СУРАХ БИЧГИЙГ 
БЭЛТГЭХ НЬ 

ХААИС-ийн сонгогдсон 5 хөтөлбөрийн хувьд, 
ялангуяа оюутанд эзэмшүүлэх ур чадварын 
цөмд нь суурилсан мэргэжлийн сурах бичиг 

боловсруулан гаргах зөвлөмжийг гаргав.  
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Бүтээгдэхүүн #10 

  

СУДАЛГАА ШИНЖИЛГЭЭНИЙ 
ЧАДАВХИЙГ САЙЖРУУЛАХ 

ХӨТӨЛБӨР 

- Хүний нөөцийн хөгжлийн талаар баримтлах стратеги, 
судалгааны чадавхийг сайжруулах талаар хийж хэрэгжүүлэх 
хөтөлбөрийн санал болгож буй хувилбарыг тусгав.  

 

- Дүгнэн шинжлэх өгөгдөл мэдээлэл хангалтгүй байсан ч гэсэн 
зөвлөхүүд шаардлагатай хэмжээнд хэрэгцээт мэдээллийг 
хэрхэн цуглуулах, хүний нөөцийн хөгжлийн, үүний дотор онцлон 
судалгааны чадавхийг бэхжүүлэх  зөвлөмжийг өгөв. 

  

БҮТЭЭГДЭХҮҮНҮҮДИЙГ  
ТҮГЭЭХ САНАЛ, ҮНДЭСЛЭЛ 

- Сонгогдсон хөтөлбөр, сургуулиуд, ажлын хэсгийн 
гишүүдэд и-мейл-ээр түгээгдсэн.  

 
- Олон улсын нийтлэг жишиг, монголын дээд 

боловсролын хэрэгцээ, судалгааг тусгасан.  
 

- Бүх их, дээд сургуулиудад гарын авлага болгон 
түгээх саналтай.  
 

- ДЧБ-ын бүтэц, зохион байгуулалтын талаар 
төслийн цуврал сургалтуудад удаа дараа 
танилцуулагдсан. 
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ХҮСЭЛТ 

Жил гаруй хугацаанд хийж гүйцэтгэсэн дээрх 
бүтээгдэхүүнүүд нь олон улсад түгээмэл, ид 

хэрэглэгдэж байгаа,  
 

мөн монголын их дээд сургуулиудын удирдах 
ажилтнуудаас авсан судалгаа, эргэх холбооны өгөгдөл 

мэдээлэл, эрэлт хэрэгцээнд тулгуурласан зөвлөмж, 
заавар, жишиг загварууд юм.  

 
Иймд, бидний боловсруулсан бүтээгдэхүүнүүдийг 
багцлан хэвлэж, төслийн хөрөнгөөр санхүүжүүлэн 

нийт монголын дээд боловсролын байгууллагуудад 
түгээн дэлгэрүүлэхийг хичээнгүйлэн хүсч байна. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRESENTATION 13 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ДЭЭД БОЛОВСРОЛЫН БАЙГУУЛАГЫН 
СУДАЛГАА, ХѲГЖҮҮЛЭЛТИЙН ЗѲВЛѲХ 

БАГИЙН ТАЙЛАН

Чан БАСАРУДДИН  (Олон улсын зөвлөх)
А.ГАЛТБАЯР (Үндэсний зөвлөх)



АГУУЛГА

• Гүйцэтгэсэн ажлууд 
• Бүтээгдэхүүний талаар 
• Семинарын үр дүнгийн талаар



ГҮЙЦЭТГЭСЭН АЖЛУУД

• Өнөөгийн нөхцөл байдлын үнэлгээ ба тойм 
– Баримт бичгийн судалгаа  
– Фокус группын ярилцлага 
– Онлайн санал асуулга 

• Семинарууд 
• Сургалт 
• Туршилтын сургуулиуд дээр хийсэн ажлууд



СЕМИНАРУУД

• Семинар 1 (2015.11.04)
–Их сургуулийн судалгаа, Инноваци, Төгс жишгийн төв, 
Менежмент, Санхүүжилт, Академик бүтэц

• Семинар 2 (2016.01.20)
–Судалгаа хөгжүүлэлт ба ахисан түвшний сургалт, 
Судалгаанд суурилсан ахисан түвшний хөтөлбөрүүд

• Семинар 3 (2016.01.27)
–Их дээд сургуулийн судалгаа хөгжүүлэлтийг санхүүжүүлэх 
загварууд, Төр, хувийн хэвшлийн хамтын ажиллагаа (PPP), 
RDCE тогтолцоог ашиглан судалгааны төвүүдийг хөгжүүлэх

• Семинар 4 (2016.06.30)
• Дээд боловсролын судалгаа боловсруулалтын бодлого 
стратеги



СУРГАЛТ БА ТЕХНИКИЙН 
ТУСЛАЛЦАА

• Сургалт (2016.01.29)
– Эрдэм шинжилгээний сэтгүүлүүдийг хэрхэн гаргах, Сэтгүүлүүдийг Scopus ба Web 

of Science мэдээллийн санд хэрхэн бүртгүүлэх 

• Туршилтын сургуулиудад үзүүлсэн техникийн 
туслалцаа 
– Идэр дээд сургууль: 

• Судалгаа хөгжүүлэлтийн бодлого төлөвлөлт, судалгааны төслүүдийг 
эхлүүлэх; 

– Отгонтэнгэр их сургууль: 
• Ахисан түвшний сургалтын хөтөлбөрийг хянах, судалгааны чадавхийг 
хөгжүүлэх (сургалт хэлэлцүүлэг), Оюуны өмчийг хамгаалах асуудал, 
Нийгмийн судалгааны төв;



БҮТЭЭГДЭХҮҮНИЙ ЖАГСААЛТ

1. Судалгаа боловсруулалтын багийн ерөнхий зөвлөмж 
2. СХ-ийн Төгс жишгийн төв байгуулах удирдамж  
3. Ахисан түвшний сургалтанд судалгаа хөгжүүлэлтийг интеграцлах 
4. Дээд боловсролын байгууллагын судалгаа хөгжүүлэлтийг 

санхүүжүүлэх загвар   
5. Дээд боловсролын байгууллагын судалгаа хөгжүүлэлтийг дэмжих 

төр, хувийн хэвшлийн хамтын ажиллагаа 
6. Үндэсний судалгааны тэргүүлэх чиглэлийг тогтоох талаар зөвлөмж  
7. Судалгааны чанарыг үнэлэх шалгуур, шаардлагуудын талаар 

зөвлөмж 
8. Судалгааны нээлттэй лабораторийн талаар зөвлөмж 
9. Ахисан түвшний зэргийн ангиллын талаар зөвлөмж 
10.Үндэсний шинжлэх ухааны бүтээлийн талаар зөвлөмж 



ЕРӨНХИЙ ЗӨВЛӨМЖ

• Ерѳнхий зураг 
• Ѳнѳѳгийн нѳхцѳл байдал
• Улсын судалгааны бодлого стратегийн 

талаар
• Дээд боловсролын байгууллагын СХА-ын 

талаар   



САНХҮҮЖИЛТИЙН ЗАГВАР

Зорилт - хүлээж байгаа үр дүн - санхүүжилтийн загвар 

• Байгууллагын грант 
• Тѳвийн ѳрсѳлдѳѳнт тэтгэлэг
• Ѳрсѳлдѳѳнт тэтгэлэг
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Appendix 4. HERP Deliverables  
 

 

All deliverables submitted in soft file due to high volume of data size. 

 

 

 

 


